


MALLORY
Type FP* Capacitor
*Trademark lirgimered

Low Assembly Cost
Simplification of assembly operations is the keynote to improved
production. Mallory FP Capacitors are designed to combine
long life with characteristics that speed assembly. thanks to
simple, efficient methods of installation.

Remember the time when every new radio set called for
special capacitors? That meant elaborate prints, lengthy life
tests, costly experimentation. With Mallory FP Capacitors, all
of that has been eliminated. One life test and a simple print
solve formerly troublesome problems. The simplest check quickly
shows the remarkable uniformity of Mallory FP Capacitors.

Mallory FP's, with their self-contained mounting feature, will
certainly simplify your assembly. Regardless of rating, they
mount identically, eliminate handling of extra hardware,
avoid worker confusion, reduce servicing expense. simplify
stock and catalog records.

See your Mallory distributor or write direct for free literature or
information concerning your specific capacitor assembly problems.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Free the Vahan t Speed Victory... Buy IlOr

P a

MA L LO RY
R. MALLORYCO..Inc.
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THE GIANT TORTOISE, believed to
.:11ve all vertebrae. Its usual life

is up to 100 years, but records
show one to have been at last 152
years old and possibly 200.

/#it

STANDARD OF STAMINA
What you want most in a capacitor is what you are
sure of getting in TOBE Capacitors: . . . long life!
Your proof is in Tobe's enviable record of practically
no "returns". Frequent, rigid inspections eliminate
uncertainty. Constant research brings constant im-
provement. The original capacitor with hold-down
bracket, Tobe OM -601, offers many definite advan-
tages. This capacitor is strong, compact and space -
saving. The hold-down bracket permits the use of
either inverted or upright terminals, with wiring
underneath or on top of chassis. Write for details
and samples (1.0 mfd and 2.0 mfd). Tobe engineers
are glad to be of service.

SPECIFICATIONS TOBE OM -601 CAPACITORS
TYPE OM
RATINGS .05 to 2.0 mfd. 600 V D. C.
.05 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. 1,000 V D. C.
STANDARD CAPACITY TOLERANCE . . . 10%
TEST VOLTAGE . . . Twice D. C. rating
GROUND TEST . . . 2,500 Volts, D. C.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE .. 55°F to 185°F

MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS

rg
!3t,

OM -60I

1.O MFD

600 V. D. C.

This sera separate
ittnz is str"gerand he7pl s preventeaks
(*.lased by breaks1.n can. TL

tasd-
a'

ts
mi :Pi iga takes

space. amonnt

LONGLONG LIFE ASSURED!

SHUNT RESISTANCE

.05 to 0.1 mfd. 20,000 megohms

.25 to 0.5 mfd. 12,000 megohms
1.0 to 2.0 mfd. 12,000 megohms

POWER FACTOR

At 1,000 cycles-.002 to .005
CONTAINER SIZE

idth Vs", length 15/16", ht. 21/4"
1

A small part in Victory Today . . A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944 3
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Maximum attenuation of rejection fre-
quencies and minimum insertion loss at
pass band frequencies, together with
close tolerances and stability, are the
usual filter requirements of the 'audio
engineer.
The special design of' Thordarson filter
coils insures the desired Q at pre -deter-
mined frequencies. Time -tested produc-
tion and inspection methods result in
uniform performance to meet your exact
needs. Thordarson filters are available
with glass seal terminals, as illustrated,
for completer hermetic sealing.

WRITE US REGARDING YOUR
FILTER PROBLEMS

TRANSFORMER DIVISION
THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG.CO.
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

77e~irserrawsea, S'Aleuiere.:ses ,c4e. ce, 1W9,5"
ORIGINATORS OF TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

Well, its probably alright for the
record, so-Hollywood boasts an Elec-
tronic Bootblack; maybe he uses a tube
of polish in place of the usual bottle.
Anyway, he claims to give you an electric
shine. There are a couple of Radio
Barbers in downtown Los Angeles, and
one enterprising gasoline filling station
impresario on the road that winds
through the hills to Inglewood has an
illuminated sign advertising "Radar Super -
sensitized Ethyl".

And speaking of illumination, it might
surprise anyone less easily surprised to
discover how many of the electric sign
people have to some extent re -christened
company names by the simple expedient
of adding the term "Electronic".

But that isn't confined to the lighting
people alone. It goes for manufacturers
of therapeutic lamps and home vibrators,
and one manufacturer whose principal
business is rebuilding broken down phono-
graphs has gone "Electronic", at least in
title.

Even the chiropractors have felt the in-
fluence. One of 'em advertises "treatment
with radio -electric waves"; another offers
"radionics" along with colonies and diet-
ics: still another is selling "radionic" lab-
oratory tests; three or four more are
satisfied that just plain "Radionics" will
draw the trade. And there isn't a single
mention of diathermy any more. Too old-
fashioned.

And when those places that everyone
else calls by the generic term "factory" goes
slightly off the conservative beam it be-
comes either a "Laboratory", or maybe a
"Research" organization. One such organ-
ization that goes whole hog by including
both Electronic and Laboratory on its
letterhead is an old-fashioned (very) fac-
tory producing optical equipment that may
by some stretch of the imagination have
some remote connection with either term.

Then there is the funny one going the
rounds in Hollywood, which is quite db
conscious, especially around its sound sets.
Seems food has other things mixed up
with it in addition to vitamins. You
guessed it-db's. Celery and crisp toast,
for example, definitely have db's, and
some other foods to an only slightly lesser
extent. At any rate it is reported that a
group of supers had to eat "noiseless"
lamb chops, fashioned out of mashed
potatoes colored with gravy during the
shooting of one big scene where the prin-
cipals were required to talk through the
banquet. -SPM.

4 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Juno, 1944
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FOR PEAK EFFICIENCY-MAXIMUM ACCESSIBILITY-

COMPLETE SAFETY-ADVANCED DESIGN

From General Electric's broad background of experience
in building all of America's 100 -kw international trans-
mitters, has sprung a new transmitter so revolut'onary in
design and performance and operating features that it

literally is setting the post-war standards for tne entire
"family" of G -E broadcast equipment . . . FM, Television,

and AM.

Forty feet of streamlined beauty sets the pace in styling
for the whole broadcast industry. . . . Complete accessi-
bility of all components permits rapid and effective main-
tenance.... Complete safety is provided by both mechani-
cal and electrical interlocks that make it impossible for
operating personnel to en-er the high voltage areas with-
out manually operating all interlocks. Transformers cooled
with non -inflammable Pyranol* and enclosed air -break
contactors provide a iditional safety features - reducing
fire hazard.

Centralized supervisory control tells at a g,ance the
status of all circuits. . . . Sectionalized construct on, using
standard cubicles, makes irs-allation simple, less costly, and
results in improved aopecrance. . . . Sturdy construction,

employing heavy steel s'neets, provides strong, rigid
cubicles that permit tie compact assembly of heavy-duty
components on walls and ceilings. Sub -assemblies need

not be removed for adjustment or maintenance

All instruments are easy to read and are grouped for
easy observation. . . . Pea( performance is assured by
electrical features such cr!.: Automatic filamer t voltage
regulator. Supervisory light system. Continuous metering
of power input. Automatic -eclosure for short -duration out-
ages. Improved automatic :antral of modulator oias. Pro-

tection of tungsten filament tubes against starting surges
for longer tube life... . Input power supply -2400 or 4160
volts, 50 '60 cycles. Easy to change after installation by a
few connections.

Many of these added fec tures will come to you with your
post-war installation of a G -E transmitter; and in this fore-
runner of tomorrow's transmitters they re-emphasize the
"know how," experience, research, and ability of General
Electric to deal with your FM, Television, or AM problems.
General Electric wil be glad to discuss such problems
with you. Write to Electroni:s Department, General Electric,
Schenectady, New York.
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FRONT VIEW of new G -E 100 -kw intern° onal transmitter, with
sootrci-ponel doom closed. Finger-tip press'. -it will cpen or close
..ert cal tI ding doors. EAR VIEW at 'lei

CONTROL STATUS c- a glance is achieved by ten-ralixing all
supen'ax lights and srstches. Locations anc names of all controls
c re :arefully planned tc aid the operator in v sualizing the sequence
cf ope-atian. Control mays and contactors in 3 y be viewed through
t-te Ief window, and exciter components mar be seen through the

Flsaresceist light rg provides a soft g ow for c.11 transmitter

Foy panels.

MNIMUd INSTALLATION EXPENSE. maximum safety, corn -
Fact cp3ecerance are arF eyed with this well -designed sower supply
equipment. Higb-vdtage :ontactors, surge resMtors, insf.t.ment trans -
brims!, e c., crc lccated in steel weather-proof cabinets. which are
tiroatcoeeected to the cssociated transformer: and indiction regu-
lators. Tsese units are ceded with non -inflammable Pyrc nal and may
be looted outdoors or r doors. No special vcult is recto red.

lEN CRWSTAL `THERMOCELLS' (including four speres). Each

cll is complete is itseff, including internal treater and thermostat
sealed in-. a inetal.tubir :hell. Indicator lights continuously monitor
thermostat operaion. Ver-ier adjustments of frequency nay be made
easily du -Mg cperation.

QUICKER. FREQUENCY CHANGES are made possible by on
csitanatic uning system fcr the power amplifie- plote tank capacitor.
Any ame o- six pre-set portions may be selecte: by the so-ary switch.
tromps -at) pressure on tie "Automatic On" Sutton skirts the car-
roge, whi:h stops at tFe pre -selected position. Manucl tuning for
cse:kiog resononze is d3 -e with the other pushbutton switches.

l*IDICATING INSTRJNENTS are easy so read erd easy to
;identify. Me new 240 -decree scale is inherently more accurate and
pray des cmple spcce -c- calibration markings and circuit name.
Instrumenh are t !fed at c 10 -degree angle to avoid reflections and
proide greater

WATERFLOW METERS. control valves amid temperature indi-

cators tar 311 wa-er-coole: tubes are located in the certer passage-
way. They can be read owl adjusted with the lansmitte on the air.



1 For reliable primary power control, 5000 -volt air -break con-
tactors are used for plate "start" and "run." These contactors are
designed for highly repetitive operation, and for single -shot automatic
reclosure. These contactors can be safely connected to a 150,000 kva
power system, as they handle all overloads on the secondary side of the
connected transformers and are backed up by silver -sand fuses.

2 For effective inspection and maintenance, ready access is pro-
vided to all electrical and mechanical parts. Heavy-duty cubicle con-
struction permits mounting of components on walls, front panel and
roof. The audio -driver cubicle illustrated shows typical construction.
Cubicle floors are covered with long -life inlaid linoleum.

3 The power amplifier assembly is simple, compact, and trouble -free.
For quick frequency changing, the inner cylinders of the concentric
plate capacitors are raised and lowered by a motor -driven carriage
to pre-set positions. All parts of this assembly are readily accessible
from an ample aisle completely surrounding the tube -and -circuit unit
within the cubicle.

4 Water-cooling troubles ended! These modulator tubes, and the
tubes for other high power stages, are water-cooled through semi -
flexible plastic insulating tubing, transparent throughout its entire
length. Transmitter cubicles are pressurized with filtered air for cooling
and cleanliness.

1W 111,

FLOOR PLAN AND END ELEVATION. The total length of the transmitter is 39' 6"; height

7' 6"; depth 6' 6 .
The transmitter proper consists of four cubicles, each 8' wide and

deep. A wide passageway is provided in the center of the transmitter; and electric inte

locks prevent transmitter from being placed in operation until all entrance doors are closed.

COME TO SCHENECTADY: - to see the pattern of tomorrow's transmitters .
to see G. E.'s proving -ground stations-FM, AM, and Television ... to discuss

how you can reserve the equipment you want for prompt post-war delivery.

Tune in General Electric's ''The World Today"
and hear the news from the men who see it happen,
every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T. over
CBS network. On Sunday evening listen to the
G -E "All Girl Orchestra" at 10 E.W.T. over NBC.

STATION AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT TRANSMITTERS ANTENNAS ELECTRONIC TUBES RECEIVERS

GENERAL r) ELECTRIC FMTELEVISIONAM
Ge-en aer zWrzee



When UouThink

of Connectors -mg -
BRITISH COAX141.5.

Cc 1

BñI sh ,,11011-507 C.C. .5C.389-1
Sgoal it 1, /73 AO. .10H-528

C.0 50 350-1
Brit s-, Ref. -11011-585
Sigcl Corse 50-153

anftector Corpora/1/6w
401 NORTH BROAD ST.,PH11.ADELPH1A, PA.
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MACHINED PARTS
MILLED, DRILLED, LATHED TURNED

SAWED, GROUND, SHAPED AND PUNCHED
FROM SHEET,ROD AND TUBING
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Cops specfficotoos.

Speciiicatitus
GLASS BONDED MICA

VULCANIZED FIBRE

CORK, CORPRENE

recision
FABRICATORS, INC

114 N. FITZHUGH ST., ROCHESTER 4, N.Y.

PNEWOL FIBRE
RUBBER, ASBESTOS.

AND DINER MATERIALS

10

Branch Offices: NEW YORK: 420 LEXINGTON AVE., DETROIT: 14319 STRATHMOOR AVE.
PHILADELPHIA: 6710 HOLLIS ST., CHICAGO: 4317 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
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tuning
up

One of the most impressive
sights

and sounds
in human

experience
is a

greatorchestra
tuning

upfor itsopening

overture.
Every

sensitive
instrument

stands
poised

to bt.rst into the harmony

ofsound
at the wave ofthe baton!

So it should
be with the industry

of

a greatnation,
tuning

up for the opening

march
of reconversion.

While
ourattention

is concentrated

on our score in the wa7
production

program,
we at G. I. are planning

constructively
the shortest,

surest route

co peacetime
operation.

For many
months

' we have been turning
out

in record
quantities

such precision
instruments

in the electronic
and radar fields

as variable
condensers,

manywith circuit
applications

never before
possible,

automatic
tuning

mechanisms,

complete
wiredassemblies

and sub assemblies.
The result of this

intensified
effort has been the

development
of new techniques,

improved

methods,
short cuts and economies

certain
to expedite

materially

this process
of

Lining
up for peace.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

CORP.

829 NEWARK
AVENUE,

ELIZABETH
3,N.I.



Announcing

the New

WILCO

BLUE BOOK

An authoritative treatise-acknowl-

edged as a complete Engineering

Handbook on Thermometals and

Contact Materials.

The Wilco Blue Book deals with the
29 Wilco Thermometals I thermostatic
bimetals) -what they are-how they
are made-their properties. functions,
applications and temperature ranges.
Particularly outstanding are the 37
pages of formulae and charts, which
give detailed graphic data regarding
deflection rates, corrosion resistance
characteristics, resistivity, etc. A large
part of the Thermometal section is

devoted to formulae on the behavior
of various shapes and types.

Wide Range of Contact Materials, Too

The Blue Book also fully describes
the new developments in Electrical
Contacts made during 30 years of pio-

neering research in this field. New
and old Wilco contact materials listed
and described include Silver. Plat-
inum. Gold, Powder Metal and Tung-
sten Contacts; Wilco Aeralloy Mag-
neto Contacts; Collector Rings and
Brushes for use in rotating and con-
trol devices; Silver Faced Steel for
bearings, shims and other industrial
purposes; Gold -Filled and Rolled
Gold Plate and Radio Wire: Wilco
Small Castings.

What leading engineers say about the

1944 Wilco Blue Book

"A model for supply ing the in-

formation needed by engineers for

their use of manufactured products.'"

"A maximum of factual informa-
tion-a minimum of adjectives."

"All the data necessary for the
incorporation of such products into
structures."

The new edition of the Wilco Blue
Book makes available to you the ex-
tensive knowledge and research of a
company, which since 1914 has been
an outstanding producer of precision
thermostatic bimetal and contact ma-
terials.

To get your FREE copy, write today.

TILE II. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut St. Newark 5, N. J.

12 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



BLASTING OFF THE BARNACLES

WITH 40,000 VOLTS

To protect Gainmatfons aptnst filament bombard-
ment, one of tae most coalition cawes of untimely
tube failure, Heintz 2_nd Kaifinan Ltd. employs an
exhaust process so ruggec that only tubes made with
tantalum elements can survive it.

"Blasting off the barnacles occurs just before
Gammatrons are sealed of Already these tubes have
been run at 3,000° F. for more than half an hour, and
have been exhausted to 1/10,000,000,000 of atmo-
spheric pressure.

A red light flashes, and a warning bell rings as
40,000 volts are applied between grids and plates.
A blue -white flicker marks the passing of the last bit
of gas.

Before a tube can endure such punishment it must
be built like a Gammatron -clean and sturdy, with-
out internal insulators or chemical getter. Then it
will take the kind of exhausting that insures its stay-
ing on the air for thousands of hours.

THE HK -304H Gammatron is a high -voltage, low -impedance
tube capable of passing large amounts of current. This unu-
sual combination of features is made possible by the use of
four separate sets of tube elements operating in parallel
within one glass envelope. Max. plate dissipation, 300 watts.

* BUY AN EXTRA WAR BCND THIS MONTH *

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD.
SOUTH SAL. FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



X -Ray O.K.-your final assurance
of a perfect tube from Federal.

Every Federal water cooled tube must
pass this pre -shipment test.

It is only one of the "Multiple Tests"

Federal makes to bring you the ultimate
in vacuum tubes. Every known test of
mechanical and electronic perfection is a
Federal "must" . . . tubes are tested for
high -voltage overload . . . shelf life is given
to prevent shipment of tubes with glass strains
or slow leaks ... and a final, all-inclusive, op-
eration test leaves nothing to conjecture.

Federal's "Multiple Testing" adds up to longer
tube life ... uniform electrical characteristics ...
and lower cost of operation. Radio men acknowl-
edge that "Federal always has made BETTER Tubes."

Radio Ranges and Instrument
Landing Systems manufac-
tured by Federal mark the
principal air routes of the
nation and control the land-
ing at many leading airports.
Pioneers in the develop.
ment of Aerial Navigation
Equipment, Federal has
made spectacular contri-
butions to aviation prog-
ress.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corpora/loll
Newark 1, N. J.



A leak in a cathode ray tube is a disaster ... so the time to stop
it is before precious man hours and material have been expended
on final assembly. Tiny as it is, this terminal cap performs a vital
function and must be structurally perfect if the vacuum is not to
bleed through it. Routine x-ray examination sees to that by
disclosing internal weaknesses, such as porosity or faulty welds,
which would affect performance, before assembly.

In the electronic industries, radiography also provides spct-weld
control . . . checks on accuracy of filament and grid al gnments
... discloses imperfect joints, brokan leads, and similar common
defects in condensers, resistors, assemblies. The Picker 150 KV
X -Ray Unit, either stationary or portable, rated at 150 KV E MA
operation, has been found ideal not only for such inspection, but
also in hundreds of other applications where continuous produc-
tion x-ray inspection is required.

*For this inspection,
quickly loaded tray jigs

are usrd in conjunction

with tFe Picker 150 KV

Industr al Unit. This effi-

cient operation was
worked out by Picker en-

gineers in collaboration

with plant engineers.

7gr,.qE,'" sets the pace in
PICKER X-RAY CORPORATION  New York, N. Y.
WAITE MANUFACTURING DIVISION  Cleveland, Ohio

YOUR LOCAL PICKER ENGINEER WILL BE GLAD TO DISCUSS YOUR OWN INSPE:710N PROBLEMS WITH YOL
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944 15
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Signal Corps Spec.

#7/-2202-A

For
o quick
-Finish"

Buy more
WAR

BONDS

FUNGUS RESISTANT LACQUERS
Protecting The Lifeline of Communications

DULAC FUNGUS RESISTANT LACQUER #86-A

Contains non -mercury bearing Fungicide. High Solids and good moisture resistance.

DULAC FUNGUS RESISTANT LACQUER #96-A

Contains mercury bearing Fungicide. High solids and good moisture resistance.

Two high grade moisture and Fungus Resistant coatings made to meet Signal Corps
Specification #71-2202-A dated April 12, 1944, the fungicides meeting the require-
ments of the Signal Corps and the Navy.

Fungus Resistant Varnishes available on request.

Send for Bulletin "Fungus Resistant Lacquers for
Tropicalization of Radio, Signal and Communication Equipment."

MAAS & WALDSTEIN COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.
PRODUCERS OF LACQUERS, ENAMELS, SYNTHETICS AND SPECIALTY FINISHES FOR ALL PURPOSES

Branch Offices & Warehouses: 1658 Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill. 1228 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
16 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



t
Three attitudes that hamper war production

ONE EYE SHUT TO WORKING CONDITIONS

A healtiy and contented worker is a
good worker - but, unfortunately, some men

close one eye to this well -established

fac. Provisions for maintaining

general comfort and morale on the

production line are shrugged aside, and then

there's wonderment if output lags.

KEEPING LABOR ON
LABOR'S SIDE OF THE FENCE

Ignoring successful examples of many

p.-ogressive plants, some executives still choose

to ut lize the craftsmanship but not the

wholehearted cooperation of labor.
Labor appears to be non -essential

around the conference table.

1111111111

"I'M BETTER THAN HE IS"
While boys of different colors and

races and religions Fight and die side -by -side,

here at home there are those

who practice an un-American form of

discrimination. Overlooked is the actuality

that harmonious relationships of all peoples
can, and must, be achieved.

THERE IS NO PLACE IN THIS COUNTRY FOR SUCH ATTITUDES
At ECA, ever as in your plant, we have questioned these three attitudes ... experimented ... eliminated them.
Carrying the fundamental principles of the American dream into our organization, management and labor function
as a single democratic unit. Periodic meetings have been established... ideas of benefit to both groups are
exchanged. here we gather suggestions for economy and efficiency. Here originate recreational facilities, group
insurance and medicine plans, our extensive home front activities. Her developments are born whose value to
the country have been effectively demonstrated. Here our policy of assig -sing jobs on the basis of merit rather than
heritage is reaffirmed. Has our plan worked? Efficiency steadily increases and production, for example, today is six
times greater than it was twelve months ago. This record gives added wpport to our proposition that, regardless
of color or creed, to advance is the common birthright of all men ... and that mutual cooperation between the
man -in -the -front -office and the man-who-putsthings-together is not or ly highly desirable but highly essential.

ELECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA
45 WEST 18th STREET  NEW YORK II, N.Y. WATKINS 9-1870

R- PRINTS or THIS ADVERTISEMENT AVAI SH A PPE- WILKES INC.
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RAPID -READING ROLLCALL of

Irvington INSULATING Materials

PLASTIC TUBINGS

Flexible extruded plastic tub-
ings with excellent electrical
and physical properties, suitable
for use over a wide range of
temperatures. Special types with
low power factor for h. f. appli-
cations, such as Styraloy And
Polyethylene.

VARNISHED TUBING'

A complete line of flexible var-
nished tubings, meeting VTA
and ASTM Standards, and
including saturated sleevings,
radio spaghetti, and varnished
Fiberglas tubings and sleevings.

.001° oe.,

4# we" --.-.41"-.. ier

0%114
Clearly marked plastic or var-
nished markers for speedy wire
identification and quick assem-
by of complicated equipment.

A full range of insulating var-
nishes answering both ordinary
and many special requirements.
Catalog H2 describes each type
in detail.

IRMA 411

Here is a quick over-all glimpse of Irvington's
rvice to manufacturers in the electronic field.
What you see and read on this page merely high-
ghts the many Irvington products currently

available. Detailed product information to round
out the picture will be sent on request.

What cannot be shown is the knowledge behind
each product - the continuous and expanding
research aimed at product improvement and
development of new materials to meet the chang-
ing needs of industry.

Irvington products - and the recommendations
of Irvington technicians-have supplied the answer
to many insulation problems. Enlist the assistance
of both, today. Write Irvington Varnish & Insu-
lator Co., Irvington, New Jersey, Dept.

VARNISHED CAMBRIC

Widely used Irvington Varnished
Cambric and Tape are obtainable
in either black or yellow, in
Straight. Cut or Seamless Bias
form, and in a choice of several
finishes.

LALTERNATES FOR 1
VARNISHED SILK

Include Yellow Varnished Nylon,
Yellow Varnished Rayon, and
thin Varnished Cambric, Style
SIC. The last is available in black
or yellow and can be furnished
in continuous length rolls in
Seamless Bias or Straight Cut
form.

VARNISHED PAPERS

Range extends from thin con-
denser tissues and 100% rag to
Kraft papers. All types are highly
resistant to heat, oil and moisture.

Fabricated pieces of Varnished
Cambric, Canvas, Paper, Slot
Insulation, etc. Dies available for
many useful shapes; dies for
special shapes constructed to
specifications.

IRVING ON VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY
IRVINGTON 11, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Plants at Irvington, N. J. it Hamilton, Ontario, Canada Representatives in 20 principal cities
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... EPITAPH OF THE GREMLINS!
Though the years Dielectric, Hysteresis and Eddy current Gremlins bedeviled
electr cal designs. New visions, broader concepts and electronic vacuum
tubes tamed this trio of power losses. Now, under the incognito of High
Frequency Heating they play important roles in industry.

The widespread application of E -E power tubes and rectifiers in induction
heating attests to their rugged, uniform characteristics-a result of precise
engineering and rigid inspection. E -E specialization in power amplifiers
and rectifiers has resulted in designs of unusual efficiency and merit. Why
nct irvesigate?

Complete information is contained in the informative E -E data book. Write
for your copy today-there is no obligation.

ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES, INC.
GENERAL OFFICES: 65-67 iEVENTH AVENUE, NEWARK, 4, N. J.
EXPORT DIVISION: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK, 7, NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE NEWYORK

Illustration of

Type 836 Half We-
High Vacuum Rectifer

Peok Inverse Voltage i000

Peak Plate Current 1.0 Sll',
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11:INITE EXPERIENCE
MAKES A DIFFERENCE
You get the benefit of Ohmite experience in meeting

the varied requirements of innumerable applications
... in pioneering new rheostat, resistor and tap switch

developments . . . in producing the widest range of
types and sizes to answer every control need. Add to

this, the long service -record of Ohmite Units-their
proved ability to function under the most severe

operating conditions.
Such experience in resistance control is invaluable to

engineers designing new devices to defeat the enemy
or planning new products for the postwar era.

Your Answer Book to Resistance Problems

Write on company letterhead for helpful
96 -page Industrial Catalog and Engineering
Manual No. 40.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
I oremo,t NI,illufacturers of Power Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches

4984 FLOURNOY STREET * CHICAGO 44, U. S. A.

Ve R. coed 0 HI MOTE
RHEOSTATS  RESISTORS  TAP SWITCH ES
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HEAVY DUTY oscillator tubes are a very desirable
nucleus for every electronic RF heating generator.

The tunes should be specially designed to withstand the

widely varying conditions of oad and frequency which

are encountered in tie many specific applications of
this equipment.

UNITED has been the leading producer of such tubes

for the most widespread field of RF heating-namely,
Diathermy. The fluctLa-ing load conditions in this field

are extreme, and have necessitated endless study of

tube design. This cc mpany therefore is a front line
pioneer in tubes for high Frequency electronic heating.

UNITED mercury re:tifiers for the power supply are

also well known for their rugged design and depend-

able service life.

The UNITED tubes Ilustrated are all popular among
users of High Frequency heating equipment. Write for

technical data and irterchange information where it is

desired to replace otter makes of tubes.

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY

NEWARK 2 NEW JERSEY

TRANSMITTING TUBES EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1934



To engineers specializing in low -loss high frequency
design, energy conservation throughout circuits is

so important that a dielectric having the qualities of
MYKROY with a loss factor of 1 is extremely desirable.
MYKROY-the perfected glass -bonded mica ceramic
insulation, fills this vital need so dependably that it

has opened the door to new and greater advances in
high frequency research.

Circuits brilliantly conceived on the drafting board
are successfully translated into practical application
because of the many superior insulating properties of
MYK ROY.

In addition to possessing a high dielectric constant
in combination with a low power factor, MYKROY is light
-yet its mechanical strength is comparable to cast

IS THIS MYKROY
ENGINEERS MANUAL.
IN YOUR FILE?

iron-resists arc -heat carbonization and is impervious
to gas, water and oil-keeps its shape (will not warp'
-bonds easily with metals-molds readily to any
specifications and machines perfectly to closest
tolerances.

MYKROY is maintaining the efficiency of such o arge
variety of electronic equipment of advanced design
that your most difficult insulation problems will find a
speedy solution in its application.

If you are confronted with a high frequency insu-
lating problem, our engineers will welcome the oppor-
tunity to acquaint you with the performance of MYKROY.
It is available in ample quantities on rapid delivery
schedules from our Chicago, Illinois and Clifton, New
Jersey plants.

In this comprehensive manual you will find full information
regarding MYKROY . . the perfected gloss -bonded mica

ceramic insulation. It tells you about: Machinobility,
Physical, Chemical and Electrical properties - Appli-
cations and uses - Sizes and shapes of stocx forms

- Design criteria, and includes samples of M"KROY.
A request on your letterhead will bring your copy

by return mail.

MYKROY IS SUPPLIED IN SHEETS AND RODS .. . MACHINED OR MOLDED TO SPECIFICATIONS

ADE EXCLUSIVELY BY ECHAN/CS 70 CLIFTON BOULEVARD  CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
mc. Chicago 47: 1917 NO. SPRINGFIELD AVENUE . . TEL. Albany 4310

Export Office: 89 Broad Street, New York 4, N.Y.
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Class 20M -Both terminals insulated
(without insulating tube)

Class 21M-3oth terminals insulated
(with insulating tube)

CAP.
MFDS.

VOLTS
D. C.

SIZE (inches)
D. L.

CAP.
MFDS.

VOLTS
D. C.

SIZE (inches)
D. L.

.001 1000 1 2 1-3/16 .05 800 11/16 1-5/8

.0025 1000 1,2 1-3/16 .1 800 13/16 1.7/8

.005 1000 1/2 1-3/16 .1 600 11/16 1-3/4
600 3/8 15/16 .25 600 13/16 2.5/16

.005

.01 600 3/8 1-3/16 .25 400 13/16 2-5/16

.02 600 1/2 1-1/16 .5 400 1.1/16 2-5/16
.05 600 9/16 1-5/16 1 400 1-1/16 3.15/16

200 9/16 1-13/16 I. 200 1-1/16 3.3/16
.1
.25 200 3/4 1." 8 1.5 100 1-1 16 3-3/16
.5 .200 1 1-1+, 16 2. 100 1-5 16 2-11/16

Class 22M -One terminal grounded Class 23M -One terminal grounded
(without insulating tube) (with nsulating tube)

,0075 1000 1/2 1.1/16 .1 1000 13/16 2-1/16
.01 1000 1/2 1-1/16 .25 1000 1-1/16 2.1/2
.05 1000 5/8 1.13/16 .5 1000 1-7/16 2-13/16

.5 600 1 2 .5 800 1-1/16 3-1/16
1. 600 1 6-5 8 1. 80(1 1-' /16 3-1 4

(Standard Capacity Tolerance or the above units is ± 20%. Closer
or wider tolerances may be obtained ij required.)

Standard or Special Units to Meet Every Need
FAST Capacitors are produced in many types and
sizes in standard or special designs. We can supply
paper capacitors -oil or wax impregnated -rectangu-
lar or tubular- in sizes from the smallest to the largest.
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This line of FAST Capacitors have containers
made of brass with a heavy tin dip. The termi-
nals are made with bushings of NEOPRENE
and BAKELITE and are PAINTED with
GLYPTAL. They -have excellent stability over
a wide range of temperatures and frequencies
-will pass recognized thermal and salt water
immersion tests.

Inquiries are particularly invited from or-
ganizations planning to build that better equip-
ment for the new day ahead. Please feel free to
call us on any capacitor problems.

"When You Think of Capacitors ...Think FAST"

Capacitor Specialists for a Quarter -Century
3129 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago 41

Canadian Representatives Beoupre Engineering Work, Reg.d.
2101 Bennett Avenue, Montreal, for Power Factor Correction

1. R. Longstaffe, Ltd., 349 Carlow Avenue. Toronto, for Special Applications
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QUARTZ
CRYSTALS

ANY TYPE, ANY SIZE,
ANY QUANTITY

OUR PRODUCTION IS GEARED TO MEET
YOUR DELIVERY SCHEDULES A N D
SPECIFICATIONS.

WE ARE MAKING THOUSANDS FOR
THE SERVICES. CAN WE HELP YOU?

AVIATION RADIO EQUIPMENT

REX BASSETT
INCORPORATED

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

24 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



Speedy &Vat
OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WITH

AMERTRAN
..__HIGH V  LTAGE RECTIFIERS

Many manufacturers of naval, aircraft and land
communications equipment know that they have
better assurance of meeting exacting delivery
schedules when the High Voltage Rectifiers are
made by AmerTran. Acceptance is also assured
through our familiarity with special applications,
including navigating and locating devices.

AmerTran Rectifiers can be made to conform in
general appearance with other apparatus with
which they may be associated.

Delivery is assured by our access to stable mate -

RAN

Pioneer Manufacturers
of Transformers, Reactors

and Rectifiers for Electronics
and Power Transmission

rio scLrces, plus a proved, fast production sys-
tem that employs certain recently developed
te:hriques.

In spite of the pressure of war production,
AmerTran Rectifiers are built to the same quality
standards that have characterized AmerTran
produz-s for forty-three years. Quotations will
be forwarded promptly upon receipt of your
specifications.

AMERI CAN TRANSFORMER 00.,178 Emmet St., Newark 5,N.J.

AMERTRAN
MANJf Ai TUNING SINCE 1901 AT NEWARK, N J

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



24 -HOUR TESTS FORECAST

15 YEARS
OF SUSTAINED

OPERATION

What will happen in 1959 nobody can fore-
tell. One fact is clear, however, The DeJur
potentiometer that you buy today is so de-
signed and constructed as to provide at least
15 years of efficient operation. This figure

. . and it is a conservative one . . . is based
on simulated production -line tests in our
laboratory as well as reports from the field.

Operating at half -cycle, at as many as
2,500,000 revolutions over a 24 -hour period,
a specially -developed rotation tester checks
the endurance of DeJur potentiometers. The
wiper travels from minimum to maximum
resistance at rates stipulated in American
Standards Association specifications. Me-

chanir.al and electrical characteristics are
checked under abnormal as well as normal
conditions. Effects of day -in and day -out per-
formance are analyzed. Out of these tests
come DeJur potentiometers whose depend-
ability can be counted on for extended
period of time. Data sheets upon request.

Support the l'ilth 11 nr Lou brit o

NANUFACIWIERS Of 0.1011 METERS. RHEOSTATS, POTENTIOMETERS ANO 0111E1 1111(101011 ELECTRONIC COMPONENIS

SHELTON, CONNECTICUT
NEW YORK PLANT: 99 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK 13, N.Y. Nur,

411MINR

CANADIAN SALES OFFICE: 550 Kina Street West, Toronto
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NEW LETTER CONTEST
for SERVICEMEN!

ELEVEN 1st PRIZE WINNERS IN 5 MONTHS IN CONTEST No. I !
Yes sir, guys, the hundreds of letters received were so swell that double first prize winners
had to be awarded each of the first four months and there were triple first prize winners the

fifth and last month ...

SO -HERE WE GO AGAIN!
Get in on this NEW letter contest-write and tell us your first hand experiences with all types

of Radio Communications equipment

built by Hallicrafters including the
famous SCR -299!

RULES FOR
THE CONTEST

Hallicrafters will give $100.00 for
the best letter received during each
of the five months of April, May,

Received by midnight, the last day

of each month.) ... For every serious

letter received Hallicrafters will send

$1.00 so even if you do not win a
big prize your time will not be in vain.

... Your letter will become the prop-

erty of Hallicrafters and they will
have the right to reproduce it in a

Hallicrafters advertisement. Write as

many letters as you wish. V -mail let-

ters will do. . . . Military regulations

prohibit the publication of winners'
names and photos at present . . .

monthly winners will be notified im-

mediately upon judging.

BUY A WAR BOND TODAY!

hallio-afters RADIO

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO.. MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.
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After two years of intensive research and development, the Mycalex Corpo-
ration of America, with pardonable pride, introduces MYCALEX 400.

oxe MYCALEX 400*..
For 25 years, MYCALEX has served in thousands of insulation applications. Its machinability to extremely
close tolerances coupled with a low loss factor and high dielectric strength have made it invaluable. Frequently,
no other suitable insulation was available to perform functions specified by engineers. Military demands since
1941 have become more exacting. Time after time, MYCALEX has made possible the production of equipment
vitally needed by the Armed Forces.

However, as ultra and very high frequencies were employed, and insulation requirements became more exacting,
it was evident to our engineers that an even better MYCALEX was imperative. This belief was strengthened
as reports on insulation problems filtered back from the Solomons, New Guinea, Burma, from ships at sea and
bombers over mountain tops.

In our search for a better insulation, startling and gratifying results were obtained, and, consequently, the pace
of development was accelerated. Not only had we the problem of climatic conditions to overcome, but we were
also aware of the demand in the electronic industries for a material of Grade L-4 characteristics which could
be machined to close dimensional tolerances. Formerly the only insulators with Grade L-4 characteristics were
made of ceramics. However, these materials could not be machined to precision requirements.

MYCALEX 400 . .. the All -Purpose MYCALEX ... successfully meets both challenges. We have no hesitancy
in recommending MYCALEX 400 as the finest glass -bonded mica insulation ever offered. In hot, moist air . . .

in snow and ice . . . high altitudes . . . and sub -zero temperatures, MYCALEX 400 remains constant . . . unaf-
fected by any changes in temperature and application whatsoever. Here you have an insulator that functions
faithfully and well in the absolute dead heat and dampness of the jungle as well as in the frigid atmosphere of
the Arctic Circle.

In addition, MYCALEX 400 exhibits all the characteristics and qualities sought by the electronic industries.
It is mechanically more desirable in tensile, compressive, flexural and impact strength. It is interesting to note
that the decrease in loss factor over that of present glass -bonded mica occurs throughout the range from 50 kilo-
cycles to 10 megacycles. With many other insulating materials considerable improvement may be shown at high
frequencies but only slight improvement at low frequencies. MYCALEX 400 is truly the All -Purpose

*PATENT PENDING

1-111j1,k1 k4.7-kt fr*t7.

MYCA X CORPORATION OF AMERICA



The electronic industries are now provided with an electrical insulator of
Grade L-4 characteristics... plus machinability to close tolerances.

.....the All -Purpose Mycalex
MYCALEX . . . for all climates, all frequencies, all applications. We hope
that users of ultra -high frequency insulation will try this new material in
those assignments which have required frequent replacements of insulation.

Remember . . . MYCALEX is not the name of a class of materials. It is
the registered trade -name for low -loss insulation manufactured in the
Western Hemisphere by the Mycalex Corporation of America.

Immediate deliveries! Sheets and rods available for fabrication in ycur
own plant or by us!

WICALEX
400 . . . the 1111-Purposetkoadex

Power factor 1 megacycle

0.0018

Dielectric
constant. I megacycle

. .. ... 7 4

LOSS factor. 1 megacycle
. .

0.013

Measured
after 48 hours immersion

in distilled

water in accordance
with

American War Standard

Dielectric
constant is unchanged

from SO kilocycles
C -75.1-I943

AN.-I-10).

Surface
resistance,

megohrns. .
. . .. 300,000

to 10 megacycles.

After 96 hours at 85° F. and 850 relative

humidity,
with I inch electrode

spacing.

Specific
gravity .

........ .3.0

Impact strength,
harpy,

Ya in. 1 tai in.

0.098 ft.-lb.
(Nleasu-ed at Ambient Temperature

70° F. and Humidity 70%)

PARTIAL LIST
OF APPLICATIONS
Radio Transmitters
Radio Receivers

Television

Radar Detectors and Locators
Relays

Gunfire Control Equipment

Radio Remote Control Equipment
Radio Compass

Radio Frequency Terminals

...in fact, all radio and elec-
tronic equipment for com-
munications, industrial and
-'-rtro Y ---"--"-
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THE SALT
SPRAY TEST!

Hammarlund Navy type radio components are put through

a mock trip to sea to determine beforehand their ability

to take it. The final proof of their quality is the excel-
lent record established in commercial and naval ships.

4,'

SiGN OF C71)

THE HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
460 WEST 34th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

sealer: 4%a 19/0
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Ezezployoice DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONE
Model T-45 is its U.S. ARMY DESIGNATION

Developed by Electro-Voice engineers in collaEoration with the Fort
Monmouth Signal Laboratory, this Differential "Lip Mike" carries the
voice clearly and distinctly above the roar of battle. Ambient sounds
and reverberation are reduced to negligible lave's.

Frequency response substantially flat from 230-4000 cps.

Low harmonic distortion
Cancellation of ambient noise, but normal response to user's voice

* Self-supporting, to free both hands of the operator
0 Uniform response in all positions

Usable when gas mask, dust respirator or oxygen mask is required
Unaffected by temperature cycles from -4C° F. to +185° F.

I Ability to withstand complete immersion in water
Physical strength to withstand 10,000 drops
Weight, including harness, cord and plug, less than 2 ounces.

Reztito-GLOP, MICROPHONES 1,
Our full line includes Carbon, Dynamic and Velocity models . . . all

at popular prices . . . for public address, industrial sound,
sound recording and speech transmission applications.

Consult your local radio parts jobber.

IT

C.4

i.,

r......,....

vet

ELECTRO-VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.  1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE  SOUTH BEND 24, INDIANA
Export Division: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. - U. S. A. Cables: A RLAB
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* The Pan Am rican rWorld Airways

on December 7th, 1941. Present
routes shown blow are those in exis-
tenceroutes

cannot be shown.
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pAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS continues to perform a vital

wartime service by speeding men and materials to every U.S. front
and outpost ... and AAC Precision Radio Products play an important
part in this service.

As the giant Clippers spread their wings across the world, AAC
Products help to maintain communications along the lifelines of this
vast system which flies to every continent on the globe. These products
are in use at operations bases, both here and overseas.

This is just one example of how the engineering and production
skill of Aircraft Accessories Corporation serves the world's great air-
lines - as well as various branches of the armed forces. As one of
America's largest producers of transmitters and other precision radio
equipment, AAC offers the services of its Engineering Department in
designing special equipment for you, without obligation.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS

In war as in
peace the PAA

Clippers serve hu-
manity.Here 1810
pounds of medical
supplies go aboard
at LaGuardia Field.

CE -54)

and ELECTRONICS ENGINEERED POWER CONTROLS
New York, N. Y. Burbank, Calif. Cable Address: AAC PRO
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ntly the Army -Navy "E" for
prodtction excellence was awarded
to Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
In accepting this high honor, Allen B.
DuMont said in part:
"Originally the Navy 'E' went to that
ship scoring outstanding marksman-
ship. Today that 'E' again reverts to its
original meaning. We of the DuMont
organization make electronic guns.
Each cathode-ray tube contains an
electronic gun. We make those guns
as accurately as our skill, ingenuity
and conscientious inspection can

FOR VICTORY!

make them. Thus I hope that our 'E'
is the direct result of good electronic
marksmanship, as reflected by the re-
ports from various battlefronts."
Electronic guns for victory! Such is
the DuMont contribution to the war
effort, made possible qualitatively by
years of pioneering experience, and
now quantitatively as well by a 400%
growth in personnel. In four large
DuMont plants and in several DuMont
laboratories, continuing electronic vic-
tories are assured for winning today's
war and tomorrow's peace.

40. The looseleat DuMont Cathode -Ray Manual and Catalog is
yours for the asking. Write on business stationery for your copy.

0 ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES. INC.

a47:0 eiril 67-e4Y.--04.01
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK
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Lumarith insulation protects against

THE SLACK HAND OF CORROSI9N...

WHEREVER WIRING APPLICATIONS are exposed to

conditions which ordinarily cause electro-chemical
corrosion, Lumarith (cellulose acetate) insulation is
particularly desirable. Guarded by Lumarith even
hair -like copper wire shows no more corrosion than
when suspended in free air.

Lumarith has excellent dielectric strength. A new
development --a special matte-finish-needs no lubri-
cation and allows more elongation, a big plus in wind-
ing production.

Film ... Foil ... Molding material and other forms

It's really exciting news Lumarith. Send for special
new bccklet packed with potent facts: "Lumarith for
the Electrical Industry." Celanese Celluloid Corpo-
ration. The First Na:ne in Plastics, a division of Cel-
anese Corporation cf America, 180 Madison Avenue,
New York City 16.

IV MAR ITH
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hundreds of hours in the sweat box
The destructive moisture of New Guinea
jungles or a London fog is duplicated in
this high humidity chamber in the Utah
laboratory.

This "sweat" treatment is giving Utah
parts being tested the chance to prove
that they can take anything that exces-
sive humidity can give them.

As a result, there will be no breakdowns
or a lack of efficiency when these parts

encounter actual conditions in the held.

Utah's complete testing laboratory is an
important aid to Utah engineers in
adapting new, war -created radio and elec-
tronic developments to military needs
today and in making them available for
commercial requirements tomorrow.

* * *
Every Product Made for the Trade,by
Utah,IsThoroughlyTested and Approved

411111Mix

Keyed to "tomorrow's" demands: Utah transformers,

speakers, vibrators, vitreous enamel resistors, wirewound controls,

plugs, jacks, switches and small electric motors.

Radio Products Company, 850 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois

RADIO & Television RETAILING June, 1944



In the interests of those concerned with
the design and manufacture of

Army or Navy equipment, RCA reprints this latest

ARMY -NAVY PREFERRED LIST
OF RADIO ELECTRON TUBES

15 FEBRUARY 1944

RECEIVING

POWER
OUTPUT

INDICA-
TORS

1 RECTI.
FIERS

MISCELLANEOUS

FILAMENT
VOLTAGE

DIODES DIODE
TRIODES

TRIODES TWIN
TRIODES

PENTODES CON-
VERTERS

CATHODE
RAY

CRYSTALS
REMOTE SHARP

1.4 1.43 1U44 11.13 345
317/1291

1T4 IL4
1LNS
]SS

1LC6 3A4
IRS 306/1299

3S4

2API
3191
3DP1
3FP7
SCP 1
SCP7
5E1.7
S JP 1
7BP7
120P7
12GP7

1N211
1N23
11127

5.0 5U40
51.30T

PHOTOTUIES

918
9276.3 6.41.5

6H6*
559
9006

6AQ6
65427
6S147

2C22
6C4
6J4
635.
7E5/1201
446A
9002

6J6
6SL7GT
6SP4702

65037
6.5147
9003

6Aa
6AGS
6A075
6.4K5
6SH7`
6SJ7'
7W7
9001

65A7* 6060
61.60A
6N70T/13
6V6GT/t3
6Y6G

6E5 6150T/13
1005

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

083/VR-90
0C3/VR-105
OD3/VR-150

12.6 12146' 12507°
125R7

12.1513f 12S170T
12SN70T

12507
12.51E7 

125447
12.517 

I 2SA7 12A6' 1629

25 and
above 25L60T/G

21D7
991 25Z60T/G

TRANSMITTING

TRIODES TETRODES TWIN
PENTODES

RECTIFIERS

VACUUM GAS GRID CONTROLTETRODES

2C26 801A
1 5D21 3E29 2E22 2X2 4125 3C23

2C44 809 I 7158 115 803 3B24 83 3C31/C1B
6C21 811 807 8298 1137 5R4GY 1166A/1166 C.i13
15E 826 813 /32A 3718 1172A/1172 884VT127A 833A 814 705A 2950
3278 838 1625 836
434A 1626 1616
527 8005 . 8016
530 8014A 8020

8025
I

1

MISCELLANEOUS

CLIPPER
TUBES

73
719A

GAS
SWITCHING

11132/532A
471A
532

NOTE: THIS PREFERRED LIST SUPERSEDES THE ARMY -NAVY PREFERRED LIST OF VACUUM TUBES, DATED MARCH 1, 1943.

1. The above Army -Navy Preferred List of Radio Electron Tubes sets up a
group of unclassified general purpose tubes selected jointly by the Signal Corps
and the Bureau of Ships. The purpose of this list is to effect an eventual
reduction in the variety of tubes used in Service equipment.
2. IT IS MANDATORY THAT ALL UNCLASSIFIED TUBES TO BE USED IN ALL
FUTURE DESIGNS OF NEW EQUIPMENTS UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE
SIGNAL CORPS LABORATORIES OR THE RADIO DIVISION OF THE BUREAU
OF SHIPS BE CHOSEN FROM THIS LIST. EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE ARE
HEREINAFTER NOTED.

3. The term "new equipments," as mentioned in Paragraph 2 above, is taken
to include:

a. Equipments basically new in electrical design, with no similar prototypes.
b. Equipments having a similar prototype but completely redesigned as to

electrical characteristics.
r. New test equipment for operational field use.

4. The term "new equipments," as mentioned in Paragraph 2 above, does not
include:

a. Equipments either basically new or redesigned, that are likely to be
manufactured in very small quantity, such as laboratory measuring
i netru men ts.

b. Equipments that are solely mechanical redesigns of existing prototypes.
e. Equipments that are reorders without change of existing models.

'Where direct into --

changeability is CI,
sured GT" and "L"
counterparts of til.
preferred metal tubes
may be used.

Miniature tubes
(shown in Italics)
shall be used only
when essential to
Service requirementi.

d. Equipments in the design stage before the effective date of adoption of
this Preferred List -

Note: The foregoing statements in Paragraphs 3 and 4 above are explanatory
in nature and are not intended to be all-inclusive.

5. In the event that it is believed that a tube other than one of those included
in this Preferred List should be used in the design of new equipments for either
the Signal Corps or Navy, specific approval of the Service concerned must be
obtained. Such approval, when Signal Corps equipment is concerned, is to
be requested from the Signal Corps Laboratory concerned with such equip-
ment; the said Laboratory will then make known its recommendations in the
matter to the Signal Corps Standards Agency where the final decision will be
made and returned to the laboratory for transmittal to the party requesting
the exception. When Navy equipment is concerned, the request for exception
shall be addressed to the Radio Division, Bureau of Ships, Code 930-A, Navy
Department.
6. The publication of this list is in no way intended to hamper or restrict
development work in the field of radio electron tubes or radio electron tube
applications.
7. This list is to take effect immediately.
The Chief of the Bureau of Ships Office of the Chief Signal Officer
Navy Department Headquarters, Army Service Forces,

War Department

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION CAMDEN, N. J.
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RAYTHEON
CONTROL FLUCTUATING VOLTAGE TO ± ,r0

STABILIZERS

A MAGNETIC UNIT WITHOUT MOVING PARTS

Nothing to replace or adjust

FOR
 Television
 Colorimeters
 Radar & Radio
 Signal Systems
 X -Ray Machines
 Sound Recording
 Electronic Devices
 Testing Equipment
 Photo -Cell Devices
 Production Machinery
 Constant Speed Motors
 Motion Picture Equipment
 Comunications Apparatus
 Precision Laboratory Apparatus
 Other Applications Requiring

Regulated Voltages

New Stabilizer bulletin DL48-537. Contains
operating characteristics, graphs a n d

complete specifications. Write for your
copy, today.

Constant AC voltage is essential for reliable, accurate
operation of a wide variety of electrical equipment.
When these devices are connected to ordinary supply
mains, the unstabilized input voltage often varies as much
as from 95 to 130 volts thus impairing the accurate
operation of the equipment. A Raytheon Voltage
Stabilizer, incorporated into the product, overcomes the
disadvantages of fluctuating line voltages by providing
an accurately controlled source of power held to 12%.

Entirely automatic in operation, the Raytheon Voltage
Stabilizer has no moving parts . . . nothing to wear out,
consequently requires no maintenance. Simply connect
it to line and from there on it will take care of itself.
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers built-in new equipment or
offered as an accessory not only improve the performance
but also increase the salability of the product.
Users of many types of electrical equipment not having
voltage stabilization will find that Raytheon Voltage
Stabilizers improve the performance and reliability of
their equipment.
Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers are equally suitable for use
in equipment for the laboratory, production or unat-
tended locations.

c2
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING

6Annrj-nr .10 WILLOW ST WALT NAM. MASS
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"Captain Dag"

3 814 13 6

THIS FIGHTER'S RECORD
BY HIS MEDALS!

If there were decorations fcr industrial heroes.
Mr. Dag would be a much be -ribboned gentle-
man. Perhaps we should call him 'Captain
Dag, because he commands so versatile a
company of physical ahc: chemical properties.

Captain Dag (a campaigner who will neve:

1

Slippery-A
Good Lubricant

Softer than
Talc

2

Conducts
Electricity

3

Withstancs
Temperanrre

Extremes

4
Absorbs,

Radiates and
Conduct:.

Heat

1, 3, 8, 14, 13, 6
CITATION: -We have been enthusiastic
users of Dag colloidal graphite for more
than ten years. We find it the only mate.
rial which will prevent bolts, nuts and
flanges from seizing under the high
temperature and pressure conditions in
our boilers and ;team systems."'

1 3 13 14

1, 3, 13, 14
CITATION: "Dry
films formed from
Dag colloidal graph-
ite supply durable
lubrication on parts
which could not be
effectively lubri-
cated otherwise.
Such films are func-
tioning at tempera-
tures from (-60° F.
to 1200° F.) and
higher."

PHYSICAL

AND

CHEMICAL

PROPERTIES

M no urn
?Laity

-ow
C o ?...±cient 3

ansion

be mustered out) represents Dag brand col-
loidal graphite, the smooth, black liquid con-
centrate which serves so many different wax
industries. Capt. Dag may take the form of a
dry film, a fluid film, a surface coating, an
impregnation, etc.

7

Particles Bear
Like Electric

Charges

Insoluble in
Acids and
Alkalies

9
Black
and

Opaque

10
Gas

Adsorbent

11

Little
Pl.otoelectric

Effect

12

Misci:31e with
Mwt Fluids

Films kdhere
Tenaciously and Dry

Microsc
Fine Particles.

F ene -aces
Fine Fore

1.
Are

Exce Lent
Srss

Dag, Oildag, Aquadag, Castordag, Glydag and Prodag are rwgistered trade marks
of Acheson Colloids Corporation. Copr. 1944 by Acbesoc Colloids Corp.

2 4 13 10 11 3

2, 4, 13, 10, II, 3
CITATION: 'Graphite films when applied
to the qr is (and frequently the plates))
of radio tubes for rece)ving and transmit-
ting, are useful for minimizing secondary
emission, ' back' emssion and photo-
electric etects.-

For easy reference
we've given co_ors
to Captain Dag's
most valuable pi op-
erties. Match these
colors with the per-
formance "cita-
tions" above. Then
pin a medal on
yourself for putting Captain Dag to work
in your plant. He's one campaigner who
won't be mustered out.

aat ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION
vpO

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN



71140WaSilisik'a had better be right...

WE'RE thinking not only of the
metering and measuring instruments
in the plane that toes the take -off
line. To be sure, they are of great
importance-but just as important
are the hosts of metering, measuring,
and testing instruments used in the
creation of his plane, its guns, its
accessories, its fighting efficiency. If
any meter down the line was wrong-

his chances of safety and success are
dangerously reduced.

In a hundred thousand ways, the
safety and progress of us all depend
on the accuracy of measuring, meter-
ing, and testing instruments. To
create such instruments-to build
into them the priceless quality of
sustained accuracy*-is a responsibility
that the Boes organization, thanks

to its experience and skill, is qualified
to shoulder.

*SUSTAINED ACCURACY is not an easy
quality to achieve. It must take into account
all factors of use-must then employ the de-
sign, the alloys, the construction that infalli-
bly protect an instrument against all threats
to its reliable performance. Such instruments,
obviously, must be built with performance-
not price-in mind. We invite the inquiries of
those who arc interested in such standards.

instruments

for Measuring, Metering Z7 Testing Equipment * The W. W. Boes Co. Dayton, Ohio



TAY
the men and women of Philco are

devoting the knowledge and skill

that built over 17 million radios

and refrigerators to the electronic

miracles of modern warfare ...

... their research, engineering and

mass production for war will be

reflected in a new Philco leader-

ship in electronics for the homes

and industries of the nation.

Tune in the RADIO HALL OF FAME, Sundays, 6 to 7 P. M.,
EWT., Blue Network. The Top Hits of the Show.World, each week.
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TUBES GET THE MOST \r

UNEXPECTED ABUSE

Signal Corps tests for Electronic Tubes are
exacting . . . and rightly so. For tubes to be
totally satisfactory for civilian or military use,
they must be built to operate under the most
severe and unusual conditions. That is why
"vibration testing" was a routine procedure at
TUNG-SOL long before the war.

TUNG-SOL research engineers are continuously
working to find "weak points" and developing
ways and means of overcoming them. With the
advent of the glass base tubes for instance, the

THE TUNG-SOL WAY
OF COOLING TUBES PREVENTS
BREAKAGE OF GLASS BASES..

bile a tube is cooling, during man-
ufacture, air is blown against the
center of the glass base through a
hole in the holder thus cooling the
base from the center out while nat-
ural cooling takes place from the
edges in. This uniform cooling re-
lieves internal stresses in the glass,
a cause of breakage.

-,e-10is

cause of base fractures was
discovered and a production
procedure was developed to
eliminate it.

Manufacturers and users of
Electronic Equipment will find every tube in
the TUNG-SOL line a tube of proven merit.

Why not have TUNG-SOL engineers think and
work along with you while you are planning
your new developments?

TUNGESOL
ELECTRONIC TUBES

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ALL -GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTORS
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Crystal Blanks
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

Crystal Products Company can supply Quartz Crystal
blanks in any of the three stages of manufacture: (1) "rough-

sawed" blanks, (2) "semi -finished" blanks, and (3) "electri-
cally finished" blanks.

"Rough -sawed" blanks are cut to the specified angles and
roughly sawed to dimensions.

"Semi -finished" blanks are blanks which have been
brought to approximate dimensions by machine lapping,
allowance being made for final hand finishing.

"Electrically -finished" blanks are finished by hand to the
frequency desired and electrically tested.

All crystal blanks are cut to specifications from selected
Brazilian quartz and guaranteed free from all impurities such
as optical twinning, electrical twinning, bubbles, fractures,
scratches, mineral inclusions, and other mechanical and
electrical imperfections. Dimensions, temperature coeffi-
cients, and frequencies are guaranteed Nvthin specifications
listed. Send us your holders for replacement of crystal
blanks to exact specifications.

1519 McGee Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Producers of Approved Precision Crystals

for Radio Frequency Control
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RIGHT-Step Rol...-
Combines lever oper-
ated and cam operated
contact pile-ups. Laver
action contacts operate
only when the col is
energized, cam oper-
ated contacts operate
until another impulse is
received.

ABOVE -Type 301- A double
pole, double throw, aviation
type relay with 10 ampere con-
tacts featuring a p r type bear-
ing. adjustable residual and
back -stop.

ABOVE-Type M-3 -
Small, single pole,
sin9le throw rely
available with coil re-
sistance from 150 o
1500 ohms. Can to
mounted in a 1" cube.
Contacts handle man.
imum of 5 amperes.

ABOVE -Type E -2A- Conforms to
Army Air Force specifications for a
25 ampere contactor. Features pin
type bearing, dcble break contact
arrangement which eliminates the
necessity for cu -rent carrying pig-
tails. Adjustable residual and back-
stop

BELOW-Type 303-A double pole,
double throw, latching relay ar-
ranged with two nterlocking arma-
tures. Either coi operates with a
sin9le impulse and contact remains
until the other :oil is energized.

BELOW - Annunciator
Bela- - Combines relay
contsc-s and a visual
leaf tape signal. Two
contact pile-ups are

awai'able - may be
pperated on either

A. C. or D. C.

ABOVE - Differential
Relay-A two coil, sen-
sitive relay with a bal-
anced armature to make
it ess susceptible to
v bration and shock.
Can be made to bal-
e -Ice with 3MA in each
coil and to operate with
4.MA in one coil and
2MA in the other coil
fer 60 volt operation or
tie equivalent in am-
pere turns.

LEFT - Eli=erential Relay with
Switches - Similar to standard
Different al Relay, but equipped
with smell switches to obtain
greater :ootacf ratings.

E LAY'S
Whether your requirements are for a standard
type relay or a special relay for an unusual appli-
cation, you can rely on Cook engineering to give
you those "plus" features that make all Cook
relays "extra -ordinary:'
Here are some facts about Cook relays for you to
consider when planning your relay requirements.

 Carefully designed to the high stand-
ards of Cook engineering.

 Tooled and fabricated completely un-
der one roof.

 Precision manufactured with modern
equipment.

 Assembled and tested with exacting
care by skilled workers.

 Highest grades of all materials are
used in all parts of Cook relays.

 Manufactured in a model plant with
efficiency that provides capacity to
produce in quantity.

 Cook Electric Company has been en-
gaged in the manufacture_of precision
electrical apparatus since 1897.

Illustrated here are a few of the standard types
of Cook relays. Your requirements may be sup-
plied with a standard type relay; however, it i-
when you have an unusual problem that Cook's
engineering and manufacturing facilities, the
ability to quickly design, manufacture and assem-
ble all under one roof are of invaluable service.
Cook special relays are built to meet customer
requirements not "just another relay"- not a
combination of stock -bin parts, but a carefully
engineered, designed and tooled product.
Cook's engineering staff is at your service to help
you solve those unusual problems. A staff of field
engineers located in various key cities throughout
the United States is also available to you.
For complete service to the aviation, communica-
tions, electrical and electronics industries, Cook
Electric Company also manufactures accessories.
such as jacks, plugs, lamp jack strips, terminal
strips, binding posts, solenoids, solenoid con-
tactors, turn keys, lever keys, push keys, etc.

A new catalog of the complete line of Cook
relays and accessories is now in prepara-
tion. A request on your letterhead will bring
one to you immediately upon its completion.
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ABOVE-Type 142-Double
pile-up relay on large tale
phone type frame, represent
mg approximately the maxi
mum number of spring com
binations.

ABOVE-Type 113-An A.C.
relay having a laminated
core, heavy Oilite bearing
yoke, special silicon steel
armature and heel piece,
and plug-in base.

ABOVE-Type 100- Repre-
sents a typical contact pile
up combination on the short
telephone type relay frame.

2700 SOUTHPORT AVE.

:OOK
IGHT - Type 124 - Spec al

keying relay using tilic3n
steel armature and heel
piece with a laminstal sili-
con steel core enabling op
eration on direct currant at
keying speeds tfrp to 40
words per minute.

ale Cook Relays,'II
whether specialor

standard type,are
tht,41-ordinary"

ABOVE -Type 40C - New, small, telephone
type relay, approximate y l/2 size of former
small, telephone eype relays. Available in
single and doub e pill -ups and special
spread terminals.

LEFT-Small Time De-
lay Relay-Slug type
on a short telephone
type frame, a maxi-
mum of 12S milli-
seconds delay in op-
eration can be ob-
tained.

ABOVE - Type 102 -Time delay relay of the slug type. Pure
copper slug on heal end of core provides maxinum of 300
milli -seconds delay in contact opening after cincui- is broken.

BELOW-Type 128-A stand
and short frame telephone
type relay with bakelite im-
pregnated, Air Corps ap-
proved coil.

LEFT - Type 107 -A large
type telephone relay used
for keying and antenna
switching. Keys satisfactor-
ily at 20 words per minute-
Mycalex insulation in the
antenna switching pile-up.

ABOVE-Type 108-Antenna
switching contact combina
tion with Mycalex insula-
tion. Has a side contact
mount to reduce capacity
between antenna circuit
and ground.

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS
45
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. . AT 50,000 FEET
AND 57.4 DEG. F

Oft ;

To the combat pilot, high up in the inky

blackness of night, the glowing instru-
ments are more than a mechanism . . .

they're his security, his strategy and his return

ticket! These lights must not fail!

To further this dependability in aircraft lighting
systems, the N -Y -T Sample Dept. has produced

the 8 ounce transformer illustrated-lighter in
weight by 40% than any component of the
same output previously used.

Conservative, from the standpoint of elec-
trical and mechanical characteristics, this N -Y -T

unit has a temperature rise of only 30 deg. C.
and permits operation over all ambient from
minus 65 deg. C. to plus 70 deg. C. Its diversity

of application is illustrated by the fact that out-
put voltages and currents may be varied without

affecting size and weight, if the output is held
to 30 V.A.

This is but one of the many custom-engineerings executed by

N.Y.T. technicians, in hastening Victory through electronics;

similar transformer products will aid immeasurably in the ful-

fillment of peace -time advancements.

NEW YORK
TRANSFORMER CO.

22- 26 WAVERLY PLACE
NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
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HOW ge eiee,

HEATING EQUIPMENT CAN
improve production  save time and money

Electronic heat can surface harden gear
teeth or localized areas in seconds in-
stead of hours . . . with precise control
over depth and degree of hardness.

Electronic heat can bond glass to
metal faster with finer control of heated
area. Often increases production units
from hundreds to thousands per hour.

Electronic heat is revolutionizing brazing
and soldering operations. Speed and
efficiency are increased and wasteful
after-cleaning.operations are eliminated.

Electronic heat is Ideal tor soft metal
melting pots. Lowers operating costs.
Assures longer life of pot. Reduces gas
inclusions of the smelt. Ends fire hazards.

This company has been designing and building Electronic heat:ng
units (induction and dielectric) since 1921. We have the advantage of
23 years of pioneering knowledge and experience in this speciaAv.

Our equipment ( known as "bombarders" I has been used with (-at-
isfaction by the nat 's leading electronic tube manufacturers for
almost a quarter of a century, for exhausting and testing tubes.

Our apparatus has been time -tested for high efficiency and economy
of operation, and is built to minimize maintenance problems. Our
greater variety of models permits choosing the unit which is exactly
suited to your application, and offers the correct combination of
power and frequency which your jobs demand. You cannot get a
power -wasting "misfit" machine from us. Before selecting any ern!.
ironic heater, it will pay you to write us.

A nnISION OF "S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED CAP COMPANY

//j11- I I 9 Monroe Street Garfield, New Jersey

Electronic heat reaches through glass
walls to degas metal elements in radio
and fluorescent tubes without affecting
the envelopes. Action is instantaneous.

-vi

Electronic hect seuls packages rapidi
and completely in matters of seconds on
continuous production lines. Packaged
goods containing foods are sterilized.

CIO
EMI

Il

Designers :and litsilelers of High Frequency Cons (priers Since 1921
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944

Our equipment of-
fers you a selection
of frequencies up to
300 megacycles -
and the following
power range, with
steplesscontrolfrom
zero to full load:

5 Kw

75 Kw

10 Kw

125 Kw

15 Kw

IS Kw

25 Kw

40 Kw

100 Kw

47



NO Burning

NO Pitting

NO Sticking

Automatic Control Is
Really Automatic with
Adlake Plunger -type

Mercury Relays
Put Adlake Plunger -type Mercury Relays of correct
capacity and rating on your control panel and
you've really got automatic control. No inspection.
No cleaning. No servicing. Here's why . . .

The contact mechanism of Adlake Plunger -type
Mercury Relays is hermetically sealed inside a glass
or metal cylinder.

Dirt and dust can't get inside to "gum up" oper-
ation. And, because contact is made by liquid metal

TYPE

ADLAKE
si.
o

OPERATING

VOLTAGE

CONTACTS SECONDS
NORMALLY OPERATE

RELEASE

1111411114S A WESTLAKE COY
CHICAGO. ELKHART, iND , EORK

MoLr"
INA0DEI-

Ao 40

At
D C

For panel mounting. Can be supplied with quick or
time delay action; normally open or normally closed;
and for A.C. or D.C. energization. Contact rating up
to 100 amps. A.C.; proportional D.C. ratings.

AEI

(mercury), it is positive, chatterless, silent and
impervious to burning, pitting and sticking.

For many kinds of service, particularly those
considered "difficult," there is no other type of
relay that can give such dependable service.

There's a lot more about Adlake Relays that every
engineer should know.

Our complete bulletin tells the story. Ask for it
- no obligation.

"BACK THE ATTACK - BUY BONDS"

MARK.}

THE ADAMS &WESTLAKE COMPANY
ESTABLISHED IN 1857 ELKHART, INDIANA NEW YORK CHICAGO

MANUFACTURERS OF ADLAKE HERMETICALLY SEALED MERCURY RELAYS FOR TIMING. LOAD, AND CONTROL CIRCUITS
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for Inherent Stability in Capacity
Excellent Retrace Characteristics
Wide Range of Temperature Coefficient
Close Tolerances

r1111111111MTNIMI

11111111111111111111"

specify ERIE INSULATED CIEROWNS

OVER eight yea:s ago Erie Ceramicons brought
new standards of stability to pre-war broadcast

receivers. For war -time military communications
equipment these compact, sturdy silver -ceramic ca-
pacitors have been rendering excellent service in
many critical applications that call for performance
standards undreamed of when push - button tuning
was in its infancy.

Today Erie insulated Ceramicons are available
w.th basic characteristics that are essential for high
frequency, F.M. and television applications.

1. Inherent Capacity Stability: Silver electrodes are
in intimate contac: with ceramic dielectric, eliminat-
ing any possibility of air or wax filled pockets
between the two.

2. Excellent Retrace Characteristics: Since the tem-
perature coefficient is a function of the molecular
structure of the ceramic dielectric, change in capacity

FOR NIGH ACNIMMINT
IN WAR PRODUCTION

of Ceramico is with respect tc temperature is defin:-
and reprodu cable under normal operating conditions

3. Wide Range of Temperature Coefficient: Erie Ce-
ramicons are available in 10 standard temperature
coefficients from +100 P/M/'C to -750 P/M/°C.
Standard tolerance is ±60 P/M/'C, or ± 15% which-
ever is the greater, as determined by measurement at
+25°C and 85`C. Erie Ceramicons can be _nd.-
vidually checked in production quantities for tem-
perature coefficient to much closer limits.

4. Close Tolerances: Standard commercial capacity
tolerance is ±.25 MMFor ± 1 %, whichever is greate
Ceramicons ire now being produced in large quint -
ties having capacity tolerances as close as ±0.1 lv:MT.

The Erie Engineering Department is continually
working to farther refine the characteristics of Eri3
Ceramicons. We will be glad to work with you o
Ceramicons for commercial or special application!.

Seezeizogaed Diedeem

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND TORONTO, CANADA

* * * Let's All Back The Attack-Buy EXTRA War Bonds * * *
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Junk 1944 49



PRODUCTION MEN:
COULD YOU PIERCE 100 HOLES THROUGH

A TEMPLATE IN 10.25 MINUTES?
The ACTUAL TIME STUDY RECORD as reported by

FEDERAL TELEPHONE & RADIO CORPORATION

Photos Courtesy Federal Tehphone & Rodio Corp.

Wiedemann Turret Punch Presses are doing yeoman work at
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, and hundreds of other
companies where short run piercing of sheets and plates must be
done at practically long -run low cost and with consistent high
accuracy.

The Type R-44 Turrent Punch Press illustrated is especially designed for piercing through templates -
and incorporates speed of location and piercing, with a unique safety device which makes it impossi-
ble for the operator to damage the template. A companion machine, the Type R-43 Micro -Turret Punch
Press produces the templates ... each hole accurate to ± .002".
You too can by-pass the high cost of short run piercing by put-
ting Wiedemanns in your production line ... for piercing holes up
to 3" in 1/2" stock .. . 8 to 80 tons capacity . .. 8 to 24 punches and
dies at your fingertips with a choice of labor-saving gauge tables.

MAKE THE COMPARISON! The significant time
and labor-saving facts about Wiedemann Turret
Punch Presses are detailed in Bulletin 92, "The
Story of Short Run Piercing Economy." A copy will
be sent by return mail. Savings up to 2000% have
been reported by users!

WIEDEMANN MACHINE COMPANY
1833 SEDGLEY AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 32, PA.

WIEDEMANN TURRET PUNCH PRESSES & T:BULGE Es
SO ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



Back the Attack
Buy More War Bonds

WILL REVEAL

THE STORY Of

ENGINEERING

Long before Pearl Harbor . . ."specialized
co:nmunications equipment by Doolittle"
was well and favorably known to aviation,
broadcast and police radio engineers.

Since then ... Doolittle Engineers have
coastantly been at work developing and
producing vital equipment for the Naval
Aircraft Factory and the Bureau of Aero-
naatics, to hasten Victory.

Their added experience will bring im-
portant benefits to future peacetime com-
munications. Look ahead . . . with Doolittle.

Builders of Precision Radio Communications Equipment

7421 South Loomis Boulevard, Chicago 36, Illinois
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" WE'LL NEVER ATTRACT THEIR ATTENTION

AS LONG AS THEY'RE DISCUSSING THE

1 ECHOPHONE EC -1"

Echophone Model EC -1
(Illustrated) a compact communications receiver
with every necessary feature for good reception.
Covers from S50 kc. to 30 mc. on three bands. Elec-

trical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. Self-
contained speaker. 115-125 volts AC or DC.

Echophone Radio Co., 540 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, .111inols
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Capacities from
6 to 2000 MMF

Less than one half inch in diameter ... capacities from
6 MMF to 2C60 MMF... ideal for numerous UHF
and VHF aprlications.
Mica discs of the highest grade, individually silvered
for maximum stability and stacked to eliminate any
book effect. The assembly is vacuum impregnated.
Available in a variety of terminals. All units are
color coded.
Form 586 is available, for addifonal information on
these CENTF_ALAB Silver Mica Capacitors.

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee
PRODUCERS OF VARIABLE RESISTORS SELECTOR TWITCHES  CERAMIC CAPACIllORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE STEATITE INSULATORS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Jun, 1944
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&off/44e E itetedd fade
with which CLUTCH HEAD Screws are driven home . . . employing
the substitution of method for muscle .. . with definite output
gain at the end of the day. The explanation is simple. With tht
straight -walled Clutch recess, matched by the straight sides of the
Type "A" Bit, there is no "ride -out" tendency and, therefore, no
need for strenuous end pressure. This exclusive CLUTCH HEAD featurt
eliminates the fatigue factor set up by end pressure. In addition,
the wide Clutch of this modern screw develops speed and confi -

dence in line assembly work by presenting a safe, easy -to -hit target.

CLUTCH HEAD contributes so many outstanding exclusive
advantages for faster, better, safer, and lower cost pro-
duction that it has come to be accepted as "The Screw
That Sells Itself." You may demonstrate this to your own
satisfaction by asking us to mail you package assortment
of CLUTCH HEAD Screws and sample of the Type "A" Bit.

The fact that CLUTCH HEAD Screws
operate with the ordinary type
screwdriver simplifies problems of
field service. This feature has proved
its value in many phases of the
war effort. This modern screw is
available in Standard and Thread -
forming types for every purpose.

H This rugged Type "A" Bit
delivers long uninterrupted
service. A brief application
of the end surface to a grind
ing wheel restores original
efficiency. No delay, and
no "back -to -the -factory"
shipment for reconditioning.

UNITED SCREW AND BOLT CORPORATION
CHICAGO CLEVELAND NEW YORK
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The Test of High Standards

of Manufacturing is in the

TESTING

SHERRON TUBE TEST UNITS MEASURE:
Inter Electrode. Capacitance. Gas. Power Cuput.
Trans -conductance. Amplification Factor. Oscillctior and
Frequency Cut-off. Power Rectification. Peak Emission.

Pulse Tests. Mechanical Impact. Noise. Vibration.
Frequency Drift.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES:
Aging-Life-Pre-Heat-Bombardment.

CATHODE RAY:
Life Racks - Persistency - Intensity - Pre -Heat. Vcltage
Breakdown - Gas - Leakage - and Characteristics.

Sherron
Electronics

LI;;e1riri

 The vaunted magic of the electron tube evaporates just as

magically-ur less the tube does the job it is meant to do.

Nobody knows that better than do manufacturers with a

reputation for Figh standards of production. Every electron

tube they turn out must be proved perfor.mance-perfect, before

it is released for actual use. It is this rigorous, reputation -

protecting code that has actuated many such manufacturers

to install Sherrcn-engineered tube test devices. Increasingly,

it becomes evid ant that . . . where the ideal is the standard,

Sherron test units are standard equipment.

SHERRON METALLIC CORP.
1201 FLUSHING AVE., BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.
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One of the most important men on the production
front is the electronic engineer. Working long and
hard hours, his time is spent devising and planning
electronic equipment that will give the Allied forces
overwhelming superiority on the battlefront. He was
"drafted" early in the war and has devoted his special
skills unstintingly to the successful prosecution of the
war effort. The electronic engineer is truly a soldier
on the homefront.

ARMY -NAVY "1" WITH STARS
Awarded All Four Divisions of Raytheon
for Continued Excellence in Production

Raytheon engineers are continually devising new elec.
Ironic products which contribute to the immeasurably
important role that advanced electronic equipment is
playing in winning the war. Raytheon electronic tubes
and equipment are built to more than meet severe
wartime requirements. The "Plus -Extra" quality,
dependability and stamina of 'Raytheon products have
established Raytheon as one of the leading manufac-
turers in the electronic field.

RAYI toN
56

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
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When Watt asked Why, Steam went to Work

SHEETS

RODS

TUBES

FABRICA-ED
PARTS

MOLDED -MACERATED
and

MOLDED -LAM NATED
FORMS and PRODUCTS

(TEAM jiggled the lid of many a
U kettle before James Watt asked
why . . and went on to make steam
work an engine that helped touch
off the Industrial Revolution.

Plastics provide similar oppor-
tunities for investigation.

Possibly you haven't used plastics
for as many applications as you
profitably might. Perhaps you haven't
looked into plastics at all . . . but

should. So, a suggestion: If you, with
your first-hand knowledge of the
properties you need in a material,
will tell us what your physical,
chemical, electrical, or mechanical
requirements are, we will quickly
see whether our type of technical
plastics can help you in any of your
current or future applications. Write
for the complete Synthane catalog.
Synthane orporation, Oaks, Penna.

SHEETS  RODS  TUBES  FABRICATED PARTS sYNITI ANC
MOLDEDLAMINATED MOLDEDMACERATED

Plan pour present and future products with tientheane Technical Plastics



SUGGESTIONS ON DESIGN FOR THE
USE OF SYNTHANE

Synthane technical plastics are easy to machine by usual
shop methods. However, the work of the production
department can be simplified and costs and spoilage
reduced by following these suggestions when designing
parts:

PUNCHED OR SHAVED EDGES -Punching produces a relatively smooth
edge in thicknesses up to 1/16 in. For extra smoothness, especially in

thicknesses over 1/16 in., shaving should be specified.

PUNCHED vs. DRILLED HOLES -Tolerance can be held closer on drilled

holes than on punched holes but rarely is the accuracy of a drilled
hole necessary if the hole can be punched.

d

.1

1
Minimum Preferred

d_1 d > t

Satisfactory Objectionable

Standard Sire COI'

Economical design make

DIAMETER OF PUNCHED HOLES-The

preferred ratio of hole diameter
to thickness of material is not less
than 1:1. That is, the diameter of
a punched hole should not be less
than thickness of sheet.

DISTANCE BETWEEN PUNCHED HOLES

-PUNCHED HOLES NEAR EDGES

-The distance between the cir-
cumferences of punched holes or
between the circumference of a
punched hole and the edge of a
piece should not be less than 1-1/2

times the thickness of the piece.

HOLES PARALLEL TO LAMINATIONS-

Avoid large holes parallel to
laminations where subsequent

pressure, as from a screw, might
injure the piece.

DESIGN FOR MACHINING WITH STAND.

ARD TOOLS-Try to design parts so
that machining can be done with
standard tools or cutters. Specify
standard size holes and slots

wherever possible to avoid special
tooling.

TOLERANCES-Give careful consideration to tolerances. It is poor
economy to specify closer tolerances than are actually needed. As a
matter of fact, laminated plastics cannot be held to tolerances such
as .000"-.0005". The minimum tolerance advisable on dimensions

under 1/2 in. is a total of .002". This tolerance is the absolute minimum
and all parts should be designed with greater tolerances if possible.

TAPPING TOLERANCES - Tapping should not be specified closer than a
Class 2 fit with 65 to 70q of thread. Additional thread depth would
odd very little strength at the risk of breaking threads.

Tap

Try to avoid irregular holes unless
piece is thin enough to be punched

Undesnaole Prefer red

TAPPING IN A BLIND HOLE -When

tapping in a blind hole, allow a
depth of several threads from the
bottom of the hole to first full
thread for clearance.

AVOID IRREGULARLY SHAPED HOLES

-Eliminate, wherever possible,

irregularly shaped holes unless

the thickness of the piece permits
punching. Irregularly shaped holes
on thicker sections can be made,
but special tools ore required.

IRREGULAR COUNTER BORES AND RE-

CESSES-Eliminate entirely all ir-

regular counter bores and recesses

(except round).

MILLED SLOT WITH SQUARE CORNERS - Avoid

stopping a milled slot with square corners.
Allow the bottom of the slot to emerge to the
surface with the natural contour of the cutter.
"Climb" milling is recommended.

MARKING PARTS-Most ports can be marked with a punch, engraved
or printed by the Synthographic process. The thinnest of materials
can be printed.

FORCED FITS-The close tolerances required for forced fits in metal are
not at all necessary in Synthane. Males can be as much as .005'
oversize.

PLAN TOUR PRESENT AND 'Unlit PRODUCTS WITH STNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS SYNITHANIO.1/111111100STUIESFASPICATE0 PAITSMOLOED LAMINATECIMOLDEO MACE AAAAA

SYNTIIANE CORPORATION, OAKS, PENNA.
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES



type DW-3 d -c ve rs, UM.
eitsters, and vole-ormitters, Do.
Janes! to measure voltage and
:erran In battery and battery -
harping circuits on r oval aircraft.
-hey meet all app-Icable Nagy
.peciRcations.

SEE THE SIMPLICITY AND STRENGTH OF THEIR DESIGN

Note the few simple
ports, and how
strength is built in
by solidly bolting
the element to the
one-piece, cast -
come! magnet.

ELEMENT + MAGNET + BCrTOM BRIDGE = ELEMENT ASSEMBLY

The some studs that
bolt the element to
the magnet extend
through the strong
Textolite base, mak-
ing a rigid, compact
structure.

SCALE PLATE + ELEMENT ASSEMBLY + BASE ASSEMBLY = STRONG

D -C rats

THIN INSTRUMENT

...built for tough jobs and long life
COMBAT service on aircraft and in military radio is the crucial test

for any electric instrument. To meet the requirements of such
severe service, G -E engineers went to extremes to gain simplicity and
strength in the design of these new panel instruments.

What isn't shown clearly in the pictures above is the internal pivot
construction and how the pivots are mounted to the inside of the arma-
ture shell instead of being secured to the outside of the armature wind-
ing. The pivot shank actually extends through the armature shell, and
is anchored firmly on both sides of the shell by pressing two brass washers
over the pivot shank. This construction makes the entire element as-
sembly 20 per cent thinner.

There are many other features: large -radius pivots, hard -glass jewels,
good damping, and ample clearances between stationary and moving
parts. Added up, these features give you an instrument well able to with-
stand vibration and hold its rated accuracy.

If you want the complete story of how these instruments pack all-
round fine performance in a small space, ask our nearest office for Bulletin
GEA-4064, which covers instruments used for radio and other com-
munications equipment; or Bulletin GEA-4117 which describes those
suitable for naval aircraft. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

far testi., and other cam
bons service: Type D N- SI d -c
vol-meters, ammeters milliam-
mehers, microammeters; Type DW-
S2 radio -frequency ammeters (a -c
thermocouple -type). Cases are
brass o molded Textoll-e,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
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WE'RE TEARING
OUR HAIR
TOO!

 MANY of our customers have experienced
numerous disappointments in changes in deliv-
ery dates on orders for G -R equipment; most
do not know why deliveries cannot be made
sometimes on the date promised.

All orders for electronic test equipment are
scheduled by the War Production Board. The
scheduled delivery date is based upon the
tactical urgency of the order. These dates are
changed principally for one of two reasons:

Very frequently the urgency of the order is
altered due to the ever-changing war picture;
a top -priority order today may be far down
on the list tomorrow.

Due to shortages of raw materials, man-
power and finished components purchased

from outside suppliers, our production sched-
ule lags at times.

When it becomes necessary for WPB to
change a scheduled delivery date, we have no
prior knowledge of that fact, nor any informa-
tion as to the reason for the change. We are
required by law to fill all orders in the sequence
set up by the WPB schedule. Appeals directly
to us to re -shuffle deliveries cannot be acted
upon.

The present scheduling system at times
results in considerable inconvenience to our
customers, we know. The whole purpose of the
system, however, is to supply war materials
when and where they are most urgently needed
at the moment. This after all seems to be the
basic aim of war production, doesn't it?

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
NEw YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
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OUT OF TODAY'S RESEARCH.

TOMORROW IS ENGINEER

RECORD BREAKING HEAT WAVE
IN Du cri ON HEATING through powerful high -frequency radio waves is

breaking records in speeding up production of bonded ph -woods, tin
plating and in other industrial applications.

Of prime importance to the efficiency and stability of such high -
frequency circuits is insulation whose composition and strength is master
of both power and heat.

Permanent in their hardness, strength and rigidity, ALSIMAG Ceramic
Insulators are not subject to distortion, warping or shrinking.

AI SIMAG bodies, each with its particular characteristics, are available
to meet all insulating requirements. Our engineering and research people
will gladly cooperate in today's design-tomorrow's production.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE

Army Nary E

Flrol Awarded July 27. 1942
Second Award: 'Star- February

13 1943
Third Award: "Star" September

25 1943

CERAMIC
INSULATORS

CHARACTERISTICS OF

ALSIMAG INSULATORS

High Mechanical Strength
Permanent Rigidity

High Dielectric Strength
Low -Loss Factor

Will Not Absorb Moisture
Chemically Inert



riodaf
Send for complete data giving
physical properties of Acadia
Polystyrene, plus a table of
specifications on its electrical
properties.

4cadia 4alof
Flexible at -100° F. and has
many of the electrical proper.
ties of Polystyrene. Ideal for
numerous applications. Write
for information on forms now
available, and data on physical
and electrical properties.

RACTERISTICS

?azeuerEvaeluite#te

AuPOLYSTYRENE
Possessing unusual electrical ins:ilatin7
properties-among many others-Acadia
Polystyrene is used as special insulation
for radio and other high frequency equip-
ment such as switch boxes, etc. this
role, Polystyrene refines the transmission
of the electrical current.
Add to the facts presented here, Acadia's
wide experience in the plastics field,
and you have the reasons why Acadia
Polystyrene merits your investig&iion.
Complete details are available on request-for quick ref-
erence some of Polystyrene's values are gives at right:

ACADIA
Processors of Synthetic

Rubber and Plastics  Sheets
Extrusions  Molded Parts

DIVISION WESTERN

Dielectric Constant .... 2.5 to 2.6 at frequencies 106
Power Factor. 60 cycles 0001 to .0003

103 cycles 0001 to .0003
106 cycles 0001 to .0008

Diet. Strength, Volts/Mil W... Short time SOO to 700
Step by step 450 to 600

Volume Resistivity, ohms-cms 10" to 10'6
Heat Resistance 150° F. to 175° F.
Softening Point 190° F. to 250° F.
Specific Gravity 1.05
Combining a favorable dielectric constant, strength, and
power factor, Acadia Polystyrene is equal to ceramics
and mica, and is electrically superior to any other com-
mercial plastic.
Consider also the values: zero water absorption; rela-
tive freedom from adverse effects by acids, alkalies,
alcohol, stack gases, weather, and etc; an excellent
dielectric constant value, and high tensile strength of
3500 to 5000 lbs. per sq. in.

PRODUCT

FELT WORKS
LARGEST INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS
4035-4117 Ogden Avenue Chicago 23, Illinois

62

AND CUTTERS OF FELT
Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
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Mathematically, here's the inside story
THE FORMULA in the picture above
is an expression of bunching as it

takes place in the Klystron tube.
This Sperry tube converts DC en-

ergy into radio frequency energy by
allowing an electron beam to become
bunched, or pulsating, between
spaced grids.
0. The ultra -high -frequency micro-

waves thus generated can be con-
centrated into a narrow beam and
directed with great accuracy.

Various other forms of the Klystron
have been developed by Sperry to aid
in the amplification and reception
of ultra -high -frequency waves. Today
they are vital parts of many a device
used by our Armed Forces.

The name "KLYSTRON" is a regis-
tered trade -mark of the Sperry Gyro-
scope Company, Inc. Like other
Sperry devices, Klystrons are also
being made during the emergency by
other companies.

 Klystrons are now being produced
in quantities, and certain types are
available. Write us for information.

Sperry Gyroscope Company
GREAT NECK, N. Y. DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION

GYROSC")PICS ECECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES hone, 1944
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This year our armed forces need thirty-five

per cent more communications equipment than

in 1943. The men and women of this division are tackling

their share of this biggest assignment yet, with the same

enthusiasm they have shown from the start ... and with three

years' practical experience behind them.

They have good reason to be enthusiastic, for pictures,

news stories, and soldiers returning from all over the world,

tell of the heroic use that is being made of the equipment

we turn out.

Here is a group of skilled engineers, designers and pro-

duction people who are proving their ability to handle a

big and difficult assignment. We tell about it here because

we think that is the kind of organization you will want to

have working on your postwar needs, such as:

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS SIGNALING EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS

HOSPITAL SYSTEMS  ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT  PRECISION

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING IGNITION SYSTEMS

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.

Meriden, Connecticut
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CHALLENGE

As you look through the ads in this magazine ...

FIND THE GLASS PARTS NOT MADE AT CORNING

IT'S really not much of a gamble on our part. The
truth is that most of the electronic glass equip-

ment built today comes from Corning Glass Works.
Bulbs, flares, insulators, transformer bushings, tub-
ing, resistor tubes, coil forms, are just a few of the
hundreds of electronic glassware products produced
under our Army -Navy "E" flag. Here you will find
glasses with high electrical insulating qualities; glasses
with an expansion coefficient practically equal to that
of fused quartz; glasses extremely resistant to mechan-
ical shock; glasses that can now be made into intri-
cate shapes formerly considered impossible. And be-

hind them all, 75 years of pioneering in glass research
and experience gained in the development of more
than 25,000 glass formulae.
We hope this doesn't scare you. All it means is this:
If you have a problem you think glass might be help-
ful in solving, feel free to call on Corning! Everything
we know about glass is at your service. Just to get
started we'd like to send you a copy of an informative
new booklet,"There Will Be More Glass Parts In Post-
war Electrical Products." If interested, write Electronic
Sales Dept. 1-6 Bulb and Tubing Division, Corning
GlassWorks, Corning, New York.

[MINING
means

lirsvarrh in Glass

Electronic 6lassware
"I'Y R EX arzd *CORNING" are registered trade -marks of Corning Glass Works
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ON9 ourOF EVERY10

Today 9 out of every 10 American

militaryplaneshave Western Elec-

tric equipment
aboard. Supplying

Command
Sets by the tens of

thousands
to keep pilots in touch

over every front has been a vast

and intricate production
job.

But that is justone partof West-

ern Electric's war work. Add to it

radio transmitters
and receivers for

many other uses, mikes, headsets,

crystalsby the millions
and scores

of other
items for the Army, Navy,

Marine Corps and Coast Guard.

Then you will begin to under-

stand why Western
Electric

is

today the nation's largest producer

of electronic
and communications

equipment
for war.

Buy War Bondsregularly-all
you can!

1St"
ANNIVERS4Ry

Western Electric
ARSENAL

OF COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT



"HERE'S A

DEPENDABLE SOURCE

OF LABORATORY

D.C. POWER..."

The HARVEY Regulated Power Supply 106 PA
You'll find it ideal for operation with pulse generators,

measurement equipment, constant frequency applicators,
amplifiers and any other equipment requiring a constant
flow of D.C. voltage.

Designed to operate from 115 volts A. C., the HARVEY
106 PA has a D. C. voltage output variable from between
200 to 300 volts and accurately controllable
to within one per cent. A model of efficiency
and convenience, it has separate fuses on each HARVEY

OF CAMBRIDGE

transformer primary as well as the D. C. output circuit: pilot
lights on each switch; a D. C. voltmeter for measuring out-
put voltage and a handy two -prong plug or binding posts
to permit easy hook-up.

For complete information on this precision -built, thor-
oughly dependable source of constant voltage, write for

the new HARVEY Regulated Power Supply
bulletin. Address your requests for this useful
new bulletin to

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
441 CONCORD AVENUE  CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

HARVEY
UHX-25

A 25 -Watt
General Purpose
Radio Telephone

Transmitter

Available for operation between 1.5 M.C. and 30 M.C.

HARVEY "AMPLI-STRIP"

66561
FOR I -F AND AUDIO
AMPLIFICATION
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Meeting Precision Capacitance

Tolerances to Plus /Minus ...
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 Aerovox silvered -mica capacitors are de-
signed for the most critical applications
requiring precise capacitance values and
extreme stability. Although otherwise simi-
lar in external construction and dimensions
to the smaller molded bakelite units, they
are encased in molded XM low -loss red bakelite for
immediate silvered -mica identification.

A silver coating is applied to the mica and fired at
elevated temperatures. This insures not only a posi-
tive bond but permanent stability of the capacitance

 Write for
Average positive temperature
coefficient of only .003°° per
degree C.-a remarkably low
value.
Excellent retrace characteris-
tics: practically no capaci-
tance drift with time: excep-
tionally high O.

Available in three types, 1000
v. D.C. test: Type 1469_000005
to .0005 mfd.: Type 1479 (il-
lustrated), .0001 to .001 mid.:
Type 1464, .00075 to .0025
mid.. and .001 mid. in 600 v.
D.C. test.

Standard tolerance plus

with respect to time, temperature and hu-
midity. Units are heat -treated and wax -
impregnated externally for ultimate protec-
tion against moisture penetration.

Ideal for use in circuits where capaci-
tance must remain constant under all oper-

ating conditions. These capacitors are specifically de-
signed for use in push-button tuning, oscillator pad-
ding circuits, fixed tuned circuits, and as capacitance
standards, etc., where accuracy and stability are prime
considerations.

literature...
minus 5°o. Also available
with tolerances of plus, minus
3°., 2°. and 1°..
Minimum tolerance for capac-
itances up to and including
10 mmf. (.00001 mid.) plus/
minus 12 mmt. Minimum tol-
erance available for all other

capacitances, plus minus 1`.
or plus/minus 1 mmf., which-
ever is greater.

Aerovox is prepared and ready
to accept orders for Mica
Capacitors which will meet
American War Standards.

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED

AEROYOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A. SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Export: 13 E. 40 ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. Cable: 'ARLAB' In Canada: AEROYOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.
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mtunt-cn NAL- acxxi,

the one dependable
source of supply pie°,

for every type of rZSs,
ELECTRICAL INSULATION N44.9`14::::

to meet any requirement
THE M -R WALL SHEET

fjfcinrAL
//6111 A TING MOIR/ALS

FREE

FOR THE ASKING
Write today for your Free Card of Varnished
Tubing with samples ranging from size 0 to 20 to
fit wires from .032 to .325 inches .. other valuable
aids, are the M -R Guide Book of Electrical Insula-
tion ... the Wall Chart with reference tab es, elec-
trical symbols, allowable capacities of conductors,
dielectric averages, thicknesses of insulating mate-
rials and tap drill sizes .. and the M -R Wax and
Compound Guide Book ... they are full of .raluable
information ... write for them on your le terhead.

WAXES and COMPOUNDS
(more than 3500 formulas)

SLEEVINGS and TUBINGS

(cotton, ex'ruded, fiberglas)

TAPE . . CLOTHS

WEBBINGS . . PAPERS

TWINES . . MICA

INSULATING VARNISHES

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC.
51 MURRAY STREET COrtlandt 7-9264 NEW YORK 7, N.Y.

Fiberglas Varnished Tape and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Potheod Compounds
Friction Tope and Splice
Transformer Compounds

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Taxes, Webbings and Sleevinqs
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating Varnishes of all types

Fiberglas Saturated !leering and Varnished Tubing
Asbestos Sleeving aid Tape
Extruded Plastic Tubing
Varnished Cambric C oth and Tape
Mica Plate. Tape. Fcper, Cloth and Tubing
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FOUNDED IN 1397\11
emu, .tom ("Ketid gecciitonica_

Unlimited Styles and Sizes . .

PRECISION MADE INSULATORS of Steatite and other materials -
glazed or unglazed-to your exacting specifications.

c Lig;
Vt

IL A, iT

<

Years of experience-wide technical and engineering

knowledge-modern manufacturing facilities enable

STUPAKOFF to produce every type of ceramic for

the electronic industry.

Lees Buck The Attack-Buy EXTRA War Bonds

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
70 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



WHAT
TYPE OF TUltf.

DO YOU NEED?

You can probably
find the answer

in the great variety of tubes we

make.
But ifnot write us what sort of tube youneed . . .

what you

wish it to
accomplish .

. .
how it is to be used. Our engineers

will

study your problem
and, without

obligation,
tell you if such a tube

is practicable.
Further,

you will receive
complete

information
on

what Continental,
with their exceptional

laboratory
facilities

and

long experience,
can do to help you solve your problem.

Write

today: remember,
there is no obligation!

CETRON1
Electronic

Tubes Rectifiers
Phototubes

See lieu, Zeciezy
Stezadatds



ea -YOU SHOULD KNOW

SO YOU would like a sensitive relay for that
remote control circuit!

Sensitivity is important for many relay applica-
tions. And if that is all you want, there's no prob-
lem. It's easy to build a relay that will "operate"
on a small amount of power.

But sensitivity without contact reliability is use-
less. So what you really want is a relay that is
not only sensitive, but also has the contact pres-
sure needed for reliability under actual service
conditions.

Sensitivity and contact reliability are opposing
factors. To get a high measure of both qualities
in one relay calls for an exacting balance be-
tween electrical, mechanical and magnetic design
factors. We've been building such relays for years
-to meet hundreds of requirements, from com-
plex telephone switching circuits to simple con-
trol functions on aircraft and radios.

Next time you need a sensitive relay, let the
Automatic Electric field engineer show you how
to get sensitivity plus contact reliability. No
matter what the nature of your problem, there is
an Automatic Electric relay that will give you both.

2eelg,e1S
AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES

4AUTOMATC
ELECTRIC

The Automatic Electric Class B Relay shown here combines high sensi-
tivity and contact reliability. It has a highly efficient magnetic circuit,
long wearing mechanical structure, independent twin contacts, and
capacity for any number of springs up to 26. Contact pressures average
20 grams per contact. Compare this with "sensitive" relays having con-
tact pressures of less than five grams.

For high sensitivity and contact reliability in small space, your best bet
is the Class S Relay shown here. Especially designed to meet the severe
conditions of operation on fast modern aircraft, it is also recommended
where space is at a premium. Because of the great demand for Class S
Relays for vital war products, we urge that you avoid its use except
where no other relay will serve.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren Street Chicago 7, III.

In Canada: Automatic Electric
(Canada) Limited, Toronto
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why en9ineel4 chcale

In a recent indepenCient inquiry,
2,000 radio and electrical engineers were asked
to name tne capacito.7 they prefer. Four out of
five said Cornell-Dubi.ier.
You can be sure that such emphatic preference is
based on present dependable performance ratter
than on past reputation, solely. And now, what
does this mean to you?
It means, that no mailer how tough your capaci-
tor problem may be ... no matter how intricate
the equipment required to solve it ... no matter
how much research n -ay be required to find the
answer: you will get all this and more at C.D.
There is scarcely a capacitor type that we haven't
already made, and if we haven't, the experience
acquired ii shirty-fou- years of manufacture will
certainly enable us to design the capacitor !int'
need. Write to Come I-Dubil:er Electric Corpo-
ration. So Plainfield, N. J.

vertr'du-z CSY rile/el/ten/
Type YAB is a compact low -capacity, dykanol impreg-
nated and 111.'4 bypass capacitor hermetically sealed;

range at 600 V. .05 mfd. to 1 mfd.,
rave at 100 v...05 mfd. to .5 mfd.

ics

YAB -60

2X.5 MF

600vD-

Capacitors
MICA CYR ANOL PAPER WET AND ORY ELECTROLYTICS

1910 1944

Rea. U. 8. Pat: Off.
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504/t;wfwei,

T YLOil TUBES

Amateurs today are welding thei-
experience and skill into one of -he
stroigest forces in all history. Taylo'
Tubes have helped to back them a'l
clorg the way by producinc c mig ity

ow of the world's finest trcnsnnitt ng
tubes. When the Amateur comes
home, he will again find a complete
line of Taylor Tubes designed espe-
cially for his particular requirements
-tubes incorporating all of the newe-
cevelopments that have helped Fin
to carry on so nobly in time of war.

1

Buy More WAR BONDS
For Victory!

/Thie HEA BUILT DUTY_ (1-- v3c2z f;s:ti

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2312-18 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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W. A. PATTERSON, President of Unites Air Line::

"...YOU SAY VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES CAN
INCREASE SAFETY AND COMFORT IN PLANES?"

MR. W. A. PATTERSON, President of United Air Lines, recently said -

-It is our belief that the war has advanced public acceptance if the airplane
as a mode of transportation by 20 years. The airliner, like every other service
that caters to the public, must anticipate their passengers' expectations of new
facilities for greater comfort and safety. United will put in service new, huge

44-5o passenger Mainliners offering comforts, conveniences and thoughtful
appointments surpassing anything heretofore known, and flying from coast to
coast in tr hours with new devices to assure safe flight."

E -L is ready right now with Vibrator Power Supplies to bring passengers the greater
comfort of fluorescent lighting as well as the convenience and safety of radio and
radio -telephone. E -L Black Light equipment is available as a safety device for
instrument panel illumination at night to eliminate blinding interior glare and to
provide dear, sharply defined instrument calibration. Engineered to specific space
and voltage requirements, Electronic Laboratories products are used wherever cur-
rent must be changed in voltage, frequeni-y or type. E L engineers invite inquiries.

E -L STANDARD POWER SUPPLY
MODEL 337

For the operatics, c.tst.indaril 110 olt AC equip
ment, such as radios and small motors, from a t
volt battery. Characteristics: Input voltage, 6 v
DC; Output voltage, 115 v. AC; Output power
100 watts: Output frequency, 60 cycles.

Dimensions: 71/2x84 x101/4 in. iI'4iglit: 231.4 pounds

rrit.- for further
information of PhtT
and other motlett
of the ex:emit?
E -L

tda74m. LABORATORIES INC,:
D i A r4 A

VIBRATOR POWER SUUL!:S FOR I vIiTING, COMP.ILNICAI10, AND ELECTRIC MOTOR OIERATION ELEURIC, ELECIRO;dC AN) CIiiiR EOJIMEFIT
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WHERE can
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you find a proven source for such requirements as panels,

chassis, mounting or shelf assemblies, transformer housings or cabinets?

We're in no sense sticking our necks out like the fellow above when we say,

"Right HERE!"

CorryJamestown is already working in steel, stainless steel and aluminum
for many firms who have rigid specifications to meet. They have paid u:
high compliments on our fine precision and our fair prices.

We just thought you might be interested. If so, why not send us your
specifications.

CORRY - JAMESTOWN
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION * CORRY, PENNA.



LAPP -DESIGNED, LAPP -BUILT TO DO A SPECIFIC JOB

This is an antenna base insulator for use on a communi-
cations center transmitter. It is one of several Lapp de-
signs for transmitter and receiver mast bases for military
vehicular radio-on jeeps, halftracks, tanks and other
rolling equipment.

Whether or not this special-purpose gadget has appli-
cation to anything you build or propose to build, there's
a moral in it for you. In this case, as in hundreds of
others, an original and impractical design was modified
by Lapp engineers-to provide a part that meets all elec-
trical and mechanical requirements, and that Lapp can
build economically and efficiently.

Lapp engineering talent and Lapp production methods
are such that we can say, "If it's an assembly that can be
made of porcelain or steatite and metal parts, tell us what
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944

the requirements are and hocc you think it might be made;
Lapp will tell you how it can best be made-and will
make it." Our right to that claim has been proved over
and over in military electronic production; it's going to
be a competitive advantage to smart post-war electronic
producers. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.
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Standard of
Excellence

Bliley Crystal Units are doing a great wartime job. Increased
engineering knowledge, expanded facilities, and improved
production techniques have emerged from this effort. This

wartime experience will be reflected in peacetime application.
Bliley Crystals will again take their rightfulplace with their

pre-war record of dependability, accuracy and user accept-
ance. Not counting applications covered by wartime secrecy
necessities, there will be Bliley Precision -made Crystals for
diathermy, ultrasonic generators, pressure gauges, carrier -
current communications systems, radio frequency filters, and
precision interval timers. And, of ccurse, in greater quantities
than ever before, frequency controlling crystal units for all
radio communicatior necessities, F. M. or A. M., fixed, portable,
mobile or air borne. As always, Bliley Engineers are ready to
extend their assistance to you .. . call on them freely.

OFFICIAL SIGNAL CORPS PHOTO
SCR -299 MOBILE RADIO STATION

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY - - ERIE, PA.
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THE

MEMBER OF ALLIED'S

TELEPHONE TYPE RELAY LINE

TKL, latest of the Allied telephone type group, is an unusually compact
relay with double contact pile-ups especially developed to meet the

insistent demand for a small feather -weight relay of high magnetic
efficiency.

TKL has a maximum rated power consumption of 1.5 watts for con-
tinuous duty. . . . Maximum sens:tivity with a single A or B contact

arrangement is 0.3 watts.

The unit illustrated features the use of Mycalex insulation for high
frequency, low loss operation. It is also available with varnish

impregnated bakelite insulation for standard switching service.

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

Contact Pile-ups-To a maximum of
foul' ..C. ISPDT) combinations.

Contact Material-Normally of palla
i.iurn or fine silver; special alloys are avail-

able for unusual applications.
Col -Cellulose acetate sealed against hu-

y.

Meets all standard salt spray specifications.
Withstands shock and vibration to 10 Gs.

Designed to conform with Army, Navy and
CAA speci iications.

Dimensions -1-7 16 by 15/16 by 1-1/16
inches (minus contact pile-ups).

Weight -11/2 ocnces (minus contact pile-ups).

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY
INCORPORATED

2 EAST END AVENUE (AT 79th STREET)  NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
'ACTORIES: NEW YORK CITY  PLANTSVILLE, CONN.  CHICAGO, ILL.
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-111111

STANDARD TYPE

RECEIVING TUBES

-ON

SYLVANIA "LOCK -IN"

RECEIVING TUBES

"Oa
STROBOTRONS

our
GAS VOLTAGE

REGULATOR TUBES

MINIATURE AND

STANDARD SIZE

'1111

THERMOCOUPLE

TUBES

TRANSMITTING

TUBES

Bar
MINIATURE RADIO

RECEIVING TUBES

011F"

PIRANI TUBES

RADIO TUBE

PARTS

per
WELDS AND LEADS

FACSIMILE

RECORDING

TUBES

Pr SPECIFY SYLVANIA AND BE SURE

AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE is no better than its most vital part-the
electron tube. A reputation for high quality manufacture
won many important wartime assignments in electronics for
Sylvania. A few of the electronic devices, tubes and parts made
by Sylvania are shown here. There are many more, some of
which are military secrets. For information about Sylvania
quality electron tubes and products, write Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York.

"To Serve an Electronic World"

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

so

SOO FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK II, N.Y.
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SPARE PARTS BOXES

No. 1025-14
30" x 15" x 12"

(Partitions not included -

No. 1025-I
1E" x 9" x

24 STOCK SIZES
As pea specification 42 8 9 (Int) fa- st ipboard use, Electrical

anc Mechanical. Nag grey finish. Immediate Delivery.
- WRITE FOR PRICE LIST -

Number length W dt, Height Num ,er Length Width Height

1025- 1 12 6 6 112513 18 18 2

1025- 2 12 9 6 112515 24 15 -̂
1025- 3 12 '2 6 112516 24 15 15

1025- 4 12 9 9 1025-17 24 18 12

1025- 5 18 9 6 1025.18 24 18 15

! 1025. 6 18 9 9 1025-19 24 18 13
t 1025. 7 18 12 9 1025- 20 24 12 a

1025- 8 18 6 6 1025. 23 30 15

1025- 9 18 15 9 1025-14 30 15 12

1025-10 18 12 6 1025-22 36 12 0

"i 1025-11 18 15 12 1025-21 42 9 0

11025-12 18 12 12 1025-24 42 12 0

COLE STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

.1.011

No. 1025-1
12" x 6" x 6"

FACTORY: BROOKL'IN N. Y.
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USED

Spellli

HERMETIC SEALS

NO(dog
NOW

Arm your equipment to meet tough military conditions-any-
-where-with these improved Hermetic Seals that seal out dust,
humidity, moisture and fungus from transformers, relays,
vibrators and other sensitive component parts.

FUSED INTO ONE PIECE. Vacuum tight hermetic bond. Resist.
corrosion. Has thermal operating range of -70°C to 200°C.
Insulation leakage resistance, 30,000 megohms, minimum,
after Navy immersion test.

SOLDERING TEMPERATURE NOT CRITICAL. Simple, easy to at-
tach by means of high frequency, oven -soldering, or standard
soldering iron.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE TODAY for information. Send us
complete details on your problem so we can offer specific rec-
ommendations and furnish samples.

ped' INCORPORATED

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING CINCINNATI, OHIO

USED IN RELAYS
AND VIBRATORS

USED IN TRANSFORMERS
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0.41, SOCKETS
MINIATURE

OCTAL

DIHEPTAL

BAYONET TUBE
LOCKIN

GLASS TUBE

ACORN
PILOT LIGHT

DIAL LIGHT
CRYSTAL HOLDER

BATTERY

CATHODE RAY
of Laminated, Bakelite

or Ceramic Construction

TERMINAL BOARDS

CONNECTION BLOCKS
PLUGS

self -bound for
convenience

BANANA PINS
ROTARY SWITCHES

METAL AND NON-
METALLIC STAMPINGS

Write for your

BUYERS'
GUIDE

Through -he :ourtesy of he
publishers o: E ectrcnics we ore
able to di;tribute to purchasing
agents, engineers, etc., bound
copies of the 1Q44 Et.yersGu'de
of Electronic and Allied Eqiip-
ment . . . -eque!ts on Company
Letterheads !hculd be addressed
to Dept. BG, A. W. Franklin
Manufocturing Zorp , 175 Varick
Street, New York Ci.y 14.

IN FRANKLIN

of Moulded or
Laminated Construction

MANUFACTURING CORP.
175 VARICK STREET NEW YORK 14, N. Y.



for ACCURATE TEMPERATURE CONTROL

11/2 Blower reduces space re-
quirements for heat dissipation.
Unexcelled For applications in
electronic equipment.

OUTPUT . 15 C. F. M. at &000 R. P. M.

HOUSING High impact plastic

WHEEL . . Turbo type 11,1" diameer

WEIGHT . . Housing and wheel 2 ounces

Bulletin including complete performance
specifications available on request.

L -R MANUFACTURING COMPANY
TORRINGTON, CONN.
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mlete details,
send for bulletin

For co p

Deliveries
of thii in5trorm

nt will be as sched-

ule(' by VIPP. spin-oved
Form 3243 under

Scledoling
Orc.er NI -293.

please ad&ess in-

quries to l'et and leasuring
Equipment

Section, RADIO C3111'0FAT1ON
of D.MERICA,

11.  as um mos mos WO OM
WO ONO OM

1111111Camden,
New izssey.

The NEW RCA

Type 715-A
Laboratory -type

OSCILLOSCOPE
Triggered Sweep and

Time -Base Marker

A "custom-built- design now available for the
fit st time for general use-especially suited for
war work-ideal for post-war problems.

10 Important Features
1 Triggered sweep-individually triggered by each

signal.

2 Time -base marker; one microsecond intervals.
3 Sinusoidal horizontal spot. deflection at power

line frequency with adjustable phase control.
4 Extended frequency range - vertical amplifier

flat to 10 megacycles.
5 High vertical deflection sensitivity (.66 volts/

inch).

6 Precisely compensated a ttenuator for vertical
amplifier.

7 Calibration meter to permit direct determination
of amplitude of any voltage component in signal.

8 Low input capacity and high input resistance
for vertical amplifier.

9 Complete absence of cross -coupling between
horizontal and vertical deflection circuits.

10 Regulated power supply to insure steady pattern
on screen independent of line voltage changes.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISICN CAMDEN, N. J.

LEADS THE WAY.. In Radio ..Television .. Tubes..
Phonographs.. Records.. Electronics

Sudden cond. nser charge and
subsequent discharge as seen on

ordinary oscilloscope.

2 Externally synchronized and expand -
r.0 times, revealing the true form

of one of the charges in Fig. 1.

3 The same charge, expanded 1000
times. permits detailed observa-

tion of the wave front.
4 Applying a one -microsecond time -

base marker allows determination
of time intervals during the cycle.



ARTISANS

IN

SHEET

METAL

SPARE PARTS BOXES

ittetete-to-olteteft
at go extta coa

For the many years that sheet
steel has been designated

for spare

Parts boxes,
Karp has

been a major national
supplier.

Vast experiences,

coupled
with unusual

production
facilities,

permit us to lay out and

design
boxes to individual

order . . at no extra cost.
Each is built in

accordance
with 1..1 S. Navy speci.fications.

Tightly welded
seams are

vermin -proof. Special
corrosion

resisting
paint is applied.

Partitions,

fittings, supports
and trays are added as

the case demands.
Sizes range

from IV x 6" x 6" land smaller
where special

existing
conditions

require)
to boxes

of sufficient
length to house long motor shafts.

Rapid deliveries,
too.

Artisans
in sheet meal, Karp craftsmen

produce
a varied line of

oducts .. from a chassis
small

enough to be
handled by two fingers

podheavy
rack which

requires a
crane to lift. We save you time, cost

and manpower.
A Karp engineer

will gladly consult
with you.

HELP SHOR

)0141%.10110LOAt.
124 30th STREET

. BROOKLYN
31, N. Y.

WAR . . BUY MORE WAR BONDS

CABINETS

CHASSIS

RACKS

P ANELS
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HERMETIC SOLDER -SEALING

MAKES PRESTITE

TERMINA BUSHING

ACTUAL SIZE

High altitudes .. . humidity conden-
sation . . . thermal shocks . . . cannot
affect the performance of Solder -Sealed
apparatus. The 100% hermetic bond
assured by the metal-to-PRESTITE
seal assures trouble -free service of
terminal bushings.

The bushing consists of a PRESTITE tube on
which are Solder -Sealed a terminal cap and a stud.
Similar bushings are available without hardware for
Solder -Sealing to other parts on the manufacturer's
own production line.

Solder -Sealed PRESTITE assemblies offer im-
mediate help to manufacturers in many available
standard forms. They also open up many new and
added possibilities in postwar uses. For complete
information, send for booklet B-3244. Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pitts-
burgh, Pa., Dept. 7-N.

Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHERE

J.05142

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

INSTRUMENTS

O -C CAPACITORS

HIPERSIL CORES

DYNAMOTORS
RECTOX RECTIFIERS

INSULATING MATERIALS

OLD WAY
(SEVEN PIECES)

SOLDER -
IJ

ONTAINER LID

NEW WA

Westinghouse SolderSe-c led PRES
TIE Terminal Bushing, Ss. 1309164.

Other PRESTITE methods of
taking leads through partitions

APPARATUS ENCLOSING SOLDER -
SEAL 8O iHING-combination in-
sulator, cover and terminal
board-has a hollow construc-
tion which permits placing small
devices inside.

SOLDER -SEAL ASSEMBLY- for vi-
brator packs, but can be used
in similar apparatus, combining
jack and terminal board.

SOLDER SEALED BUSHING - for
use with thicker gage covers of
larger size transformers and
capacitors. Bushing is Solder -
Sealed to a metal ring which is
soldered to the container cover.

PRESTITE is a dense nonporous ceramic com-
pacted under high pressure and vacuum by the
patented PRESTITE method of -manufacture.
Tnis eliminates minute air pockets in the
material, thus minimizing distortion in voltage
grad.ents and eliminating internal corona dis-
charges. PRESTITE is impervious to moisture
and all chemicals except hydrofluoric acid. The
quality of PRESTITE is consistently uniform,
thus eliminating the need for the exaggerated
safety factors common in other ceramics.
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INTERSTAGE
FILTERS BY

0 0nn
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En 10
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20
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K
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K KKK
CYCLES

Interstage filters lend themselves to effecting gain simultaneously with their frequency

discrimination. The unit illustrated is a band pass unit which provides a 2:1 step-up ratio,

with band pass attenuation of 40 DB per octave. This unit employs a dual alloy magnetic

shield which reduces inductive pick-up to 150 Mv. per gauss. The dimensions in its hermet-

ically sealed case are 11/2 x2'/2 x2'/2. Filters of this type can be supplied for any band
pass frequency from 200 to 10,000 cycles.

May we cooperate with you on design savings for your application . . . war or postwar?

150 VARICK STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB"
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IncIstling INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

0. H. CALDWELL, EDITOR * M. CLEMENTS, PUBLISHER * 480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK (17), N. Y.

Electronic Markets After V -Day
California is going great guns, no mistake about that.

There, as elsewhere, manufacturers of electronic equip-
ment are solidly behind the war effort, so much so in
fact that there has been no time for postwar planning,
and, it is to be feared, little inclination to put minds
to work on problems which appear far removed, in-
evitable as they may be.

Every Pacific Coast industry has grown tremendously.
Plants have doubled, and tripled and quadrupled in
area and in personnel. Under war stimulus production
has stepped up to undreamed-of totals. Everybody is
busy. And if any shadow of doubt regarding the future
of war -materiel -swollen factories has begun to appear
on present happy horizons, at least it isn't visible yet,
and no one speaks about it.

Nevertheless, the inexorable fact remains that some
day sooner or later when war shall have ended, and
more than likely a bit before that, wheels in some
plants are going to stop turning-suddenly. Belatedly
it is going to be necessary to face squarely the need for
ways and means of keeping them turning, or just go
out of business.

Potential buyers, too
The eleven Western States, California in particular,

represent a great potential market, as is well revealed
in an article in this issue. Up to the present time.
that great region has produced only a picayune portion
of the radio -electronic equipment which it has bought
and uses. Conceivably, it could produce a whole lot
more, what with the impetus war work has given in-

dustry. The will to do so is there, and so are the
means.

But-it is going to take some pretty careful planning
-pretty quick-to convert the will into a way. The
transition from war to peace may be tough, but it car.
be done and the rewards appear great. Industry is
rapidly taking up with electronic methods; FM broad-
casting gives promise of blossoming as brightly on the
West Coast as it has on the East-and in between;
there is a great and growing interest in television. Ir.
short, the signals are set to give manufacturers the
go-ahead toward the greatest market they have ever
had.

Manufacturers must specialize

Specialization will help in smoothing the bumps in
the transition road. Up North, several manufacturers
have developed highly stabilized transmitting tube
operations; Southern California manufacturers have
long specialized in laboratory equipment and in and
around Hollywood others, as might have been expected,
have done very valuable work in advancing the technic
of recording and the perfection of recording equipment.

There still remains much room for specialized effort.
It is self-evident that not all manufacturers are
going to find it possible to go right along making in
the future what they have made in the past. For
them, the only solution to the problem of continued
existence will come from intelligent planning NOW.
Nor is this admonition applicable only in the Golden
State. It goes, as well, for a lot of other manufacturers
in a lot of other localities.

What of the Golden State-her greatly expanded electronic industry; her production facilities; her
products; her markets; and her potentialities for the future? Who makes what, and where?

The answers, as complete as a searching survey by editorial representatives of this publication-
who spent eight weeks traveling from one end of the state to the other-can make them, are in this issue.

Supplementing, and completing the word picture of California there is a more complete Directory
of the state's electronic industry than has ever been compiled before. It lists everything anyone
might like to know, and will have great reference value. For California Directory, see pages 132-139.
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Fig. 1-Sectional view of 410R showing electron gun at bottom, lower (bunchei cavity, upper
(catcher) cavity, pickup loops with seals, and heat radiating collector at top. At right, buncher

action is shown altering electron velocity. Groups form at catcher and deliver energy

Operating principles, electrical and mechanical details
of type 410R Klystron. Performance curves and data

 The generation of voltages at
frequencies above 1000 me/sec. by
conventional grid -control tubes is
difficult as well as low in efficiency
and power output. One of the
principal reasons for these condi-
tions is the relationship of the
transit time of the electrons from
the cathode to the grid in the
ordinary tube as compared to the
time for one cycle of the frequency
being generated.

Thus in a common triode or
pentode, with its normal plate
voltage, a certain definite time is
required for the electrons to make
the trip from cathode to the plane
of the grid. This time is a fraction
of a microsecond. However, at a
frequency of 1000 mc. the time for
one cycle is 10-:) microseconds and
in all but special tubes such as the
acorn type, etc., electrons cannot
reach the plane of the grid in this
short space of time and conse-

quently the grid voltage passes
through a large portion of its cycle
during the time the electron is in
flight. Only a few if any get beyond
the plane of the grid since when
the grid voltage is great enough to
allow electrons to proceed toward
the plate this voltage will pass
through half or more of its cycle
and repel the electrons which have
not yet reached the grid. In most
instances, the transit time must be
less than 1/10th the time for one
signal cycle for satisfactory opera-
tion. Excessive transit time reacts
as increased input loading.

There are a number of other
limitations to conventional tubes at
ultra high frequencies, radiation
losses, internal circuit parameters,
etc.

In order to develop frequencies
much in excess of 1000 mc. it be-
comes necessary to use a tube in
which the transit time need not be

limited to a fraction of the time
required for one cycle of the fre-
quency to be generated. One solu-
tion is velocity modulation of the
electron stream from a gun similar
to that employed in cathode ray
tubes. The basic principle is that
of periodically changing the velo-
city of electrons passing a certain
point in a tube and allowing these
electrons of different velocities to
form bunches by drifting through
the required distance. These bunches
will form due to the faster electrons
catching up with the slower ones
at a given point in the tube. They
occur once each cycle of the fre-
quency to be generated if they are
allowed to travel through the tube
for some convenient distance since
time is required to form the bunches
or groups. Internal forces in the
beam cause de -bunching through
repulsion but in practical tubes
good design holds this to a min-
imum.

These bunches of electrons can
be made to deliver their energy to
a resonant circuit of a special type.
The groups of electrons, coming as
they do at periodic intervals, act
in a manner similar to a periodic
impulse applied to a pendulum
causing it to oscillate at a regular
frequency and amplitude.

One group of tubes employing
velocity modulation is known as the
Klystron. These tubes are a de-
velopment of R. H. Varian and S.
F. Varian and the Sperry Gyro-
scope Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A typical model type 410R made
by Sperry is shown in the cut -away
view Fig. 1. This tube consists of
a cup -shaped cathode and internal
heater element which is noninduc-
tively wound, and a control grid
both near the base of the tube.
The control grid of the tube is so
constructed as to aid in focusing
the electrons into a beam. Both of
these structures, the cathode and
the control grid, are quite similar
to those found in cathode ray tubes.

The next electrode in the stream
is a "smoother" grid similar in
some respects to a screen grid in
a cathode ray tube. A pair of grids
which are separated approximately
0.030 in. are located a little beyond
the smoother grid. These grids are
connected to the side walls of a
cavity resonator. These resonators,
which will be described in more de-

* Trademark of Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc.
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CHARACTERISTICS

tail later, are basically a resonant
circuit similar in electrical action
to the common parallel coil -capa-
citor tuned circuit.

These cavities are hollow metal
cylinders and in the case of the
Klystron shown, are under vacuum
with the rest of the tube. The
cavity resonator nearest the cathode
is commonly called the buncher
since it is the action of this tuned
circuit and its associated grids to
group the electrons of the stream
into the required bunches.

Note that the grids in this tube
are radial fins similar to spokes of
a wheel in which the hub has been
removed. This construction per-
mits a more uniform field between
the grids and at the same time
offers a minimum physical obstruc-
tion. The next section of the tube
is an evacuated chamber commonly
known as the drift space. In this

Fig. 2 (Below)-41OR Klystron showing tuning
knob and coaxial feedback cable. Note springs
and struts of tuning mechanism

Fig. 3 Rightl-Basic features of cavity tun-
ing mechanism in 410R. Wedge expands one
strut only to alter distance between grids

by WILLIAM E. MOULIC
Associate Editor, Electronic Industries

drift space, the electrons whose
velocity has been increased ay the
buncher "catch-up" with those
which were slowed down by buncher
action.

A second cavity resonator, com-
monly called a catcher, follows the
drift space and is identical (in the
tube shown in Fig. 11 to the

buncher. The catcher resonator
grids are identical in construction
to those of the buncher and are
spaced by the same amount.
Beyond the buncher is a collector
electrode, which in the case of the
tube shown in Fig. 1, consists of
a metal cylinder with heat radiat-
ing fins and a series of different
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Fig. 4-Simple tank circuit at A has low Q
at uhf because of radiation of energy. In-
creasing number of loops as at B develops into
cavity as used in Klystron and other tubes
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diameter holes bored along its axis
in order to collect the spent elec-
trons and radiate the heat caused
by them.

To take energy from the cavities
and also to inject it into them, a
number of pickup leads are sealed
into the two chambers. They con-
sist of a short section of coaxial

RUSSELL H. VARIAN

transmission line with appropriate
vacuum seal and a small half -turn
pickup loop. These connections are
sometimes called antenna seals.

In the construction shown in
Fig. 1, the two cavities the smooth-
er grid, and the collector anode are
all connected together electrically
to the positive terminal of the de
power supply The only insulation
in the tube is the small glass ring
at the base which insulates the
eathole and grid structure from
the resnainder of the tube.

SIGURD VARIAN DR. W. W. HANSEN

CALIFORNIANS WHO DEVELOPED THE PLYSTRON

The Klystron came out cf California; three men were responsiele for the final development
of the tube. They are Russell Varian, hi: younger brother Sigurd, and Dr. William W. Hansen,
associate professes- of Physics at Leland Stanford University.

Subsequent to the conception of the ceiginal idea of she Klystron, which occurred to Sigurd
Varies' while he was Flight Captain for Pan American Airways on t,e Meeican and Central
American flight lanes, the brothers retired to Halcyon, Calif., to work 'tit the basic theory and
the peeliminary paper work After the idea had been worked inta a practical form, they con-
tactec Dr. David Webster, head of the department of 2hysics at Stanford, with the hope of
obtaining the use of the University laboratories. This was a logical move because it was from
Stanford that Russell graduated in 1925 with the Degree of A.M. Doctor Webster consented
to take them on as research associates without pay.

It was during this period that the brothers met Doctor Hansen who Ironed with them in
developing the If nal design based on the "velocity grouping principle " The final model was
built from this design by S gurd. It worked just as expected dining tie preliminary tests.

It was mere c that Dr. H. Hugh Willis, vice-president, Sperry Gyroscope Co., and then
chief research esigineer, arrived at the Oakland airport just as the instrument was ready for
demonstration, and Doctor Willis was invited to see the new instrument. 'hat vies the beginning of
Sperry'r association with Klystron.

The ends of the cavities are made
flexible by the concentric rib con-
struction. The frequency at which
the tube operates is adjustable over
a range of several per cent of its
fundamental frequency by means
of mechanically "stretching" the
tube to change the distance be-
tween the buncher grids and the
catcher grids. In this tube the dis-
tance from buncher grid to catcher
grid is normally very near one inch.

The tuning mechanism is shown
attached to the tube in Fig. 2 and
a diagram of the operation is shown
in Fig. 3. The frequency of the
tube may be altered over a rather
wide range by means of the three
tuning struts for each cavity. These
three struts operate against the
center ring midway between the
two resonators and stretch the
anode end and the cathode end
away from the center thus altering
the distance between the buncher

Fig. 6. lAbovei-Variation of rf catcher cur-
rent for bunching parameter X as given by
equation 3

Fig. 8. IRightl-Experimental curves of mul-
tiple oscillation points for values of 1 3

Fig. 9. (Right center) -Experimental frequency
deviation with beam voltage for 410R

Fig. 10. Far right/ -Dial calibration deter-
mined experimentally for 410R
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Fig. 7. Klystron tube at A showing bunching distance S and equivalent conventional tube circuit at S. Phase -shift network replaces drift space

and catcher grids. Tension springs
are used to keep the end plates
bearing against the struts.

A vernier tuning mechanism is
employed and the control knob and
graduated scale on the 410R are
shown in Fig. 2. A micrometer type
barrel operates a screw and wedge
to expand or contract the length
of one of the three tuning struts.

The extension of the analysis of
ordinary lumped constant circuits
(circuits including inductance, ca-
pacitance and resistance), to the
ultra -short wavelengths obtained
with Klystrons presents a number
of difficulties. Consider the single
wire loop and capacitor shown in
Fig. 4 (A). As the size of the loop
is decreased to reduce the wave-
length, the losses become tremend-
ous and the loop practically
vanishes before the desired wave-
length is reached. By adding a
number of larger loops in parallel
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to decrease the inductance; this
would lead to the shape shown in
Fig. 4 (B) which resembles the
resonators actually used in Kly-
strons.

Cavity resonators, like transmis-
sign lines, have more than one
resonant frequency. A simple coil
and capacitor circuit, in which all
dimensions are negligible compared
with the wavelength, has only one
resonant frequency. A long trans-
mission line has an infinite number
of resonant frequencies which occur
when the length is an integral
number of quarter or half wave-
lengths, and a single number
suffices to specify the order of a
harmonic.

:n a cavity resonator all three
dimensions are in general compar-
able with a wavelength, and nodes
can exist in three different direc-
tions. Not only are three numbers
now required to specify the order
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of a certain "harmonic", but the
higher resonant frequencies are no
longer integral multiples.

It is possible to divide the fields
within a cylindrical cavity resonator
into two main types: one type has
the electric field E parallel to the
axis. The second type is a similar
family with the electric and mag-
netic fields interchanged. The rela-
tions are analogous to the fields in
waveguides (c.f. Slater -Microwave
Transmission), but the usual wave -
guide notation will be replaced in
the discussion below by the Bessel
function describing the boundary
conditions, since this allows conve-
nient computation of the resonant
wavelength of a cylindrical cavity.
If b is the length of the cavity
and a is the radius:

() 2

2b 2

(Continued on page 150)
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MASS SPECTROMETER

 It is only in the last few years
that technics in electronics and
high -vacua have advanced to such
a point that workers in these fields
could develop commercial mass
spectrometers for routine industrial
analysis work. The growing num-
ber of instruments in industrial use,
together with their all -electronic
nature, makes the subject one of
current interest to the electronics
engineer.

Though its commercial applica-
tion is new, the principle of the
mass spectrometer is relatively old.
It was in 1918 that Dempster con-
structed the first mass spectrome-
ter, and in 1919, Aston constructed
the first mass spectrograph. Earlier
than that, J. J. Thompson and
others had done much work on pos-
itive rays.

In the years following this pioneer
work scientists constructed a large
number of mass spectrometers and
mass spectographs in physical lab-
orotories all over the world, and
did much important work on the
masses and isotopes of the elements.
This paper will describe one com-
mercial instrument and discuss

Fig. 1-Basic arrangement of mass spectrom-
eter. Accelerated ions, formed at A, travel in
arc due to magnetic field. Ions of some par-

ticular mass will strike target connected
V to amplifier

by CLIFFORD E. BERRY
Electronics Research Engineer
Consolidated Engineering Corp., Pasadena, Calif

Sorting atoms and molecules in structure of hydrocarbons
provides accurate control routine and aids developments

briefly its applications, particularly
in the field of hydrocarbon analysis.

A mass spectrometer is a device
for sorting atoms and molecules ac-
cording to their masses. The basic
method of accomplishing this sort-
ing is to give each particle an elec-
tric charge, then to act on the
charged particles by a combination
of electric and magnetic fields in
such a manner that particles of the
same mass follow the same path,
and particles of different masses
follow different paths. Although
the principle applies to substances
of any mass, we will consider here
only those substances which can
exist in the gaseous state at ordi-
nary temperatures.

Sorting atoms
Many different arrangements of

electric and magnetic fields have
been used to accomplish this sorting
action. The instrument to be de-
scribed here is the 180 deg. type,
commonly called the Dempster type.
In this the ions are generated at
one point in a magnetic field, and
are speeded up to a high velocity

Fig. 2-Details of region A in Fig. I. Electron
beam ionises gas sample by collision. Voltage
V gives forward velocity to ions which in com-

bination with magnetic field and their
mass determine path radius
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over a short distance by an electric
field. Then they follow circular
paths in the magnetic field, the
radius of each path depending on
the respective masses of the ions.

A collector, placed 180 deg. from
the source, collects that particular
beam of ions which travels a path
with a radius equal to half the dis-
tance between the source and the
collector. In practice this radius is
fixed, and the particular mass beam
which follows a curve of this radius
is selected by varying either the
electric field or the magnetic field,
or both. The relation between the
mass, the radius of curvature, the
accelerating voltage, and the mag-
netic fields is given by

rte B2
m = , (esu), (1)

2Vc2
where m is the mass, e is the charge
of the particle, V is the voltage to
which the ion is accelerated, r is
the radius of the curvature, c is the
velocity of light, and B is the flux
density.

To give a typical numerical ex-
ample, with a tube radius of five
inches and a flux density of 2100
gauss, ionized molecular oxygen,
02* (mass 32) strikes the collector
at 1075 volts, and ionized atomic
oxygen, 0- (mass 16), at twice that
voltage.

The above equation. shows that,
for a given radius of curvature,
varying either the accelerating volt-
age or the magnetic field will bring
a given mass into focus. Varying
the voltage is the more practical
method when the spectrum is to be
scanned continuously, and is the
method used in the Consolidated in-
strument.

Fig. 1 illustrates the foregoing.
Neglecting for the moment the
method by which the ions are gen-
erated, assume that in the region A
ions of several masses are being
formed simultaneously at a contin-
uous rate. These ions are pushed
through slit G by a small voltage
between F and B. Then, under the
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A Fig. 3-Block diagram of mass spectro-
meter equipment showing tube between

poles of magnet

Fig. 4-Commercial version of mass spec- O.

trometer, showing complete equipment and
arrangement of components. Fig. 5 Below
-Typical chassis arrangement, this view show-
ing inside of one of the front panels

influence of the voltage V (Fig. 2),
they are accelerated between plates
B and C. and emerge from slit D
with velocities dependent upon V
and upon their masses. A uniform
magnetic field, perpendicular to the
plane of the paper, causes the vari-
ous groups of ions to follow differ-
ent circular paths, in accordance
with equation (1).

The heavier ions follow paths of
larger radius and strike the outside
wall of the tube, while the light ions
follow paths of smaller radius and
strike the inside wall. For certain
values of V, however, ions of one
mass will follow the tube for its en-
tire length and strike the collector.
The current carried by these ions is
a measure of the number of ions of
this particular mass which are
formed per second at A. If the
voltage V is varied from high to low
values in a continuous manner, all
masses, starting with light ones, are
successively brought to focus at the
collector, and a record of this col -
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944

lector current constitutes a mass

spectrum.

At this point it is desirable to
differentiate between the mass spec-
trograph and the mass spectro-
meter, in the mass spectrograph the
ion beams impinge directly on a
photc graphic plate. Usually several
beams strike the plate simultane-
ously at different points and the
relative densities of the lines thus
formed are the measures of the in-
tensities of the beams. In the mass
spectrometer, on the other hand,
the inn current is collected on a
target and measured by an elec-
trometer or a dc amplifier.

The mass spectrograph is well
adapted to measurement of mass,
but is less convenient and less ac-
curate than the mass spectrometer
for chemical analysis work in which
beam intensities must be measured.
For these reasons the mass spec-
tromet.er rather than the mass
spectrograph is used for modern
analytical work.

(Continued on page 194)



CARRIER SYSTEMS FOR

 Since the early experiments con-
ducted almost thirty years ago,
carrier telephone transmission has
been developed rapidly. The first
carrier telephone or "wired wire-
less" systems used low radio fre-
quencies and considerable amounts
of power. It was not uncommon to
have a carrier power of several hun-
dred watts. The carrier and both
sidebands were transmitted.

The frequency bands occupied a
large range of territory and opera-
tion of more than one carrier chan-
nel over a circuit was a difficult
technical feat. The transmission
losses were large due to the high
frequencies used and the noise
susceptibility was high. In addition,
crosstalk to other wires on the same
telephone lead made it inadvisable
to operate more than one or two
systems on a pole line.

by L. G. ERICKSON and F. W. LYNCH
Lenkurt Electric Co, San Franc,sco

Single sideband. multiple channel speech and signal
equipment applied to ion rent ional communication circuits

With the development of sharply
tuned wave filters, it became pos-
sible to suppress the carrier and
one sideband and reduce the trans-
mitted power involved. Transmis-
sion gains were made by lowering
the frequency. It was found that
intelligible speech could be trans-
mitted with a 1600 cycle band and
the amount of territory used in the
transmission of intelligence was
further reduced. Most of the de-
velopment of carrier transmission
has been confined to wire lines be-
cause of the cost reduction in plant
maintenance and operation.

Experimental carrier communica-
tion over radio facilities has been
investigated for a number of years.
A form of carrier over radio has
been used for a long time to provide
semi -privacy on the talking chan-
nel. This means of carrier com-

Front view with covers removed, and rear view of the four terminal carrier equipment
which provides four complete communication channels and termination to two -wire line

munication is called "scrambling,"
or inversion of the voice frequencies
and is accomplished by generating
upper and lower sidebands of ap-
proximately a 3 kc carrier and
transmitting only the lower side -
band. Unscrambling is accom-
plished by the reintroduction of the
carrier at the receiving end and
suppressing the unwanted compon-
ents.

Carrier telegraphy-or tone key-
ing-has been also extensively used
to increase the services offered by a
particular radio link. A small
amount of distortion results only in
inter -channel interference and, in
modern radio links, is not of suf-
ficient magnitude to degrade the
telegraph communication.

Where short distance communica-
tions over radio circuits are vitally
important, carrier telephony pre-
sents many obvious advantages in
the installation of communication
circuits. The installation of a single
radio link and the associated car-
rier equipment offers a quick and
easy means of obtaining urgently
needed telephone and telegraph cir-
cuits.

Frequency modulated transmit-
ters and receivers offer a particu-
larly adaptable carrier transmission
path as they present low distortion
and a relatively noise -free circuit
easily modulated to the higher fre-
quencies involved. They are highly
stable with respect to overall audio
gain and make wire line termina-
tion simple.

Design details
The number of carrier channels

that can be transmitted over a
radio circuit is limited by the upper
frequency modulation capability of
the transmission medium and its
power capabilities.

The carrier apparatus to be de-
scribed, offers four channel com-
munication complete with drop to
drop signaling and termination to
a 2 -wire line. The upper frequency
used is 12.5 kc. Channel No. 1

communication is transmitted at
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RADIO AND WIRE LINES
normal audio frequencies. Channels
Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are operated on a
carrier basis. It is possible to use
ten channels of tone telegraph on
any one channel procuring ten
channels of telegraph and three of
voice. A fifth channel may be add-
ed if desired and the upper fre-
quency limit becomes 16 kc.

The terminal as shown in the
photograph. consists of two stand-
ard relay racks, mounted side by
side, housing four receivers and
four transmitters for voice com-
munication as well as four carrier
signal receivers and four carrier
signal transmitters. The power
supplies are included in one rack
and matching transformers are
mounted in the remaining rack.

When properly installed on a
radio link, a pair of these terminals
-one pair at each end of the cir-
cuit-will provide facilities, without
mutual interference, for four talk-
ing channels and four signaling, or
ringing, channels. All tubes are of
the 6N7 type with the exception of
the rectifier tubes. The racks are
18 in. deep, 221/2 in. wide and 76 in.
high and weigh approximately 750
lbs. each.

One rack of a terminal contains
Channel No. 1 (the physical), Chan-
nel No. 2 and the matching trans-
formers which connect the carrier
apparatus to the radio link. Space
is provided for a ringing machine
to be used in conjunction with ring-
ing circuits or to ring the bells of
the telephones associated with the
terminal, if desired.

The other rack contains Channels
Nos. 3 and 4 and the power sup-
plies. The power supply provides
the necessary high voltage and fila-
ment voltage for the operation of
all channels. Facilities are provided
for the adjustment of the various
voltages encountered on standard
ac lines.

The power supply consists of
three units: one to supply all chan-
nel receivers; one to supply the
transmitters; and one to supply the
signaling apparatus. They contain
fuses associated with the transmit-
ting, receiving and signaling
branches of each channel-a sep-
arate fuse being used to supply each
component of each channel. Fail-
ure of one channel in this way
would not disable other channels
operating from the same power
supply. A voltage regulator tube
supplies the oscillator voltages on
the four channels with a relatively
constant voltage regardless of line
voltage variations.

The relay racks are equipped on
the front with individual channel
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Block diagram of direct line and No. 2 carrier channel as applied to wire lines. Frequencies of
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doors which are removable to facili-
tate testing and servicing. These
doors may be locked.

The reverse side of the rack is
accessible by means of a hinged
door. This side of the rack con-
tains the bandpass filters, relays
associated with the signaling cir-
cuits, vacuum tubes and terminal
strips for rack inter -wiring. Ter-
minal strips are also supplied to
obtain various voltages derived from
the signaling circuits. These de-
rived voltages may be used to block
the grids of associate radio trans-
mitters, receivers, or to control
other apparatus.

The terminal strips are covered
by removable safety shields. Tele-
phone and radio drop connections
are also made here. The terminal
is operated from 110 volts ac 50-60
cycles current and draws 250 watts.
The apparatus operates on a 4 -wire
basis between terminals using the
same transmitting and receiving
frequencies.

The respective gain of the trans-
mitting and receiving branches of
the carrier apparatus is such that
a zero loss drop circuit may be ob-
tained over a minus 27 db circuit
between terminals. The output of
each channel is 1 mw into 600 ohms.
The equipment is wired so that a
ring initiated at one channel of the
terminal will ring the bell of the as-
sociated telephone on the same
channel of the far terminal.

In the center of each individual
carrier chassis (which in itself is a
complete unit less only the power
supplies) is a jack test strip. The
cathode circuits of all vacuum tubes
are brought to this strip to provide
easy testing of the various tubes
and the condition of various cir-
cuits.

A rotary switch is provided with
each channel to switch a telephone
set to the circuits associated with
the carrier terminal for test pur-
poses.

Audio frequencies from 250 to
2750 cycles per second are trans-
mitted from drop to drop. This
band width is considered standard

4

Channel bandwidths are representative et

for high quality telephone circuits.
Due to the design of the band

filters and signal channel filters it
(Continued on page 176)

Block diagram of four ior more) two-way carrier channels applied to radio systole
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 War conscious California has
done a job. Closest to our western
enemy, manufacturers of the
Golden State have produced and
are producing a great stream of
vitally necessary electronic material
that is helping to implement a war
that eventually must be fought
through supply lines leading largely
from the West Coast of the United
States across the broad reaches of
the Pacific to the home grounds of
the Japanese.

When the European phase of the
war has been brought to a success-
ful conclusion, all our effort can
be focused on the Pacific battle-
ground, and the strategic position
of the West Coast becomes appar-
ent, representing as it does, the
last stepping stone to battlegrounds
daily being pushed closer to Japan's
home bases. With California's fine
harbors full of ships heavily laden
with war material, we are steadily
forging a steel bridge that will lead
directly to the enemy's doorstep.
The West Coast of the United States
naturally becomes the American
end of this long supply line.

That the Pacific phase of the war
likely will represent a considerably
drawn out affair is generally con-
ceded and that the Armed Forces
will continue to need vast quanti-
ties of electronic equipment is per-
fectly clear.

Electronic equipments play an
ever-increasing part in the opera-
tions of the Armed Forces and the
electronic industry is constantly
contributing new and improved de-
vices to aid in the defeat of the
enemy. Exactly what electronic
equipments are being used and
what they do must remain untold
for the duration, but it can be said
that they are used in every air-
craft, in every ship and submarine,
.ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944

CALIFORNIA
Pacific Gateway

by MAJOR GENERAL JAMES A. CODE, JR.
assistant Chief Signal Otf r.r u S Signal C.Drry,

Strategic importance of West Coast in maintaining sup-
ply lines to Japan is centering attention on that area

in tanks, trucks and jeeps, and on
the ground. They are used for the
protection of our troops as well as
for the destruction of the enemy.
The mobility of this war with its
necessarily long supply lines places
growing responsibility on communi-
cations and its equipments.

The electronic procurement pro-
gram of the Armed Forces has been
expanding each year and present
estimates indicate further expan-
sion next year. California's teem-
ing factories play a substantial part
in this vast program and its prod-
ucts range from small radio crystals
and components to some of the
largest electronic equipments, pro-
duced.

With California's fine harbors full of ships heavily laden with war materials, we are
forging a bridge of steel that will lead directly to the enemy's doorstep. The West
Coast of the United States naturally becomes the American end of this long supply line
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Supplying in endless streams the
sinews of war-ships. oi!, mrpiai es
and the vital electronk products
without which global warfare
would be impossible-has
given tremendous im-
petus to Califor-
nia's industrial
development

CALIFORNIA PLANS

 War has brought a second gold
rush to California. And her elec-
tronic industry has grown to the
point where it now represents a
very substantial part of the indus-
trial development that is serving to
focus attention on the Pacific -
washed shores of the United
States.

It is natural that great produc-
tion projects should center on the
West Coast. California's geographic
position, closest to our Asiatic
enemies, lends point to such de-
velopment. Eastern terminal of the
shortest supply lines to the
Japanese homeland, the West
Coast has produced more than
one-third of the nation's output of
planes and ships.

That great area, California in
particular, has grown out of all
proportion to normal growth un-
til today the country's 11 Western
States represent approximately 15

per cent of the purchasing power
of the whole country-with but
10.7 per cent of its population. And
with that growth has come sim-
ilarly war -stimulated expansion of
the electronic industry that prac-
tically over night has made the
West almost, if not quite, virtually
self-supporting, an industry com-
plete within itself with a steadily
decreasing need to "go outside" for
anything.

The Rocky Mountains, great
natural barrier, have had an im-
portant bearing in influencing
California manufacturers to play
in their own backyards. But what
with the expansion that has
marked practically every plant
remotely connected with electronic
equipment, more than a few have
pretty definitely laid plans to in-
vade markets long considered, if
not inaccessible, at least unde-
sirable from a competitive point of
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HER ELECTRONIC FUTURE

view. For if they are to hold
their organizations together they
realize, big as the West Coast
market unquestionably is, their
own backyards are no longer go-
ing to be big enough territory.
They are cocking business eyes at
the national market.

Others, secure in their belief of
a tremendous demand for elec-
tronic products from South Amer-
ica and the Asiatic countries,
China in particular, and visualizing
the strategic advantage of their
location, look to exports as a logi-
cal outlet.

In any case, and despite what
qualms they may have for the
future, practically to a man, fac-
tory executives insist that postwar
they will carry on, that they will
continue to be manufacturers of
electronic products-maybe not ex-
actly the same products, for this,
manifestly, would be impossible
when demands for strictly war
material have slackened to the
stopping point-but something
electronic, if not a complete unit
of some sort, at least a component
part.

A goodly percentage of Cali-
fornia's plants have been doing
just that anyway-producing great
quantities of components and sub-
assemblies. Here, as elsewhere,
sub -contracting has grown tre-
mendously and in large measure
has been responsible for big pro-
duction. Few are the companies
that have not made and are not
making something for somebody
else.

Hundred factories
At the present time California

has just under a hundred factories
intimately connected with the
production of electronic equipment,
parts and components, with per-
haps a dozen or so more in what
might be termed a fringe group
producing such things as hard-
ware, tools and parts not strictly
electronic but nevertheless highly
necessary and thus important.

By far the majority of plants
are relatively small. If you elim-
inate nine really large plants, of

by STANLEY P. McMINN
Managing Editor, Electronic Industries

Golden State factories, natural source for fastest grow-
ing and greatest regional market, see bright postwar era

which the largest carries some-
thing over 2000 employes on its
payroll, with the other eight taper-
ing off to' 450 employes, ycu find
that 85 plants employ an average
of 90 people. The figure, though is
a little misleading for the reason
that among the 85 are perhaps a
dozen that have in the neighbor-
hood of 300 employes which makes
the average figure for the others
a bit higher than it shoLld be.
Otherwise, personnel for these

of the Southern people that the
big producers are in or near the
City of the Angels. In fact, only a
couple of the big producers are up
North.

As to who makes what, a study
of the Directory which appears in
this issue will give a clear picture
though no table of statistics can
tell the whole story. California
manufacturers, for example, have
always been short of facilities for
the production of some of the com-

PACIFIC EMPIRE
Occupying more than half the P3CifiC coastline of the United States, California is
a State of solid achievement it industry, of romance in history. Yet few, even
among those who live within its borders, have a clear picture of the true great-
ness California represents as a crowing market for electronic products in industry
and in homes: as a rapidly developing distributing center: as a science center
through its institutions of learning: as an important production center for the
armed forces and the vast civili]n population for which it is the hub: as a center
of engineering achievement: and as a broadcasting empire complete within itself.

smaller plants ranges from a mini-
mum of six to a maximum of about
300. The larger plants, previously
mentioned, employ in the neigh-
borhood of 8000 people all told,
which gives that group an aerage
of around 880 per plant. If you
count noses in all the plants, the
total comes up to a bit over 15,000,
for a grand average of 172 people
per plant.

Two-thirds of the state's elec-
tronic industry, or some 63 plants,
are located in Southern California,
due in large part to the factor of
favorable climate which simplifies
building construction and elim-
inates heating problems, and in
some measure to the aggressive
promotion of that part of the
state by the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce. Up North, clustered
in and around San Francisco and
Oakland, you find the other third.
Which gives substance to the claim

moner components that are a vital
necessity in almost any electronic
equipment. This means such
things as fixed capacitors, wire -
wound resistors, electrolytics,
sockets. Such things have always
had to come from the middle west
and the east, and while this has
entailed no particular hardship
other than occasional delay, Cali-
fornians have long felt the need
for buying such things from
"foreigners" to be somewhat of a
reflection upon their ability to be
truly self-supporting.

Components situation

Now, at least a start has been
made at remedying the condition.
In fact affairs have improved to
the point where one fairly large
producer of complete units for the
army is able to point with pride to
his ability to buy 85 per cent of his
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ceivers, in addition to a varied assortment of other communication equip -With some heavy bombers carrying several complete transmitters and rt
industry, which has produced one-third of US planes, becomes apparentment, importance of electronic manufacture to California's aviation

component needs within a few
miles of his own factory. Part of
such needs, including variable con-
densers, he has started to make
himself, with the ultimate view
of supplying other manufacturers
as soon as the present urgent need
for military equipment eases. An-
other manufacturer has also taken
up production of variable condens-
ers. The same condition prevails
with a number of other manufac-
turers who have gone into produc-
tion of components for their own
use but plan eventually to supply
the California market. This goes
for oil -filled and paper capacitors,
and wire -wound resistors. Thus
there is forming the nucleus of a
components industry that may in
time emancipate California fac-
tories.

That there may be even greater
need for a close -by source of sup-
ply for such parts in the not too
far distant future is revealed by
the fairly common knowledge that
at least three of the larger eastern
manufacturers of home radios,
looking to the time when they may
be permitted to produce for the
eye -filling market represented by
the 11 Western States, actually
have started negotiations looking
to the establishment of branch
manufacturing plants on the Paci-

fic Coast and in the neighborhood
of LA. Another, already established
there, is understood to have some-
thing on the griddle that when
thoroughly cooked up will repre-
sent a Western source of supply
for one of the bigger Eastern mail
order houses.

Potential into rker

As a matter of sober fact, Cali-
fornia and the contiguous territory
included in the ten other West-
ern States, represents probably the
greatest potential market for home
radio sets, and certain other elec-
tronic products, in the country.
And it is small wonder radio
manufacturers are casting sheep's
eyes in that general direction.

As friend Al Smith says: "Let's
look at the record". In the period
of three short years bringing us up
to the first of this year, population
of the area increased 8.5 per cent,
with California heading the parade
increase with a boost of 14.8 per
cent. This during a period when,
due to the transition of many
males from civilian to military
duties, the population of the
United States as a whole, went off
by 3.1 per cent.

War work accounts for most of
the increase, of course. But even

before the great aviation and ship-
building concerns commenced to
recruit labor by the carload there
had been a noticeable shift in
population from East to West, a
shift that has been accelerated by
war needs and that has culminated
in what has become virtually a
great mass migration. And it is
all highly paid help, with plenty
of money to spend, an insistent yen
for brand new radio sets complete
with all the gadgets-and no sets
to be had, yet.

The population of California
alone has boomed well over a mil-
lion, and despite the fact that all
the State's people are spread over
an area that puts only 49 souls to
a square mile (as compared with
275, for example, in New York) the
radio set density of the Golden
State is higher than any other
State in the country -2.37 sets per
person. In other words, in the last
year before the war, Californians
bought more radio sets per family
than did the residents of any other
State, not omitting New York, Illi-
nois and Pennsylvania with the
highly concentrated metropolitan
markets represented by New York,
Chicago and Philadelphia.

Consider another statistic. Those
11 Western States, with only 10.7
per cent of the total population,

It is in this stage of production that much of the electronic equipment-radio, radar, direction finding, interfones and allied communication and
control apparatus-is built into modern fighters and bombers, enough on a 2000 -plane raid to exceed total investment in American broadcasting



STATISTICAL PICTURE
OF THE WEST

With greater per capita ownership
of home radix than any other region
in the United States; with more auto-
mobiles and telephones, California has
forged far ahead of every other state
in population increase. More than a
million people have crossed the borders
of the Golder State in the past four
years, highlighting the great growth
that has mared most of the eleven
Western states and making of that
area the greatest potential postwar
market in the :ountry.

Popula/ion increase
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Population decrease

WASH.

GAIN
1g6, 096

OREGON

GAIN

84,390

CALIF
GAIN,

1.013,629

IDAHO
LOSS

51,643

NEVADA

GAIN
21,87E)

MONTANA

LOSS 88,237

WYOMING

LOSS 9,006

UTA H

GAIN
33,850

COLORADO
LOSS

52.179

NEW MEXICO

LOSS
40,543

ARIZONA
GAIN

72,289

+20.1 +14.8 +14.5 +10.8 +7.8 +6.2 -3.7 -4.7 -7.6 -9.8 -15.8

Population

Change

State Population 1940-1944

Wired

Homes

KW Hours

Radio B C Consumption Motor

Sets Stations (000) Vehicles Telephones

Arizona 497,068

7,814,700

- 14.500

+14.8%
98,500

2.184.500

177,000

3.835.000

11

59

855,674,

14,740,557,

141,005

2,907.001

78,800

2.2511.500

Colorado 1,119,274 -4.7% 233,900 584,000 14 953,583, 359,860 262,700

Idaho 524,809 -9.8% 112,500 238,000 7 816,172, 157,106 80,350

Montana 558,270 -15.8% 96,000 236,000 9 1.920,838, 175,227 83,600

Nevada 108,761 +20.1% 26,500 59,000 2 158,351, 50,406 26,400

New Mexico 530,662 -7.6% 61,000 120,000 9 198,486, 115,916 50,260

Oregon 1,088,284 X7.8% 283,700 590,000 22 3,013,383, 417,566 252,600

Utah 549,722 1-6.2% 144,100 236,000 8 1,253,647, 154,107 113,000

Washington 1,719,143 4-10.8% 522,000 944,000 27 8,058,285, 610,309 415,375
Wyoming 244,745 -3.7% 43,400 118,000 5 153,835, 86,786 43,300

Total 14,755,438 +8.5% 2,813,501 7,137,000 "73 32,122,811, 5,175,289 3,714,885
U.S. total 131,329,104 10°0 13°0 18% 17.3°. 15°0 14.8%
00 of U.S. total 10.7°. 3.1°. 28,000,000 59,000,000 *47 185,889,261, 32,582,242 26,381,000
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Columbia Broadcasting Systems west coast programs, routed to eight affiliated
stations in the area and 141, in its nationwide network, originate In these studios

now have some 13 per cent of all
the radio sets-yet California, na-
tural source of supply for the area.
can lay claim to producing only a
picayune 1.5 per cent of the sets
the area bought. It is hardly
to be wondered that California's
manufacturers see a rose tint on
the future.

They're on the edge of a tre-
mendous market. The area has
well over its quota of motor ve-
hicles and telephones; it has no
less than 18 per cent of the broad-
casting stations and consumed 17.3
per cent of the total electricity
produced in the United States, a
large part of that being taken by
the aviation and ship building in-
dustries, of course. It has its full
quota of wired homes, though.

Homes increase
And building construction is on

the up. During the years 1939-42,
there were 60 per cent more dwell-
ing units constructed in the State
of California than there were in
New York. California was about
equal to New York in 1939, but
exceeded that state in residential
construction by 44 per cent in 1940.
Here are the figures:

1939 1940 1941 1942
Callfomia 51,727 64,850 71,441 43,621
11 Western

States 67,653 88,045 98,275 88,042
New York 51,882 45,035 33,189 13,411
United States 342,107 397,468 439,582 264,397

Those new homes represent
pretty solid citizenry. They repre-
sent people who have settled down
and taken root and will stay there,
lured as much by the California

sunshine, no doubt, as by the
opportunity for steady employment
at good wages in congenial sur-
rounding and offering advantages
to be had nowhere else. And the
most of them will stay there. A
percentage may wander back to
previous homes but if the future
of the area is as bright as the
promise makes it appear, they
won't be leaving because of any
difficulty in getting work.

11 WESTERN STATES

BOUGHT 13%70

BUILT I

The West boasts the largest per capita
radio ownership of any U. S. Regional area

Aside from the great potential
market for home radio sets which
these 11 Western States represent.
a market as immediate and as in-
sistent as civilian production can
supply, the long range picture re-
veals a steadily increasing use of
other electronic equipment as in-
dustry learns its uses and becomes
better educated to the economic

HOLLYWOOD
advantages of doing electronically
many of the things that now are
being done by other means. The
needs of the war have been a great
teacher. The great aviation in-
dustry could hardly have grown so
quickly to its present proportions
without the aid of electronic
methods, notably resistance weld-
ing, and the dozens of other
measuring, testing and inspection
technics, many of which the in-
dustry has developed itself.

Reconversion no problem
And even though these mam-

moth plane builders probably will
not go on building anywhere near
as many ships after the war as
they turn out now, at least the
plants will be building something
and it is logical to expect that
electronic methods will play as
important a part in other produc-
tion as they do in aviation. There
is a not inconsiderable market, for
example, for metal furniture both
for homes and for factories and
offices; prefabricated houses loom
large on the horizon as a postwar
possibility and the production line
methods of the aviation people are
made to order for such projects.

The ship building industry is in
much the same boat, to risk a pun.
At least one builder has let it be
known that railroad gondolas and
metal box cars look good to him.
Here, again, is an ideal set-up
for prefabricated buildings. Un-
doubtedly some California manu-
facturers at present up to their
ears in production of electronic
equipment for the military will
turn their talents to the produc-
tion of household appliances, re-
frigerators and things, or com-
ponents thereof. All in all, the
picture for the future looks bright-
er rather than darker and elec-
tronic applications will play an
important part in all these com-
ing developments.

Agriculturally, California is sec-
ond to none in the production of
citrus fruits, yet in that great in-
dustry you find practically no ap-
plication of electronic principles.
The orange growers have been
experimenting with the use of X-
rays for the detection of frost
damage and granulation. How-
ever, for a year or more they have
suffered from neither of these
troubles and the equipment has
remained dormant. Some use has
been made of electric eye equip-
ment for the sizing and grading of
f ruit.

Similarly, the walnut growers did
some experimenting with electric
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HEADQUARTERS
eye equipment for sorting and
grading nut meats, but the appli-
cation did not turn out as success-
fully as had been anticipated and
the experiment has been aban-
doned.

The oil industry has used elec-
tronic equipment for quite a while
to help in the location of probable
crude deposits though the market
for such apparatus is a quite
limited one with the oil companies
themselves handling a good bit of
the development work. Due to the
nature of the work a great deal of
experimenting is necessary and
this is not conducive to stand-
ardization of equipment.

And of course the great motion
picture studios, spawned in the
California sunshine, are something
more than important users of large
quantities of electronic equipment
and will remain users for many
years to come. From the days of
the original disk synchronized rec-
ordings that heralded the advent
of the talkies to today's modern
multiple sound track recordings
represent a long period of labori-
ous research during the course of
which the use of vacuum tubes
has multiplied hundreds of times
over. That development, of course,
is still going on and when current
restrictions due to the war effort
lift just a little, it is predicted that
we'll all be pretty sick of what we
have today in the light of what we
are going to get.

Television possibilities
The liaison between the motion

picture people and the television
group has always been close and
appears to be growing closer what
with the essential need of each
learning from the other. Both
groups have worked hard and long
and enthusiastically toward the
solution of mutual problems and
the misfortune that the public
must suffer in not immediately
enjoying the fruits of those labors
can only be laid to the need for
greater war effort. Engineering
has very definitely advanced.

There is considerable interest in
television though there are only
two transmitters and an estimated
300 receivers. Don Lee operates one
of the transmitters but only once
in two weeks for hour and a half
periods. Television station W6XYZ
owned by Television Productions,
Inc., presents 5 hours of live talent
a week from a 600 -watt transmitter
feeding a bi-conical antenna.
Boasting the largest studio in the
West, W6XYZ is under the direc-
tion of Klaus Landsberg who is
pioneering in studio and technical

National Broadcasting Company, which has 11 affiliated stators on Hie west
coast, and a total of 145 in its national network occupies this Hollywood headquarters

methods. A new transmitter and a
tower atop Mt. Wilson are planned.

Don Lee also operates the only
FM transmitter in California
which is regularly transmitting
prc grams. There is another small
FM transmitter operated sporadi-
cally by one of tne institutions of
learning, but it is not a commer-
cial factor. Before Peal Harbor
the Don Lee FM station operated
12 hours a week, but since then

the schedule has oeea limited to
half that. It is estimated that
there may be 10,000 FM receivers
in the area served by the trans-
mitter. The aim is to give effective
coverage in the area represented
by greater Los Angeles which in-
cludes all the surrounding towns.
The signal from the 1 kw 503A WE
transmitter gets into San Diego,
roughly 120 miles away with what
is described as good volume though

Station KHJ, in Hollywood, is the key station of the Don Lee ctwork, pioneer
West Coast broadcaster end the only one operating AM, FM and Telrlsior transmitters
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no serious attempt is made to serve
that city.

Don Lee has made application
for a construction permit covering
the installation of a 50 kw trans-
mitter for FM and the equipment
will be put to work as soon as may
be possible. In the meantime
there are other construction per-
mits and it is anticipated that
postwar FM will assume a place
of importance. Just now the lis-
tening public has to depend on
AM broadcasting and inasmuch as
there are some 59 transmitters in
California coverage is quite com-
plete with all four of the large
Eastern chains tied into West
Coast networks for national broad-
casts.

OWl set-up
From an international point of

view, California is the natural
jumping off point for a consider-
able amount of the short wave
broadcasting that reaches far-
flung American outposts and other
friendly, as well as not so friendly,
listeners. Propaganda has always
been one of the major sinews of
war and OWI is operating as
elaborate a set-up on the West
Coast as it is on the East and the
California equipment is shortly to
become even more formidable.

FIRST HAND
This survey is born of first-hand know'.
edge. During a period of six weeks
the author visited and talked with the
principal executives and engineers of
practically every factory producing
electronic products in the state of
California-Editor.

Under contract to OWI and the
Coordinator of Inter -American Af-
fairs, Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem is soon to open what has been
described as the most powerful
shortwave transmitter to be oper-
ated. It is designed to reach every
dot and spot in the Pacific.

To return, just for a moment,
to the military, the strategic im-

portance of California and the rest
of the West Coast in global war-
fare, which depends so unquestion-
ably on the maintenance of com-
munication lines, is revealed by a
recent Navy release giving some
details of its major advanced base
for Pacific operations. Hueneme,
which is about 80 north of Los
Angeles, has capacity for loading
eight Liberty ships at one time
and is sending across the Pacific
more war material than the ports
of Los Angeles and San Francisco
combined. It has the largest Sea-
bee station on the Pacific Coast,
an anti-aircraft school, an amphi-
bious operations training area;
more than 40,000 men make up its
personnel; it covers some five
square miles.

Second gold rush

Yes, war has brought a second
gold rush to California. And if
those people who so proudly claim
their Golden State for home have
not found the formula for com-
pounding men, materials and ma-
chines into a peacetime prosperity
better than any that went before,
the aggressive spirit and dynamic
drive of Western industrial leaders
will seek it out and the chances
that they will find it are better
than good.

As a manufacturing center California offers definite advantages to both shippers and buyers in the eleven Western States by reason of the
shorter distance involved and the saving in time and transportation costs. Chicago, for example, is 5 days ($3.99 per cwt) from Salt Lake
whereas from California the rate is $2.38, the time but 3 days with similar savings in time and rate between other points
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CALIFORNIA SEES BRIGHT
EXPORT FUTURE

by 0. C. HANSEN
Fra!ar Hansen Sar FranC,r

0. C. managing partner of the firm
of F & Hansen, which for more than 100
years has been closely identified with exports

 Some indication of the abiding
faith business and industrial lead-
ers of the West Coast have in its
postwar export possibilities is well
exemplified by rapidly maturing
plans for the establishment in San
Francisco of a great World Trade
Center through which it is con-
fidently expected millions of dol-
lars' worth of electronic and other
commodities will flow to the grow-
ing foreign markets bordering on
the Pacific.

Before the war, exports of radio
and electronic equipment and parts
from the United States had reached
the altogether substantial total of
over twenty-two million dollars,
and although only a very small
percentage of this total passed
through Pacific ports, manufactur-
ers of electronic apparatus see the
possibility of California's share ex-
panding to the point where it could
be one-fourth to one-third of the
requirements of foreign neighbors.

Thus, to markets . which are
looked upon as being a "natural"
for California, something over
seven million dollars' worth of ra-
dio -electronic parts and equipment
were shipped from United States
ports during 1940. The figures
follow:

Electronic manufacturers plan big business frith
"natural" foreign markets and are alter their share

Eloctromic
Country Imports
British Honduras $ 30,384
Costa Rica 78,393
El Salvador 42,928
Guatemala 112,863
Honduras 38,314
Nicaragua 44,257
Panama 239,797
Panama Canal Zone 154,411
Mexico 1,990,579
Chile 774,604
Colombia 646,572
Ecuador 202,525
Peru 221,553
British Malaya 118,753
Burma 44,312
Ceylon 8,303
China 417,579
Netherlands Indies 126,319
French Indo China 85,365
Hong Kong 278,926
Japan 23,608
Philippines 648,566
Thailand 113,741
Australia 307,772
British Oceania 939
French Oceania 4,950
New Zealand 299,274

Total 57,055,587

In considering possible postwar
operations, Californians see many
of these countries which have been
important users of electronic equip-
ment as their particular pigeons
and they are preparing to go after
the business in no desultory fash-
ion. They point out, among other
things, that freight rates from Cali-
fornia to these destinations are
competitive with those from the
East.

In the past there has been rela-
tively little actual exporting of
manufactures from the Pacific
Coast, although there has been

plenty of cargo handling as such.
Today the picture is changing, due
in no considerable extent to the
concentration of shipbuilding activ-
ities in the area and to the cen-
tering of Naval activities around

(Continued on page 254)

Looking to an expanding postwar export busi-
ness, San Francisco businessmen plan tiis
$25,000,000 World Trade Center
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EVOLUTION of TANTALUM

 The introduction of the metal
tantalum into transmitting tubes
so as to make use of its peculiar
gas characteristics was more of a
problem than just building tubes
with tantalum plates and grids.
As frequently happens in develop-
ment work the good idea does not
come free of disadvantages. It is
the overcoming of the associated
disadvantages that constitutes the
problem and puts the challenge to
the engineer.

Furthermore in the work and
redesigns that accompany the re-
moval or neutralizing of the dis-
advantages, one often discovers or
introduces factors which later prove
to be more valuable. Such was the
case with the family of tubes which

Fig. 1-Early HK -354 Garnmnatron, one of the
first transmitting tubes using tantalum

by DR. WINFIELD G. WAGENER
Chief Engineer, Heinz Cr Kaufman, Ltd., South San Francisco

Experimental and research work that hare made
advantages of the metal for grids and plates in trans

resulted from the introduction of
tantalum metal, and which was not
to be fully realized until the art
of radio communication advanced
from its medium frequency status
in the middle nineteen twenties to
the realm of "very high frequen-
cies", or to the region from 30 to
300 megacycles. These advances
are mostly evolutions, i.e., steady
growth as the story "unfolds", and
represent the contributions of many
people. Man-hours of thought,
tests, correlations of evidence, are
all required.

17 years development
The evolution of the type of tube

structure which has of late come
to be known as the tantalum -type
tube started in 1927. A few facts
will indicate that the radio art
also at that time had some evolu-
tion ahead of it for the next
seventeen years. In 1927 a new
large broadcasting station con-
sisted of a 15 kw oscillator modu-
lated directly in the plate circuit
by nine modulator tubes operating
in parallel. In the realm of the
now common short waves, the basic
investigations of propagation ef-
fects on wavelengths as low as 20
meters were being carried out.
The total number of receiving tube
types was fifteen and a UX112
could be bought for $6.50.

At this time Ralph Heintz first
used the newly available metal
tantalum in vacuum tubes. It
offered a metal which was rela-
tively free of occluded gases and
could be completely outgassed easily
in a practical length of time on
the exhaust pumps. Not only was
it capable of being readily cleaned
of the occluded gases but it had an
affinity for gases thereafter and an
ability to absorb and hold such
gases as would be destructive to
thoriated tungsten filaments. It
thus had something definite to
offer to the tube industry.

In addition, tantalum offered
ready workability, high melting

point and low vapor pressure.
Against it were a higher price than
molybdenum and nickel and the
requirement that the structures be
capable of being heated uniformly
to temperatures of about 3000 deg.
F. if one were to take full advantage
of its gas characteristics. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates an early transmitting tube
design employing tantalum. It was
somewhat different from other
tubes of the time partly as result
of. the introduction of the tantalum
plate and grid. The possible ad-
vantages of the structure were not
to be tested until the evolution of
the radio art was to make unusual
demands on the tubes by going to
the higher and higher frequencies,
known in those days as the "ultra-
high -frequencies".

In order to out -gas tantalum
properly the temperature used was
far higher than that used to ex-
haust vacuum tubes employing the
standard materials for plate and
grids, i.e., nickel and molybdenum.
As a consequence it was impossible
to use the common insulators placed
within the tube to hold the plate.
grid, and filament in proper posi-
tion. At such elevated temperatures

MAGIC METAL

Tantalum is relatively free of
occluded gases

Tubes can be outgassed easily in
a practical time

The metal has an affinity for and
holds gases destructive to the -
rioted tungsten filaments

Tantalum is readily workable, has
high melting point and low
vapor p

Eliminates the need for any
"getter"
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TUBES

possible utilization of the
miffing tube structure

all the known insulating materials
would decompose and be a con-
tinual source of gas and vaporized
products which would ruin the
vacuum and dirty the otherwise
clean glass bulb. In order then
to take full advantage of tantalum
it was necessary to design a tube
which had no internal insulators
between the active electrodes.

A second incidental contribution
resulting from the proper use of
tantalum was that no additional
getter material had to be vaporized
within the bulb to absorb the small
quantities of gases liberated within
the tube over the normal life of a
power tube. Thus the surfaces of
the glass walls, which provide the
only insulation between the plate,
grid, and filament and their re-
spective leads, were not contam-
inated with "metallized resistor"
areas. These areas do not have to
be in contact with the leads to
provide trouble at the very high
frequencies. The eddy currents on
the surfaces of such areas, or the
attraction of electrons to such
metal surfaces, can produce many
damaging effects which are other-
wise inexplicable. If the tube
doesn't "suck -in" due to the local-
ized heating and softening of the
glass in such areas, the tube may
merely die prematurely and one
isn't sure just what caused the
sorrowful demise.

Structural (lesion
Thirdly, in order to support the

elements without internal insulat-
ors it was necessary to design
electrode leads capable of rigidly
supporting the electrodes as well
as providing electrical connections.
The supports to the electrodes had
to be short and sturdy. It may
not have been appreciated at that
time what the full effect of such
lower lead inductance would be at
frequencies of a hundred mega-
cycles or so. Likewise without in-
ternal insulators the electric losses
between the electrodes were re-
duced, which played an important

MODERN TRANSMITTING TRIODES

Fig. 2-HK-254, 100 -watt tantalum tube

part later at very high frequen-
cies.

A fourth advantage was the
appeal to the early experimenters
at very short waves. Experiment-
ing in regions which are not fully
explored, the unexpected is always
happening. Also experimenters have
a bad habit of crowding the usual
safety factors. Both of these re-
sulted in many accidents where the
tube had to "take it" when some-
thing else couldn't. Because tan-
talum tubes had been completely
outgassed at six to eight times
their normal -life ratings, no severe
or destructive evolutions of gas
would occur, and the tube remained
undamaged. Tantalum; tubes soon
had the enthusiastic support of
many advanced experimenters.

It is thus interesting to see that
four consequences of the single
new idea of using tantalum, which
perhaps in themselves were not all
present in the mind of the original
contributor, were to shape the ac-
ceptance of a product in a yet un-
developed field. "Hindsight" having
such an unfair perspective over
"foresight," it is hardly necessary
to review the importance 'at fre-
quencies between 30 and 300 mega-
cycles of eliminating internal in-
sulators in a power tube structure,
of clean clear bulb surfaces, of low
inductance leads and low inter -
electrode losses, and the ability to

Fig. 3-HK-1054, 750 -watt tantalum tub

avoid the evolution of gas during
periods of short -time overloads.

Most equipment builders by now
are well aware of the amazing
losses that can occur in poor in-
sulating material located in high
field gradients at very high fre-
quencies. Inside an operating tube
these losses are accentuated by the
shorter spacings and consequently
higher field gradients. Such in-
sulators must operate at elevated
temperatures and it is characteris-
tic of insulators to have poorer
electrical characteristics at higher
temperatures. Also it is difficult
to avoid the very slight insulator
contaminations which result when
the insulators are adjacent to the
hot tube electrodes.

Insulator problems
Such "metallized -resistor" de-

posits again have very destructive
consequences. Most engineers by
now have seen the results of the
run -away, decreasing - resistance -
versus -temperature characteristics
of insulators at very high frequen-
cies. The faster the resistance is
lowered the greater the rate of
generation of heat until finally the
insulator actually melts and boils
if no relief is had.

These features gave the tanta-
lum type tube an upper hand in
the early skirmishes at very high

(Continued on page 242)
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LOW FREQUENCY VTVM

 The spectrum of frequencies be-
tween zero and twenty cycles per
second presents obstacles to meas-
urement which are not present at
higher frequencies or in direct cur-
rent measurements. Most metering
devices do not respond satisfactor-
ily to voltages in this low frequency
range.

There are a number of applica-
tions for the use and measurement
of very low frequency voltages.
Wide band amplifiers intended for
reproducing pulses of low repetition
rate must have response character-
istics extending to a few cycles.
Audio oscillators which operate
down to two cycles per second are
available, and one of these 'in con-
junction with a low frequency volt-
meter makes an excellent combina-
tion for a quantitative determina-
tion of amplifier low frequency
characteristics.

Vibrations are frequently ana-
lyzed with Rochelle salt crystal or
magnetic pickup devices which
transform mechanical energy into
electrical energy, in which state
their nature can be more readily
determined. When subjected to vi-
bration, large structures often have
natural periods in the order of a
fraction of a second, resulting in
very low frequency voltages from
the transforming devices. An in-
strument for making direct meas-
urements of these voltages is use-
ful.

Several methods are available for
measuring very low frequency volt-
ages. One of the more common is
the use of the deflection of an oscil-
loscope for comparing the peak am-
plitude of the unknown voltage with
a standardized dc voltage. Through
the use of a direct coupled amplifier
in conjunction with the oscilloscope
any desired sensitivity can be ob-
tained. The drawback to this pro-
cedure is that a fairly elaborate
set-up of equipment is required and
that a considerable amount of care
must be taken in making measure-
ments. There is, however, virtually
no limit to the degree of accuracy
which can be obtained.

by CORTLANDT VAN RENSSELAER
Engineer, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif.

New instrument bridges the gap for measurements in
range between direct current and audio frequencies

A recording oscillograph can also
be used for low frequency measure-
ments. This instrument gives a
permanent photographic record of
the wave of voltage under test and
for this reason allows waveform
corrections if such are required.
Again a large amount of equipment
is required, including photographic
darkroom apparatus. Although this
type of measurement finds occa-
sional application, it is not gen-
erally used because of the complex-
ity of the procedure and the ex-
pense of the equipment.

A thermo-couple meter is gen-
erally satisfactory for measure-
ments above ten cycles. Below this
frequency the meter fluctuations
often become objectionable and
neither the average nor the peak
of the fluctuations represents the
true value of the voltage. Rectifier
circuits such as are commonly used

in vacuum tube voltmeters are
equally unsatisfactory. A full wave
bridge rectifier circuit using a
standard one milliampere meter is
difficult to use below fifteen cycles
as a result of meter fluctuation.

Diode voltmeters, which find con-
siderable use at audio and radio
frequencies, are unsatisfactory at
low frequencies because of the large
time constant required in the recti-
fier load. As an example, a volt-
meter of this type intended for use
at one cycle per second may require
several minutes to attain a final
reading.

A modified form of the slide -back
voltmeter is particularly well suited
for measurement of voltages in the
range between one cycle and sev-
eral hundred kilocycles. This ar-
rangement, known as a plate -rec-
tifier slide -back vacuum tube volt-
meter uses the cut-off point of a

Looking down on the chassis showing the tube arrangement of the instrument which is described
as a plate rectifier slide -back vacuum tube voltmeter
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tube to indicate the equality in
magnitude between an applied volt-
age and a known voltage. A circuit
of such a voltmeter is shown in Fig.
1. The input voltage is applied to
a sharp cut-off triode, T,, through
an RC network, R,, C.. The dc
voltage is divided with a network,
R., R., R.. and C., to provide a fixed
bias for the tube and a variable
voltage for comparison. Condenser
C. maintains the plate at ac ground
potential. The comparison voltage
is measured with V., while the cut-
off of plate current is indicated by
a high impedance voltmeter, V.,
connected across the cathode load
impedance, R2, C2.

The operation of the circuit is
explained graphically by Fig. 2.
The transfer characteristic of the
tube for the applied plate potential
is plotted. As a result of the block-
ing condenser, C., the applied volt-
age centers about the total bias
voltage E., which is the sum of E,
the initial bias voltage, and E., the
comparison voltage. When the bias
voltages are properly adjusted, the
input voltage drives the grid just
into the plate current region at the
positive peak of each cycle.

0000 method

The transfer characteristic suffers
a considerable curvature very near
cut-off. Since the sensitivity of the
cut-off indication is in proportion
to the slope of this curve, it is more
satisfactory to use a small refer-
ence value of current for the end-
point, than the actual cut-off point
of the tube. For this reason the
plate current meter is calibrated
with two lines, one to indicate cut-
off and the other the reference
value of current. At extremely low
frequencies and with proper circuit
adjustment the plate current meter
pulsates between these lines during
each cycle. At higher frequencies,
the condenser shunting the volt-
meter input remains charged dur-
ing the cycle and there is a con-
tinuous reading.

The voltmeter is calibrated with
the initial bias setting resistor, R..
With no applied voltage and with
the comparison voltage at zero, the
initial bias is adjusted so that the
reference value of plate current
flows. Then applied input voltages
are properly related to the compari-
son voltage, E..

The plate current meter, V2, is a
vacuum tube voltmeter using two
tubes in a balanced bridge circuit.
The tube grids are connected to
opposite ends of the cathode re-
sistor and a milliameter is connect-
ed between the plates. The circuit
is similar to that used in many of
the popular make volt-ohmeters.
The sensitivity obtained with this
arrangement is 0.5 microampere per
1/8 in. division.

General view of the low frequency voltmeter instrument with sloping panel, in use for the
measurement of the low frequency characteristics of an amplifier

When an input voltage in excess
of the comparison bias voltage is
applied to the voltmeter, a rela-
tively large plate current will flow.
This seriously overloads the plate
current metering circuit and as a
protection to the milliameter a lim-
iter is used. This consists of a 6H6
biased rectifier connected across the
voltmeter input to limit the input

Fig
the
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C 3
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l -Schematic showing the components in
vacuum tube voltmeter for low frequencies
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Fig. 2-Graphic presentation of operation.
Transfer eh oo ristic of the tube for tle ap-
plied plate potential is plotted

voltage to the value which gives
full scale deflection of the meter.

Voltmeters of the plate -rectifier
slide -back type have a non-linear
indication characteristic with ap-
plied voltage. The magnitude of
the error involved is inversely pro-
portional to the applied voltage
and depends upon the kind of
cathode and the sharpness of cut-
off of the rectifier tube. In the
practical form of the voltmeter de-
scribed here, the error is in the
order of several per cent at very
low voltages, but this is compen-
sated for in the calibration of the
comparison voltmeter.

With proper adjustment of the
calibrating voltage, E., the accuracy
of this circuit over a wide range of
frequencies is entirely dependent
upon the calibration of the refer-
ence voltmeter and the ability of
the operator to adjust for the ref-
erence plate current.

At frequencies below ten cycles,
where pulsation of the indicating
meter occurs, there is some error
introduced in the reading due to
the dynamic stability of the meter.
This effect becomes progressively
worse as the frequency is lowered.
but it has been found that with a
spacing between the calibration
lines of one -eighth inch the error is
a maximum of one per cent at one
cycle. The reference voltmeter cal-
ibration can be held to one per cent
of full scale value so that a maxi-
mum circuit error of two per cent is
the tolerance.

This meter measures the peak
value of the wave, although the cal-
ibration is in terms of the rms value
of a sine wave. It is therefore sub-
ject to the same waveform errors
and "turn over" effects as is any
peak reading meter. However, in
many applications these effects are
not of considerable importance.

IContinued on page 232)
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 It is difficult to keep track of the
many communication services that
have asked for channels in the
communication spectrum. In the
transportation industry alone, when
the air, sea and land facilities are
considered, the future services
(those in use and those being con-
sidered) run into thousands of
channels. The fact that Nature is
kind, at times, is shown here, where
the area of coverage for at least
part of the available spectrum is
quite limited. Local services can
thus operate on frequencies giving
adequate local coverage but which
do not extend out so as to prevent
other localities using the same fre-
quencies.

It may have appeared to many
that there are a practically inex-
haustible number of bands in this
uhf spectrum barrel. Such views
are based on dividing up 100 mega-
cycles, or 1,000 megacycles or even
100,000 megacycles into normal 10
kc bands!

Actually, as has been pointed out
repeatedly, the useful sideband fre-
quencies that carry the information
are relatively narrow and are lost
when variations due to temperature
drift, or those with voltage, humid-
ity, aging, etc., are considered (ex-
cept with television). Such shifts
may be many megacycles in some

.3% 4%

parts of the range, from some nor-
mally trivial effect.

Again, there is but little known as
to the production of tuning controls
that will give repeatable settings,
so that one can tune in, at will, the
useful part of any 10 kc band to,
say, 500 or 1,000 mc or higher.
Most of these drift variations are
found to follow a percentage law,
since inductive and capacitive shifts
in the circuit represent a percent-
age change in frequency-at 1,000

mc the drift will be twice that at
500 mc with equal design precision.

A frequency -stable circuit (in the
parts of the radio spectrum where
greatest prewar experience in de-
sign exists) with a 0.01 per cent fre-
quency drift at normal frequencies,
represents excellent design, espe-
cially if precise laboratory operat-
ing conditions need not be provided.
The drift encountered under the
normal conditions of a portable
transceiver are indeed much larger
than this. In many services it is
necessary to add the probable shift
in both receiver and transmitter to
arrive at the actual interference
band.

Bands available

With these rules in mind it is pos-
sible to plot curves that show how
many operating bands are actually
available in any part of the radio
wave spectrum. The curves herewith,
showing these relations, indicate
that there are relatively few usable
bands actually available. Oti this
basis it is seen that the use of bands
between 50 and 30,000 megacycles,
would only double the number now
available between 250 kc and 50
megacycles, if the same circuit sta-
bility can be maintained in both
ranges!

Developments tending toward ex-
tending the range upward will of
course have some effect, but per-
mitting the narrowing of the bands
by improving stability, ease of tun-
ing, repeatability of settings, etc.,
will do more. This points out an
interesting method of attack toward
the most effective utilization of all
the spectrum, and one to which all
engineers can contribute.

INCREASING THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS AVAILABLE

Dividing the spectrum into bands having equal sideband-to-fundamental

percentages, instead of into bands with equal frequency width, greatly

reduces the number of bands available. Difficulties in finding and maintain-

ing communication within bands established in accordance with intelligence

considerations will probably make the second method impractical until

greater circuit precision is attained. The latter becomes a major engineer-

ing problem, to permit greater utilization of newly extended ranges.
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RADIO ON BOY.1111ERS
These pmvious'y unpublished photographs, made at the Aircraft Radic Laboratories, Wright Field, Ohio, show (Above) the arraigement of the
sarisus types of antennas used for specific purposes on the Army's 8-26 13W altitude bomber. The lower picture, of the radio operator's position
is a Ms,audcr bomber, shows the compact installation of :o-nmand and iaison transmitters (SCR -283) and receivers (SCR-2E7A) aid radio
compass units. The photographs were espec,ally released for Electronic Irdsstries
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LIGHT SPECTRA ANALYSIS

 Many recent magazine articles
have tended to glamorize the spec-
trograph by extolling the ease and
rapidity with which analytical work
can be done by its use. This prob-
ably reached its climax in a recent
advertisement which listed a spec-
trograph for sale at $15 and stated
that it would give the chemical
composition of any material in a
few minutes' time. The spectro-
graph is doing a marvelous job for
industry but not before much time
has been spent on the analytical
method to be used in a particular
laboratory and at least five hundred
times the $15 has been spent for
equipment.

The instrument lends itself par-
ticularly well to routine analysis
where small cast samples of alloys
can be taken from furnaces and
analyzed for trace elements and
percentage composition. As many
as four thousand elementary analy-
ses may be made in a twenty -four-
hour day with one instrument in a
well established laboratory. This

by C. A. VAILE
Applied Research Laboratories, Glendale, Calif.

Methods of using the spectrograph for rapidly determin-
ing the composition of alloys in controlling production

would require three or four opera-
tors on a shift, only one of whom
need be technically trained. In
general, the analysis could be made
within an hour after the sample
is received. Where necessary, a
single sample can be analyzed in
ten minutes. The accuracy of the
work is usually within three per
cent of the quantity being meas-
ured. The same number of analyses,
if done by wet analysis methods,
would require approximately four
times the personnel, many of whom
would have to be technically
trained, and some of the results
would not be available until the
next day.

Identifying raw materials
In laboratories where the work is

more varied, routine methods may
be set up for the more common
problems in quantitative analysis
and a qualitative analysis may be
made quite rapidly by an experi-
enced spectrographer. This is of

Exposing the spectrogram: 1-High voltage excitation unit;
2-sample and excitation stand; 3-primary slit; 4-camera

great help to the chemist before
starting on a complete chemical
analysis.

Of ten it is necessary to identify
castings or raw materials. Sorting
of large stocks which have become
mixed, such as pure copper spot
welding electrodes from those con-
taining beryllium, and steel stock
from which the color code has been
removed, can be rapidly and accu-
rately done by means of the spec-
trograph.

In the West, the analysis of ores
is of great importance. This pre-
sents special problems to the spec-
trographer. The nature of the base
material, the interfering lines of
many elements, the mixture of vol-
atile and refractory substances and
the effect of the presence of cer-
tain elements on others, all tend to
complicate this type of analysis so
that results are not as uniformly
accurate as they are in the case of
pure metal alloys. However, with
new methods and better equipment,
rapid progress is being made.

Viewing the spectrogram: 1-Densitometer amplifier; 2-projection com-
parator with master plate at bottom of screen; 3-voltage regulator
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The remarkable industrial devel-
opment on the West Coast due to
the World War has resulted in a
corresponding increase in the use
of spectrographic equipment in this
area. Seven aircraft plants use this
method for sorting and other qual-
itative work, for analysis of steels
and for checking the composition
of non-ferrous alloys. Eight alu-
minum plants use it for control
analysis and alloy determinations.
Two steel plants run partial analy-
sis on all types of material from
crude ore to finished products.
Three Navy yards have a wide va-
riety of problems in handling in-
spection requirements. Several
government agencies and private
mining companies use it for ore
analysis. Over a dozen colleges and
universities have spectrographic
equipment for research and instruc-
tional purposes. The list could be
expanded to include magnesium
plants, non-ferrous foundries, police
departments, water companies and
many commercial laboratories.

Emissionspeetro theory

The West Coast also contains one
of the best equipped research lab-
oratories specializing in the devel-
opment and manufacture of this
type of equipment. Both methods
and equipment are constantly be-
ing improved as a result of this
research work. During the past two
years more densitometers, source
units and original gratings have
been produced here than by all
other manufacturers of such equip-
ment. Other research laboratories
include those working on agricul-
tural, metallurgical, petroleum and
secret problems.

The spectrograph may be defined
as an instrument for producing and
photographing light spectra. The
spectrogram recorded on the film
is a series of line images of the
primary slit of the instrument. The
light falling on this slit is dispersed
and brought to a focus so that the
component waves are arranged in
order of their wavelength. In prac-
tice, the sample to be analyzed is
made to give off energy in the form
of light through the electronic bom-
bardment of its atoms in the pres-
ence of some type of electrical dis-
charge, usually an arc or spark. A
brief discussion of the theory of
emission spectra and its application
to quantitative analysis will make
the reader more familiar with the
operation of the instrument and the
problems connected with it.

In accordance with Bohrs' theory
of atomic structure, when the elec-
trons which are rotating around the
nucleus of an atom are displaced
from their orbit through bombard-
ment, they absorb a certain amount
of energy. As they return to their

Modern design of commer-
cial spectrograph of the
type used by a number of
aircraft plants for sorting
and other qualitative work,
for analysis of steels and
for checking composition of
non-ferrous alloys

original position, or to other lower
energy levels, this energy is released
in the form of light. The light is
monochromatic and always of the
same wavelength when originating
from the same element and the

Increases made in quantities measured, and
reduction in error by spectrographic analysis

same displacement of the electron.
As these electrons are displaced

further from the center, or as the
electrons in other orbits are dis-
placed, they may come back to the
original energy level or may stop
at intermediate energy levels. The
wavelength of the light will change
for the orbit from which the elec-
tron comes and also for the energy
level to which it returns.

Thus, a great many lines of vary-
ing wavelengths may be expected
from the elements having a large
number of electrons in their outer
orbits. The important point to bear
in mind is that the wavelengths of
lines are always constant for the
same element and the same elec-
tronic displacement.

The intensity of the spectral lines
produced by constant excitation
will be in proportion to the number
of atoms present. Because the ab-
solute level of intensity cannot be
kept uniform in the discharge, it is
necessary to establish an internal
standard upon which to base the
relative intensity of the discharge.
This is done by using some element
present which does not vary, or
which is present in large amounts.

(Continued on page 220)
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PIONEER WEST COAST NET

 Phenomenal growth, character-
istic of practically everything bear-
ing a California label, is no more
in evidence than it is in the case
of the Don Lee Broadcasting Sys-
tem. And it is still growing. At
the time this was written, middle
of April, the network had joined
together some 34 stations in Cali-
fornia, Washington and Oregon, not
to mention links to Hawaii and
Alaska. Since then, two more sta-
tions have been gathered into the
fold, making a total of 36, and leav-
ing no room for doubt that the
chain is the largest regional net-
work in the United States. In ad-
dition, the organization owns and
operates the only FM station on

Don Lee. only California broadcaster to operate both
in addition to ill. links 3(; transmitters in greatest

the Pacific Coast and the only tele-
vision station in all of the 11 West-
ern states.

Don Lee is a pioneer in all three
broadcasting fields. When the or-
ganization in the late 20's took over
KHJ, its key station in Los Angeles,
it became the owner of the first
broadcasting station to operate in
that southern California metropolis.
Almost immediately the chain be-
gan to grow, and at the time it
became affiliated with Mutual in
1937 had linked together eight sta-
tions which became the nucleus of
the present Pacific empire. Six
years before that, on December 23,
1931, W6XAO, the Don Lee televi-
sion station, had gone on the air,

Looking into W.E. 1 kw FM transmitter; final
on top shelf; multipliers below

Temporary 4 -bay turnstile used by KHJ-FM is
14 -wavelength brass tubing, grounded, shunt
ted wits 250-o'im line. Inset shows tle three
transmission line matching stubs

following a previous period of six
years of research and experiment.
And in August, 1941, the FM station
first started broadcasting.

From an engineering point of
view, organization of the network
and its development have been in-
fluenced very largely by the topo-
graphical formation of the terri-
tory to be covered. With practical-
ly every community of any size in
the area ringed around by moun-
tains, local coverage has been
attained by linking together trans-
mitters within those mountain -
screened communities. Coverage
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from within, it is called. In con-
sequence, the network can boast,
and does, that more than nine of
every ten radio families on the Pa-
cific Coast live within 25 miles of
one of its stations.

Individual transmitters vary in
power from little fellows of 100
watts such as KXO in El Centro,
and 250 watts such as KFRE in
Fresno and KMYC in Marysville,
up to 5 kw, which is the power rat-
ing for KHJ in Los Angeles and
KFRC in San Francisco. Within
California itself there are 16 trans-
mitters in the network; there are
six in Oregon and 12 in Washing-
ton. In addition, there are links to
KGMB in Honolulu, KHBC in Hilo,
and KGBU in Ketchikan, Alaska.
Altogether the complete network is

calculated to reach considerably
over four million radio families.

KHJ, the Don Lee key station,
has always specialized in remote
pickups. Prewar this meant from
the decks of battleships ar.ywhere
within the area, from Flying Fort-
resses somewhere over the territory,
f r o m submarines, shipbuilding
yards, industrial organizations and
wherever there was something go-
ing on that gave promise of being
good programming. Today it means
important sport events and gath-
erings of other kinds that have
news or entertainment value to the
listening public.

Such a program has required de-
velopment of no little parapher-
nalia. Included are three 1)0 -watt
portable transmitters operating in

the 1600 to 2900 kc band which may
be rushed by truck to any location
promising good program material;
another 100-watter operates in the
31 to 40 me band, and is supple-
mented by an 8 -watt pack trans-
mitter; in addition there are three
uhf transmitters varying in power
from 2 to 8 watts that are used on
occasion for remote location to stu-
dio links. There is thus available
a wide variety of equipment that
can be used to insure proper cover-
age of almost any sort of a func-
tion anywhere.

The FM equipment at present in
use, consisting of a Western Elec-
tric model 503A 1 kw transmitter,
is temporary and eventually will be
superseded by a new transmitter
rated at 50 kw for which a con -
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In the 101.1 master control room there are 17 separate switching systems which can be indi-
vidually controlled or as many as desired group switched by a master button. The beard is
used to route programs north, south and east to the Don Lee network, and east to Mutual

struction permit has been filed. In
the meantime and in order to get
sufficient elevation to nullify as ef-
fectively as possible the screening
effect of the high hills that sepa-
rate the Los Angeles area into a
series of small communities, it was
found necessary virtually to shave
the top off a mountain. A space of
22 acres right on top of Mt. Lee,
which rises 1700 feet above the sur-
rounding territory, was leveled and
it is on this space that both the
FM transmitter and the television
transmitter have been installed.
The result is that while the object
was merely to insure adequate FM
coverage of the Los Angeles area,
the signal actually gets into San
Diego, roughly 125 miles away, with
what is described as very good
volume.

In order to put a signal of at least
50 microvolts in any part of the
area to be covered, required con-

siderable study of antenna design.
The type eventually chosen consists
of a four bay turnstile type ar-
ranged to give a figure 8 pattern
and concentrate power effectively
within the area intended to be
served by the transmitter. In fact,
so effective has the arrangement
proven that, although the antenna
for the television station is only
500 feet from the FM turnstile,
there has been no interference at
all between the two transmitters.

FNI audience

Before Pearl Harbor KHJ-FM
was operated 12 hours a week, but
since that time the schedule has
been cut in half as a war conserva-
tion measure. It is estimated that
there are about 10,000 receivers in
the area and that this total will be
very considerably swelled when
civilian production of receivers is

The Don Lee short wave listening post is equipped for dual diversity reception. Receivers are
fed by 10 antennas which are switched into use by remote control

again permitted and when the new
transmitter is put on the air.

As is the case with the AM trans-
mitter, quite a bit of remote pick-
up work is done on FM, too, and
for this purpose the station relies
on a 50 -watt portable set-up con-
sisting of a studio to station link
transmitter and receiver, both
operating from a 12 -volt storage
battery.

The television transmitter, occu-
pying its own structure about 500
feet from the FM transmitter and
including one of the largest studios
ever built for the purpose, 100 by
60 feet and 30 feet high, was built
by Don Lee engineers under the
supervision of Harry Lubcke, direc-
tor of television for the organiza-
tion. It is rated at 4 kw, peak, and
operated at a frequency of 51.25 mc.
A large percentage of time is de-
voted to programs having to do
with the war effort. For remote
pickups reliance is placed on a
portable transmitter operating at
324 mc.

DESERT LABORATORY
The desert laboratory operated

by Electron Equipment Corp. in
Palm Springs, California, is unique;
there is probably nothing even re-
motely approaching it in the
United States in so far as loca-
tion, surroundings and facilities
are concerned. Says Dudley B.
Clark, chief engineer:

"The laboratory, which has been
maintained for the past 20 years,
is situated in the middle of the
desert, 125 miles from Los Angeles.
It consists of a small village of its
own in the center of an oasis at
the foot of Mt. San Jacinto, a tow-
ering wall of rock 10,800 ft. high
and covered with snow most of the
year.

"Everything in this settlement is
operated by electronic control,
from its own city water plant with
1,000 gal. of pure soft water per
minute to its electronic guards
covering 20 acres of grounds. All
buildings are air conditioned and
the swimming pool is filled with
natural warm water in the Winter.
The grounds are covered with date
palms and fruit trees; there are
horses for riding, a farm animal
department, and a bar. The whole
place is closed to the public.

"This laboratory has developed
hundreds of industrial electronic
items for manufacturers where
some control or operation is neces-
sary to attain an object by reduc-
ing weight, cutting costs, simplify-
ing functions, etc. One example is
the development of an electronic
motor control which gives wide
speed control to a dc motor operat-
ing from an ac line."
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D ES ER T LABORATORY

Above is a view of a portion of the tube laboratory, this buildirg in
comm( n with all the others in the group being completely air-conditioned

Amonc other features this unique laboratory on an oas s has its own
swimming pool, filled with warmed water from the company's own wells

Located 125 miles from Los Angeles in the shadow of snow-capped
mountain the desert laboratory of Electron Equipment Corp., Palm
Springs, California, is a complete electronic village. (See text oppinite)

Below we two views of a part of the development laboratory where
much work is done on a variety of industrial electronic projects
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The weather is good in this Signal Corps picture but it might easily have been bad, with high winds, a heavy surf and rain, whleh lends point
to the need for careful waterproofing. Says Major General Harry C. frigles: "Communication equipment takes an awful beating in being unloaded"

INVASION RADIO HAZARDS
by ROLAND B. DAVIES
Washington Editor, Electronic Industries

Proper packaging and the incorporation of protective features into
the design of military equipment insures resistance to water and fungi

 The fact that this global war is
an electronics war as well as an air
war, a mechanized war, an am-
phibious war, and a jungle war is
and has been well known to all
readers of "Electronic Industries."

But the mixture of electronic
equipment in the amphibious and
jungle phases of the war has cre-
ated important problems for the
electronics 'engineers and the man-
ufacturers - water - proofing and
fungi -proofing problems.

The dangers to electronic equip-
ment of moisture, and its corollary
in humid climes, fungi, is well
known. As a conductor, water nul-
lifies the insulating qualities of in-
sulators. It also decreases the re-
sistance of a resistor. Similarly,
fungus growths destroy the insulat-
ing qualities of the material upon
which it feeds.

To the Army, the problem of
water vapor and its effect on com-
munications equipment is not new.
For more than four decades-in
the Philippines, the West Indies,
and in Central America-the Army
has known the havoc wrought by
moisture penetration and fungus
120

growth on delicate electrical appa-
ratus. Work has gone on constant-
ly to overcome these difficulties.
Success, to a relative degree, at-
tended these efforts. These efforts
took many forms: better chassis
construction, finer tolerances, fre-
quent inspections and repairs, and
the substitution of new equipments
for those whose efficiency was low-
ered by the rainfall and humidity
of the tropics.

In this war, the story of the
water -proofing and fungus -proof-
ing of signal apparatus is one of
constant attempt to control and
overcome the damage of this dou-
ble evil. Failures have been over-
come by expedients. Expedients
have been superseded by standard
practices based on research and ex-
perimentation. Even now those
practices are being outmoded by
what is believed to be the solution-
partial, but promising.

During the past six months, the
Signal Corps of the Army has be-
gun including in all its procurement
contracts a proviso for the water -
and fungus -proofing of communi-
cations items during the production

stage. Existing contracts are also
being amended to include those
specifications.

It is believed that the answer to
the problem of water and fungus
control is the incorporation of pro-
tective features into the design of
the equipment as it goes through
the assembly line on the production
front. It has been found that if
equipment is treated at the factory,



Even then nothing is left to
chance. The entire case is tested
rigorously. It is temperature -tested
in several ranges of climates; it is
given water immersion tests twice,
and it is drop -tested for strength.
If water has penetrated to the car-
tons, the packing is considered in-
adequate for the purpose.

Soldier expedients
Let us assume now that the

equipment has arrived overseas and
is to be used operationally in an
overwater landing. Here expedients
are definitely in order. Anything
that will protect the equipment
from the salt spray is used-rubber
bags, sealing compounds, gaskets.

The American soldier, sailor and
Marine has exhibited the ingenuity
that typifies our nation in the pro-
tection of equipment. For example,
in the invasion of Guadalcanal, Ma-
rines, before climbing down the
landing nets, secured from the mess
galleys the cellophane and rubber
tops used to cover jars and cooking
dishes and snapped them over the
mouthpiece and receivers of their

hand:e-talkies. This performance
was really the beginning of the pro-
tection of the individual items of
equipment carried by our armed
forces.

Improvements have followed im-
provements along these lines, until
today a communications soldier can
step off a landing boat, wade
through pounding surf, and ad-
vance across the beach in continual
touch with his command post a mile
or more offshore. Waterproof bags
have been so constructed that
equipment, such as portable radio
sets, will operate even while they
are enclosed.

The vehicular radio sets likewise
are protected in this manner.
Mounted on jeeps and other combat
vehicles that come tumbling out of
landing ships, the sets are fully
covered with rubberized bags to
protect them from the water. Even
as the jeep or half-track moves
through the water, its radio instru-
ments are in operation efficiently.

"The prime purpose of water-
proofing radio sets . . . is to pre-
vent tne equipment from being
damaged by water action," Colonel

These Signal Corps photographs showing actual conditions under which military equipment is

landed and used emphasize the importance of adequate protective measures against water

it successfully resists the effects of
moisture and fungi for a consider-
able period. It is necessary to re-
touch the equipment after some
length of time, but on the whole
equipment operates most effectively
with the preventative part of its de-
sign and production.

The amending of existing con-
tracts, to add the provision for this
type of protection, is a slow and
painstaking task. It is a delicate
procedure that must not disrupt
present schedules.

Suppose, however, that equipment
is not so treated at the factory.
What does the Signal Corps do to
ensure the proper working of an
important piece of combat equip-
ment-and communications instru-
ments are highly vital cogs in the
materiel of combat? What does it
do to protect apparatus that may
be used in a spray -drenching am-
phibious landing or in a rain -
soaked highly humid jungle opera-
tion?

First, it makes sure that the
equipment is packaged correctly-
packaged so that no matter what
kind of a drenching it takes, it still
will click into instant operation
when it is unpacked and set up on
an atoll in the Pacific or on a
mountain top in Italy.

Packing requirements
Each instrument used by the

Army has its individual packing re-
quirements to effect, among other
things, that it does not suffer from
water. Dry batteries are a good
example of the extreme care taken
by the shipping men of the Signal
Corps.

Each battery is packed in a unit
package that is wrapped in a water-
proof bag. A number of unit pack-
ages are then placed in a standard,
moisture -proof fiber carton, which
in turn goes into a protective bag
made of laminated film, heat -sealed
for added safety. Finally the sealed
bags, with their contents, are put
into a packing case which includes
a waterproof liner.
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Even the ubiquitous "Hindi-Talki" must be adequately waterproofed, here with 3 special type
of covering put on as an expedient by the soldier himself to permit operation under all conditions

R. C. Hildreth, Director of the Sig-
nal Supply Division, Headquarters,
Services of Supply, Eastern Theater
of Operations, said recently. "The
water -proofing must be 100 per cent
effective. . . . It must be done thor-
oughly to assure successful opera-
tion of the radio set while in the
water or after reaching land."

Finally, as the assault troops
plunge on into the interior of their
target, supplies come rolling ashore.
What this means to communica-
tions equipment has been well de-
scribed by Major General Harry C.
Ingles, the Chief Signal Officer.
Speaking at a press conference
upon his return from a five -week
tour of the Pacific, he said: "Com-
munications equipment takes an
awful beating in being unloaded.
There are no piers or docks at any
of these places in the Pacific. The
equipment comes in on a ship and
is taken off in a net, usually in a
driving rain, run to shore in an
open barge, and dumped there with
no shelter. It may lie on the beach
for a month or more. It's the best
that can be done. . . ."

Two methods of water -proofing
and fungus control have been found
most effective: drying and varnish-
ing. Both are done on the spot by
the men who operate the equip-

ment-"first echelon maintenance,"
the Army calls it. In some areas
an empty gasoline drum, wired for
half -a -dozen 100 -watt bulbs and
powered by a portable generator, is
used. A gas burner under a sal-
vaged steel chest is another expe-
dient found effective. Even the
Quartermaster Corps' field kitchen.

Varnishing all the parts has been
found to be the better method, how-
ever. This is done by spray gun or
by brush and serves to protect the
vital elements of a piece of equip-
ment from the corrosive and elec-
trically damaging damp of the sea
and the jungle. It is still, however,
an improvisation.

Recently, the Army has been dis-
tributing moisture and fungi -proof-
ing kits. These kits contain brushes,
spray guns, varnish (which con-
tains a fungicide), lamps for heating
and drying, switches, thermometers,
and various other tools for the job.
To the grimy, sweaty GI crouching
over a field switchboard in a bam-
boo -thatched hut "somewhere in
the Pacific" they have proved to be
a godsend.

Batteries also suffer greatly in
the jungle areas. To again quote
General Ingles: "We have to be pre-
pared for a considerable deteriora-
tion loss in equipment there. It is
higher than it would be in other
places. In that constantly high,
humid temperature, dry batteries
go bad very quickly; much more so
than in the States.

"The only way we can keep them
in good condition is to keep them
in cold storage. That is what we
are doing. The men build refriger-
ators there, packing the space be-
tween the inner and outer shells
with sawdust that they get from
sawmills that are operated in their
zone. Then we send them refriger-
ator power units, and they keep the
batteries in the refrigerators until
they are needed."

The latest step in this campaign
against water and fungus took place
in March of this year. All signal
depots in the continental United
States were directed to varnish all
equipment that goes through their
repair shops.

It is only through the application of waterproofing protective measures in the design of the
equiament that military radio can be made universally effective under conditions of use such
as this, which is common in amphibious warfare, more common when the big push is started
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ENGINEER AS EXECUTIVE

 Just how successful an executive
will an engineer make? While this
is no new question in the radio and
electronic industry, nevertheless it
is causing deeper concern as eco-
nom:c developments continue to
change the old order of business.
The staid business executive con-
fronted with a myriad of products
and policies unknown to him in
years past is hardly in a better po-
sition than the engineer without
formal business training who sud-
denly finds before him the oppor-
tunity to be manager.

Straight thinkitig
An engineer should be capable of

becoming a new and better kind of
executive. Many changes of thought
and the molding of his knowledge
and experience into something use-
ful to him as an executive obviously
are necessary. An engineer's school-
ing does not ordinarily include busi-
ness and management. By his very
nature he thinks straight to the
point along specific channels and
deals with specific problems, so it
is not surprising if there has been
no deviation of interest into such
an unrelated field as business man-
agement until the definite need
exists.

Mast drop details
When he finds himself in an ex-

ecutive position it may be very dif-
ficult for the engineer who has been
used to solving problems in their
entirety to realize that he cannot
work on the details, and it may be
even more difficult to break himself
of the urge to do detail work. De-
tail can waste a great deal of the
engineer -executive's worth. When
a subordinate's work is laboriously
checked item by item and figure by
figure, the executive is not checking
the work, he is doing the work.

If the same work is done by both,
then one or the other is wasting his
time. If the subordinate's work is
so unreliable as to require such
checking, he should be replaced. A

by JOHN M. KAAR, E.E.
Kaar Engineer ,lo Co Palo Alto, Calif.

Executire success comes from knowing where and by
whom to get a job done rather than in knowing how

JOHN M. KAAR

1908-Born in Bakersfield, Nol.em-
ber 28

1933-Graduated from Leland Stan-
ford University

1935-Degree of Electrical Engineer

1935-With Remler Co., San Fran-
cisco

1935-36-Design engineer, Western
Wireless, Ltd., San Franc;sco

1936-Owner and general manager,
Kaar Engineering Co., F alo

Alto, Calif

fallacy, probably originating in a
shop and adopted by too many en-
gineers, is the thought "I can do
it myself faster than I can show
so-and-so how to do it." However,
as long as this ordinary labor is
done by the manager, 'so-and-so"
never learns to do it and the man-
ager goes on doing it himself in-
definitely.

To those engineers who have as-
pirations to become executives, it
might be mentioned that stability is
one of the most important rungs in
the ladder of advancement. Many
who wonder at their inability to get
into executive positions do not real-
ize that possibly they have not
stayed with any one firm long
enough to become fully acquainted
with its functions, and to gain the
necessary confidence of their su-
periors. Bosses are usually made
from employes of long, faithful
ser"ice. Many are the engineers
whu have resigned their positions
suddenly for a mysterious "great
opportunity" on the eve of a pro-
motion into an even greater oppor-
tunity with their own company.

Getting jobx door

If you would be an executive, be
wide awake to what is going on
around you. Know why you were
required to do a job a certain way.
Know the policies of your firm, the
men behind it and the kind of job
they are doing. Learn about busi-
ness in general by reading business
magazines, and learn about other
fields associated with yours. A little
knowledge of machine shop technic
or plastic design would be invalu-
able to an electronic engineer man-
aging a company making electronic
equipment. Just as real education
does not necessarily require a
knowledge of all the answers but
instead consists of a knowledge of
where the answers may be found,
so executive success is knowing
where and by whom to get a job
done rather than in knowing how
to do it all yourself.
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PUNCHING 100 HOLES in radio chassis needed in small lots at
Corp., Newark, N. J., with turret -head punch press designed for

 The photograph above, made in a
plant of the Federal Telephone and
Radio Corp., Newark, N. J., illus-
trates one of a number of radio and
radar plant installations of "turret
punch presses" manufactured in a
variety of types and sizes by the
Wiedemann Machine Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., and designed to
speed output and cut costs of sheet
metal piercing jobs when produc-
tion runs would not be long enough
to justify the relatively expensive
punch and die sets built to make all
the knock -outs on a panel or
chassis at one punch.

Hand -powered unit

In simplest form, this new type
of punch press is a hand -powered
bench unit consisting of an upper
and lower turret holding eleven
punches and matching dies. The
two turrets are geared together to
insure that the corresponding punch
and die will be together when the
turret head is positioned under the
ram. Various sizes and shapes of
punch and die sets are left in place
indefinitely for instantaneous avail-
ability.

Federal Telephone and Radio
short run piercing operations

Larger, power driven turret
presses range up to 80 tons capacity,
with throat depths up to 60 in. and
with as many as 32 punch and die
stations, holding dies up to five
inches in diameter. Where'er pos-
sible, multiple or gang punches are
used, punching two to five or more
holes in each small area. The heav-
ier presses do clean work on mild
steel sheets up to one-half inch
thick. Several gage -tables and as-
sociated control equipment are
available for different kinds of
work, providing accuracies up to
.002 -in. tolerance in positioning.
For work on curved surfaces, one
model has the lower turret built to
rotate in a vertical rather than hor-
izontal plane.

Typical of the time and money
savings effected is the case at Fed-
eral Telephone and Radio Corp.,
whose time -study clocked an opera-
tion of punching 100 various sized
holes through a template in less
than ten and one-half minutes.
Another short run job which for-
merly cost $7.83 in labor to punch
one piece came down to seventy-
eight cents by the turret press
method.

IDEAS
Four Points for a Stake

A suggestion from Republic Avia-
tion, Farmingdale, N. Y., should
have application to the electronic
industries. After an operation
press -fitting bushings into hous-
ings, the housings were then point -
staked at the edge of the bearing
in four places with a center punch
or staking tool and a hammer. By
incorporating staking points on the
ram which presses the bearing
home, faster and more precise oper-
ation was achieved. A pilot was
also added to insure accurate entry
of the bushing into the hole in the
housing.

Jobs for Vets
A double-barreled plan to provide

war veterans with employment op-
portunities on their discharge from
military service and thereby secure
needed help, has been initiated by
the Brown Instrument Co., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

The Brown Company is providing
each of the draft boards within a
35 -mile radius with a list, weekly,
of the jobs open at the plant, the
type of men required and what ex-
perience, if any, is needed for each.

Results should be advantageous
to the veteran, to the continued
production of war goods and to the
company. Long periods of waiting
to find work are overcome, and red
tape is reduced to a minimum.

Draft boards in the Philadelphia
area reported their appreciation of
the Brown plan and commended
the company for providing a short-
cut to veteran job placements. All
vets are required to visit their draft
boards as soon after their discharge
as possible, making the boards an
ideal intermediary.

Small Hales from Rig
At Sonora Radio and Television,

Chicago, a shipment of a thousand
aluminum chassis frames arrived
with certain holes drilled out .004 -
in. oversize. An employe built a
simple jig with a guide pin corre-
sponding to the smaller, correct
size of hole, mounted it in a stand-
ard arbor hand press, and the prob-
lem was solved. Pressure on the
surrounding metal caused enough
cold flow to fill the excess hole ex-
actly. The employe, Leo Begun,
was acclaimed for his ingenuity on
a nationwide Blue Network hook-up
of the Ford Motor Company's
"Watch the World Go By."
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TO SPEED PRODUCTION

4, AIR OPE ,ATED CHUCK speed;
I prec.sion work on small round
parts and largely does away with need
for sncial jigs and tztures. Tapping
operation illustrated. Air chucks,
made by Redmer Air Devices Corp.,
Chicago, give collet capacity up to
one and three -fourths inches

SECOND FRONT against womanpcwer shortage
re:Lilted in employment of large numbers of
badly needed wcrkers at Continental Electric
Comc3r.., Geneva, II . Complete equipment
for seseral sealing and other tube -making
operalioss was se, up in shov windows on
Genera's Main item to show potential per-

sonncl that wark is clean. aiet, interest-
ing. and not at all dangerous

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO
?fia,yod.:-.-/...t., 07 pp T. 

Jt. 7,V, ,-//,

-4eAsck.-5 -1E1:) I u 11P,K E TH1

4

AWKWARDNESS of handling cne tc f re pound SC, AS of solder

prompted installation at the Crosley Corp., Cinc snit, of simple
spool holder dispenser shows here

ok CROSS BETWEEN tweezers and a
I pair of pliers, this tool is used by
Electronic Labs., Indianapolis, Indiana
for removing broken screws or nuts
from between reeds in vibrators. Just
a pair of tapered half -round nose 'sliers
with points ground down to be ultra -
narrow, but a handy tool for any work
in close, confined quarters. Sides mus
be ground slowly and carefully to avoic
overheating and removing temper

To renew worn serrations and raggec
cutting edges on pliers, heat to dul
red and "bite" a file between tho
jaws on an anvil, then close pliers t.
make jaws parallel. Side -cutters an
closed in while hot, later filed to clear
edges. Jaws and cutting edges an
then heat -treated in the standarc
for hardness and long life

INDUCT.ON HEATING scores a new success in metal -to -glass seas of
KIrstron tubes. Process soon to go on production line at a _ong

Island plant of the Sperry Corporation, New York City



In HOLLYWOOD

Battery compartment is located tinder the floor cf the
truck with batteries accessible through doors in side

Cable reels, provided with brakes, are at the left rear
with motor generator and B tottery compartment !ust ahead

MSS/ SLOT

I 1

S T PPM

cs11.1! tar

CABLE PEEL

STAGE (MOLLS
ModE IMMEL
T PE -T SUMP,

N.,

WORM I
PISTE-
SIOPASMI

SAMS

S, COSOMPTPAPPO3
PO. P STOP., PATTI. STEMPEL,
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COMP
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0.01

Ian of vehicle showing arrangement of batteries, power equip rr ent
sd cable reels, etc. At right, the bat-ery compartment troy? -'
he inside with the soundproof motor -genera -or ccmpartment idiot ent

Interior view of the mobile studio showing stepwell, cable
reels and geseral arrangement of the complete equipment

 Built on a cowl type Studebaker truck chassis with
a wheelbase of 152 in., the latest type of mobile re-
cording unit built by RCA Victor Division of the Radio
Corp. of America is an unusually compact and com-
plete studio on wheels Several units have been built.

Aside from the careful planning that went into the
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ON WHEELS
design in order to provide for every conceivable re-
cording necessity, a feature of the equipment is that it
is completply self-contained, thus may be used any-
where. Design requirements called for an arrange-
ment that would provide maximum accessibility both
for use and for service maintenance. Among other
unusual features, the driver's compartment and the
recording compartment are combined in a single
"room". A full six-foot headroom clearance is pro-
vided and the aisle type construction makes all the
equipment instantly and easily accessible. Storage
batteries for operating the motor -generator set, the B -
voltage dynamotor, for filaments and for the recorder
are located in compartments below floor level, acces-
sible from outside.

I

The sound film track recording equipment is mounted on a con-
venient shelf with its controls and meters built into the bulkheads
adjacent to it. Beneath the machine one of the below -floor ex-
ternally accessible battery compartments is shown with the floor up

Equipment storage compartments are built in above the power bat-
tery which is below the floor. Illustrated arc spare tube and parts
drawers, cupboards for holding raw film and film loading equipment

Front v ew of mobile studio %bow ng positior of the re-
cord ng operator in a comportmer I alongside the driver

Recording operators ),s tior from the inside in a wide
corn7iartment which he snare; witi the vehicle's driver

4. -r ey4,11.
A afi,

476. 43,
'1 4, 41i

p

411
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On this map
showing location
of police radio com-
munication facilities of
the California Highway Pa-
trol, Black Rectangles indicate
automatic relay points; Triangles, at-
tended stations; Circles, other services

S a tIoneseo
Von,

Approximately two and a half
years ago, the California Highway
Patrol of the State Department of
Motor Vehicles began an extensive
program of expansion of its radio
facilities. This work was com-
menced in recognition of the need
for a more adequate and complete
radio system in order that the de-
partment might better be equipped
to fulfill its assignments and duties.
Previous to this time the California
Highway Patrol had maintained a
few land stations in various loca-
tions, but with the exception of
certain counties in scattered sec-
tions of the state, the department
had no two-way equipment in
operation.

California is traversed for almost
its entire length by two major
ranges of mountains, namely, the
coast range and Cascade -Sierra
Nevada range; the Coast range, in
general, follows quite closely along
the coast line and the Cascade -
Sierra Nevada range is located at a
distance varying from 100 to 300
miles inland.

For the entire length of the
state, from the Mexican border to
the Oregon line, there is a major
highway between the Coast range

RADIO RELAY
by R. A. KRIDLER
California Highway Patrol, Los Angeles

Experience with the use of repeater station installa-
tions in obtaining coverage in mountainous country

Los hnge

Long ^

and the ocean (U.S. 101), and in
between the Coast range and the
Cascade -Sierra Nevada range there
is still another major highway

(U.S. 99); both of these highways
are approximately 900 miles in
length. These two major highways
carry a great volume of the state's
north -south traffic and it was
necessary to give thorough con-
sideration to an adequate two-way
coverage of these routes.

Many portions of the state, par-
ticularly the northern section, are
an almost continuous expanse of
mountainous country with relative-
ly small sections of valley territory
which in turn are surrounded by
high mountains ranging in eleva-
tion up to 8,000 or 9,000 ft.

in eleva-
tion variations here in California
with Mt. Whitney 14,496 ft. above
sea level and Death Valley 300 ft.
below sea level; the highest and
lowest locations in the United
States. Many of the east -west
roads and highways pass through
such territory and the difficulty of
providing radio coverage in such
locations is readily apparent.

In addition California is divided

Illu ed is the simple type of equipment, transmitter and receiver, used in each of the repeater
stations for automatically receiving and relaying police communications
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LINKS IN POLICE WORK
into 58 counties, and many of these
county lines extend completely
through one or the other of the
major ranges of mountains. In
every instance it was necessary to
plan on providing for two-way
coverage from, as nearly as possible,
all points in a given county to a
given central county office or dis-
pazehing point.

While the California Highway
Patrol is a unified state police
agency, it is organized into county
units or squads and in almost every
one of the 58 counties of the state
a separate local office is maintained.
In effect, we found ourselves con-
fronted with the problem of in-
stalling almost 58 separate com-
munications systems.

To date the California Highway
Patrol has installed 13 stations at
strategic locations in the state.
These are situated at Los Angeles,
Pomona, Newhall, Oak Glenn, Ridge
Maintenance (on Ridge Ronte) San
Luis Obispo, San Francisco -Oakland
Bay Bridge, Sacramento, Redding,
Oroville, Yreka and Willows. Most
of these are 500 watt stations with
the exception of the Sacramento
station which is licensed for 5,000
watts. The 2 stations on the Ridge
Route are 50 watt stations used
for traffic control during winter
months. In addition the Patrol has
installed remote control facilities
on approximately 27 county and
municipally owned land stations in
locations where they provided a
satisfactory degree of coverage or
where our own stations could not

be installed due to present wartime
restrictions.

Our own stations operate on a
frequency of 1682 kc and those
owned by other governmental agen-
cies operate on frequencies from
1600 kc to 2490 kc. We also aperate
approximately 400 two-way patrol
cars throughout the state and 377
one-way motorcycles. Patrol cars
are equipped with frequency modu-
lated transmitters and operate on
39.78 mc. They are equipped with
tunable receivers of the push-
button station selector type and
can thus be sent to any part of the
state should an emergency arise.

Automatic repeaters
In nearly every one of the 58

counties of the state we have in-
stalled at least one high -frequency
39.78 mc station receiver in order
to provide for reception of these
mobile units, and in many of the
larger counties such as Los Angeles,
Riverside, San Bernardinc, etc.,
where more than one land station
is installed, there are several re-
ceiving locations providing for com-
munication with several different
land stations. An extensive system
of inter -land station monitcring is
also established and, in an emer-
gency, radio communications can
be dispatched almost anywhere in
California or the surrounding states.

In order to provide for greater
coverage from our mobile units we
have also installed 9 automatic
radio relay stations in various parts
of the state and six additional ones

are now being placed in operation.
When it is realized that the total
area of the State of California is
158,693 square miles and there are
some 117,760 miles of roads and
highways in the state, it is readily
appreciated that we were con-
fronted with an enormous task in
providing at least a fair degree of
coverage for the entire state.

It was apparent that it would be
necessary to place high frequency
receiving locations at some high
point in a given territory in order
to expect any great degree of cover-
age from our mobile units; this in
turn brought on the problem of
returning the audio output of these
receivers back to the dispatching
point, as it was found in some in-
stances that the best receiving
location was from 5 to 55 miles
from the squad office and telephone
lines were usually not available. It
was at this phase of our planning
that it was decided to utilize a
series of ultra -high frequency radio
relay or repeater stations for this
purpose. We were then confronted
with the problem of securing loca-
tions that were reasonably acces-
sible by road and where commercial
power lines were within close proxi-
mity. It was also necessary to give
consideration to the question of
year around service of equipment
and whether or not the location
would be snowed in during the
winter months.

At the commencement of this
program the writer was given

(Continued on page 210)

Various types of antennas used in the California Highway Patrol police system. Left to right: High frequency coaxial receiving antenna atop
1,682 kc transmitter tower; receiving and transmitting antennas on one of the automatic repeater stations; San Bernardino station which
functions for a number of services (see text); installation near San Marcos Pass in Santa Barbara County
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
 Two quite new electron micro-
scopes and considerable revision of
a third appeared last month. Gen-
era: Electric and RCA are the spon-
sors. Two of the instruments, G -E's
and the smaller of the RCA models,
are of the console type, about the
size of an office desk and are in-
tended primarily for industrial uses.
These are styled "simplified" ver-
sions, less powerful and lacking
some of the adjustments found on
larger models intended for research

where maximum flexibility is re-
quired.

The G -E desk model is essentially
the same as the "war model '
brought out about a year ago, ex-
cept for the streamlined console.
The fluorescent screen of this mic-
roscope is capable of producing
images which can be magnified to
about 10,000 times the size of the
specimen.

The RCA console model type EMC
is somewhat similar in appearance

and arrangement. There are two
magnification positions, 500 times
and 5.000 times in tne instrument
providing useful photographs which
can be enlarged up to several hun-
dred thousand diameters. Single
exposures on a 2 x 2 slide are made
or visual examination is accom-
plished on a vertical fluorescent
screen at eye level. Power con-
sumption is 1,000 watts at 115 volts

RCA's Universal research model
(Continued on page 208)

The new G -E instrument, intended for industrial laboratories, is a sim- Type !MU is the universal RCA model, shown open, and has
plified unit housed in a console and provides only visual inspection been conside-ably revised to simplify getting it into operat on

RCA's type EMC electron microscope is a simplified version of the
larger model in console form intended primarily for industrial use



Revolving door with photoelectric control, in the American National Bank, Vincenne., Indiana

TUBES on the JOB
Fishing via Ultrasonics

It's hard to say whether it's an
industrial or a maritime application
of electronic lore (or is it "lure"?),
but a new ultrasonic note was
struck on the sports page of the
"New York Times" of April 28, 1944.

Not even the ungentle art of tuna
fishing is going to escape the bene-
fits of war's research and develop-
ment if A. Paul King, who is active
in New Jersey fishing circles, is
right. The electronic age will de-
scend upon sport fishing via ultra-
sonic detection, which will be used
to locate fish just as it now locates
our underwater enemies.

"Our tuna boats, manned with
expert fishermen, will join the at-
tack on game fish much in the same
manner that our fighters now en-
gage the enemy in battle at sea,"
says King. "We shall probably
make agreements by inter -ship
radio on just which boats will strike
for the kill. But all this will be
conducted with the highest regard
for the principles of good sports-
manship and fair play," he hastens
to add.

Mr. King thinks the deep-sea
boats will be equipped with elec-
tronic detection units which will
make it possible to determine the
size of the schools within a 100 -
mile radius and will also tell the
direction of their travel. He said
that the Fish and Wildlife Service
is testing the ultrasonic device for
this purpose.

The contention is that to thou-
sands of ardent young fishermen
the use of electronic detection for
fun will be a holiday after they
learn it through the grim necessity
of war.

Arrangements are now being
made between the Office of the Co-
ordinator of Fisheries and the
Navy for a full-scale test of echo -
sounding devices on surface ves-
sels as a means of locating schools
of fish, in waters off California.

(Continued on page 206)

Phototuhes Revolve Doors
The latest in photoelectric door -

openers is a system marketed by
the Revolving Door Division of In-
ternational Steel Co., Evansville, In-
diana, covered by patents issued to
Thurloe Hagenbook.

Near the floor on the right-hand
side of each entrance to the door

13

2

Schematic of revolving door control system

infra -red light sources are installed.
The beams are directed to photo -
tubes mounted above the left-hand
side of the entrances so that a sig-
nal to operate the mechanism is
normally given only upon entering.
The motor -drive mechanism in-
cludes a friction clutch designed to
slip to avoid injury to a person or
object, or to the mechanism itself,
in the event that the doors are
jammed. An overrunning clutch
is also provided to make it possible
to operate the doors manually if
desired or if the automatic mechan-
ism becomes inoperative for any
reason.

Operation of the control may be
visualized by referring to the circuit
diagram, in which all elements are
shown de -energized. With the cir-
cuits energized by the 115 volt ac
line, triodes T1 and T2 are conduc-
tive, maintaining relays C and D
energized. When either light beam
is interrupted, the corresponding
triode assumes cut-off bias, de -
energizing the relay in its plate cir-
cuit. One set of contacts closes,
energizing relay A to start the
motor which revolves the door. The
other set of contacts opens, placing
a plate potential on the thyratron,
T2, and energizing relay B to hold
relay A for a period of time deter-
mined by the constants and adjust-
ment of the thyratron grid circuit,
actually 5 to 15 seconds, to allow
sufficient operation of the motor
for one person to pass through the
revolving door. If the person is fol-
lowed immediately by others, each
interruption of the light beam re-
news the positive charge on the
grid condenser to inaugurate a new
interval. No cumulative effect is
present, the last person in a long
line having only the normal time
interval in which to pass through
the door.

Machining Irregular
Surfaces

A new automatic tracer mechan-
ism, with the Westinghouse Silver-
stat regulator as its operating
medium, has been applied success-
fully to jobs formerly requiring
tedious hand work, such as pro-
pellers, dies, and cams. In opera-
tion, a probe mounted in connection
with the Silverstat is used to follow
the contour of an accurate model-
either actual size or to scale. As
the probe is moved across the
model, it affects the position of the
Silverstat. Through an amplifier,
the cutting tool is moved corre-
spondingly with respect to the work.

The accuracy of the tracer mech-
anism is such that, with a well de-
signed machine tool and an actual
size model, the contour of the model

(Continued on page 206)
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CALIFORNIA ELECTRONIC
COMPANY
& ADDRESS

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES ENGINEERS

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

A. B. C. Products Co.
11952 Montana Ave.
W. Los Angeles

Advance Electric Co.
1260 W. Second St.
Los Angeles

Aero Electric Corp.
6916 Romaine St.
Los Angeles

Air Associates, Radio
Div.

5827 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles

Airtronics Mfg. Co.
5241 San Fernando Rd.
Los Angeles

Alter Lansing Corp.
1680 North Vine St.
Hollywood

American Microphone
Co.

1915 S. Western Ave.
Los Angeles

Betty Wilson-P,

F. W. Falck-P
Fred W. Falk, Jr.-GM
F. Schaumburg-CPE

E. B. Babcock-P
R. E. Campbell-VP
0. E. Davidson-GM
R. H. Townsend-CPE

H. I. Crow-P
R. E. Acre-VP
E. P. Gertsch-GM
C. S. Knowlton-CPE

Ralph Hemphill-P
Herman Harms-VP
Paul Ivey-GM, CPE

G. L Carrington-P
A. A. Ward and
J. B. Lansing-VP
A. A. Ward-GM
E. D. Zunker-CPE

Arthur L. Wilson-CE

V. C. Huckabee-CE

R. H. Townsend-CE
F. M. Heidenry-OE

J. A. Rhoads-CE
S. Cutler-DE
C. Hicks-OE
M. Eliason-OE
J. Lewchuk-OE

V. Elconin-CE, DE
F. 0. Temple-OE

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

Lord shock mount
holders, cord sets,
radio assemblies

ADVANCE-Relays

AERO-Cable connectors

Airport and aircraft trans-
mitters and receivers, ra-
dio ranges, amplifiersaa-
dio beacons

AIRTRONIC-Electronic
heating units

I. K. Hilliard-CE ICONIC AND DUPLEX-
E. B. Harrison-DE Speakers, horn systems,
C. A. Campbell-OE public address, audio
A. K. Davis-OE amplifiers, transformers

F. A. Yarbrough-P K. V. Martin-CE

Applied Research Labs. M. F. Hasler -0
4336 San Fernando Rd. R. W. Lindhurst-O
Glendale G. Cooper-GM

D. Moore-CPE

Audio Products Co.
2101 W. Olive St.
Burbank

Avia Products Co.
7266 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles

Aviola Radio Corp.
703 W. Ivy St.
Glendale

A. J. Edgcomb-P

A. B. Norris-PT
L. E. Stanley-PT
G. B. Raymond-GM
F. G. Perry-CPE

John J. Ross-P
W. K. Jackson-VP
Paul Schmidt-CPE

E. Schrotzberger-CE
F. Cheatham-DE

C. F. Booker-CE

R. P. Adams-CE
Wm. Bone-M, FM

Lord shock mount
holders, cord sets,
radio assemblies

Relays

Cable connectors

Airport and
aircraft radio

Electronic heating
units

Speakers,
transformers,
horn systems

AMERICAN-Micro- Microphones
phones and accessories

A.R.L. DIETERT-Grating
spectrograph, arc recti-
fier unit, ac arc unit,
high -voltage spark unit,
multi -source unit, projec-
tion comparator, densi-
tometer, developing
equipment, calculating
board

Commercial sound
equipment

Aircraft radio equipment,
heavy duty resistors, in-
dicator lamps

AVIOLA-Communica-
tion equipment

Grating spectro-
graph, arc rectifier
unit, ac arc unit,
high -voltage spark
unit, multi -source
unit, projection
comparator, densi-
tometer, develop-
ing equipment, cal-
culating board

Commercial sound
equipment

Electrical
appliances

Home radio receiv-
ers, aircraft radio
equipment, televi-
sion & automatic
record changers

Member Western Electronic Manufacturers Association.

P-President; VP-Vice President; GM --General Manager; CE-Chief Engineer; CPE-Chief Purchasing Executive; DE-Design Engineer; OE-
Other Engineers; LE-Liaison Engineer; PT-Partners; 0-Owners; LBE-Laboratory Engineer; ATP-Ass't to President; CPE-E-Chief Purchasing
Executive-Electronics; CPE-A-Chief Purchasing Executive-Aircraft; DE-R-Design Engineers-Receivers; DE-T-Transmitters; PL SU-Plant
Supt.; G.PT-General Partner; SD-Sales Director; PE-Product Engineer; PM-Production Manager; SM-Sales Mgr.; ME-Mechanical Engineer;
M-Manager; SP-Sales Production; EE-Executive Engineer; FE-Field Engineer.
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INDUSTRY DIRECTORY
COMPANY
& ADDRESS

*Bendix Aviation Corp.
Pacific Div.
11600 Sherman Way
North Hollywood

Birtcher Corp., The
5087 Huntington Dr. N.
Los Angeles

Burnett Radio Lab.,
Wm. W. L.

4814 Idaho St.
Ssn Diego

*Butte Electric Co.
124 Russ Ave.
San Francisco

Cannon Electric
Development Co.

3202 Humboldt St.
Los Angeles

Cinema Engineering Co.
1508 W. Verdugo Rd.
Burbank

Clark Co., Robert H.
9330 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills

*Communications
Equipment Corp.

134 W. Colorado St.
Pasadena

Consolidated
Engineering Corp.

1255 E. Green St.
Pasadena

Ccok Research Labs.
950 Crane St.
Menlo Park

Cryco, Inc.
15:6 Mission St.
South Pasadena

Cyclotron Specialties
Co.

Mcraga

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES

Palmer Nicholls-GM
Mel M. Burns-AGM
R. L Galbraith-CPE

C. J. Birtcher-P
G. S. Thompson-VP
C. J. Birtcher-GM
A. G. Babeaux-CPE

Wm. W. L. Burnett-P

R. R. Armstrong-PT
H. M. Armstrong-PT

James H. Cannon-P
R. J. Cannon-VP, GM
Richard Rowen-CPE

A. C. Davis-O, DE
Paul Keeler-GM, CPE

Robert H. Clark-P
Don L. Lenzi-GM
John A. Stieber-CPE

S. W. Cunningham-P
R. Kimball-VP, GM
Fred'k Griggs-CPE

Herbert Hoover, Jr.-P
Philip S. Fogg-VP
W. E. Spicer-GM
R. W. Reid-CPE

Lawrence H. Cook -0

Walter N. Johnson-P
H. E. Blaiser-VP
Robt. W. Bethke-GM

D. R. Tibbetts-P, CE
L. S. Tibbetts-VP

ENGINEERS
TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

Dave Brown-CE
Henry Winchel-DE
W. C. Trautman-DE

ALTAIR - Hydraulic air-
craft equipment units and
systems, radio transmit-
ters, receivers, and ac-
cessory equipment

A. G. Babeaux-CE
Hal. C. Mettler-DE

W. W. L. Burnett-CE

R. W. Randolph-CE

Edw. J. Niefing-CE
Paul Foote-ACE

H. Woodbury-CE

L. A. Smith-CE, DE
Harry C. Wilson-OE

Ralph Seiler-FE
Ebert Mattson-DE
Harvey Smith-OE

E. E. Hoskins-CE
B. F. McNamee-DE

Leo W. Ruth-DE

Relays and molded plas-
tic components

Radio frequency meters,
crystals and holders, rf
chokes, transmitters, re-
ceivers, temperature con-
trol ovens

Traffic counters, photo-
electric alarms

CANNON-Electrical
connectors, cable termi-
nals, sol enoid a. limit
switches, signal systems

VARITEN, VARITAP-At-
tenuators, wire wound
resistors, potentiometers,
tap switches, meter -mul-
tipliers

CLARK "CC"- Adjust-
able hole and gasket cut-
ters, surface facers, coun-
terbores and flycutters,
quartz orientation re-
placement table

Transmitters, receivers,
remote controls, power
supplies, amplifiers

Mass spectrometer. strain
& vibration measuring in-
struments, seismic instru-
ments

Navy, Ordnance, C.W.S.,
tools and precision parts

Frank N. Wilcox-OE Quartz crystal holders

John L. Annis-DE Geiger -Mueller counter,
impulse registers. Geiger
tubes

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

Hydraulic aircraft
equipment units &
systems, radio
transmitters, re-
ceivers and acces-
sory equipment

Electromedical and
electrosurgical
equipment and al-
lied electronic de-
vices

Radio frequency
meters, crystals &
holders, rf chokes,
transmitters, re-
ceivers. tempera-
ture control ovens

paw
Traffic counters,
photo - electric
alarms

Electrical connec-
tors, cable termi-
n a I s, solenoids,
limit switches, sig-
nal systems

Attenuators, w i r e
wound resistors,
potentiometers, tap
switches, meter -
multipliers

Tools

Transmitters, r e -
ceivers, remote
controls, pow e r
supplies, amplifiers

Mass spectrometer,
strain & vibration
measuring instru-
ments, seismic in-
struments

Navy, Ordnance,
C.W.S., tools and
precision parts

Geiger -Mueller
counter, impulse
registers. Geiger
tubes
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COMPANY
& ADDRESS

*Dalions Labs.
5066 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles

Dalmo-Victor. Inc.
620 York St.
San Francisco

Dine, F. E.
Trustee for
Higgins Industries. Inc.
2221 Warwick Ave.
Santa Monica

Eitel-McCullough, Inc.
San Bruno

Electrical Facilities. Inc.
4224 Holden St.
Oakland

Electrical Products
Corp.

1128 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles & Oakland

Electron Equipment
Corp.

917 Meridian St.
South Pasadena

Electronic Specialty Co.
3456 Glendale Blvd.
Los Angeles

Excel Transformer Co.
2809 38th Ave.
Oakland

Federal Radio & Tele-
vision Mfg. Co.

700 E. Florence Ave.
Los Angeles

*Fisher Research
Laboratory

1961 University Ave.
Palo Alto

Frazar & Hansen
301 Clay Street
San Francisco

Gardner Elec. Mfg. Co.
4227 Hollis St.
Oakland

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES

Oscar Dallons-
PT, GM, CE

T. I. Moseley-P
Earl S. Douglass-VP
Harry E. Grant-CPE

F. E. Dine-GM, CE
George J. Steil-CPE

W. W. Eitel-P
J. A. McCullough-VP
G. F. Wunderlich-GM
E. F. Sanderson-CPE

S. M. Gardner-P
Geo. M. Thomas-VP

H. R. Owen-P
W. J. Vaughn-VP
L A. Rice-VP, CE
M. R. Manshardt-VP
G. C. Greenlund-GM
D. E. Baldwin-CPE

D. B. Clark-P, CE, DE
H. Matthews-VP
Florence Klingel-CPE

David A. Marcus-M

J. Wasylina-P, CE

Geo. W. Berger-
P, CE

Gilbert R. Berger-
VP

Claude B. Andrews-
GM

L. V. Willat-CPE

Gerhard Fisher -0
Curt Fisher-GM
0. K. McCoy-CPE

0. C. Hansen-PT
E. W. Frazar-PT
Wm. Morgan-CPE

S. M. Gardner-P, CE
R. S. Wahlgren-VP
C. R. Fisher-CPE
D. G. Taylor-

Sls M, GM

ENGINEERS

John Seiler-DE
Franz Dallons-OE

Paul F. Byrne-CE

F. Berberich, Jr.-DE
Jim Henderson-OE

G. T. Howes-CE
H. B. Becker-LE

Harold Knapp-CE

G. W. Thunen-CE
E. 0. Erickson-LbE

Stuart K.Babcock-CE

Gilbert A. Berger-
DE

J. Soderquist-CE
Ed. Amsler-DE

M. G. Freeman-DE
Ed. Mazzola-OE

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

Precision crystals,
vacuum tubes

Loudspealdng telephone
system. Inter - communi-
cation telephone equip-
ment

Crystals, frequency me-
ters, radio transmitters
and receivers

EIMAC- Transmitting
tubes, vacuum condens-
ers and switches, recti-
fiers, vacuum tubes, dif-
fusion pumps

Precision measuring and
testing transformers,
power rectifiers

Electrical aircraft parts,
Midget relays, crystals

ELECO-R.P.M. controls.
rectifiers, battery charg-
ers, converters, inverters,
high -frequency changers,
induction heating units,
transformers

RANGER-Aircraft radio
receivers, transmitters,
interphones and related
equipment

Special audio
transformers

Broadcast and police
communications equip-
ment

Transmitters, receivers,
M -scopes, antennas, pow-
er supplies, leak detec-
tors

(Export representatives)

GARDNER-Special
transformers

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

Precision crystals,
electro-therapy
equipment

Inter -communica-
tion telephone
equipment

Radio transmitters
and receivers, re-
cording equipment

Transmitting tubes,
vacuum condens-
ers and switches,
rectifiers, vacuum
tubes, diffusion
pumps

Precision measur-
ing and testing
transformers. pow-
er rectifiers

Relays

R.P.M. controls, rec-
tifiers, battery
chargers, convert-
ers, inverters, high -
frequency chang-
ers, high -frequency
induction heating
units, electronic
transformers

Aircraft radio re-
ceivers, transmit -
t e r a, interphones
and related equip-
ment

Special audio
transformers

Communication
equipment

Transmitters, r e
ceivers. M -scopes,
antennas, pow er
supplies, leak
detectors

(Export
representatives)

Special
transformers
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COMPANY
& ADDRESS

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES ENGINEERS

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

General Controls Co.
801 Allen Ave.
Glendale

'Gilfillan Bros., Inc.
1815 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles

 Girard -Hopkins
1000 40th Ave.
Oakland

Glenn -Roberts Co.
1009 Fruitvale Ave.
Oakland

Robert M. Hadley Co.
707 E. 61st St.
Los Angeles

Harvey Machine Co.,
Inc.

Electronics Div.
6200 Avalon Blvd.
Los Angeles

Harwood Co., The
Div. of Los Angeles

Corp.
540 N. La Brea Ave.
Los Angeles

'Heintz & Kaufman, Ltd.
So. San Francisco

'Henry Mfg. Co.
2213 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles

'Hewlett-Packard Co.
395 Page Mill Rd.
Palo Alto

'Hoffman Radio Corp.
3430 So. Hill St.
Los Angeles

Hollywood Transformer
Co.

645 N. Martel, Hollywood

Howard Pacific Corp.
932 N. Western Ave.
Los Angeles

W. A. Ray-P, CE
A. W. Ray-VP, GM
J. Fudge-CPE

S. W. Gilfillan-P
J. G. Gilfillan-VP
J. A. Brown-S
I. B. Sparks-A, VP
J. H. Miles-E, VP
C. F. Wolcott-ATP
A. L. McDermott-

CPE, E
J. Forrest-CPE, A

A. R. Stack-PT
J. C. Hopkins-PT

Geo. G. Glenn-
P, GM

James L. Vosburg-
VP

J. C. Weaver-CPE

Robert M. Hadley -
0, VP, GM

Leo M. Harvey-P
Lawrence A. Harvey

- -VP
Herbert Harvey-GM
E. Kretzman-CPE

E. C. Simmons-P
R. F. Ingold-VP
G. J. Levingston-

VP, GM
F. A. von Baum-CPE

Jack Kaufman-P
S. Dollar-CH, BD
W. Noel Eldred-GM

Robt. E. Henry-PT
J. T. Henry-PT
I. Ewing Irwin-GM

David Packard-P
G. Zieber-GM, CPE

H. L. Hoffman-P, GM
W. S. Harmon-

VP, CE
P. L. Fleming-CPE

Ed. 0. Woodward -0
Jas. D. Corbett-CPE

T. W. Keller-P
L. E. O'Neil-VP, GM
D. L. Keller-S, T
E. V. Bialik-PA
R. Atterbury-PA

Don Lewis-DE
H. J. Matteson-OE
L. C. Biggle-OE

H. G. Tasker-CE, DE
Wm. Lindsay-SP
C. L. Johnson-OE
I. Stokes-OE
Keith Mealey-OE
Glen Gerken-OE
George Edlen-OE
Wm. Hargens-OE
Albert Albrecht-OE

Chas. Lasswell-CE

D. C. Girard-CE

H. Howard Hill-CE

Wm. C. Aboussleman
-CE

John Novak-DE

A. C. Pearson-CE
E. R. Griffin-DE
Jack Byrd-OE

HYDRAMOTOR - TRIM-
THERM-Automatic elec-
tronic controls

GILFILLAN -Inter -phone
amplifiers, hydraulic
valves, hydraulic pumps,
strainer assemblies, wir-
ing assemblies

Oil and wax filled
capacitors

Welding equipment, re-
lays, fixed capacitors

Automatic
electronic
controls

Radios,
refrigerators,
television

Oil and wax
filled capacitors

Welding equip-
ment, relays,
fixed capacitors

HADLEY - Radio sheet Radio sheet metal
metal specialties, trans- specialties, trans-
formers and chokes formers 6 chokes

HARMAC-HARCRAFT- Radio transmitters
Radio transmitters and and receivers
receivers

Cable connectors

W. C. Wagener-CE GAMMATRON-Trans-
mitting tubes

Walter C. Elleby-CE Quartz crystals

Brunton Bauer-CE
Chas. L. Watson-DE

Louis Katz-DE

W. F. Frankart-CE
C. A. Briggs-PE
M. Glatt-PE

Laboratory and measur-
ing equipment, automat-
ic welding control
equipment, resistance
tuned audio oscillators,
audio signal generators,
vacuum tube voltmeter,
harmonic wave analyzer,
distortion analyzer, etc.

HOFFMAN - MITCHELL
- HUGHES - MISSION
BELL - Communication
equipment

HOLLYTRAN - Audio
transformers and filters

Military radio
equipment, special
transformers

Cable connectors

Transmitting tubes

Radio products

Resistance - tuned
audio oscillators,
audio signal gen-
erators, v acu um
tube voltmeter, har-
monic wave an-
alyzer, distortion
analyzer, attenua-
tion & voltage -di-
viders, etc.

Radios. phono
combinations

Audio transformers
and filters

Home receivers,
test equipment,
amateur equip-
ment
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COMPANY
& ADDRESS

*Industrial & Commer-
cial Electronics

Belmont

Jennings Radio Mfg. Co.
McLaughlin Rd.
San Jose

Saar Engineering Co.
619 Emerson St.
Palo Alto

Lake Mfg. Co.
2323 Chestnut St.
Oakland

Lenkurt Electric Co.
1138 Howard St.
San Francisco

Lewis Electronics
16 Lyndon St.
Los Gatos

Littelfuse, Inc.
200 West Ong St.
El Monte

LittonEngineeringLabs.
Redwood City

*Marine Radio Service.
Inc.

330 Broad Ave.
Wilmington

McCoIpin-Christie
Corp.

4920 S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles

Megard Corp.
1601 So. Burlington Ave.
Los Angeles

Memovox, Inc.
9242 Beverly Blvd.
Beverly Hills

Lee I. Meyberg Co.,
Inc.

70 10th St.
San Francisco

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES ENGINEERS

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

R. C. Shermund-
P, GM

C. V. Litton-VP
M. C. Keil-CPE

J. E. Jennings-PT
F. W. Gillmeister-PT

J. M. Kaar-O, GM, CE
E. W. Mersereau, Jr.-

CPE

H. IL Edgar-O, GM
J. Aletoo, Jr.-CPE, CE

L. G. Erickson-
PT, CE, DE

L E. Appert-PT, OE'
F. I. DuFrane-PT

M. Shaw-P, GM, CPE
Weldon G. Drew-VP

E. V. Sundt-P, CE
Ashford M. Wood-

VP, GM
W. J. McKay-CPE

Charles V. Litton -
0, CE

J. G. Copelin-GM
L X. Bolender-CPE

Paul F. Wiser-P, DE
E. T. Wiser-VP
R. Lewis-GM
E. Smith-CPE

S. L. Christie-P, DE
H. R. Jaenecke-PM
R. E. Sanderson-CPE

J. D. Funderberg-
P, GM

Walter M. Fagan-P
Peter C. Bryce-VP
W. J. Hopkins-CPE

A. H. Meyer-P
E. E. Young-VP
W. 1. Lancaster-SM
J. H. Moulthrop-CPE

D. G. Clifford-CE
H. E. White-DE

N. C. Helwig-R, DE
S. P. French-T, DE
Geo. Callander-OE
Carl Schneider-OE
Carl S. Chambre-OE

Garrett W. Lewis-CE
N. V. Bramley-DE
Eldred Hodges-OE

Charles V. Litton-CE

G. M. Urey-CE
T. W. Elliott-OE

C. E. Taylor-CE

Geo. P. Brubaker-CE
T. E. Graham-DE
P. B. Ugrin-OE

H. D. King-CE
B. Barney-DE
A. Grenn-OE

Transmitting tubes and
relays

Vacuum condensers and
tubes

KAAR-Receivers, trans-
mitters, marine radiotele-
phones, quartz crystals,
microphones, variable
air condensers, vibrator
power supplies, mobile
antennas

VOYCALL - Intercom-
municating equipment.
amplifiers and paging
equipment. electric sig-
nal bells, lamp annunci-
ators, telephone relays,
special signaling devices

LENKURT - Carrier tele-
phone and telegraph
equipment for wire lines
and radio

Transmitting tubes, re-
pair and rebuilding.
transmitting tubes

Circuit protecting fuses,
signal lights

Glassworldng 1 a th es,
sealing machines, vacu-
um pumps, tube parts

SEAPHONE-Communi-
cations equipment

C&C-Battery chargers &
testers, rectifiers. indus-
trial boiler water ana-
lyzers

Communication equip-
ment, amplifiers, home
radio

MEMOVOX - MEMO
DISK-Recording equip-
ment

Commercial sound sys-
tems, crystal holders

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

Transmitting tubes

Vacuum condens-
e= and tubes

Receivers. transmit-
ters, marine radio-
telephones, quarts
crystals, micro-
phones. variable
air condensers, vi-
brator power sup-
plies, mobile
antennas

Inter communicat-
ing equipment, am-
plifiers and paging
equipment elec-
tric signal bells,
lamp annunciators.
telephone relays,
special signaling
devices

Carrier telephone
& telegraph equip-
ment for wire lines
and radio

Transmitting tubes,
rebuilding tubes

Circuit protecting
fuses, signal lights

Relating to radio
and radar

Marine electronic
equipment

Battery chargers
and rectifiers

Communication
equipment, ampli-
fiers, home radio

Recording
equipment

Commercial sound
systems, crystal
holders

Miller Coil Co.
5917 So. Main St.
Los Angeles

J. W. Miller-P Paul O'Connor-CE RF coils RF coils
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COMPANY
& ADDRESS

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES ENGINEERS

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

Wm. Miller Corp.
962 W. Colorado St.
Pasadena

*Monitor Piezo
Products Co.

815 Fremont Ave.
South Pasadena

National Technical Labs.
820 Mission St.
South Pasadena

Wm. W. Miller-P, CE
D. A. Kelly-VP
Geo. W. Downs-VP
R. F. McKeman-CPE

H. E. Blasier-P, CE
Dwight H. Reay-VP
J. G. Rasmussen-VP
W. N. Johnson-PL, SU
A. G. Wallsworth-

CPE

A. 0. Beckman-P
C. A. Mason-GM
E. H. Polkinghorne-

CPE

Newcomb Audio
Products Co.

2815 S. Hill St.
Los Angeles

Pacific Clay Products
SteaPACtite Div.
906 W. Ave. 26
Los Angeles

*Pacific Radio
Crystal Co.

1035 Post St.
San Francisco

F acific Sound
Equipment Co.

1534 Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood

Packard Bell Co.
1115 S. Hope St.
Los Angeles

*Peerless Electrical
Products Co.

6920 McKinley Ave.
Los Angeles

Robert Newcomb-P

Roy Lacy-P
Vincent Palmer-VP
R. M. DePrez-CPE

Gerald A. Stoff-PT
A. S. Matthews-PT

R. G. Metzner-P, CE
Andrew Charles-GM
Wm. L. Maas-CPE

H. A. Bell-GPT
J. M. Splain-SD
H. D. Thomas. Jr.-GM
Frank A. Ware-CPE

John 0. Aalberg-P
L. W. Howard-VP
John E. Tippie-GM
E. P. Curtis-CPE

Plastic Fabricators Co. I. M. Montalto-P
440 Sansome St.
San Francisco

Precision Specialties
210 No. Western Ave.
LDS Angeles

Remler Co.. Ltd.
2101 19th at Bryant
San Francisco

J. Rabinowitz-PT, SD
L. H. Glaser-PT, GM
G. 1. Taylor-CPE

E. G. Danielson-
P, GM

Robt. C. Gray-VP
Geo. Coleman-CPE

H. H. Cary-CE
R. E. Vaniman-DE

R. W. Huber-EE

R. E. G. Dewar-CE

A. B. Rotenberg-DE
C. B. Stegman-OE

A. R. Ellsworth-CE
R. W. Hill-PE
E. H. Veeke-PE
1. Goode-PE

E. M. Keillor-CE
Ray Davidson-OE

Z. Goodman-CE
H. C. McLean-DE

H. E. Greene, Jr.-
CE, DE

H. L. Parker-OE, SE

Galvanometers, oscillo-
graphs, strain gages, vi-
bration testing equip-
ment

Quartz crystals

pH meters. Spectrophoto-
meters and Helipots

ROBOTROL - Commer-
cial sound systems

SteaPACtite -Coil
forms, choke coils, heater
cores, insulators, posts,
coaxial cable beads,
welding ferrules, lapping
plates, crystal holders,
tube bases

Quartz crystals

PORTELEC - Transcrip-
tion players, combina-
tion P -A system 6 trans-
cription players

Galvanometers, os-
cillographs, strain
gage s, vibration
testing equipment

Quartz crystals

Spectrophoto-
meters and
Helipots

Commercial sound
systems

Coil forms, choke
coils, heater cores,
insulators, posts,
coaxial cable
beads, welding fer-
rules, lapping
plates, crystal
holders, tube bases

Transcription play -
e r s, combination
P -A system and
transcription
players

PACKARD-BELL-Radio Radios-radio pho-
and test equipment nographs and

phonocords

PEERLESS - Transform-
ers, radio and radar, sole-
noids & motor windings.
fluorescent ballasts

DURASHIELD - Plastic
nameplates, panels, di-
rectional signs, aircraft
label plates, dial faces

Sockets and terminal
strips

REMLER - Battle an-
nouncer equipment, ma-
rine amplifiers, micro-
phones, signal cords,
plugs and connectors,
custom plastic molding
of electrical and elec-
tronic parts

Transformers - ra-
dio 6 radar, sole-
noids and motor
windings. fluores-
cent ballasts

Plastic nameplates.
directional signs,
aircraft label plates,
dial faces

Home radios,
recorders

Radio broadcast re-
ceivers, electronic
intercommunica-
tions, radar and
present merchant
and navy announc-
ing equipment
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COMPANY
& ADDRESS

*Rieber Inc., Frank
11916 W. Pico Blvd.
West Los Angeles

Robinette Co., W. C.
802 Fair Oaks Ave.
South Pasadena

*Sargent Co., E. M.
212 9th St.
Oakland

'Schott Co.. Walter L
9306 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES

Chas. Griffith-P, GM
Richard G. Leitner-

VP, CE, DE
R. Stanley Clarke-VP
J. Cherrett-CPE

W. C. Robinette-
P, 0, CE, DE

V. A. Robertson-GM
C. F. Tinsman-CPE

E. M. Sargent-P

Walter L. Schott-P
Arnold Schott-GM
P. D. Molen, Jr.-CPE

Searle Aero Industries M. 0. Searle-P, CE
Orange G. M. Marco-VP

M. W. Kiphart-CPE

Selenium Corp. of C. 0. Rich-P
America Eric Lidow-VP, CE

1719 W. Pico Blvd. M. Burlin-GM
Los Angeles Ellwood Reich-CPE

Signal Electric
Supply Co.

234 9th Ave.
San Francisco

N. P. Kafoury-P, GM

*Sound Equipment Norman S. Lawson-P
Corp. of Calif. Wm. A. Lower-VP

6245 Lexington Ave. Delmar Wright-GM
Hollywood E. J. Kershner-CPE

Speedex Mfg. Co.
530 Gough St.
San Francisco

Stoddart Aircraft
Radio Co.

6630 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood

Thermador Electrical
Mfg. Co.

5119 So. Riverside Dr.
Los Angeles

Leslie Logan-P

R. R. Stoddart-P
Sam Timbrell-GM

H. H. Fogwell-P

ENGINEERS

Wm. K. Rieber-OE
Frank Gilbert-OE

L. R. Pugh-OE

L. C. Ragment-CE

Frank Wilburn-CE

F. Harrington-OE
Fred Aves-OE

Marc Holzman-DE
Alfonso Quindry-OE

Philip Garner-CE, DE

D. H. Jones-CE, DE
Joe E. Turner-OE
Lawrence Rector-OE
Clarence Addis-OE

Paul J. Holmes-CE
C. L. Fleissner-OE
W. G. Hodson-OE
Nathan R. Silk-OE
Orrin Bowers-OE

H. Bolderson-CE

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

CGS-Caltron, recorders
and reproducing equip-
ment. airplane instru-
ments. radio equipment,
meteorological instru-
ments, amplifiers, amme-
ters and voltmeters, fre-
quency meters, photo-
electric devices, public
address systems

MOTRON-Electronic de-
vices and controls.
relays

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

Recording and
reproducing
equipment

Electronic devices
and controls,
relays

SARGENT-Communica- Communicating
lions equipment equipment

WALSCO-Cord assem-
blies and component
parts, radio parts and
chemicals

AMERFLEX-Searle indi-
cator light, conduit, air-
craft radio

SELCO. EMBY - Photo-
cells, instrument & relay
rectifiers, power rectifiers

Electrical-electro me-
chanical devices for
Armed Forces

Test equipment, aircraft
radio & interphones, con-
trol panels, interference
filters, radio frequency
coils, chokes and trans-
formers. custom built
portable radio, communi-
cation equipment, cus-
tom built phantom anten-
nas. audio amplifiers &
accessories, public ad-
dress systems, super-
sonic amplifiers & acces-
sories

SPEED X - Telegraph
keys and practice sets

Aircraft transmitters and
receivers, power sup-
plies, remote control an-
tenna tuning units, dum-
my antenna type DA -3,
VHF transmitters, VHF
receivers, microvolter

Transformers, laboratory
equipment

Cord assemblies &
component parts-
radio parts and
chemicals

Searle Indicator
Light, Amerflex
conduit, aircraft
radio

Photocells, instru-
ment 6 relay recti-
fiers, power
rectifiers

Electronic & signal
equipment, inter-
phones, induction
heating

Test equipment,
aircraft radio & in-
terphones, control
panel s, interfer-
ence filters, radio
frequency coils,
chokes and trans-
formers, custom
built portable ra-
dio. communication
equipment, custom
built phantom an-
tennas, audio am-
plifiers and acces-
sories. public ad-
dress systems, su-
personic amplifiers
and accessories

Telegraph keys
and practice sets

Aircraft radio
and equipment

Transformers.
laboratory
equipment
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COMPANY
& ADDRESS

CHIEF
EXECUTIVES ENGINEERS

Technical Radio Co.
275 Ninth St.
San Francisco

T. W. T. Co.
6127 So. Western St.
Los Angeles

Ungar, Inc., Harry A.
615 Ducommun St.
Los Angeles

Universal Microphone
Co.

Centinela & Warren Lane
Inglewood

Vaidaphone Co.
1323 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles

Wellman Mfg. Co.
7122 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles

Western Electro-
Mechanical Co.

300 Broadway
Oakland

C. F. Bine-P, CE
Geo. Weiss-VP, CPE
E. E. Olson-GM

Sidney Ungar-P, CE

James L. Fouch-P
Cecil L. Sly-VP
LeRoy Hannan-PM
Karl Mautz-CPE

J. E. Vaida-O
A. M. Hyne-CPE

W. N. Wellman-GM

W. J. Foster-P, GM
W. W. Scherer-

VP, CE

TRADE NAME
& PRODUCTS

POSTWAR
PRODUCTS

F. D. Wells-DE
H. Warner-DE
S. Konigsberg-OE
I. Suparich-OE

L. A. Willyard-CF.
H.S.Baumgarten-10E
Floyd Long-TE
Gerrald Kane-TE.

K. Wennenwetch-CE
Paul Rowe-DE

Carl Eliassen-CE
H. Nesbit, Jr. -0E

TECRAD - Transmitters, Transmitters,
receivers, direction receivers,
finders direction finders

Receivers, transmitters,
amplifiers

Space wound coils, 11

coils, soldering pencils

UNIVERSAL - Micro-
phones, plugs, jacks,
switches, cord
assemblies

VAIDAPHONE - Electri-
cal connectors, voice
powered telephones

Crystal hardware,
solenoids, switches

Electrical instrument
equipment, transformers,
meters, special applica-
tions

Space wound coils,
rf coils, soldering
pencils

Microphones, elec-
tro-acoustical, elec-
tro-mechanical
components

Detector unit
headsets, plastics

Solenoids and
phonette music
boxes

Electrical i n s t r u -
1 m en t equipment,

transformers, me-
ters, special appli-
cations

*Member Western Electronic Manufacturers Association.

P-President; VP-Vice President; GM-General Manager; CE-Chief Engineer; CPE-Chief Purchasing Executive; DE-Design Engineer; OE-
Other Engineers; LE-Liaison Engineer; PT-Partners; 0-Owners; LBE-Laboratory Engineer; ATP-Ass't to President; CPE-E--Chief Purchasing
Executive-Electronics; CPE-A---Chief Purchasing Executive-Aircraft; DE-R-Design Engineers-Receivers; DE-T-Transmitters; PL SU-Plant
Supt.; G.PT-General Partner; SD-Sales Director; PE-Product Engineer; PM-Production Manager; SM-Sales Mgr.; ME-Mechanical Engineer;
M-Manager; SP-Sales Production; EE-Executive Engineer.

DIRECTORY OF CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES

Following is a list of manufac-
turers' representatives resident in
California and representing manu-
facturers both in that state and
throughout the rest of the United
States. Following each name is the
representative's telephone number,
local to the city in which he head-
quarters:

Alameda
Watkins, E. J., 1531 Morton St LA 2-6784

Hollywood
Fry & Roberts, 6406 Sunset Blvd., GL -0115
Miller, Gerald B., 1051 North Havenhurst

Drive, GL -6932
Neely Enterprises. Norman B., 5334 Holly-

wood Blvd., HI -9133

Long Beach
Wallace, Don C., 4214 Country Club Drive,

Long Beach 4-3459

Los Angeles
Barbera Co., A. A., 417 South Hill St.,

VA -7121
Booth Co., Arthur E., 210 West 7th St.,

VA -5226
Bower, Fred B., 923 East Third St., MI -5906

Cohn Sales Co., S. H., 2533 South Hill St.,
PR -8836

Ealy, M. D. 1425 South Flower St., R1-9121
Ellis, R. G., 1005 North Crescent Heights

Blvd., HE -6119
Emmet Co., Frank A., 2837 West Pico Blvd.,

RO-91 I 1

Evans, Evan, 324 North San Pedro St.,
MU -7808

Farnham & Cunningham, 601 West 5th St.,
MU -8995

Fox Associates, 1157 S. Hill St., RI -0383
Henry Co., Paul, 2037 South LaCienega

AS -4-2722
Hill Sales Co., J. T., 800 West 1 1 th St.,

PR -7503
Hitt Co., W. C., 1341 South Hope St.,

RI -9121
Hoppe & Co., W. A., 516 East 4th St.,

TU-3768
Hughes, Emmett N., Room 505, 1709 West

8th St., FE -8441
Jordan, E. J., 650 South Grand Ave., TR-7403
Joslyn Co. of California, 5100 District Blvd.,

JE-4251
Knight, Inc., W. Bert, 908 Venice Blvd.,

RI -6362
Lasure Co., Harry A., 2216 West 1 1 th St.,

DR -1263
Lippincott Co., Inc., 311 South Spring St.,

MU -8186
Lombard Smith Co., 2032 Santa Fe Ave.,

KI-3297

Lynch, C. R., 210 West 7th St., VA -3805
Marshall Tool & Supply Co., 1224 South

Santa Fe Ave., TR-6456
Marshank Sales Co., 2022 West 1 1th St.,

DR -6842
Ncel, R. J., 2710 South Hill St., PR -3672
Perlmuth & Associates, J. J., 942 Maple

Ave., TR-7353
Pope, Jr., James C., 1425 S. Flower St.,

RI -9121
Po -ter, Don, 1440 South Robertson Blvd.,

BR -2-1473
Radio Products Sales Co., 238 West 15th

St., PR -2488
Rodman & Co., 1827 South Hope St.,

PR -1381
Rupp, Vern T., 1406 S. Grand Ave., PR -9516
Sanford Co., D. E., 1049 South Hill St.,

PR -1481
See, C. C., 453 Powell St.
Sievers, Edward 5., 417 South Hill St.,

MI -3691
Sperry, Lewis E., 1406 South Grand Ave.,

R1-0941
Stone Co., Carl A., 1406 South Grand Ave.,

PR -2818
Tivy, George S., 1406 South Grand Ave.,

RI -6191
Trade -Wind Motorfans, Inc., 5725 South

Main St., AD -5217
Twomey Co., Inc., E. F., 725 Mateo St.,

TR-9467
(Continued on page 2081
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SURVEY of WIDE READING
Electronic news in the world's press. Review of engineer-
ing, scientific and industrial journals. here and abroad

Dielectric Constants and Power
Factors at Centimeter
Wavelengths
C. R. Englund (Bell System Tichni-
cal Journal, January, 1944).

A resonance method has been de-
veloped to determine the power fac-
tor and the dielectric constant of
various dielectrics in the centimeter
wavelengths range. The underlying
theory is explained, method and ap-
paratus used described and resulth
tabulated.

Dielectric Constant of Ionized
Air in a Tube
Nurul Alam and S. R. Khastgir (In-
dian Journal of Physics, Calcutta,
August, 1943).

dielectric constant
of ionized air in a discharge tube
has been measured for wavelengths
from about 80 cm to 1,500 cm. The
discharge tube was inserted between
two capacitor plates connected to
the input terminals of a pair of
Lecher wires. A conventional oscil-
lator was used to induce oscillations
in the system and a short-circuiting
bridge moved until resonance was
indicated by a detector, also coupled
to the input terminals of the wire
system. The resonance lengths for
discharge and no discharge condi-
tion of the tube are required to
compute the dielectric constant.

Three distinct minima in the
value for the dielectric constant at
175 cm, 310 cm and 370 cm were
established, as will be seen from
the diagram. The minima are
closely connected with resonant os-
cillations in these frequency ranges
which could be detected when the
oscillator was not working. Further,
layers of different electron density
were observed in the plasma, justi-
fying a theory which attributes a
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resonant frequency to an ionized
medium and gives a relation be-
tween this resonant frequency and
the electron density. The resonance
oscillations explain the unusual
minima in the curve of the dielec-
tric constant as a function of fre-
quency, so that all three experi-
mental phenomena are tied up by
the theory.

Ground and Cloud Scatter of
Electromagnetic Radiation
T. L. Eckersley, G. Millington and
W. Cox (Nature, London, March 18,
1944).

Experiments in the frequency
range of from 7 to 20 megacycles
have been carried out to investigate
whether the echo phenomena ob-
served are due to scattering by
clouds in the E layer or by the
ground. The shortest possible de-
lay time for both cases was calcu-
lated and comparison with the ex-
perimental results definitely showed
cloud scattering to be responsible.
However, it is not proved that
ground scattering does not exist
and, as the cloud scatter will di-
minish for higher frequencies, it is
thought possible that ground -scat-
ter will predominate at frequencies
greater than 30 megacycles.

An Automatic Vibration
Analyzer
F. G. Marble (Bell Laboratories
Record, April, 1944).

The device is designed to measure
the power plant and airplane vibra-
tion characteristics in flight. Speed
in obtaining the data and in their
analysis to locate the source of the
trouble is of great importance.
For rapid evaluation Of the data, it
is necessary to determine the am-
plitude of vibration at a frequency
equal to a number of selected mul-
tiples of engine rpm, when the en-
gine speed is continuously changed.
The device can be used with a re-
corder to draw curves of the ampli-
tude of vibration of selected mul-
tiples of engine rpm as a function
of engine speed, which is assumed
to range from 500 to 3,000 rpm. It
is desired to cover a frequency
range from 3.33 to 500 cycles per
second, but because of the difficulty

in separating very low frequencies,
the full accuracy of the analyzer is
not guaranteed below 5.5 cycles.

The nature of vibration at some
point on the engine or airplane is
indicated by the electrical output of
a pickup device attached at that
point. The output of the tachometer
is amplified and rectified and con-
trols the motion of the chart on
the recorder so that it takes a posi-
tion that represents the engine
speed. The oscillator and its ac-
cessory equipment is designed and
adjustably controlled by the tach-
ometer output to have a frequency
of 92,000 + F, where F is equal
to the particular multiple of the
engine rpm to be measured. It
will be seen that the oscillator,
modulator, filter, demodulator com-
bination will pass only the fre-
quency F, provided the filter has a
narrow pass band around 92,000
cycles per second; the pass band of
the crystal filter used is 4 cycles
wide. The output of the amplifier
and rectifier controls the position of
the recording pen.

Expander Circuit
M. 0. Felix (Wireless World, Lon-
don, March, 1944).

A volume expander to increase the
high .amplitudes (reduced before
transmission or recording) is sug-
gested. In the cathode follower cir-
cuit shown, the variable mu -tube is
connected in parallel with output
resistor R2 and if its impedance-
the inverse of its mutual conduc-
tance-is negligibly small compared
to R1 and R2, the output voltage will
be proportional to the tube imped-
ance; this will be seen if only the
circuit components R,, R2 and the
tube, considered as an impedance
in parallel to R2, are studied. With
the type of tube used in the figure,

(Continued on page 202)
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"Right On The Button"

L

O

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
DISTRIBUTION CURIE-TRAWSCONDUCTANCE

Conscientious electronic equipment
manufacturers avoid special selection of
tubes. When a battlefront tube replace-
ment is made, they want "on the button"
performance. They allow for possible addi-
tive effects of tolerances for other compo-
nents - and for the many minor differ-
ences of equipment assembly, wiring, and
adjustment. Also they realize it is imprac-
ticable to manufacture all electronic tubes
of a given type exactly alike. Yet they
demand and deserve close observance of
their tolerances for each tube charac-
teristic. (See A and C on the distribution
curve.) Hytron insists on still tighter fac-

ot. oEs1
EXCLUSIVE

MANUFACTURER

CAV
sqLEM A N

TUBES

OF

tory specifications. (Compare A' and C'.)
Hytron goes still further. Based on past

experience - its own and others' - when-
ever practicable a "bogie", or desired
goal, for each characteristic is set. (Com-
pare B.) Controlled design and production
aim at producing the majority of tubes with
this preferred value, which is not necessar-
ily and arbitrarily midway between toler-
ances. It is rather the ideal for peak per-
formance-dictated by experience and at-
tainable ii exact duplication were possible.

Specify Hytron for tighter specifications
- for "bogie" -controlled production -
for uniform performance.

RAD10
RECEIVING

NEWBURYPORT,
MASS. BUY

ANOTHER
WAR BOND
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The 33888 Shield and the
33008 Socket

Another exclusive Millen Designed
for Application product is the No.
33888 shield for use with the 33008
octal socket. By its use, the elec-
trostatic isolation of the grid and
plate circuits of single -ended metal
tubes can be increased to secure
greater stability and gain.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

WHAT'S NEW
HU I Plastic Preheater

RCA Victor Division of the Radio Corp.
of America has put in production for June
deliveries an automatic electronic oven for
pre -heating plastic materials to ready them
for the molding process.

The new unit, model 2-B Electronic Power
Generator, is a compact, self-contained pack-
age item. Proportioned somewhat along the
lines of a small electric refrigerator, the
cabinet is designed with a built-in, easy -to -
reach heating electrode assembly in a cham-
ber at the top. A wire mesh lid is closed
over the heating chamber when in use, in-
suring safety without shielding the work
material from view. The cover of the
heating chamber opens automatically and
shuts off the power at the expiration of a
pre -determined heating interval.

Timer. power controls and indicators are
mounted on a tilted control panel. Access
to tubes and components of the generator
equipment is provided by front and rear
doors equipped with power disconnect
switches and key locks to prevent entry
except by authorized maintenance personnel.

To pre -heat plastic preforms for molding,
the operator simply places the preform on
the bottom electrode, then closes the coun-
ter -balanced lid, automatically bringing the
retracting upper electrode into contact with
the work, and presses the starter button.
The top electrode mounting and operating
mechanism is designed to permit the elec-
trode to seat flat and exert uniform pres-
sure on any thickness of preform within
its operating range. At the end of the
heating cycle, the pre-set timer automatical-
ly opens the lid and shuts off the power.
The synchronous timer, adjusted by
,leans of a knoh on the front panel, may
be set for time cycles from two seconds to
120 seconds.

The generator delivers up to 2000 watts
of power. or 6800 BTU per hour, into a
dielectric load of average characteristics.
with an input of approximately 4.5 kw max-
imum and a line voltage of 200-240 volts,
50-60 cycle, single phase. Ultra -high oper-
ating frequency (approximately 27.4 mega-
cycles) insures rapid heating of a wide
variety of materials without danger of arc -
over between plates. The unit is equipped
with two RCA 833A oscillator tubes, four
RCA 8008 rectifier tubes, and two RCA 2060
control tubes.

Automatic overload relays guard against
tube overloads, and an automatic time -delay

relay prevents damage which might other-
wise result from starting the unit without
an adequate filament warm-up. The unit
is completely shielded to minimize the pos-
sibility of radio interference. An automatic
filament voltage regulator, capable of han-
dling a line voltage range of 190 to 260
volts, supplies constant voltage to tube fila-
ments.

An additional ingenious feature consists
of two infra -red lamps installed in the heat-
ing chamber, providing auxiliary radiant
heat to prevent cooling of the preform sur-
faces by the surrounding air. The entire
mechanism is cooled by filtered air from a
built-in blower system. Dual filters are
used in order to insure maximum cleanliness
of the cooling air.

ariable Inductor
This new VI -C inductor, developed by

United Transformer Co., 150 Varick St..
New York. has an adjustable inductance
variation of plus 90 to minus 50 per cent
from a mean value. It is thus suitable for

use in oscillators. (a model with 30 per
cent tap for Hartley circuits is available),
tuned amplifiers, equalizers and filters. It
is housed in a die cast case, weighs approxi-
mately 5 oz. and the inductance is varied
by means of an Allen wrench. There are
nineteen standard types, from .0085 to
33.0 henries.

Orientation Table
A new type of quartz orientation table

has been developed by the Robert H.
Clark Co., 9330 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif.. with which standard
X-ray readings may be duplicated accu-
rately. The table can be rotated 360 de-
grees and has a plainly visible scale and
pointer for indicating X-ray corrections.
Adjustments are provided which automati-
cally compensate for wear; spring -loaded
gears eliminate backlash. The table and
mechanism are cast bronze, chromium
plated. Simple micrometer cross adjust-
ments are provided for horizontal travel in
both directions and these together with the
101/2 -in. 360 degree primary rotation scale
make possible a simple and positive orien-
tation method.

(Continued on page 269)
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Wetattfile
UHF PRECISION

FREQUENCY
METER

Recommended
for:

PRODUCTION
TESTING

MEASUREMENT
OF

OSCILLATOR
DRIFT

INDEPENDENT
ALIGNMENT

OF TRANSMITTERS

AND RECEIVERS

PRECISE
MEASUREMENTS

OF FREQUENCIES

SIMULTANEOUS
MONITORING

AND MEASURING
OF

UHF TRANSMITTERS

Available
Only on

High Priority While

Our Nation.
Is At War

Vonitoring and Measuring
UHF Transmitter

Battery or AC-Operated

Accuracy
0.1%

Models available from 100

to 2000 megacycles
with 2

to 1 frequency
coverage

Du each model.

XcevokcZakitakria
RADIO ENGINEERS

AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGAN
VILLE, N. J.

>NV.: INDUSTRIFS

pecialists in the Development
June, 1944
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1111.,ASHINGTON
Latest Electronic News Developments Summarized

by Electronic Industries' Washington Bureau

AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT UP SHARPLY
-Airborne electronic equipment production is rising
very steeply and as projected over the latter half of
1944 will be nearly double the requirements of last
year, but at the same time, the schedules for ground
radar and ground radio, fixed and mobile, as blue-
printed by the armed services will dip downward
sharply for the remainder of this year. The Signal
Corps' requirements up to now have been the chief
indicator for the radio -electronic industry, but the
Navy's increased scheduling of production is at present
above the Army and is expected to advance substan-
tially in the next few months.

NAVY REQUIREMENTS A CUSHION-The Navy's re-
quirements are viewed definitely as a cushion to main-
tain the high level of radio -electronics production that
has been the fare of the industry for the past 18
months. Radio and electronic equipment requirements,
as revealed by the Army and Navy, as of March 1 con-
stitute 4 per cent of the total munitions needs of the
armed services.

PLAN TO REMEDY DISLOCATION-Because of the
sharp shift to airborne equipment the WPB Radio and
Radar Division is endeavoring to cooperate with the
manufacturers and armed services to have the air-
borne electronic producers on a voluntary basis and
as far as is feasible subcontract portions of their Army -
Navy orders to the plants which have been specializing
in ground radar and ground radio.

BEST USE OF FACILITIES-This subcontracting move
is aimed to get the best possible maximum use of all
existing production facilities and to give the armed
services greater flexibility in the scheduling and ful-
fillment of their equipment orders. It likewise is aimed
to extend subcontracting both for end -products and
for components. It is felt that this plan will aid in
preventing dislocations of production by the ground
radar and ground radio manufacturers. It also will
bring to the forefront in the minds of the manage-
ment of the latter branch of the industry that recon-
version to civilian production is not "just around the
corner."

STUDY RESEARCH TRENDS-The WPB Radio and
Radar Division Director who has achieved such a nota-
ble record in his government career in the coordina-
tion of military electronic production made an exten-
sive inspection of the research trends, the types and
quantities of products being manufactured in Russia
and the organization and facilities of the Soviet radio
and radar industry. The results of his observations
are most important for the American industry in its
planning for the immediate future of the next two
years.

SOVIET REQUIREMENTS-The two months' study of
Soviet electronic equipment requirements, made by
Director Ray C. Ellis of the WPB Radio and Radar
Division, brought out the forecast that Russian re-
quirements for radio tubes and parts are expected to

increase in 1944 and 1945. It was stressed that if these
Soviet requirements are to be met by the American
industry it is essential that Russian orders to the
American industry cover products currently being pro-
duced and not items becoming obsolete. Mr. Ellis vis-
ited representative radio and radar laboratories and
factories in Moscow and the Ural region and discussed
at numerous conferences with Soviet officials the gen-
eral production plans of the industry in the United
States so that the Soviet requirements could be syn-
chronized as much as possible with the manufacturing
program in America.

SURVEY OF TUBE STOCKS-A most important study
to determine what can be released from Army and
Navy stocks of vacuum tubes, featured by a stock con-
trol survey of the Signal Corps' inventory at the Phila-
delphia Signal Depot, has been launched. The Signal
Corps is planning a control of both its inventories and
future scheduling so as to secure tubes on the basis
of actual requirements and not on estimates.

ANALYSIS OF TUBE REQUIREMENTS-The vacuum
tube industry, the WPB and the Office of Civilian Re-
quirements, in addition, are planning an analysis of
the complete and true tube requirements of the armed
services and civilian users. For the immediate present
there is to be no upturn in the production quotas of
civilian home receiver tubes. In regard to future sur-
plus tubes, released by the armed services, the tube
manufacturing industry has made a most important
recommendation that it should assume the responsi-
bility of testing and reconditioning such tubes before
their sale to civilian users and services-this seems to
be an excellent pattern for all industry to follow in
the disposal of surpluses from the armed forces.

CHANGE IN DRAFT-Until the fortunes of war clearly
define the requirements of the armed services, the
radio -electronic industry can keep its key workers in
the age group from 26-30 until next December 1 and
the men from 30 to 38 will remain in essential civilian
war work untouched by induction indefinitely. It is
hoped that Selective Service can maintain this policy;
of course, General Hershey and his aides are in a most
difficult spot to forecast the Army -Navy manpower
needs. The armed forces cannot take any chances in
fighting such tough foes and, if the policies for the
draft have to be continuously changing-as witness the
situation which prevailed before the May issue of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES went to press-it can only
be chalked up to another situation of "C'est la guerre."

MISCELLANY-The WPB requires its advance written
permission before critical electronic components and
parts can be sold to jobbers and distributors for civil-
ian use; prime contractors and component manufac-
turers must heed carefully the early May warning of
Radio and Radar Division Assistant Director John S.
Timmons . . . FCC has launched comprehensive study
of use of radio communications by railroads, will take
two years to complete.

National Press Building ROLAND C. DAVIES
Washington, D. C. Washington Editor
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wherever a tube is used...

THERE'S A JOB FOR

BY GUARDIAN
The filaments of oscillator type tubes require a "warm up" of 20 to 30
seconds which is usually provided by a time delay relay such as
Guardian's Type T-100. In this relay the time delay is adjustable
between 10 and 60 seconds and is accomplished by means of a re-
sistance wound bi-metal in series with a resistor. The contact capacity
of the T-100 is 1500 watts on 110 volt, 60 cycle, non -inductive AC.
The power consumption of coil and time delay during closing of the
thermostatic blade is approximately 10 VA; after closing, 5.5 VA.

A similar relay giving almost the same performance but costing
somewhat less is the Series T-110. This relay may be equipped with
an extra set of open or closed contacts, if desired. In industrial control,
both relays may be used in applications requiring the changing of cir-
cuits after a predetermined interval.

R. F. SHORT WAVE THERAPY
Radio Ditsermy is used in therapeutic treatmstat
of bruises, sprains, dislocations, arthritis, frac-
tures, respostory and sinus diseases. Oscillator
type tubes generate the required high frequency.

T-100 Laminated Time Delay Relay
Send for Bulletin R-5

T-110 Tire Delay Relay (not laminated)
Send for Bulletin R-5

Consult Guardian whene%er a tube is used-
however-Relays by Guardian are NOT lim-
ited to tune applications but are used wher-
ever autora.ic control is desired for making,
breaking, cr changing the characteristics of
rier-enl ,;..uils.

GUARDIAN 10 ELECTRIC
1622-G W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE OE RELAYS SINNING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
Municipal Signal Assn.
at Boston, in October

The 49th annual meeting of the
International Signal Association,
Inc., will be held at Hotel Statler,
Boston, Mass., October 2-3-4-5, 1944.
Theme of the meeting will be
"Today's Work-Tomorrow's Plans"
and outstanding authorities will
deliver papers on all phases of
municipal signaling work - fire
alarm, police telegraph, radio com-
munication (for both fire and
police depts.), traffic signals, etc.
There will also be open forums
participated in by members of the
association for discussion of vari-
ous divisions of the work. It is
expected that leading manufac-
turers in this field will have dis-
plays and demonstrations of equip-
ment.

All those interested in, or af-
fected by, municipal signaling
work, whether members of the
association or not, are cordially
invited to attend this annual con-
ference, by Irvin Shulsinger, sec-
retary, 8 E. 41st St., N. Y.

Chicago "Electronic hub"
-sex Pres. Ill. Mfrs. Assn.

Chicago's postwar role as the
leading production center of elec-
tronic, radar and radio equipment
was forecast during an April state-
ment by J. C. McKeever, president
of the Illinois Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation and head of The Gerlach-
Barklow Co. of Joliet, Ill.

"More than 100 plants, large and
small, are planning for big expan-
sion in this relatively new indus-
try," he said. Growth of radio and
radio tube manufacturing in the
Windy City, McKeever observed,
has vastly exceeded the 1939 figure
of $70,000,000. He cited Western
Electric, the largest electronic
plant in Chicago with a personnel
of 29,000, which had rolled up
estimated war sales for last year
amounting to $575,000,000.

Envisioning a tremendous post-
war market for home radio sets
alone, McKeever declared that, due
to the shortage of skilled service-
men, the rate at which radio sets
have been discarded and thrown
out of service has increased from
10 per cent a year to about 18 per
cent.

"That gives us a two-year back-
log of 25 to 30 per cent," he com-
puted, "plus the normal 10 per
cent of the current year in which
production is resumed. That means
30 to 40 per cent, if production
were to be resumed this Spring.

And there were an estimated 60,-
000,000 radios in service at the out-
break of the war."

Conventions and
Meetings ahead
Society for Measurement and Con-

trol (New York Section Meeting),
June 6, Newark, N. J.

Radio Manufacturers Association
(B. Geddes, 1317 F. Street, Wash-
ington, D. C.), 20th annual meet-
ing, June 6-7, Chicago, Ill.

Institute of Radio Engineers (330
West 42nd Street, New York City),
June 7, September 6, October 4,
New York.

Radio Club of America (11 West
42nd Street, New York City), June
8, New York.

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (Ernest Hartford, 29
West 39th Street, New York),
Semi -Annual Meeting, June 19-
20, Pittsburgh.

American Physical Society (K. K.
Darrow, Columbia University,
New York City), June 23, 24,
Rochester, N. Y.

American Society for Testing Ma-
terials (260 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia), June 26-30, New
York City.

American Institute of Electrical
Engineers (H. H. Henline, 29
West 39th Street, New York);
Summer Technical Meeting,
June 26-30, St. Louis, Mo.; Pa-
cific Coast Technical Meeting,
Aug. 29 -Sept. 1, Los Angeles.

Electronic Parts and Equipment
Industry Conference (Herb
Clough, Beldon Mfg. Co., Chica-
go), October 6-9, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, Chicago.

Electrochemical Society (Colin G.
Fink, Columbia University, New
York City), Fall Meeting, October
13-14, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.

American Welding Society (G.
Sykes, 30 East 42nd Street, New
York City), October 16-19, Hotel
Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio.

Speeds War News
Difficulties in transmitting war

news-of ttimes a plague to press
correspondents - have been over-
come on the Italian front by the
first American wholly -owned com-
mercial radio station on the con-
tinent of Europe. Reports reaching
offices of RCA Communications,
Inc., in New York, tell of a remark-
able feat in which engineers of the
company installed the station from
scratch in less than one month and
now are flashing on -the -spot news
accounts at a rate as high as 240
words a minute.

NEMA Electronic Section
Discusses Tubes, Charts, etc.

Reports by committee chairmen
of the National Electrical Manu-
facturers' Association Electronics
Section occupied the meeting held
by the section at NEMA head-
quarters in New York April 13.
Henry J. Hoffman, sales manager
of Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Nor-
walk, Conn., chairman of the sec-
tion, presided.

Charles A. Rice, vice-president of
the United Electronics Co., Newark,
N. J., discussed the work of the
RMA-NEMA tube coordination com-
mittee, which is headed by 0. H.
Caldwell, editor of "Electronic In-
dustries" as impartial chairman.

N. A. Woodford, electronic -tube
commercial manager of the North
American Philips Co., chairman of
the section's business development
committee, presented a detailed
report on the activities of his
group, including industry -diagram
charts, which the NEMA Section
has proposed to prepare in co-
operation with the electronic

D. Y. Smith, of the Radio Cor-
poration of America, reported on
a section prospectus.

Next meeting of the NEMA
Electronics Section will be held the
first week of June at the Sagamore
Hotel, Bolton Landing, N. Y.

Trade Meeting in
October

The Electronic Parts and Equip-
ment Industry Conference will be
held at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago, October 6th to 9th inclu-
sive (instead of in June), and will
be attended by the Sales Managers
Club (Eastern Group), the Associa-
tion of Electronic Parts and Equip-
ment Manufacturers (Western
Group), the Representatives Club,
and the National Electronic Distrib-
utors Association and other parts
distributors. Herb Clough of Belden
Mfg. Co., has been elected chairman
of the conference, heading the con-
ference committee consisting of:
Robert P. Almy (Sylvania), Charles
Golenpaul (Aerovox), Harry Kalker
(Sprague), Roy S. Laird (Ohmite),
A. E. Schaar, (Talk -a -Phone), Jack
Berman (Shure Brothers), A. H.
Petersen (Amphenol), A. E. Akeroyd
(Raytheon), and Jesse Fishel (Fed-
eral Mfg. Co.).

The usual June date proved un-
feasible this year, due to the Presi-
dential Nomination Convention be-
ing held on June 17th in Chicago.
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Get flexible lighting
for each employee...each job...
with DAZORIkaws9 LAM PS

MORE PRODUCTION
Both machine and hand operations go
faster, more smoothly, with controlled
localized lighting. Dazor Floating Lamps
help employees improve and maintain
efficiency.

HIGHER ACCURACY
Adequate lighting aids precision, re-
duces errors, conserves materials by
cutting down spoilage. Dazor high
intensity illumination is just right for
inspection tasks.

GREATER SAFETY
By lighting dark areas and danger points,
eliminating reflected glare, reducing eye-
strain and fatigue, Dazor Floating Lamps
help to check accidents at the source.

LOWER COSTS
Dazor Floating Lamps deliver produc-
tive, economical light. Option of fluo-
rescent or incandescent lamps and
4 base types provides a correct fit
for each installation. I

CHOICE OF 4 BASES

Employees differ ... and jobs differ ... in their
lighting needs. That, in a nutshell, is the reason
for the Dazor Floating Lamp-the first lamp with
complete lighting flexibility at the point of work.
The operator's finger-tip touch floats the Dazor
Lamp to the exact position desired, where it stays
put without fastening. An enclosed balancing
mechanism holds the lamp arm at the place
chosen ... firmly ... automatically.
At the left are typical advantages of Dazor illumi-
nation on machine tools, assembly lines, inspec-
tion benches and drafting boards. To gauge these
economies fully, get details from your experi-
enced and cooperative Dazor-appointed distribu-
tor. If you'd like this 16 -page de-
scriptive booklet, ask for Booklet
"E"; we'll send it promptly.
Dazor Manufacturing Co., 4463
Duncan Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo.

Call your electrical wholesale supplier or write us
for the names of our distributors in your locality.

DAZOR Tea/al LAM PS
UNIVERS. !INCH PEDESTAL
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* TELEVISION TODAY* *
News Developments in the Video Field

Columbia Crges Immediate
Television Improvement

Documenting its decision to urge
and work for an early adoption of
better standards for postwar tele-
vision with an elaborately printed
report, Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem late in April drew together a
large gathering of representatives
of the press, technical experts and
station executives to set forth the
CBS position and policy. The report
makes plain that CBS believes tech-
nical advances have reached the
stage where greatly improved
standards for both black and white
and color television are possible
now and that a year's intensive
study of the few remaining prob-
lems undertaken immediately and
pushed to fruition by the nation's
laboratories would save fully five
years and bring a far better grade
of postwar television just that much
nearer.

But no matter what else is done,
it is believed that the 18 narrow
television channels now available
will never be adequate and that at
least twice this number, obtainable
by "moving upstairs" should be pro-
vided. When these things are done
CBS envisions "large pictures in

color or in black and white which
do not 'go to pieces'; a broader
field of vision, more distant views
clearly seen; better close-ups with
a realistic showing of details, tex-
ture of clothing and of small let-
tering on packages, and finally a
television picture that can be
viewed with no more eye fatigue
than going to the movies."

TBA stands pat
It is the considered opinion of the

Television Broadcasters Association,
however, according to a statement
from that body that "the present
standards, based on sound engi-
neering judgment, provide an excel-
lent basis for commercial television
in the postwar era." The public
statement issued by CBS, it is
claimed by TBA "is contrary to the
carefully considered recommenda-
tions of engineers of the industry
comprising the television panel of
the Radio Technical Planning
Board. The CBS statement deals
in the realm of speculation and is
not based on experience or sound
technical principles. It is a reflec-
tion upon the competence and in-

( Continued on page 2561

*Title registered U. S. Patent Office.

How Many Televisors in
Use in East, Now?

To get up-to-date information on
the present operating status of the
television receivers now in the
hands of the public, NBC recently
made a survey during which 4,590
questionnaires, in letter form, were
mailed to the NBC television mail-
ing list. Of this group, 189 were
returned by the post office indi-
cating that the addressee had
moved.

From the 4,401 valid mailings,
1,412 returns-some 32.1 per cent-
were tabulated.

The first question asked was -
"What make of television receiver
do you own?" Reports on 1,434 re-
ceivers (22 returns reporting more
than one receiver), indicated:

Per cent
870-RCA 60.7
149-DuMont 10.4
146-G -E 10.2
84-Andrea 5.9
21-Westinghouse 1.4

157-Other Makes 10.9
7-Don't Know and No

Answer 0.5

'Continued on page 2541
100.0

RTPB PANEL

A preliminary layout of the VHF
portion of the spectrum that in-
volves television was tentatively re-
ported by Sub -committee of Com-
mittee 4 Panel 6 RTPB. This report
represents only preliminary studies,
and is illustrated by the allocation
diagram below, compared with the
presently assigned frequencies. In
certain locations, as for instance,

Here television bands are in black;

PROPOSED

PLAN

PRESENT

ALLOCATIONS

SUGGESTS VHF TELEVISION

Philadelphia and New York, where
television signals from each area
might overlap, a division of the 26
bands between the two localities is
suggested. Each of the bands would
have a nominal width of 6 mc.

It is generally agreed among en-
gineers of industry that engineers
of television must be allocated fre-
quencies in the lower portion of

AM-indicates amateurs;

10

G

125 150

ALLOCATION

the VHF band if television is to be-
come immediately available to the
general public as a broadcast serv-
ice. The RTPB as a whole has not
yet made any formal recommenda-
tions with respect to television's
place in the frequency spectrum
however, because the work of the
television panel of the board has
not yet been completed.

A-aircraft; G --government services; S-spocial services

715 100

S

AM

A

G

G

13 14 15 16'17 18 19

175

20

115200 250

G A G

275

G

300
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COOP NIPS MR WY/SAW
Since National Union established r ew produc-
tion records on cathode-ray tubes-the dream
of low-cost television for the average post-war
home has taken a long step toward fulfillment.

Consider the fact that National Union has suc-
ceeded in raising its cathode-ray tube pro-
duction to a volume many times greater than
the combined pre-war C -R tube output of
the entire industry! To achieve suca a produc-
tion mira:le required, of course, completely
new techniques, new mechanical aids to opera-
tors, new quality control measures But above
all, it required imagination and technical
capacity to cut loose from the long prevalent
conception that the manufacture of cathode-

ray tubes was strictly a laboratory project.
N. U. engineers proved that these laboratory
techniques could be adapted to high speed
streamline mass production. And, it is signifi-
cant that N. U. C -R tubes have acquired at the
same time an international quality reputation,
with special distinction for their superior
fluorescent screens.

In the post-war expansion of television, as in
other applications of electronic tubes for home
and industry, National Union achievements in
engineering and production have set new hori-
zons. Remember to coun: on National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
Factories.. Newark and MaPlewood, N. J ; Lansdale and Robesonia, Pa.

NATIONAL tUNION
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
T ,Ray. Special Purpose Tubes  Condensers  Volans Controls  Photo Electric Cell.  Panel Lamps  Flashlight Balks
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WILEY BOOKS in

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS

Post-war plans in your field are being made now. Now is the time,
then, to step up your knowledge. Be ready for new duties. Look
over the important titles listed below. Make your selection and
order from the coupon today.

FIELDS AND WAVES IN MODERN RADIO
By Simon Ramo and John R. Whinnery

503 Pages $5.00
Authoritative data on high -frequency circuits, skin effect, shielding problems,
problems of wave transmission and reflection, transmission lines and wave
guides, cavity resonators, and antennas and other radiating systems-with a
rigorous account of the technique of applying field and wave theory to the
solution of modern radio problems.

HOW TO PASS RADIO LICENSE
EXAMINATIONS-Second Edition
By CHARLES E. DREW
320 Pages $3.00
Newly revised and brought up to date, this
well-known book, in question -and -answer
form, offers much helpful material to ama-
teur radio operators, radiotelephone and tele-
graph operators, whether interested in
broadcasting, marine, aeronautical, or any
other field of radio transmission and re-
ception.

RADIO RECEIVER DESIGN-Part I
By K. R. STURLEY
435 Pages $4.50
Communications engineers will want to own
this book, which covers radio frequency am-
plification and detection. A detailed study.
stage by stage, beginning with the aerial
and going as far as the detector.

TIME BASES-(Scanning Generators/
By 0. S. PUCKLE
204 Pages $2.75
Covers the subject from both the design and
the development points of view; assembles
more time bases circuits than have hereto-
fore been available in one volume.

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO-Fourth Edition
By KEITH HENNEY
549 Pages $3.50
A complete and authoritative presentation of
radio. in its fundamentals as well as its re-
cent developments. Partial list of contents
includes: Ohm's Law; Inductance; Capaci-
tance; Circuits; Coils; the Vacuum Tube:
Amplifiers; Rectifiers; Oscillators; Television
etc. Profusely illustrated.

COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS
-Second Edition
By L. A. WARE and H. R. REED
330 Pages $3.50
An expansion of an eminently successful book
to Include new material on physical aspects
of wave guide transmission, impedance
matching, solution of circuits, and the theory
of rectangular and cylindrical wave guides.

HYPER AND ULTRA-
HIGH FREQUENCY ENGINEERING
By ROBERT I. SARBACHER and
WILLIAM A. EDSON
644 Pages $5.50
A practical treatment of an important new
branch of communications engineering, re-
quiring no special advanced knowledge. Of
value to the beginner, as well as those hav-
ing some familiarity with the subject.

GUIDE TO CATHODE RAY PATTERNS
By MERWYN BLY
30 Pages $1.50
Important for technicians and laboratory
workers. This book summarizes briefly by
means of sketches and captions the cathode-
ray pattern types encountered in the usual
course of laboratory and test bench work.

FUNDAMENTAL RADIO EXPERIMENTS
By ROBERT C. HIGGY
96 Pages $1.50
Thirty-two basic experiments In electricity,
eleotronics and radio, with a full explanation
of the principles involved as well as labora-
tory procedure.

BASIC ELECTRICITY FOR
COMMUNICATIONS
By WILLIAM H. TIMBIE
603 Pages $3.50
A simple, clear presentation of the funda-
mentals of electricity and their application
in the problems of communications and ra-
dio. The first twelve chapters illustrate the
principles by simple application to communi-
cations appliances. The remainder of the book
covers the appliances and their operation.

SHORT-WAVE WIRELESS
-Fourth Edition
By A. W. LADNER and C. R. STONER
573 Pages $6.00
The latest facts and theory (as far as they
may be released now) on the many leading
American, English and European develop-
ments taking place in short-wave and ultra -
short -wave work.

...... ", ON APPROVAL COUPON
JOHN WILEY & SONS. INC.
440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me on ten days' approval the books I have checked in this advertisement
(or I am attaching to this coupon a separate list of the books desired). At the end of
that time, if I decide to keep the books, I will remit Indicated price plus postage;
otherwise I will return the books postpaid.
NAME

sos

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE

EMPLOYED BY
El -s-44

KLYSTRON
CHARACTERISTICS

(Continued from page 93)

for the TM (transverse magnetic)
modes where k is defined by:

Jn (k) = 0
n = 0,1,2,3,..
m - 0,I,2,3,....

For the TE (transverse electric)
modes the resonant wavelength is
determined by Bessel function deri-
vatives, J'n (K')

I (Mt 2 k'
Tv 11;) (21f7i)

.1;1 (k') 0

n = 0,1,2,3,....
m' =

(2)

Resonator characteristics
Shape and size obviously deter-

mine the resonant wavelength of a
cavity resonator. The losses in the
inner wall of the metal cavity and
the ratio of volume to surface area
determines Q, so that in general a
shape which provides an increased
ratio of the volume to the surface
area improves the Q of the cavity.
It is also true that the same shape
with larger dimensions and longer
resonant wavelength has a higher
value of Q. A sharp reentrant point
in a resonator may increase the
current concentration tremendously
and greatly reduce the Q.

The electron beam passing the
grids of a Klystron resonator also
influences Q. Since the space
charge between the resonator grids
depends on both current and velo-
city, both the beam current and
the acceleration voltage affect the
amount that Q is reduced by the
presence of an electron beam in a
resonator. Secondary electrons, if
present, may have a considerable
effect on the Q of a resonator.

Losses in a resonator are not only
introduced by the resistivity of the
conducting material of which it is
constructed, but may be introduced
by circuits coupled to the resonator
and by losses in the load and input
coupling loops. Losses in the con-
ducting material are not propor-
tional to the first power of the
resistivity of the conductor, since
rf resistance depends on the
depth of penetration of the current,
or the skin depth, as well as the
resistivity itself.

Actually, losses in a cavity res-
onator of nonmagnetic material are
proportional to the square root of
resistivity. A resonator of brass
with a resistivity four times that
of copper may have a Q one-half
as great if no other losses are

(Continued on page 154)
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ELKHART  INDIANA

As specialists for over sixteen years in the production of variable resistors, Chicago Telephone
Supply Company is now employing its knowledge and skill in manufacturing electronic
materials for the military. When peace is restored, production will be devoted to meeting the
demands of the electronic industr;es for quality, master craftsmanship and unequalled service.
VARIASLE RESISTORS, PLUGS, JACKS. SWITCHES, TELEPHONE GENERATORS, RINGERS

BPANCH OFFICE
S. I. HLtchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvania
Phone: Walnut 269

REPRESENTATIVM IN CANADA
B. W Farris Frank A. Emmet Co.
2600 Grand Avenue 2837 West Pico Boulevard
Kansas City 8, Missouri Los Angeles 6, California
Phone: Victory 3070

C. C. Meredith S Co.
Streetsville, Ontario

Viaoteepaceet4e,es oetaritv reece.wWiecka,t4eal. apAy3o-Ageot.ts ghwe /11V6
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Microphonic Alarms Telegraph Keys

Radios Inter -Comm. Systegt- Meters
4.'0  MEMOVOk

Meteorologictd Equip .BENDIX AVIATION

' .olt  HEINTZ & KAUFMAN
IQuartz Crystals :5_ BUTTE ELECTRIC & MFG

Handsets  Plug" DALMO VICTOR Cr
 DALLONS LABORAT'

`QDALMO

Telegraph Equip')
RKENHAR COAT

AARCO

Vibrators CoilQ SPEED
-X MFG C

GILFILLAN BROS

Transformers ABC PRODUCTSP
RADIO

kttenuators LENKURT ELECTRIC

HOFFMAN RADIO COI.

Steatite P r()( WALTER L. SCHOTT,- 
LEWIS ELECTRONICS

rubes. Switches MARINE RADIO SERVI
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS C

Recording Equip itlo UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE
AXEATITE DIV COAST POTTERY

Direction Find6rs Li" THERMADOR ELECTRICAL

IIRARD-HOPKINS CO
Geophysical Equipment ALTEC-L N NG

Fuses Industrial Control D*-14-_,Ies
Nov

Reactors Antennas Receivers
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Photoelectric f:ounters Transmitters

iitOilAG. LAO (Public Address Systems
AIR ASSOCIATES 
CINEMA ENGINEERIC6onnectors Solenoids
PACIFIC RADIO CRYSTAL C.
rehrAMUNICATIONS EQUIPMEK

MONITOR PIEZO PRO.
43'14,44 r v stal iltsidersEITEL-McCULLOUGh

HENRY MFG. ( Loud
PACKARD-BELL

Speakers
JENNINGS RADIO. Microphones
FRANK RIEBER

 TWT CO  ELL...
E. M. SARGENT CO
NEWCOMB AUDIO I y

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Telephone Equip.

Radio Parts

Resistors
ISHER RESEARCH LAB Condensers

ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY CI,

PEERLESS ELECTRICAL PROW!' Amplifiers
WECIALTY DIV. GARDNER ELECTRIC Air
INDUSTRIAL -COMMERCIAL ELECTRONIk Rectifiers
AMERICAN MICROPHONE

SOUND EQUIP. COR 1,<Aboratory Instruments
LITTELFUSE

INQUIRIES REGARDING

Headquarters
Sec'y: A. H. Gudie
335 Rowan Bldg.
458 South Spring St.
Los Angeles 13, California

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES MAY BE ADDRESSED TO ANY

San Francisco Council
Sec'y: Herb Becker
801 San Mateo Avenue
San Bruno, California

OF THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:

Los Angeles Council
Seer_ Sol Smith
Suite 204, 2714 South Hill St.
Los Angeles 7, California
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E -Z CODE SYSTEM MARKS EACH AND EVERY WIRE QUICKLY

AND EASILY - FOR ASSEMBLIES, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

PEEL OFR STRIP
WRAP AROUND WIRE

EACH WIRE COOED

SIMPLE AS A.B.C.
THERE is an E -Z Code Wire Marker for
every circuit. The E -Z Code system
speeds production, saves man hours, re-
duces costs. Of flexible, durable, water-
proof material. Ready to apply -no
moistening necessary. In standard code
or "tailor made" in special symbols
and/or colors for specific requirements.

Used by the biggest names in the elec-
trical world. Send for samples and price
list_ Give priority, MRO, war contract
number, End -Use and whether for as-
sembly or maintenance.
WESTERN LITHOGRAPH COMPANY
600 E. SECOND STREET  LOS ANGELES St. CALIFORNIA

ESTFEFF SAM OFFICES.

floyside,L.I.,N.Y.Chicogo,111.KanscaCily,Me.Morien,O.

E-Zatie WIRE MARKERS
QUICK -EASY TO APPLY AND READ

(Continued from page 150)
present. Losses in magnetic mate-
rials are usually much higher so
that the Q of resonators of mag-
netic material may be very much
lower than that indicated by the
resistivity itself.

The shunt impedance of a res-
onator is determined by a shape
factor, and for a given shape and
size, the shunt impedance is re-
duced by losses to the same degree
that the losses reduce Q. Since the
shunt impedance is an important
factor in determining the minimum
current required to sustain oscilla-
tions in a Klystron, its importance
in Klystron resonator design is
evident. Decreasing the shunt im-
pedance increases the starting cur-
rent (the minimum value of beam
current to sustain oscillations). The
beam impedance of the tube (ac-
celerating voltage divided by cathode
current) is proportional to the
shunt impedance of the cavities.

Reentrant shapes
Cavity resonators with reentrant

shapes are particularly useful for
velocity modulation tubes because
they furnish a strong uniform
electric field over a considerable
area and possess satisfactorily high
shunt impedance. A strong electric
field exists at the capacitance sec-
tion of the grids of the resonator.
In the 410R, tuning is accomplished

(Continued on page 158)

M SCOPE GEOPHYSICAL EQUIPMENT
FOR STRUCTURAL MAPPING AND LOCATING OF ORE BODIES,

FAULTS, WATERTABLES, METAL OBJECTS, PIPES, CABLES AND LEAKS

THE M -SCOPE PIPE AND CABLE, METAL & MINERAL LOCATER

is used by the Armed Forces, Utility and Mining Companies.
The depth range is 20-250 feet depending on the model used.

WELL TESTING EQUIPMENT

used by Utility and Oil Companies to measure
the conductivity of saline water and other liquids
in pumping or not pumping wells.

FREE Literature on request.

Mention in what type equipment you are interested. Specify
your electronic needs. Our engineers will solve your problem.

Saoe lime, moose* Iteadache4 44f 444:419 FISHER M -SCOPE EQUIPMENT

FISHER RESEARCH LABORATORY 1961-63 UNIVERSITY AVE.
PALO ALTO. CALIF.
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DALMO DEVELOPS TWO NEW
CIRCUITS... and paves the way to
better loudspeaking telephone systems

Two-way conversations at commercial voice
volume, without the use of talk -listen keys, is
provided by a loudspeaking telephone develop-
ment perfected, proved and ready for intercom-
munication. Dalmo commercial and industrial
systems are available for installation right now,
on priorities.

Commercially acceptable volume without
talk -listen keys has heretofore been impractical
in two-way circuits because of sound feedback
into the microphone, like this . . .

FROM

SINGLE SPEAKER -

CIRCUIT

The Dalmo circuit commercially eliminates
sound feedback by the use of two speakers and
a microphone, symmetrically located and con-
nected out of phase, like this .. .

DALMO

OF PROTECTION

Pre -Heat Circuit. Dalmo eliminates the need of a
warm-up period by operation of tubes in a pre -heat cir-
cuit. Besides providing instant, full -volume communi-
cation, this pre -heat circuit assures virtually unlimited
length of service and eliminates moisture condensation.

The Dalmo Loudspeaking Telephone for
commercial and industrial installations

APPLICATIONS

Dalmo Hospital Systems provide for communica-
tion and patient's observation; improve floor service
by saving nurse's time.

Dalmo School Systems give efficient communication
between principal and classrooms and between class-
rooms; eliminate breakage and pilferage of equipment
and reduce maintenance expense.

Commercial and Industrial Systems provide for
two-way conversations without the use of talk -listen
keys; eliminate repairs; reduce maintenance costs.

Apartment and Residential Systems provide per-
manent peak performance; reduce maintenance costs;
eliminate repairs; guarantee safety to tenants through
ready voice recognition.

VilICTOR,111C.
MANUFACTURERS

620 YORK STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 10, CALIF.
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Parts by the
MILLION IN PLASTIC

PLUGS &
CONNECTORS
Signal Corps  Navy Specifications

Types: PL NAF

1136-1

No.
212938-1

50-A
54
55
56
58
59
60

61 74
62 76
63 77
64 104
65 108
67 109
68 112

114 150
119 159
120 160
124 291-A
125 354
127
149

PIP PLO P15

56 65 56 65 56 64
59 67 59 67 59 65
60 74 60 74 60 74
61 76 61 76 61 76
62 77 62 77 62 77
63 104 63 104 63 104
64 64

OTHER DESIGNS TO ORDER

Remler injection molding machine.
Other complete facilities to handle

every type of plastic molding.

REMLER PIONEERED custom molding in the West and
the electronic experience of this organization goes back to
1918 and shi D wireless. Today Remler manufactures complete

sound transtritting systems, radio . . . plugs and connectors.

Complete facilities frequently permit quotations at lower
prices.  Other manufacturers with war assignments beyond

their capaci-y are invited to entrust part of the work to
Remler. Phore or wire if we can be of assistance.

REMLER COMPANY, LTD. 2101 Bryant St. San Francisco, 10, Calif.

REMLER
SINCE 1918

Onnouncing 27 Communication ffuipment
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In molding these asbestos -filled phenolic -com-
pound welding rod holder tips, the maximum
of impact strength and heat resistance had to
be achieved - and yet on a commercially prac-
tical cost -basis. Attempts to preheat the pre-
forms by convection methods were tried, but
sufficient production could not be reached. AIR-
TRONICS engineers were then called in, and
tests quickly proved that two-thirds the time
required for closing the dies and curing could

Quoting Windman Brothers, West Coast molders specializing in difficult

molding jobs: -The AIRTRONICS preheater will pay for itself within
six months, and in addition we are delivering a product of vastly higher
quality:' Such user -acceptance as this is typical among those operating
AIRTRONICS heat generators, and the more difficult the molding job,

the more important to them are the advantages of AIRTRONICS
preheaters.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY of stew bulletin. Find out
about AlRTRONICS dependability ... about their self-
contained electrodes, safety devices, and simplified con-
trols find out how your plant can increase produc-
tion, reduce unit costs and improve quality of moldings
with this advanced equipment. Send for your copy today.

be eliminated through the use of Airtronics pre -
heaters.
A saving of 11 minutes 10 seconds on closing
and curing time was achieved by AIRTRON-
ICS' preheating. Higher impact strength and
heat resistance of the finished product resulted
from better plasticizing. A stronger bond was
obtained between the six -ounce hollow steel
insert and the phenolic. And, six holder tips can
now be molded at one time from the one -pound
preforms.

Note the simplicity of AIRTRONICS' controls and the
convenient location of guarded electrodes.

AIRTRONICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
CHICAGO

121 W. Wacker Drive
Zone 1

NEW YORK
31-28 Queens Blvd.

Long Island City, Zone 1

LOS ANGELES
5245 W. San Fernando Rd.

Zone 26
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THERMADOR'S PRECISION EQUIPMENT

- ',/eiwiffrelfa ar,,z~

7 74 a 0I 7 byrol.14104 high ;Ned laMilLaNd prtflel

The production of quality transformers is more than just
an assembly job; it is an intricate manufacturing process
which requires modern precision equipment. In this respect
Thermador's position is unique. For Thermador has, within
its own plant, all the facilities needed for each operation in
the manufacture of transformers. Thermador can produce
in quantity, quality transformers with exacting tolerances.
The combination of these factors is seldom available to a
transformer manufacturer.

When it's quality you demand-quality in material, qual-
ity in manufacturing and quality in engineering in quantity
-discuss transformers with Thermador.

THERMADOR
DEFEAT HEAT

TRANSFORMERS
COLD a HUMIDITY

THERMADOR ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO.
511 9 South Riverside brive Los Angeles 22, California

1Continued from page 1541
by the variation of this capacitance
as the grid spacing is changed by
moving the flexible diaphragms.
The magnitude of the capacitance
is approximately inversely propor-
tional to the spacing. This
capacitance change is of principal
importance in tuning, since the
cavity volume change introduced by
the moving diaphragm produces
only a second order effect.

Two factors affect the tuning
range of a Klystron using variable
grid spacing to control frequency.
The electrons must traverse the
electric field between the Klystron
grids in less than one-half cycle.
This transit time limitation governs
the minimum electron velocity and
maximum grid spacing which can
be used. The other limit to the
tuning range is imposed by the fact
that a Klystron fails to operate if
the grids are spaced too closely. An
additional practical limitation is in-
troduced by the fact that tuning
becomes too critical before the
failure to produce proper bunching
is effective. These factors limit the
practical tuning range to several
per cent of the average wave-
length. Considerably greater tuning
range is easily obtainable at re-
duced output.

Klystron electron beam

the Klystron are given the neces-
sary forward velocity by a direct
voltage of a few hundred to several
thousand volts applied to the cavi-
ties and smoother grid. The average
beam current of the tube is not
altered by the action of rf fields
in the cavities. The beam current,
and thus the dc power input are a
function of only the direct ac-
celerating voltage.

The formation of the homogene-
ous stream of electrons into bunches
once each 360 degrees of the signal
frequency cycle is accomplished by
the action of the electric fields
which exist within the cavity
resonators parallel to the motion of
the electrons through the tube. The
basic requirement for bunching of
electrons into groups is that they
pass through the bunching field,
i.e., between the buncher grids, in
not more than approximately the
time for one-half cycle of the
signal frequency.

In order to explain the action of
the Klystron, consider that it is be-
ing used as an amplifier and that a
voltage of the resonant frequency
of the cavity is injected into the
buncher by means of the antenna
seal and loop. This voltage may be
extremely small but because of the
Q of the cavity (1000 or more) an
intense electric field will exist be-
tween the buncher grids at
resonance.

This electric field will reverse its
direction each cycle. Thus the in -
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RADIO
CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURER

TRANSMITTING TUBES
AND VACUUM CAPACITORS

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS of the
West Coast are maintaining a front line
position in producing and delivering their

outstanding products to our fighting units
throughout the world.

Wartime precision -built electronic products, now
required by our fighting men, can also be de-
pended upon by peacetime manufacturers who
may require Jennings Transmitting Tubes and
Vacuum Capacitors in the products to be fab-
ricated.

We welcome inquiries from manufacturers and
engineers whcse postwar products require Tubes
and Capacitors.

Watch Jennings for new developments in Elec-
tronic lines.

Write today for Catalog

JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

MEMBER WEST COAST ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ELECTRIC

HANDLES WITH THE EASE OF A
FOUNTAIN PEN

Slim, tapered, heat -proof plas-
tic handle with non -tiring cork
grip - ideal for women opera -
ors. Overall length, 7 -inches.

Weight, 3.6 oz.

REPLACEABLE SOLDERING TIPS
FOR EXTRA ECONOMY AND

LONGER LIFE

Unscrews like a light bulb!
When long - life heating ele-
ment finally wears out, just un-
screw it and insert new tip.
Replaceable elements, 50tc.

UNGAR SOLDERING
PENCILS

Now Saving Time,
Money and Effort for

. U.S. ARMY
AND NAVY
 RADIO

MANUFACTURERS
AND ENGINEERS
. INSTRUMENT

MANUFACTURERS

 AIR TRANSPORT

COMPANIES
. RADIO

MAINTENANCE MEN

e TELEPHONE
REPAIR MEN
 WIRING

CONTRACTORS

THE UNGAR

SOLDER/NG

PENCIL

An Efficient, Light -as -a -Feather
Soldering Instrument,

Designed for
Speedy, Precision Production
HERE is the ideal soldering iron for
hard -to -reach work ... overall weight
only 3.6 ounces . . . perfectly balanced
... ruggedly ... with long -
life replaceable heating element. A
dependable, high quality instrument,
designed to cut production time and
production costs.

Used in the assembly and repair of
radio and Radar apparatus and delicate
aircraft instruments, the Ungar Solder-
ing Pencil affords ease of operation and
added economy - heats in 90 -seconds,
draws only 17 - watts. Originally de-
signed for smaller, intricate soldering
operations, it can also be used to great
adavantage for handling larger bulky
production problems.

The complete Ungar Soldering Pen-
cil, #207, in quantities, sells for $1.00
each. Extra #536 heating elements are
50c each. Priority required on all
orders. Immediate delivery.

Orders for UNGAR SOLDERING PENCILS
and replaceable Heating Elements are now
being filled. Direct your order to:

HARRY A. UNGAR, Inc.
615 Ducommun St., Los Angeles 12, Calif.

ffeznyAgizgal:/ne.
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL WAR PRODUCTS

ner wall and grid nearest the
cathode will be positive with respect
to the grid Just beyond for one-half
cycle and negative with respect to
the same grid for the next half
cycle. Electrons which pass through
this reversing electric field will be
(1) unchanged in velocity, (2) ac-
celerated, (3) or decelerated de-
pending upon the instant in the
cycle of the electric field that they
enter the buncher. This can be
shown by the diagrams of Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 (A) shows two cycles of the
electric field in the buncher. The
half cycles are labeled accelerating
and decelerating to indicate the ac-
tion on . the electrons during that
particular interval. Thus when the
electric field is operating against
the forward motion of the electrons
they will be decelerated and when
the far buncher grid is positive
with respect to the grid nearest
to the cathode the electrons will
be accelerated. In the following
analysis, the velocity change due
to the buncher is small compared
to average electron velocity.

As an example, consider the
electrons which enter the buncher
at some time t1 which corresponds
to the instant when the buncher
electric field is maximum "nega-
tive," i.e., acting to decelerate the
electrons. These electrons will pass
through the buncher grids in less
than one-half cycle and will, there-
fore, leave at some time approxi-
mately t5. These electrons will be
decelerated during one -quarter cycle
and accelerated for one -quarter of
a cycle and their velocity on leaving
the buncher will be the same as the
velocity at which they entered the
chamber.

Electrons which entered the
buncher at some instant to before t1
will be decelerated for a greater
amount of time than they are ac-
celerated and will emerge from the
buncher at some time This
group of electrons will have a final
velocity beyond the buncher less
than their initial velocity and will
thus tend to fall back and meet the
group which went through at
time t1.

Consider another group of elec-
trons which entered the buncher at
time t2..after t1. This group will be
decelerated for a short portion of
the first half cycle and accelerated
for a large portion of the second
half cycle and emerge from the
buncher at approximately to. This
group which went in the buncher
after the group at t1 will have a
velocity greater than their initial
value and thus catch up with those
that went through just before them.

It is seen that during the half
cycle that the buncher field is op-
posing the motion of the electrons,
bunching will take place since those
which go in first will be slowed
down and those which go in later
will be accelerated. The electrons
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History of Communications Number Five of a Series

NIGHT COMMUNICATIONS ON THE HIGH SEAS

In those early days when our Navy was first organized night communica-
tion was made by lantern from the masthead. This was the only com-
munication between ships at sea during through which many times news
From home was transmitted.

Today, through the use of Universal Microphones and voice communica-
tion components, vital communications of War are speedily transmitted
equally as well from small sea -craft and battle cruiser to home port.

Many new types of Universal microphones shall be developed from the
experience obtained from the production of military units, for the private
citizens in the marine pleasure -craft in the days after Victory is ours.

< Model T -30-S, illustrated at left, is but one
of several military type microphones now avail-
able to priority users through local radio jobbers.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAP S -REST, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA  CANADIAN DIVISION: S60 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA
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/tom ilte Lea Jiffey.6erfCo."
Putting a metallic finger on most any item of elec-
tronic or electric supplies is no enigma to Robert the
Robot. He merely tunes in to the Leo J. Meyberg Co.
in San Francisco or Los Angeles.

And so should you.
We carry the lines of over two hundred nationally

known manufacturers, in both the electronic and
electric supply fields. Our customers throughout
California know where to turn for a 1/2 watt resistor
-or a complete commercial sound system, engi-
neered by experts. There's a very sizeable reason for
this: our stocks of electronic and electric supplies
are the largest in the West. And we try to be Johnny -
on -the -spot when it comes to filling orders.

That's why so many people say "Call Meyberg
First."

LEO J. MEYBERG CO.
Incorporated

70 Tenth St., SAN FRANCISCO, 3 2027 S. Figueroa St., LOS ANGELES, 7
TELEPHONE UN 1212 TELEPHONE PR 6011

MOST COMPREHENSIVE INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC STOCKS IN THE WEST

do not group together immediately
after the buncher but the change
in velocities becomes apparent dur-
ing the passage through the drift
space and the tube is operated in
such a manner that the slow elec-
trons, fast electrons, and those
which are unchanged in velocity
will all meet at approximately the
center of the catcher.

On the next half cycle, i.e., when
the electric field in the buncher is
accelerating the electrons, a de -
bunching action will take place.
Those electrons which entered the
buncher at time t5 when the field
is maximum accelerating, will
emerge with their velocity un-
changed. However, those electrons
which enter the buncher before
for example tl, will be accelerated
for a considerable part of that half
cycle and decelerated for a fraction
of the following half cycle and
emerge from the buncher with an
increased velocity at approximately
t7. Electrons entering the buncher
after t5, as t6, will be accelerated
for a short part of the half cycle
and decelerated for a considerable
portion of the following half cycle
emerging with their velocities re-
duced at approximately t9.

Velocity increased

It is thus seen that for electrons
which enter the buncher during the
time when the field is acting to ac-
celerate them, those which go in
first will have their velocity in-
creased and those which go in late
will have their velocity reduced. In
the drift space these electrons will
tend to separate since those that
went in first are going still faster
and those that went in late have
been slowed down. It is probable
that the accelerated electrons dur-
ing the de -bunching time will
catch up with the previously
bunched group and likewise the
slow electrons may fall back into
the oncoming bunched group. Dur-
ing this half cycle the electron
stream is thinned out and. there-
fore, the bunching of the electrons
takes place only once each cycle of
the signal frequency.

While the bunching action has
been described on the basis of the
electrons passing through the
buncher in approximately V2 cycle,
the transit time for actual tubes is
from a 1/4 cycle to 1/16 or less. The
bunching action will then center
around some time t2 instead of t1.
As the transit time through the
grids becomes shorter with in-
creased accelerating voltage, groups
of electrons form around those
which pass through the buncher
later in the decelerating half cycle.

The amount of increase and de-
crease in the average velocity of
the electrons by the action of the
buncher is small in comparison to
their average velocity. This is
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eaer~ oe,enf-epprew is an extra you get when
you buy Cannon Connectors. It's there. You can see it in
better finish, better fit, die castings, wherever possible, special
alloys for strength and lightness, fine machining.

You recognize it in easier assembly. You realize it in
longer satisfactory service.

What is it worth? What does it cost to trace a broken
circuit only to find the cause in a faulty plug? What is it
worth to know that motors, instruments and lights won't
fail because a plug goes wrong?

What's the price of a plane and the value of the lives of
its passengers and crew?

ss

114. ur.
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NEW SOLENOID BULLETIN
New 24 page Solenoid Bulletin containsCannon's
complete line of Direct Current Solenoids of 14
and 28 volts with a wide range in amperage and
pounds push and pull. Fully illustrated with draw-
ings, photos and ample data on response charac-
teristics. Request your free copy from Department
A -I22, Cannon Electric Development Company,
3209 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31, Calif.

CANNON ELECTRIC
\cot

CANNON
10(TIIIC

Cannon Electric Development Co.
Los Angeles 31, California

Canadian Factory and Engineering Office:
Cannon Electric Company, ltd., Toronto, Canada

Representotlyes in principal cities -- Consult your local telephone book

necessary to limit the required
buncher driving power.

Another diagram for showing the
bunching action is the so-called
Applegate diagram of Fig. 5 (B).
In this diagram the slope of the
lines indicate the velocity of the
electrons. The velocity is constant
up to the buncher and through the
action of the buncher the velocity is
modified as represented by the
changed slope of the lines. These
lines converge at a point shown
which is the center of the catcher.
The distance along the horizontal
axis is time and the intersections of
the sloping lines repeat at intervals
which are the periods for a funda-
mental frequency. The vertical dis-
tance on the diagram represents the
distance between buncher and
catcher and the concentration of
sloping lines on any vertical inter-
cept shows the current density at
any point in the tube at any
instant.

The bunches of electrons which
form at the catcher excite that
resonant circuit and set up oscil-
lating electric and magnetic fields
inside. This is caused by the elec-
tron bunches, which are groups of
negative charges, that in their
periodic passage through the
catcher induce charges on the
walls of that cavity. The kinetic
energy of the moving electrons is
transformed into magnetic and

field energy within the
cavity because the bunches of
electrons are slowed down during
their passage through the catcher.

One approximate explanation of
catcher action may be as follows:
The first bunch of electrons passing
through the catcher will cause a
large positive charge to appear on
the inside cavity wall and grid
nearest the cathode. Free electrons
in the cavity wall will be forced by
the proximity of the group of
electron charges around the inner
surface of the cavity toward the far
wall and grid. The first bunch will
induce a similar positive charge in
the far wall of the cavity as it ap-
proaches, but the original shock
excitation starts the field in the
cavity. The electric field produced
in the cavity acts to decelerate the
oncoming bunches since they are
approaching the far wall which is
negative. The electron bunches are
slowed down and their loss of
kinetic energy is translated into the
fields within the cavity.

Once the oscillating field is
started within the catcher, succeed-
ing bunches of electrons will each
be slowed down by that field and
thereby deliver their quota of en-
ergy. The catcher field must lag the
buncher field by 90 degrees in time
phase. That is, the catcher field
must be starting its "decelerating"
half cycle when the buncher field
reaches the peak of its decelerating
half cycle. The electron bunches
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Keep in constant contact with

KAAR RADIOTELEPHONES

KAAR PTS-22X TRANSMITTER
22 WATTS -30-40 MC

The Kaar PTS-22 X transmitter provides relia-
ble and efficient high-frequencycommunication
from military, civil and commercial mobile
units. It has a rated output of 22 watts.

The standby current is zero, as instant heat-
ing tubes are used, lowering the demands on
the battery of the vehicle. Transmission is com-
pletely controlled by a "push -to -talk" button on
the microphone. This button lights the tubes,
starts the dynamotor power supply, silences
the receiver, and switches the antenna to the
transmitter-all in a fraction of a second!

KAAR PRS-9X RECEIVER
10 TUBES -30-40 MC

A remote control box, mounted on the dash
of the vehicle, controls the receiver located in
the trunk compartment. The box contains a
combined on-off switch and volume control, a
red jewel light to indicate when the receiver is
on, and an off switch for the no -signal squelch
circuit.

The no -signal squelch circuit automatically
silences the receiver except when calls are actu-

ally being received. In addition, an automatic
noise silencer circuit makes difficult reception
understandable by reducing electrical and
ignition interference.

For swift checking any servicing, both the
transmitter and receiver may be removed from
the vehicle by releasing four luggage -type
catches The dust covers are likewise removed
by releasing two catches.

For transmission in the 1600-2.900 KC range inquire
about Kaar PTL-22X transmitter and 11 X receiver.
Other ranges available on special order.

/K AAR\
ENGINEERING

C O.
O

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO.

PALO ALTO., CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: FRAZAR & HANSEN
301 CLAY ST., SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIF., U. S. A.
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A TWO-WAY LOUDSPEAKER
IN COMPACT FORM

Unequalled standards of

frequency range and
power capacity with low

distortion are provided in

the new compact two-way

Altec-Lansing Duplex

Speakers. They deliver a

new high in monitoring,

phonograph, FM and AM

radio set performance.

Complete engineering

details on request.
SEND FOR BULLETINS

enter the catcher at the beginning
of the deceleration half cycle. This
point is important in calculating
the total phase shift through the
tube.

As an amplifier the signal voltage
to be amplified is injected into the
buncher by means of the antenna
seal, and the output is taken from
the catcher cavity.

The affect of variation in buncher
rf voltage can be shown by figure 6.
The bunching parameter X is
given by,

X= nNV
Eb (3)

where N is the number of cycles
which occur during transit between
buncher and catcher; V1 is peak
rf voltage across buncher grids;
and Eb is acceleration voltage of
the beam (direct voltage on cavities)

N = Tf (4)

where T is transit time (sec.) from
buncher to catcher and f is buncher
frequency in cycles.

Fig. 6 gives the catcher current
in arbitrary units in terms of the
bunching parameter, X. The curve
(a Bessel function of first order and
kind) shows maximum catcher cur-
rent for X = 1.84. Increased
buncher rf voltage will reduce the
catcher current to zero. A further

(Continued on page 170)

Specialists
in the

Manufacture
of

SOLENOIDS, SWITCHES,

CRYSTAL HOLDERS

and

HARDWARE

** *
WELLMAN

MANUFACTURING CO.

7122 MELROSE AVE.

LOS ANGELES 46, CALIF.

CARRIER SYSTEMS
Multi -Channel Carrier

Telephone and Telegraph
FOR APPLICATION TO

ADIO
OR

WIRE LINES
When Used With Suitable

Radio Link or Telephone Line

Provides

1 to 4 additional telephone circuits
Or

1 to 40 additional telegraph circuits 42LR-D TERMINAL

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO.
1138 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIF., U. S. A.

EXPORT AGENTS FRAZAR 81 HANSEN SAN FRANCISCO
1210 TAFT BLDG., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
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Having a front well designed is important but
it is what goes behind the panel that really counts.

In Techrad products the greatest artistry is in the
technical engineering behind the panel. This is true
of the product as a whole and it is true
of each individual component. A case in
point is the LRR-4 low radiation receiver
pictured above together with one of its
components ... a Techrad designed turret
coil. This receiver is F.C.C. approved for
low radiation. The excellence of design

BEHIND THE PANEL...
...SOUND ENGINEERING

and construction is clearly visible here. These thor-
oughly shielded, low -loss coil sections are one of the
outstanding contributions to the performance of the
receiver.

TECHRAD

They are typical of the kind of thorough
engineering every Techrad product gets.

Years of experience have taught Techrad
engineers the value of such close attention
to even the smallest detail. This is one
of the many reasons why you can have con-

fidence in the name Techrad... Remember.

master engineering takes nothing for granted.

Technical Radio Company
Over ten years of continuous eeperience

275 Ninth Street  San Francisco 3, California
3

Expo., Agents Frozor & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, California, U S. A.
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NERVE
CENTER

OF EVERY BATTLE FRONT

TO WIN battles today, there has got to be con-
stant clear radio communication between the
Command and all fighting units. Every Head-
quarters has one or more big mobile Signal Corps
Communication Sets, marvels of unfailing effi-
ciency, to receive radioed field reports and beam
out orders and so insure correlation of effort.
Vital components of these "nerve centers" are
Advance Type 400 Relays ... thousands of them
in active action on all Allied fronts.

ADVANCE TRANSMITTER RELAY TYPE 400

THIS new relay, incorporating many improvements, is
ideal for transmitting purposes where high radio fre-
quency is being used, It is constructed to provide the
same quiet, dependable operation on alternating cur-
rent, free from all "hum" and "chattering" that is

normally expected only on direct current. Assembly
methods and skillful adjustments eliminate any neces-
sity for changing the tension on either the armature
spring or moving contact leaves, both of which are set
to provide perfect "balance" and complete wiping of
the stationary contacts. For further data, write for
Bulletin: Alliance Transmitter Relay Type 400.

Other Advance Relays are made for general circuit
control applications. Orders, on proper priority, are
given prompt attention, and deliveries are on schedule.

Having what it takes for War, Advance Relays may
well be what you will want in Peace!

ileffore ,Filoyfr
ADVANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY

12 6 0-12 6 2 West Second Street Los Angeles 26, California

PRECISION
VARIABLE ATTENUATORS

 Total Impregnation
 Precision -Machined
 Stone -Lapped Contacts
 Single Full -Reamed Bearing
 Ground Shafts
 Quiet Operation Assured

Cinema Engineering Co.
1508 West Verdugo Ave., Burbank, Calif.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

SERVICES
Including Fully Equipped Modern Vacuum

Tube Plant, Complete with Engineering,
Operating and Administrative Staff.
Now in Production Manufacturing

Under Prime and Sub -Contracts
for U. S. Government

We are seeking a post-war connection with
parent organization wishing to control

its transmitting tube components

Ideally located in non-competitive
labor area in Central California.

Write BOX E-33, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
480 Lexington Ave. New York 17, N. Y.
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-for the 5th War Loan drive during June
and July. The need for the 5th War Loan
is immediate, crucial. For impending
events may make the 5th the supreme
financial effort of the war.
The U. S. Treasury has set the overall goal
at $16,000, 000,000 - $6, 000,000,000
from individuals alone. This is the big-
gest sum ever asked of the American
people-and it must be raised.
That's why the U. S. Treasury asks Man-
agement and Labor to sit down together
and organize-NOW!
For organization-good organization-
has been responsible for the excellent
showing of the payroll market. And its
most important single superiority has
been personal solicitation-desk to desk,

Here's the Quota p*an

1. Plant
quotas ate to be

established on
the basis of an average

$100

cash (not maturity value) purchase
per employee.

Z. Regular
Payroll Savings deductions

made during
the drive accounting

3. 900 ot the employees
are

expected to contribute
toward raising

the

period will be credited
toward the

plant quota.

cash quota
by buying extra 5th War Loan Bonds:1-Outright

by cash.

2-By extia installment
deductions.

3-By extra installment
deduc-

EXOrnp
: lOilt4

DOE Mfg. Co. - 1,000 Employeestions plus cash.

1,000 employees
x $100 =$100,000

Cash Quota

during
the eight

weekly $70,000
(to be readsiseate30,000

Regular
Payroll deductions

ods of lune and July

byat
least 900 employesales of extra

payroll Accounting
Peri-

DELIVER

Sat!
MANAGEMENT

LABOR
bench to bench, machine to machine
personal solicitation. 71% of all persons
on payroll deductions were solicited for
the 4th War Loan.
Now, to personal solicitation, add the
sales incentive of a definitely established
plant quota. Build your campaign around
a quota plan. Set up departmental goals.
Stress percentage of participation fig-
ures. Stimulate group enthusiasm.
In planning your quota campaign, work
in close cooperation with the Chairman
of your War Finance Committee. Every-
thing is set to make the 5th War Loan
drive a huge success-with your help!

(Note. You've read this message. If it
doesn't apply to you please see that it
reaches the one person who can put it
in act:on!)

ORGANIZE

SOLICIT

WAR LOAN

The Treasury Department acknowled.;?; with
e:preriaticn the publication of this messagt Ly

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

* * This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement-prepara under the auspices of Treasury Department and it"ar Advertiring Council.
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Volicia9 jerz a ptateeme

AT WAR!
ectiedeof jitil a etion6t

AT PEACE:

.e4 we're busy now, as one of the

leaders of the West Coast field, in

producing and supplying

Radio transmitters
Radio receivers
Specialized testing equipment

And sub -contracting on

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
for our fighting forces around the

globe. But in war or in peace

when it comes to research design

and manufacture of finer radio
equipment look to

OWARD PACIFIC
CORPORATION

932 No. WESTERN AVE., LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.

Unusual Oppori tinily
wit h Per ma I'll/ II re
for Top -I' MI` Engineer
Chance for .t41V111144`1114`11i

Electronic design experience and mechanical design ability; fascinating
war item with even larger postwar application.

Advise experience, draft and family status, salary required.

Box T-51
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

480 Lexington Ave. New York 17, N. Y.
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increase will produce a second peak
of lesser amplitude.

Excessive buncher voltage pro-
duces "over bunching." This is
characterized by a double peak of
catcher current as the buncher is
tuned through resonance. At
resonance the catcher current will
be low when over bunching occurs.
Over -bunching causes reduced out-
put and increases rf driving power
requirements.

The multiple cavity Klystron will
also serve as an efficient frequency
multiplier. The pulse nature of the
catcher excitation produces good
outputs up to the 10th harmonic.
The optimum bunching parameter
X' for frequency multiplier action is,

N Vxt I (5)
N Eb

where N2 is number of cycles during
transit time from buncher to
catcher calculated for the catcher
frequency. M is frequency multi-
plication factor, V1 and E, are as
in (4).

For M = 3, X' should be 1.4 and
for M = 10, X' should be 1.2: In
practical tubes, the bunching volt-
age V1 must be increased approxi-
mately by the frequency multi-
plication factor to give optimum
bunching parameter. The Klystron
is theoretically about 50 per cent
efficient, operating at 10th harmonic
as compared to operation on funda-
mental; however, this efficiency is
not obtained in practical tubes.

Klystron oscillators
When the Klystron of Fig. 1 is

operated as a feedback oscillator,
a short coaxial cable is connected
from catcher to buncher. This cable
is shown connected to the tube in
Fig. 2. The oscillation is started by
random impulses and fly -wheel ac-
tion of the resonant cavities.

In any feedback oscillator the
total phase shift around the circuit
must be 2nir radians. Where n may
be any integer but zero. Zero is
excluded because of time required
for bunching in the drift space.

In the Klystron, three phase shift
factors are present. The largest
phase shift is that due to the
transit time in the drift space. In
Fig. 7A a basic diagram is shown,
and s is the distance from center of
buncher to center of catcher. Fig.
7B is an equivalent circuit using a
pentode amplifier tube. As in a
Klystron, only electron stream
coupling exists from input to out-
put. The dimension, s, is approxi-
mately 2.54 cm. in the 410R. The
transit time in this space for sim-
ple bunching is

TI = (6)

where s is bunching distance in cm,
and v,. is average velocity of the
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OUR SIGHT 4.4 criv-yozer7u.e4.e
Today, behind closed doors, I. C. E. strives for perfection in the rush schedules

of war... tomorrow, when the fruits of our labors have helped to win the peace,

you can look to the precision engineering skill of I. C. E. to help mold your

drafting -board dreams into reality. z Perfected in the merciless crucible of war

... I. C. E. will have the key to many of your post-war radio -application problems.

... the promise of great things to come

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA
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PROMPT DELIVERIES ON . . . electrons in cm/sec. where,

Yo = 6 x 107Vit-; cm/sec (7)

WRITE FOR FULL

INFORMATION
DEPT. E.I.-1

WALSCO
CORD SETS
For Microphcnes-Exten-

sions, etc.

WALSCO
PLUGS, SOCKETS
For Communication Equip-

ment Mfgrs.

WALSCO
BRAIDED WIRE,
THIN CABLES
For Aerials-Flexible Con-

nections-Remote Con-
trols.

WALSCO
CHEMICALS & ADHESIVES
For The Radio Trade.

WAVIER
L SCHOIT

CO.

Alanuf.icturerc
of

WALSCO
PRODUCTS

For COMM
c ation

PIllent Manufacturers,

Lahoratoriet,
Schools

and Radio
Re PalY

9306 Santo Monica Blvd., Severly
HI0 Conf.

Air and moisture cannot penetrate this trans-
former case. That's why climatic extremes
do not affect the unfailing performance of
Peerless hermetically -sealed transformers.

PEERLESS
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO.
6920 McKINLEY AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 1, CALIFORNIA

ET2 is direct accelerating volts and
(7) is correct to approximately 7000
volts.

As an example, in the 410R
s=2.54 cm. and for an accelerating
voltage Eb=900, the transit time T
is, 2.54/6 X 107V900 = 1.41 x 10
see.

The equivalent phase shift in
practical cases is approximately
1500 degrees.

With an accelerating voltage of
900, the average time for electrons
to pass through the buncher or
catcher grids for spacing of 0.03
in. is,

0.03 x 2.54

6 X 107VEt,
4.22 X 10-11 sec.

This corresponds to about 1/8 cycle
in practical cases.

I c 500
(8)

where c is velocity of light.
Let or be phase angle between
catcher and buncher voltages, then

500 s

2

it2n2n><X= - - . 2n + - + OF (g)

The r/2 factor is due to the 90 de-
grees relationship which must exist
between catcher and buncher fields
for operation as described before.
Note that phase shift in the drift
space is the only factor influenced
by direct accelerating voltage Et,.

From (9) it is apparent that the
Klystron will oscillate at only dis-
crete values of ED, i.e., those values
which satisfy (9).

Equation (9) may be written,
500s s n- (10)Eb x ox 4 2n

If values of 1/0 (for values of Et,
at which oscillation occurs) are
plotted against a series of integers
n, alternate values will yield a pair
of straight lines as shown in Fig. 8.
These lines have a slope equal to
x/s. The two lines are displaced
horizontally by 1/2 unit of n which
is 180 degrees in the total phase
shift. The presence of these double
oscillation points at half units of n
is due to double resonant peak
characteristic of closely coupled
cavities.

The frequency of the voltage gen-
erated by the Klystron is a func-
tion of Et, and frequency modula-
tion may be easily accomplished by
injecting a signal voltage in series
with Et,.

It can be shown that the fre-
quency change per volt of Et, is,

8f 500 it f 0 S
aEo 2QKEoi./2

(
I I )

Fig. 9 is an experimental curve of
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SELF -GENERATING PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS

Oe 30s s4

Selenium Corporation of America photo -electric cells are of
the self -generating type and are manufactured to highest sen-
sitivity and permanence standards. All S. C. A. self -generating
cells can be used in a range from -70° C. to +70° C. and are
rendered permanently stable by a special forming process.The
most modern methods and equipment available are used in
the manufacture of S. C. A. products. All cells and types,
thoroughly inspected and matched with regard to sensitivity,
spectral response, etc., are available.

S. C. A. makes photo-
electric cells, mounted
and unmounted, in over
30 standard sizes. Many
of these standard types
can be sh,pped from stock.

Write for special technical
Bulletin photo -electric
cells and Selenium Rectifiers
with output from 100 micro-

amperes to 1000 amperes.

SELENIUM CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1 7 I 9 WEST PICO BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES 1 5, CALIFORNIA
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We're too busy

to have a

BIRTHDAY PARTY, but...

WE SHOULD like to take the occasion of
our 35th anniversary to thank our many

loyal customers-a few of whose names ap-
pear on this page-for all these years of
pleasant business relations.

The Wheeler

Insulated Wire Co., Inc.
Bridgeport 4, Conn.

Manufacturers of
MAGNET WIRE - LITZ WIRE

COIL WINDINGS -TRANSFORMERS

J.I. CASE ComPAICY

. I .

Pa' O R D 10 Ce:ree.tnoLs.....r

Elarric.c"'P'1,fir,-'" '

°;"..."."= ''

&sea,
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THE
FOR USE WITH CONDENSER WELDERS AND SIMILAR DEVICES

COMPLETE, READY FOR USE

NO MECHANICAL PARTS

LOW INITIAL COST

HIGH EFFICIENCY

LONG LIFE

Unit emplcys he new TRIGNITRON in a
new and sin- Willed Trignitrol circuit. The
TRIGNITRON i; not affected by flashbacks and
consequently requires no flashback protec-
tion. An important saving in welder design.

Electronically transfers maximum energy to thewelders!

Superseding the usual switching
mechanism for discharging the

condenser through the welding trans-
former, the TRIGNITRON discharges the
condenser electronically. In this way,
all energy is transferred from the con-
denser to the welder.

The TRIGNITRON operates on the prin-
ciple of a mercury pool conduction tube
fired capacitively by a small, compact
low -power trigger circuit. When the ex-

ternal relay circuit is closed, a pulse is
applied to the tube which fires once,
discharging the condenser bank through
the load.

Regardless of the time interval that the
external contactor is held closed, the
tube will not fire again until the con-
tactor is opened and reclosed. The de-
vice can be fired as fast as the condenser
bank can be recharged. Deliveries are
prompt on rated orders.

This device and the TRIGNITRON used therein are licensed for ex-
clusive use in welding equipment under the U.S. Pat. 2,287,541.
Other patents pending.

ELECT
19 WEST

A PROD U._ 0 F

ONIC POWER C
44th STREET, NEW Y

OMPANY, INC.
RK 18, NEW YORK
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Centralized
Procurement

and Expediting
Staff

4111110

lent.40I inilballailf

-

r .

Section of
Stock Floors
Containing

World's Largest
Stocks

Geared for
faster

service

(Ivrystep
ofthe spay/

11111A
Get ail your

ELECTRONIC

and RADIO needs

from this one

central source

Call ALLIED First . . . it's the shortest, fastest
way to get what you need. Here's why:
(1) Largest and most complete stocks under
one roof (2) Over 10,000 electronic and
radio items on hand for rush delivery
(3) Latest supply data from leading man-
ufacturers (4) Centralized procurement
and expediting (5) Technical assistance
(6) One source...one order ...one billing.
You sate time and work!
Whether you need one item or a hundred,
make Allied your procurement headquar-
ters. Thousands do.
Write., Wire, or Phone Haymarket 6800.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 32-1:-). Chicago 7, Ill.

New R -F Resonance and Coil Winding Calculator
Easy to use! For fast ac-
curate determination of
resonance factors and
coil winding data.
No. 37-955. Postpaid, 25c

All these well known makes-and MORE!
RCA Burgess E. F. Johnson Shure
Raytheon Knight Cutter -Hammer Asiatic
Hickok Bliley Hart &Hegeman Amperite
Triplett General Electric Littlefuse Jensen

Supreme Cornell-Dubilier Stancor Utah
Mallory Sprague Thordarson Janette
Ohmite Aerovox Belden Sangamo
I R C Hallicrafters Meissner Dumont
Centralab Hammarlund Amphenol Bussman

x10

176

FREE
Complete

l'p-to-date
Bt'I'ING
GUIDE

frequency shift vs. beam voltage Eb
for a 410R. The slope at a beam
voltage of 950 volts is 20 kc/volt.
From (11) the calculated deviation
is 19.6 kc/volt. In the experimen-
tal curve of Fig. 9, thermal drift :s
also included.

Tuning characteristics
The vernier tuning dial of the

410R gives a frequency change vs.
dial rotation value of 1.35 mc/ turn
as determined experimentally and
shown in Fig. 10.

The Q of the cavities varies
widely with loading. The Q may
be determined experimentally by
resonating a cavity and then de -
tuning above and below resonance
to points at which the current in
the cavity (as observed with a
crystal detector and microammeter
connected to the antenna seal) falls
to 0.707 of resonant value.

The resonant Q is,

a
T 2ef

where Lf is frequency shift required
to bring current down to 0.707 value.

The output of the 410R is approx-
imately 20 watts.

Certain material in this article is quoted
from the Klystron Technical Manual, by
A. E. Harrison with permission of the
Sperry Gyroscope Co.

(12)

"The importance of human relations
is at the front. If is so broad in its
scope as to be interrelated with all
the functions of a business organiza-
tion, because all these functions are
performed by people, and today the
individual employes are by far the most
important components of a business
enterprise."-W. E. Poor, president Syl-
vania Electric Products, Inc.

CARRIER
APPLICATIONS

(Continued learn page 98 )

is possible to talk and signal with-
out mutual interference. This per-
mits the control of the remote
transmitter, turning on and off
power while conversation is being
conducted over the link.

Inter -channel crosstalk between
carrier terminals is inaudible and
when applied to a radio link any
crosstalk resulting is due to distor-
tion in the radio link. If the over-
all radio link distortion is held to
less than 2 per cent, inter -channel
crosstalk is unimportant. Higher
distortion results only in unintel-
ligible crosstalk between channels.

Operation
Channel Transmitting Circuits-

Channel No. 1:-Speech currents ar-
rive from the telephone line or
switchboard and pass through a .2
kc high-pass filter and the hybrid

(Continued on page 180)
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FIRST OF THE U. H. F. CABS S

That first ultra -high -frequency cable was a
polystyrene bead cable-born of much study and
endless laboratory work. It took the place of
ceramic and fibre insulated lines. Thus, Amphenol
became the pioneer in low -loss cable manufac-
ture-a logical development of leadership in
quality radio equipment-firmly established
with radio experimenters and'ham'operators
long before war developments required the
mass production of U. H. F. cable.

Since that first polystyrene bead cable Am -
phenol has worked shoulder -to -shoulder with
the designers and developers of equipment
for radio, frequency modulation, television...
since 1941 at the right hand of Army and
Navy engineering officers playing an impor-
tant part in wartime electronic developments.

Today, Amphenol's R G Polyethylene
standard-Army-Navy type-cables feature
quality materials, Amphenol workmanship
in every inch . . . product of Amphenol's
latest type extruding equipment, skilled
personnel, seasoned staff and second -to -
none laboratory. Write for the catalog of
AMPHENOL RG Cables.

Clean, smooth, propery certered DDlyethylene covered
wire is extreded by this machine.

By a dozen diWerert searching tests Amphenol
RG Cable is proved before it is snipped.
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RELAYS

Electrical equipment aboard ship has no off -duty time. Radio, inter-
communication, air conditioning, ventilation, refrigeration, deck
machinery, gun operation and innumerable other vital services em-
ploy resistors in their control circuits. These resistors must be depend-
able to function at all times. Ward Leonard Vitrohm Resistors have
measured up to their responsibilities. Their ability to withstand
moisture, temperature change, shock and vibration makes them par-
ticularly well fitted for sea duty. Resistors with the same ruggedness
as those used by the Navy and Merchant Marine are
available to all industry engaged in victory production.
Send for data sheets.

ARM

(E..1: NAVY

WARD LEONARD
Electric control WL devices since 1892.

WARD
178

LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, 61 SOUTH STREET, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK
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) upErior facilities are devoted exclusively to the production

of small metal tubing. Long before the wcr we set our maxi-

mum size at 5/8 " OD because experience has shown that only by so doing could we

maintain high quality in the smaller diameters. As a result, we have a mill, operating

at top speed, equipped to produce in a routine manner what formerly was known as

"specialty" tubing. So, if you need cold drawn tubing in any metal, and the OD does

not exceed %"- then the inherent benefits of our specialization are yours for the using.

SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY, NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

FOR EVERY SMALL TUBING APPLICATION FROM
5 11

/6 CO DOWN

+Seamless in variousanal),4-.. NN LIMB 11\ Ni NN tided and dras ti Stainless. N10114.1- arld

SEAN1LESS and Patented I.1 1KSI.; NI I:at hode Sleeves
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DIALED,.
and p443duced co491t 1444114

PILOT LIGHT
ASSEMBLIES
COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED WITH

G. E. or WESTINGHOUSE LAMPS

 The new Dialco plant is geared for
redoubled production of high quality
Pilot Light Assemblies, Warning and
Signal Lights, and Panel Lights for
every purpose.
 Comprising over 300 types of units,
the Dialco line covers all applications
in Aircraft, Marine, Electronic, Elec-
trical, and Industrial Apparatus.

/\i\\T;( 41 Plus LAMPS...
iTo help speed production. Dialco offers

Pilot Lights completely assembled with
G.E. or Westinghouse Lamps-any type or
voltage. Samples submitted on request

For guidance, we offer a copy of our 24 -
page Catalogue, plus new Supplements
... For the immediate solution of special
problems, send or wire specifications.
Your inquiry will receive a prompt,
complete reply.

DIAL LIGHT [0.
900 BROADWAY NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Telephone: ALGONQUIN 4-5180-1-2-3
Telegraph Address: Dial Light WAX New Y.( II,
Deed Western Union Teleprinter cn preen se,

on It it en1 Irons page 1761

coil. Frequencies below 200 cycles
are greatly attenuated by the filter.
From the hybrid coil the speech
currents pass through the channel
gain control to a 6N7 amplifier
tube. In an amplified condition
they pass through a minus 15 db
pad to a low-pass filter which re-
stricts the band to about 2800
cycles. The pad reduces the maxi-
mum output to that of other chan-
nels. The output of this filter is
connected to a path common to all
channels for transmission to the
distant terminal. The oscillator as-
sociated with this channel is only
for signaling purposes.

Channel Transmitting Circuits-
Channels Nos. 2, 3 and 4:-These
channels differ from Channel No.
1. in that, the speech currents are
shifted to other frequency bands for
transmission over the radio link.
At the input to the modulator 6N7
tube a low-pass filter -equalizer
corrects for losses at the band filter
edges and assists in attenuating
frequencies transmitted above 2800
cycles. Used in conjunction with
the band filter, frequencies are pre-
vented from overlapping to another
channel.

An oscillator common to both the
transmitter and receiver provides
the carrier frequency, which, com-
bined with speech frequencies in
the modulator tube, produce upper
and lower sidebands. The band
filter suppresses the unwanted com-
ponents and transmits only the
lower sideband.

The modulator tube is arranged
in a balanced circuit and no carrier
frequency appears in its output.
Limiting is inherent in the trans-
mitting branches and protects the
radio transmitter from overload.

The oscillator frequency is deter-
mined by a tuned circuit consisting
of a coil and capacitor and is pre -
adjusted. A vernier capacitance is
provided for fine frequency adjust-
ment.

The table below gives the carrier
frequencies and the carrier bands
transmitted:
Channel Carrier &

No. Signal Frequency
1 3.15

Band
.25 to 2.75 kc

2 6.3 6.0 to 3.5
3 9.4 9.1 to 6.6 "
4 12.5 12.2 to 9.7 "

Channel Receiving Circuits-
Channel No. 1:-The low-pass filter
selects the frequencies of Channel
No. 1 and rejects the other fre-
quencies common to the input lines
as fed from the radio receiver. The
voice speech amplifier following this
filter raises the output level for
application to the hybrid coil. A
gain control is incorporated with

* Used for signaling only.

(Continued on page 184)
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MEASURES THE ES

Weston MODEL 785 ndustrial Circuit Tester
Mak AM& ANN

RANGES
D -C Voltage-Measurements from 10 millivolts
to 1000 volts (20,000 ohms per volt) in full scale
ranges of 1 /10/ 50/ 200/500/1000 volts. (Up
to 5000 volts with very compact external mul-
tiplier.)

A -C Voltage-Measurements from 0.1 to 750
volts (1000 ohms per volt) in full scale ranges
of: 5/15/30/750/300.'750 volts.
D -C Current-Measurements from 0.5 micro-
ampere to 10 amperes, in full scale ranges of:
50 microamperes, 1/10/100 milliamperes, 1/10
amperes. (Higher ranges with external shunts.)
A -C Current - Measurements from 10 milliam-
peres to 10 amperes. in full scale ranges of:
.5/1/5/10 amperes. Higher ranges, up to 1000
amperes, with externot current transformers.

Resistance-Measurements from 0.5 ohm to 30
megohms in full scale ranges of: 3,000/30,000/
300,000/3 meg./ 30 meg. Center scale values
ore: 25/250/2,500/25,000/250,000 ohms.

Laboratory Standards ... Precision DC and
AC Portables . . . Instrument Transfomers
. . . Sensitive Relays . . . DC, AC, and
Thermo Switchboard and Pencil Instruments.

 The growing use of electronic devices and other sensi-
tive circuits throughout industry poses no new instru-
ment problems for contractors or maintenance depart-
ments WESTON equipped. The familiar Model 785, with
its high sensitivity and broad range scope, answers these
newer measurement requirements. But more . . . it also
covers most of the usual maintenance needs.

Model 785 furnishes another example of WESTON'S
engineering foresight . . . designing instruments always
with the needs of to -morrow in mind. Other WESTONS,
equally important for efficient maintenance in the days
to come, are the time -saving WESTON Clamp Ammeter,
and the WESTON foot candle meters which measure all
types of lighting direct . . . without correction factors.
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 666 Freling-
huysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

WESTON
Specialized Test Equipment . . . Light
Measurement and Control Devices . . .

Exposure Meters...Aircraft Instruments...
Electric Tachometers...Dia. Thermometers.

FOR OVER 55 YEARS. LEADERS IN ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS;
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Juno, 1944 101
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CRYSTALS FOR TIFIIIE CRIITIICAIL
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TO MEN WHO ARE THINKING ABOUT.

THE WORLD OF TOMORROW:

Remember the World's Fair of 1939-40? Remem- zation... one of the largest and most advanced n

ber the truly amazing things it promised us .. . the Electronics field ... is now engaged all-out in

for the wonderful world to come?  Well, all war production  But many of the developments

those phenomenal accomplishments of science... in which it pioneered are readily adaptable to

p'us many that no one ever dared to even dream ultra -modern, automatic production methods 

about in those halcyon days ... will be ready for Our Engineering Department will gladly collabo-

you when the time comes for conversion to peace- rate with yours in determining now just what part

time production  This forward -thinking organi- Electronics will play in your World of Tomorrow.

DIV SION OF...
MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC.,
ELEC7RONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944

GREENWICH  STAMFORD BRIDGEPORT  NEW MILFORD  NEW YORC
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Look ahead ... Prepare your Salesmen

.fiaini.-- / For the Peacetime Electronic Era to Come!

 Where will you fit in the fiercely com-
petitive markets that will come with the war's

end? Your position can be determined now,

)and
by the methods you employ now, in the design
engineering of your post-war products. Right

now, with the aid of seasoned electronic
and mechanical engineers, your peacetime items

can be started toward top -rank positions in their re-
spective fields.

Alert manufacturers, with a view toward post-war
sales and quick acceptance of their products, are

urged to consult with Nctional engineers now,
on matters electronic, elec-rical or mechanical.

Write today-Your inquiry will receive prompt
attention.

----QUARTZ CRYSTAL PROBLEMS ----
Our engineers and crystallographers are ready and

willing to help you on the -'ollowing items:
Radio Feceivers
Television Receivers
F -M Receivers
Transmitters
H. F. Inter -Communications

Crystal Oscillators
Filters
Stabilizers
Timing Equipment
Police Transmitters

Supersonic Devices
Control Devices
Diathermic Devices
Induction Heating
Frequency Standards

Address your inquiry to-Crystal Division

Electrical and .Yety;'attirrJ1 Enyineertny

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers of Electrical and Mechanical Devices

5017 -25 NORTH KEDZIE AVE., CHICAGO 25, ILLINOIS

'$4

(Continued from page 180)
the amplifier tube and filter so that
the channel receiver gain may be
adjusted independently.

Channel Receiving Circuits-
Channels Nos. 2, 3 and 4:-In Chan-
nels Nos. 2, 3 and 4 the receiving
filter is a band filter of the same
type as is used in the corresponding
transmitting circuit. Each channel
filter selects the required band and
rejects all others. Following the
band filter is a gain control and the
balanced demodulator tube. This
tube is supplied by a carrier voltage
of the same frequency as used at
the transmitting terminal. Two
sidebands are again produced as in
the modulator; one sideband of
which corresponds to the original
voice frequency band. This demod-
ulator is followed by a low-pass
filter -equalizer which partially re-
moves the unwanted products. This
filter -equalizer also corrects the
audio frequencies for transmission
losses at the edge of the receiving
band filter. An audio amplifier 6N7
tube is employed to raise the gain
to a suitable level for application to
the hybrid coil. This tube is fol-
lowed by a low-pass filter which
eliminates the unwanted products.

The oscillators are extremely
stable but an occasional adjustment
is required to maintain the syn-
chronism of the carrier frequency
at the sending and receiving sta-
tions. If the sending and receiving
oscillators differ in frequency by
more than 25 cycles, the natural-
ness or quality of the speech trans-
mitted over the system will be de-
graded. Maintaining the synchron-
ism in these limits is relatively sim-
ple with suitable oscillator design.

Ringing current entering the tele-
phone connections of a channel
unit is blocked by the high-pass .2
kc filter but causes the ringing re-
lay to operate. This applies plate
voltage to the plates of the ringing
amplifier tube, a 6N7. The power
of the carrier frequency emitted to
the line is controlled by a gain con-
trol. The signal is fed through a
narrow band signal transmitting
filter which removes noise or har-
monics generated in the amplifier.

This carrier frequency signal is
transmitted over the radio link to
the receiving end where the carrier
ringing frequency is selected by the
proper signal receiver filter. The
signal is amplified by a 3 -stage
audio amplifier, is rectified and the
resultant voltage used to block the
grids of a control tube to operate
the ring -down relay. This relay
transmits 20 cycle ringing current
to the telephone line. The diode
rectifier in the ringing receiver is
back biased approximately 25 volts
and in conjunction with a 7 mfd
capacitor strapped across the diode
resistor, offers discrimination and
delay to prevent false rings on
random noise pulses.

(Continued on page 188)
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3
INSULATORS GIVING BETTER

VACUUM TUBE PERFORMANCE

Vacuum tubes today operate under a wider variety
of conditions than ever before. Insulators of qual-
ity and durability must meet all load and tempera-
ture requirements.

General Ceramics offers for your choice three
types of insulators to obtain better results in meet-
ing specified tube performance.
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These insulators can be supplied by General
Ceramcis in pressed or extruded shapes for every type
of vacuum tube requirement. The same excellence of
material, design, and workmanship that has won
General Ceramics a wide reputation in the ceramics
field, has been put into these insulators to meet your
most exacting requirements.

Has insulating
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perior
to steatite

at
elevated{

or Secoose
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quality
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tool wear,
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two.

GENERAL CERAMICS AND
STEATITE CORPORATION

NEW JERSEY
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BRUSH SURFACE ANALYZER

meatt4 to

Surface smoothness on the vital moving parts of his plane
has been measured to one -millionth of an inch by the

Brush Surface Analyzer. Such precision assures his safety.

The diamond stylus of this instrument explores surface
finishes, and its movement is amplified up to one hundred

thousand times, then immediately recorded on a moving
paper chart for permanent record.

If accuracy is essential in your business, write today for
a fully illustrated bulletin on what the Brush Surface

Analyzer can do for you.

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
3 4 3 3 PERKINS AVE. CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
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THIS unretouched photomicrograph, approximately
50 times actual size, shows pretty clearly what we

mean by the value of experience, when it comes to the
making of electrical instruments and testing equipment.

Pivots play an important part in determining an in-
strument's life and accuracy. In the Simpson -made pivot
above, you have what is truly a masterpiece of its kind
. . . perfect in contour . . . all surfaces brilliantly pol-
ished to prevent rusting . . . rounded end properly cor-
related with radius of jewel to minimize friction and
withstand vibration and shock . . . heat -treated for an
unusual combination of strength and hardness.

The obvious explanation for this excellence rests in
the fact that Simpson employs some processes others do
not, and safeguards every step of manufacture by the
finest and most complete control modern science can
provide. But in the final analysis, it is only Simpson's
long experience which makes such a pivot possible.

That experience reaches back more than 30 years.
From it has come new shortcuts in manufacture, new
refinements in design, which today permit Simpson to
make "instruments that stay accurate" in greater volume
than ever before. From this long specialization has come
too a sound basis for further advance; in your postwar
Simpson Instruments you will see still more forcefully
the value of this experience.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
5200-5218 Kinzie St., Chicago 44, III.

0

Buy War Bonds and Stamps for Victory
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944 1S7



FERRIS INSTRUMENTS
ARE STANDARDS OF THE INDUSTRY

Ferns salutes its many

users of Ferris Instruments in

CALIFORNIA in this issue
and calls attention to-

THE MODEL 34-A
U. H. F. CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR

U. H. F. CRYSTAL CALIBRATORwoo s- se ...it
name ms-Zi:, CORP

Raw.

A frequency standard which is proving
of great value in this field

FERRIS INSTRUMENT
COMPANY

110 CORNELIA ST. BOONTON, N. J.

Permanent
Magnets

All Shapes, Sizes and Alloys. Alnico magnets
cast or sintered under G. E. license. Chrome,
Tungsten and Cobalt magnets stamped,

formed or cast.

THOMAS & SKINNER
STEEL PRODUCTS CO. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

42 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

(Continued from page 184)
The operation of the equipment

so far described pertains essentially
to carrier communication over
radio. The principles involved in
wire transmission are basically the
same, but the following important
changes are made. With the trans-
mission medium a single 2 -wire cir-
cuit, easterly and westerly trans-
mission is accomplished in different
frequency bands. Separate oscil-
lators are therefore used in the
transmitting and receiving branches
of each channel.

Illustrated, schematically, are
three carrier channels-Nos. 1, 2
and 3-derived from a pair of wires
over which is routed the normal
voice frequency circuit. Directional
filters separate the east to west, or
lower portion of the carrier spec-
trum, from the west to east, or
higher frequency portion. At the
terminals the receiving portion and
its three carrier channels are equal-
ized. The transmitting channels
are all amplified as a unit. Equali-
zation is necessary to offset the line
attenuation slope which varies for
each wire line over which the car-
rier operates.

The output level of the radio car-
rier apparatus described is 1 mw
into 600 ohms. For use on wire
lines an output level of plus 18 db
is recommended as the nominal
spacing between terminals or re-
peaters may be in excess of 30 db.
This output level affords a higher
signal-to-noise ratio at the receiv-
ing end and is a good compromise
to reduce interference to other wires
on the same telephone lead. For
this reason the transmitting ampli-
fier is used in the common trans-
mitting branch.

Since it is possible that carrier
telephone currents may be repeated
many times, consideration must be
given to attenuation losses of line
facilities which vary widely with
moisture conditions and appreciably
with temperature and other factors.

In multi -channel carrier systems
the large variations due to weather,
require continual adjustment of the
gain of the carrier amplifiers. This
is done automatically by a pilot
channel regulator. For each direc-
tion of transmission the pilot chan-
nel oscillator supplies to the line a
current of constant amplitude
which is emitted through a narrow
band filter between channels. At
the repeaters and terminals this
pilot channel oscillator is separated
from the other frequencies and am-
plified. This amplified current is
used to control relays which auto-
matically adjust a motor -driven
variable attenuator to compensate
for line losses. These pilot channel
regulators are designed to maintain
the level on the carrier system.

High-pass and low-pass filters are
used to separate the physical tele-
phone currents and the carrier
channels.
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Consolidated Radio Products Company specializes in 400 cycle transformers to
meet Army and Navy specifications on airborne communications equipment, and
also, supplies prime contractors of the Signal Corps and Maritime Commission.

Greatly expanded production facilities on a wide range of small and medium
transformers include Pulse Transformers, Solenoid Coils, Search

Coils. Other products include !lenge Filtes and Headsets.

Consolidated Engineers will also design transformers
for special applications or will build to your

specifications.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

330 W. Eitif Si., CINOCAG
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OVERSIZE D -C

MOTORS NOT

NEEDED WITH

NEW MOTOR

CONTROL

Use of the full current wave
to operate any D -C shunt
motor from alternating cur-
rent is now made possible by
the Weltronic variable speed
Motor Control Unit.

This makes unnecessary the
use of oversize D -C motors
to obtain desired capacity
when operating machines
from A -C power lines.

As a result, also, the new
"packaged unit" Weltronic
Motor Control provides vast-
ly smoother motor operation.

For details on this striking
new control development,
write or wire for Bulletin
No. WTM-44.

COMPANY

Is

ENGINEERS COMMENT ON NEW

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

Following are comments received
by the editors of this magazine, re-
garding the new Electronic En-
gineering Handbook just issued
under the editorial direction of
Ralph R. Batcher and William E.
Moulic. As previously explained,
the entire issue of the new Hand- .

book has been purchased by the
publishers of Electronic Industries
for the benefit of new paid sub-
scribers to the magazine. At the
present time the Handbook is not
for sale separately.*

From Commissioner E. K. Jett, FCC,
Washington, D. C.-"There has been real
need for a convenient up-to-date reference
book of this kind. .. . It will be regarded
as a necessary addition to the libraries of
all interested in tube applications."

From H. J. Hoffman, Machlett Labs.,
Chairman, Electronic Section, NEMA-
"A splendid job! . . . The Handbook is
comprehensive, while maintaining an ex-
cellent balance between practical and
theoretical aspects of this new science."

From Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, Chief Engineer,
RCA Victor.-"Of value to anyone inter-
ested in the application of electronic
equipment to industry. . . . The section
on industrial tubes is quite complete, and
many up-to-date circuits are shown."

From Walter Evans, Westinghouse vice-
president, Electronic Div.-"The section
on high -frequency heating (information
on which does not appear in other well-
known handbooks), will be especially ap-
preciated by engineers."

From Allen B. DuMont, president, Du -
Mont Laboratories.-"Very complete. . . .

Contains down-to-earth practical informa-
tion for the industrial or development en-
gineer, bridging gap between electronic
manufacturer and practical everyday ap-
plications."

From Virgil M. Graham, Sylvania, As-
soc. Director RMA Engineering Div.-
"The authors have done a very good job
in presenting a book which meets the re-
quirements. . . . The material seems very
much up-to-date and well presented."

From W. C. White, director, Electronic
Labs, General Electric Co.-"Particularly
useful to engineers applying electron tubes
to various industrial problems. .. . Wealth
of useful circuit diagrams and other fig-
ures are outstanding."

* At present the Handbook is not for sale
separately but Is being offered only with re-
newals and new subscriptions to Electronic
Industries. For detailed information, address
Subscription Manager, Electronic Industries, 480
Lexington Ave., New York 17, New York.

From C. A. Rice, vice-president, United
Electronics Co.-"The chapter on high -
frequency heating will be very useful to
those who are for the first time under-
taking experimental projects in either in-
duction or dielectric heating."

From Lewis M. Clement, Crosley, vice-
president in charge of engineering.-"Con-
tains up-to-date and pertinent information
of great practical value. Editors are to
be congratulated on preparing this timely
and useful book."

From Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice-president,
General Electric, Director RMA Engineer-
ing Div.-"A very creditable job! .. . The
new Electronic Engineering Handbook
should prove especially useful to engineers
engaged in designing electronic equipment
for industrial applications."

From A. C. Monteith, Mgr., Industry
Engineering Dept., Westinghouse.-"A
very fine treatise on the subject of tubes
and tube characteristics, as well as the
fundamentals of circuits. . . . It is pre-
pared in a very interesting manner. . . .

A fine job done in giving a word -picture
without involved mathematical terms."

From Lloyd L. Call, Chief Engineer,
General Electric X -Ray Corp., Chicago.-
"I think you have done a very fine job
on the Electronic Engineering Handbook,
and it should be very useful reference for
electronic engineers."

From Dr. L. Grant Hector, director of
engineering, Nat'l. Union Radio Corp.-
"Specialists in particular fields of electron-
ics will find the handbook useful for ob-
taining a correct understanding of phe-
nomena in related electronic applications.
. . . This handbook appears to fill a long
felt need for a reference book of this
type."

From David B. Smith, Director, -Re-
search Div., Philco.-"Unusual in that
Handbook is directed to industrial design-
ers of electronic equipment rather than
communication engineers, and contains
much information in summarized form of
interest to the former."

From N. A. Woodford, Commercial Mgr.,
Electronic Tube Div., North American
Philips.-"The salesman or executive who
takes pride in knowing his business will
find that Messrs. Batcher and Moulic can
tell him much which he will be expected
to know.. . . And the job of learning it
will be a pleasant one."

From Dr. B. E. Shackelford, Radio Cor-
poration of America.-"A quite inclesive
book which has brought together much
fundamental information on the tools of
the electronic engineer, the methods of
using them, and a few instances of their
use."
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New Handbook Unanimously Praised!
Swift and unanimous is the praise accorded the ELEC-
TRONIC ENGINEERING HANDBOOK which has been
just published. Designed as a working tool for every
engineer interested in electronic developments and
applications in the industrial and communications field,
most of the material has never before been published
in any form.

Regarded by many critics as a necessary addition to
the reference libraries of all interested in tune applica-
tions, it contains down-to-earth practical information
while maintaining an excellent balance between prac-
tical and theoretical aspects for engineer specialists in
the radio -electronic field.

Original, authoritative and comprehensive, it is edited
by Ralph R. Botcher and William Moulic of the staff
of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES. Because of paper re-
strictions only a limited edition has been published.

e On Subscriron Only
The Handbook is not for solo. It may
be obtained only with new or renewal
subscriptions to ELECTRONIC INDUS-
TRIES for two years at $6.00 or three
years at $7.50

Obtainable only with subscriptions to ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES, they will be taken in order of receipt and
this offer may be withdrawn without notice.

With electronic applications spreading to every con-
ceivable industrial field the thorough -going job done
in the ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING HANDBOOK may
be viewed in the light of its worth to all who would
keep apace of present trends.

Set In Clear, Legible Type
464 Pages: 4 Sections: 560
Charts, Diagrams, Tables,
Drawings, Photographs;
Completely Indexed for

Reference Purposes.

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES

480 Lexington Avenue New York 17, N. Y.
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NO LIMIT TO CALLS -IN JAP WRECKAGE

Parts of National Vulcanized Fibre and
Phenolite, laminated Bakelite are used
widely in communication instruments of
every cescription. This is because of their
great dielectric strength, lightness in weight
and excep-ional wearing qualities.

THE ruins of shattered Jap buildings on captured
Namur lay around these Marine Signalmen as they

hurriedly set up communications. There's no limit to calls
here-the advance moves on-thanks to the skill of our
signalmen and the high efficiency of our communications
equipment. Important in the dependable operation of
these instruments are the countless parts made of plastics
like National Vulcanized Fibre and Phenolite,
laminated Bakelite.

dAri kThe electronic engineers of America are
doing a great job at the battle front-and on OA)/
the home front.

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
WILMINGTON

Offices in
DELAWARE
Principal Cities



Guthman Engineers recognize that the important

need in Frequency Modulation receivers is to

have excellent wide band I F coils. Guthman

high gain I F coils operate on frequencies from

4.3 mc to 30 mc, and provide maximum fre-

quency stability.

GuTHmAN
Do Your Best . . . Invest in Bonds!

ieadeii
j

EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & CO.,cl INC.
15 SOUTH THROOP STREETCHICAGO

PRECISION MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Spero perfects new

DISCONNECT for automatic pilot

It wasn't so long ago that planes were
equipped with a part that was made to be
broken-a shear -link that tore when the
automatic pilot mechanism jammed. And
replacing that shear -link was a job that re-
quired time, tools and a stock of parts.

Today, the function of the shear -link has
been taken over by the Sperti DISCONNECT
which releases, not tears, at a pressure of
40 pounds.

It can be re -connected in flight in a second,
even by a crewman wearing heavy gloves.
No spare parts, no tools required. And the
re -connection can he made hundreds of
times since the DISCONNECT lasts indefinitely.

Developed by the engineers of Sperti, Inc.,
the DISCONNECT is but one in a series of
advances made to hurry the day of victory
and peace.

Out of such practical ingenuity will come
new advances for the peacetime world, new
applications for wartime discoveries.

It is suggested that you maintain a contact
with Sperti, Inc., so that you may be kept
informed of the progress of research in elec-
tronics. irradiation, fluorescent lighting and
related fields in which the laboratories be-
yond Sperti are now engaged in scientific
inquiry.

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING, CINCINNATI, OHIO

MASS SPECTROMETER-
NEW INDUSTRIAL TOOL

(Continued from page 95)
Various methods of producing

ions have been used in the past.
The best method for use with the
light gases considered here is that
of electron bombardment. An elec-
tron gun of more or less conven-
tional nature shoots a thin ribbon
of electrons, with energies of the
order of 100 volts, through the gas
(Fig. 2). A small number of these
electrons strike gas molecules and
knock an electron from each, or in
the case of complex molecules knock
off an electron and sometimes an
atom or group of atoms. The ioni-
zation chamber, as well as the
analyzer tube, is in a uniform mag-
netic field, and the electrons move
parallel to the lines of force. The
action of the magnetic field is to
prevent any electrons from straying
off to the side; this is similar to
magnetic focusing in cathode ray
tubes.

Gas analysis

At the low sample pressures used,
roughly 10-4 mm. Hg, the rate of
formation of any particular kind of
ion is directly proportional to the
partial pressure of the gas which
yields the ion, and directly propor-
tional to the electron current. If
two or more kinds of gases are
present, each behaves as though the
others were not there; thus linear
superposition results and the
analysis of gas mixtures is possible.
This will be discussed more fully
later.

Commercial design

The design of a mass spectrom-
eter naturally centers around the
ionization chamber -analyzer tube
combination, which is the heart of
the instrument. Fig. 3 is a sche-
matic diagram of the commercial
mass spectrometer manufactured
by Consolidated Engineering Corp.
In the center is the magnet with
the ionization chamber and analyzer
tube enclosed in a glass envelope
between the pole faces. The direc-
tions of the arrows indicate the re-
lation of the "M.S. tube" to the
other components of the system. We
will consider the various elements
in turn.

Pre -focused tube

The ionization chamber and the
analyzer tube are constructed of
non-magnetic materials of the types
often used in vacuum tubes. Ex-
tremely close tolerances are held on
all parts so that a "pre -focused"
tube results. This means that once
the tube is aligned in the gap, no
adjustments are necessary to pro-
duce proper focusing. Pure tung-
sten is used as a filament material
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Awarded to our
Hicksville, Long Island Plant
for outstanding Achievement

in War Production

 iv,IgI66;

Now off to the wars, Press Wireless
"400's" will be available for civilian
service fronts when peace permits.
Here is a versatile transmitter of ex-
ceptional value for airport, police
department, ship -to -shore and other
exacting radio communication work.

Continuous coverage throughout
its frequency range of 2.1 to 18
megacycles; both crystal and master
oscillator frequency control with re-
markable stability in the latter; better
than 150 words per minute keying
speed and automatic carrier control
from remote point over two -wire tele-
phone line are only a few of this
transmitter's many outstanding serv-
ice characteristics.

The "400" is one of a number of
units Press Wireless is manufacturing
toward the development of complete
radio communication systems of the
highest economy and efficiency,-
for war today,-for peace tomorrow.

1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y. PRESS WIRELESS,Sales Office, Monulcduring Division Executive Offices
435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

RIO DE JANEIRO MONTEVIDEO BERNE SANTIAGO DE CHILE NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES LONDON HAVANA
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FOR LOW
ABSOLUTE
PRESSURES

WHAT IS A MI ON
Has it legs? Does it bark like a dog? Many people using vacuum
pumps and working with microns couldn't identify a micron if
they saw one. When used in reference to pressure (absolute) a
micron is the weight of a column of mercury 0.001 millimeter in
height. A column of mercury 1 MICRON (.001 mm) in height
produces a pressure in pounds per square inch of 0.0000193,
which is mighty close to nothing. But every KINNEY Com-
pound Dry Vacuum Pump must pump down to 0.2 micron
before being shipped!

Thousands of KINNEY Vacuum Pumps are maintaining the
low absolute pressures so vital in the electronic industry.

ASK FOR BULLETIN 18
We also manufacture vacuum tight valves, liquid pumps,

clutches and bituminous distributors.

KINNEY
MANUFACTURING CO.

3595 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON 30, MASS.

New York  Chicago  Philadelphia  Los Angeles  San Francisco

because of its greater emission sta-
bility with regard to the presence
of gases, and because the total
emission required is small.

Power supplies
The power supply for the electron

gun is a conventional low -voltage
power supply which uses VR-tube
regulation, and furnishes up to 100
volts to the electron beam. The en-
tire unit floats at a high -voltage and
is supplied through an isolating
transformer from a line -voltage
regulator. In Fig. 4 this unit is the
lower panel in the center of the
main control cabinet.

The high voltage for accelerating
the ions is derived from a conven-
tional high -voltage power supply.
This voltage is automatically varied
over any desired range, so that any
portion of the mass spectrum can
be scanned in a continuous manner.
Thus, all masses within the range
selected will be brought in succes-
sion to a focus at the collector and
recorded. This naturally is a much
faster and more accurate method
than the older point - by - point
method of plotting each peak sep-
arately.

The magnet power supply uses
two 872 rectifiers. Two stages of de
amplification ahead of the series
tubes in the regulator are necessary
to secure sufficient regulation.
Twenty-two 6A3's in parallel serve
as the series tubes, providing regu-
lated current up to 1.5 amperes.
Normally, a current of about .5 am-
peres is used when scanning the
spectrum from mass 12 to mass 70.
For the heavier mass range a some-
what larger current is used, and for
masses 1 through 4 a current of
about .15 amperes is used.

DC amplifier
A 3 -stage de amplifier amplifies

the ion current striking the col-
lector. Since this current is very
small, ranging from 10-15 to 10-19
amperes, extremely high grid -leak
resistance must be used in the input
stage of the amplifier. The range
of grid -leak values used from 109
to 1012 ohms. This requires that the
input tube be operated under condi-
tions which give rise to low grid
current; namely, low filament cur-
rent and low plate and screen volt-
ages. In addition, in order to pre-
vent surface leakage due to moisture
films on the grid -leak and the en-
velope of the input tube, the tube
and resistor are enclosed in an
evacuated shield which is mounted
on the end of the MS tube assembly.
Heavy inverse feedback is used in
the amplifier to give high stability
and a linearity of ± .1 per cent.

The output of the de amplifier
drives a recording oscillograph of
the electromagnetic type, which
uses high-speed galvanometers.
Record paper 8 in. in width is used,
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They're better ...
BY 2 NOTCHES!

Speer Coil Forms
Permit Tight Winding
Makers of radio sets and other electronic communications
equipment find Speer coil forms unusually easy to wind.
Here's why: Notches on the ends of each form help anchor
the wires ... make possible extra tightness in winding. This
exclusive feature is only one reason for the popularity of
Speer Resistor Coil Forms, one of the most economical com-
ponent parts on the market. Another reason is that anchorage
of coil ends is accomplished without use of elaborate ter-
minals. By its construction and by the choice of its materials,
this Speer winding unit insures peak performance. Simul-
taneous molding increases heat transfer efficiency and as a
result, improves load conditions.

These Speer winding coil forms - available in the sizes
shown in the table-draw upon 15 years of molding
experience. They arc produced by the makers of the most
complete line of carbon resistors in the country. Write for
further information, including additional Coil Form data.

YOU CAN GET SPEER COIL FORMS IN THESE DIAMETERS AND LENGTHS

PART NUMBER DIAMETER MAXIMUM LENGTH WIRE

CF .107 107" 3 8" 22

CF 1."8 7/16" 22

CF 5 32 5/32" 1'2" 21

CF .178 178" 21

CF 3/16 3 / I6" 3/4" 21

CF 7 ' 32 7/32" I 19

CF 1/4 1/4" 19

S
CF 3/8 3/8" 1.1/2' 18

The lengths given above ore the maximum lengths to which these can be mode
They can be mode in any shorter size

We normally require a tolerance on length of plus or minus 1 32" and on
ine diameter of plus or minus .008".

SPEER RESISTOR CORPORATION
MAW ST. MARYS, PENNSYLVANIA
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Probably the most important single factor :n modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. De-
pendable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor is proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline -driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.

Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants.
motors, converters and battery chargers.

DYNAMOTORS CONVERTERS

GENERATORS .... D C MOTORS

POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

BUY WAR BONDS!

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR
5841 W. DICKENS AVE.
CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
EXPORT ADDRESS: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YOLK 7, U. S A.  CABLE ADDRESS iiMONTRICE, iNIEW YORK

TSIS

and the scale lines are photo-
graphed simultaneously with the
galvanometer traces, so that paper
shrinkage has no effect on reading
accuracy. The oscillograph has a
removable magazine which contains
200 ft. of paper. After each run
the paper is cut by a knife in the
camera and the exposed portion is
transported to the darkroom in a
lightproof "sleeve." This method
of recording has great merit in pro-
viding accurate, perman,nt records.
The oscillograph can be seen in Fig.
4 in the upper left hand part of the
control cabinet.

The system for continuously evac-
uating the MS tube consists of a
two stage mercury diffusion pump
backed by a small mechanical pump.
This arrangement produces a vac-
uum of less than 10-8 mm. Hg. An
ionization gage of the type well
known to vacuum tube engineers is
used for measuring the degree of
vacuum. Backing pressure is meas-
ured with a Pirani gage. The two -
lower panels in the left-hand rack
in Fig. 4 contain the pump controls
and the vacuum -measuring circuits.

Introduction system

In the upper portion of the left-
hand rack in Fig. 4 is the sample
introduction system. This system
has its own vacuum pumps, a two -
stage oil diffusion pump, and a me-
chanical backing pump. Their pur-
pose is to pump out those parts of
the introduction system into which
a sample is to be introduced, so that
there will be no contamination from
preceding samples or from air.

The sample is bled from its con-
tainer into an evacuated chamber
in the inlet system. From here the
flow of gas to the ionization cham-
ber takes place through a capillary
leak, so that when the sample ar-
rives at the ionization chamber, its
pressure has been reduced to rough-
ly 10-4 mm. Hg. The amount of
sample required is usually less than
0.1 cc. at atmospheric pressure.

Chassis construction

An unusual chassis construction
has been used throughout the in-
strument: Fig. 5 shows the inside of
a typical chassis and the rear view
of its panel. The panels can be
removed and hooked on to the cab-
inet at right angles, thus permitting
operation of a unit in place, at the
same time allowing ready access to
wiring and parts for testing and
servicing. Design of the instrument
is conservative, on the basis of 24 -
hour -a -day operation.

The mass spectrometer is ideally
suited to many problems in chem-
ical analysis-one problem which
will receive much attention in the
future is biological tracer work
using isotopes as tracers. At pres-
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\\-t In MODERN X-RAY, costly tubes

are protected with built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE
Voltage surges, which have been re-
sponsible for the destruction of many
costly X-ray tubes, no longer harass
the operators of modern X-ray
equipment.

Recognizing this common enemy,
design engineers of most leading
manufacturers of X-ray equipment
have incorporated Sout Constant
Voltage Transformers as a built-in
part of their newer models, thus sub-
stantially reducing one of the costly
factors of X-ray work-tube re-
placement.

Economy of operation, however,
is only one of the improvements
made possible in X-ray by this de-
pendable means of voltage control.
In the de luxe push button model

Constaq

of the F. Mattern Manufacturing
Company illustrated above, the
built-in SOLA Constant Voltage
Transformer maintains a perfectly
stabilized cathode temperature thus
eliminating film distortion or foggi-
ness and greatly reducing the chance
for diagnostic error.

During fluoroscopic examinations,
patient and technician are protected
against sudden intensification of
rays. In X-ray treatments the exact
dosage can be administered with no
chance for error.

With the expansion of the use of
X-ray into vast new fields of indus-
trial research, constant voltage has
become mandatory. Here speed and
accuracy in the examination and

trAformers

testing of basic elements, raw mate-
rials and manufactured products
must keep pace with the swiftly
moving tempo of industry.

Here is another typical example of
improved product design made pos-
sible by the SOLA Constant Voltage
Transformer. As a built-in part of
modern X-ray equipment it absorbs
primary voltage fluctuations as great
as 30' ,, reducing them to the safe vol-
tage limits as specified on the label.

SoLA Constant Voltage Trans-
formers require no supervision, are
fully automatic and self -protecting
against short circuit. Standard units
are available in capacities from 10VA
to 15KVA, or special units can be
built to design specifications.

To Manufacturers:
Built-in voltage control guarah-
tees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on
details of design specifications.

4sk for Bolleths 10CY-74

Transformers for: Constant Voltage  Cold Cathode lighting  Mercury Lamps  Series Lighting  Fluorescent lighting X -Ray Equipment  luminous Tube Signs
Oil Burner Ignition  Radio  Power  Controls  Signal Systems  Door Bells and Chimes  etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2323 Clybos.rn Ave., Chicago 14, III.
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...Important Features
of ADC Quality...
With transformers of today being far more exact-
ing in requirements than ever before, their design

involves compromises to attain the best possible

performance over the entire operational range.

The ADC standard of efficiency and reliability

is made possible by extreme care in selecting the

materials when units are being designed. It is this

consideration of all important details that assures

the quality of ADC Products.

Do You Have the ------------

New ADC Catalog?
 A copy of our new catalog covering
the specialized line of A D C Trans-

formers, Filters, Equalizers, Key Switches,

Jacks, Plugs and other electronic com-
ponents is now available for the asking.

rkrri4
.1, Log

(,r INV34.0.4.101
,POONC LIJNYOrr,

Catalog No. 10
Write for A D C

2833 13th Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
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ent, however, the primary commer-
cial application of the mass spec-
trometer is in the analysis of the
hydrocarbon mixtures encountered
in refining operations. Here the
mass spectrometer is being used
both as an aid to the development
of new processes and as an instru-
ment for routine control work.

When a hydrocarbon gas is ad-
mitted to the ionization chamber,
ions are formed not only with the
mass of the molecule, but with
many lower masses as a result of
"cracking" by the electrons. Thus,
in the case of methane, CH., the
following ions appear: CH.+, CH,+,
CH,+, CH+, C. The relative num-
bers of these different ions are con-
stant no matter what the pressure
and no matter what other gases are
present. By running a sample of
pure methane these numbers are
determined, and are called the pat-
tern of methane.

Similarly, other hydrocarbons are
found to crack into various ions,
each substance having a distinctive
pattern of its own. In mixtures of
gases the various patterns often
contribute to the same mass peaks,
but because of the linear nature of
the ionization chamber, mixture
patterns are linear superpositions
of the component patterns. The
amount of each component is thus
readily found by solving a set of
simultaneous equations. Readers
interested in the details of comput-
ing mixtures and in the patterns of
a number of materials are referred
to the literature cited at the end
of this article.

Since a typical mixture analysis
may take only 15 minutes of instru-
ment time plus a few minutes to
two hours of a computer's time. it
is plain that a large number of
samples can be run in one day. This
speed is of great importance in re-
finery control, since the plant oper-
ator can ascertain the results of
changes as much as 24 hours sooner
than with the older methods of
analysis. One practical result of
this closer control is more and bet-
ter aviation gasoline.
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COIL FORMS OF

BODY (302)

andCen dite BODY (400)

CENTRALAB occupies a distinctive place in ilia industry with its Coil
Forms of Steatite and Centradite*. Countless !law uses for these cera-
mics are being developed daily in industry. The unique electrical and
physical characteristics of these ceramics are being combined in var-
ious ways to form new applications. Our laboratory and engineering
facilities are at your disposal. Write for Bu:Lein 720.

Producers of Variable
Resistors Selector
Switches  Ceramic Ca-
pacitors, Fixed and Vari-
able  Steatite Insulators.

'Centradite is .he ideal
where low thermal ex -
passion. high resistance
to heat shock. :ow pm,
osi:y and low loss fac-
tors are required.

T 1,I
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SPEEDING
UP

Om-

COMMUNICAtIONS

MUST BE

MAINTAINED

Wherever they go-in the air,-on land or
sea,-wherever

transformers made by Jefferson Electric are doing their
part in all types of vital radio, communications, signal and
detector equipment.

All over the world, reports emphasize thevalue ofJefferson
Electric Transformer dependability,-from the icy Attu to
the Equator-from the hot moisture -laden regions to the
arid desert areas.

Engineering, designing, research, manufacture of all com-
ponents are under one control to insure "quality" with
quantity.

Let us know your particular requirements. Jefferson Elec-
tric recommendations and suggestions will help you save
time-and the transformers furnished whether in small or
large quantities will he alike in quality and performance ...
JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb
of Chicago), Illinois. In Canada: Canadian Jefferson Elec-
tric Co. Ltd., 384 Pape Ave., Toronto, Ont.

JEFFERSON

ELECTRIC.

TRANSFORMERS
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WIDE READING
(Continued from page 140)

a change of 10 volts in grid bias
varies the tube resistance from 0.5
to 5 volt/mA, corresponding to a
change in output by 18 db. The
variable grid bias is supplied by the

Expansion unit diagram

Modified rectifier circuit

rectifier tube. Inputs of 20 volts
or more will be handled without
distortion.

It has been mentioned that until
controlled compression is intro-
duced at the transmitting end, bet-
ter results can be obtained by hav-
ing different times of charge and
discharge in the rectifier circuit. In
the modified rectifier circuit shown,
the time constants are about 0.02
and 2 for charge and discharge,
respectively.

If no expansion is desired for
small amplitudes, a suitable de bias
should be applied to the rectifier;
it would, however, depend on the
carrier level. The detector input is,
therefore, taken through a separate
rf amplifier, rectified and smoothed,
and a proportion of the voltage fed
in series with the expander diode.

Pressure Gage
J. Yarwood (Electronic Engineering,
London, April, 1944).

Color and structure of the electric
discharge in a tube depend on the
type of gas in the tube and on the
pressure. This fact may be used to
indicate the pressure in a system
undergoing evacuation by the proc-
esses in a discharge tube sealed to
a side -tube of the system.

Colored pictures typical for dif-
ferent pressures when the gas orig-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944



WHEN YOU AND FORMICA

ARE HONORABLY
DISCHARGED

YOU'LL WANT THIS VETERAN
IN YOUR PEACETIME PRODUCT

Formica laminated plastic is 30 years young, but
a veteran with a long bright future before it helping
you make better products for a better world. It

passed the most rigid "physical" when it entered
the armed services. It is serving in every branch on
land, sea and in the air. It went through all the
hells on all the fronts as parts of vehicles, planes,
tanks, ships and communications equipment. It is

coming back to you laden with stripes.

It has met the severest tests in the most gruelling

NON0RABLE
DIScHARGE

combat to which men and materials have ever been
subjected.

It is light for its great strength, non absorbent, acid
resistant, and has good dielectric properties, ma-
chinability, and comes in many grades with special
properties. Why not investigate its applicability to
your post war product now.

"The Formica Story" is a moving picture in color
showing the qualities of Formica, how it is made,
how it is used. Available for meetings of engineers
and executives.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY, 4647 SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI 32, OHIO

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Jn, 1144
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When contracts, new specs, pilot runs and
general production troubles pile up - the
skeleton in your closet may well become
your "harnesses." That's where we shine -
because the Wallace Organization is made
up of skilled radio craftsmen that take
harness and cable jobs in stride.
Our wartime work includes crystals, oscilla-
tors, cables, harnesses, both radio and ra-

dar. We'd like to give you a hand
today, when speed means cap-
tured enemy territory or tomorrow
when it means captured markets.

Phone Peru, 151

WITLIWALLACE mFG. [a.
General Offices: PERU, mown

(able Assembly Division: ROCHESTER, mann
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inally in the vessel is air are shown,
as well as colored pictures for sev-
eral other gases. It is also possible
to trace impurities in the form of
condensable vapors, for instance,
water -vapor or grease -vapor from
stop -cocks.

Capacitor Charging
V. Wouk (Communications, April,
1944).

The energy balance during the
charging of a capacitor by a con-
stant emf is investigated. Mathe-
matical analysis shows that an
amount of energy, equal to the
amount finally stored on the ca-
pacitor, is expended in I2R losses
during the charging process; this
is true for any circuit provided no
tubes are incorporated and the re-
sistance is neither zero nor nega-
tive.

Charging of a capacitor through
a resistance and through a resist-
ance plus inductance, as well as an
open circuited RC cable are shown
to obey the theorem. It also applies
to non-linear systems where the re-
sistance is a function of the current.

Photometer
J. McG. Sowerby (Journal of Scien-
tific Instruments, London, March,
1944).

A photoelectric photometer for
measuring the light scattered by
the surface of a transparent plastic
has been designed in connection
with the study of abrasion of plas-
tics, the amount of light scattered
before and after a defined abraid-
ing process being a measure of the
resistance of the surface to abra-
sion.

The output of the photocell is
amplified in a cathode follower
stage connected to the control grid
of a tuning eye indicator. Dimen-
sions of the circuit elements are
given and discussed. The results
were reproducible to within 2 per
cent.

etermining Water Vapor
Content in Fuel Gases
R. J. Pfister and D. J. Kerley (Bulle-
tin of the American Society for
Testing Materials, March, 1944).

A technic is described for deter-
mining moisture in fuel gases. using
a change in the light transmission
of a 0.1 per cent solution of cobalt-
ous bromide in butanol. A sample
of condensed water is frozen out
from a measured volume of gas,
added to the solution and the trans-
mission measured with a photoelec-
tric calorimeter. Results from both
field and laboratory tests indicate
that water contents may be deter-
mined to within ± 3 per cent of the
amount of moisture present.
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CONNECTORS

Connecting #22 wire or
2000 mcm cable ... you
can do it with one-piece
HYDENT Connectors,
using the simple Burndy
Indenting Tools which
range from small hand
HYTOOLS (pliers). to
hydraulic HYPRESSES.

Xig kdadL la
... to make permanent electrical connections potattee

_41

--Tif

On circuits everywhere, you now see mod-
ern Burndy HYDENT (Indent Type)
connections like those above . . . in place
of old-fashioned connections made by
methods which were time-consuming and
uncertain.

The Indent connection has been widely
adopted because the indenting principle
removes all uncertainty over the strength
and permanency of the connection. Fur-
ther, the HYDENT connectors used are of

SURNDY ENGINEERING

one-piece, pure copper construction . . .

assuring highest electrical conductivity.
And they are installed in a fraction of the
time ... another feature industry likes, too.

Pioneered and proved by utility engi-
neers, the HYDENT connection has been
a significant aid to our war effort ... and
will contribute materially to product and
production efficiency in the days to come.
Bulletin on HYDENT Connectors gladly
sent on request.

CO., INC., 107 Bruckner Boulevard, New York 54, N. Y.
IN CANADA: Canadian Line Materials. Limited, leronto 13
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the Performance of the

6, ACRO
SNAP -ACTION
SWITCHES

Rising preference for ACRO
snap -action switches is due to the amazing per-
formance of the patented Rolling Spring-the
heart of the switch. One spring actually triggers
the other-giving quicker contact break, firmer
contact pressure and eliminating friction. Open
blade switch, in single pole or 2 pole, is rated
15 amps on 115 volts A.C., or 71/2 amps on 230
volts. Made normally open, normally closed or

double throw. Approximately 3" long and '/2" to
1" widths. Approved by the U. S. Army Air Forces
and used on all types of war equipment. If your
future production is not yet planned for ACRO
switches, write us details of your particular
needs now.

ACRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
1308 Superior Avenue Cleveland 14, Ohio

New York, Chiccgo, Buffalo, Detroit, Dallas, Omaha, St. Paul,
Kansas City, Memphis, Tampa, Baltimore, New Orleans,

Pheonix, Los Angeles, Dayton, Toronto, Canada

FISHING
(Continued front page 131)

The echo -sounding devices now
a part of the equipment of Navy
patrol vessels are believed to be
the finest in the world. Present de-
vices are regarded as infinitely
superior to those in use just before
the war.

Tests of echo -sounding devices in
locating schools of herring were
begun by the British in the North
Sea just prior to the war. Similar
tests made in waters off British
Columbia during the past fall gave
promising results. The series of
tests planned for the west coast
will be the first large-scale ex-
periment in American waters.

Echo -sounding equipment has
been of great value to vessels en-
gaged in fishing for species known
as "bottom fish" by permitting
easy exploration of the floor of the
ocean, thus protecting nets from
rocks and locating undersea valleys
where some bottom fish congre-
gate.

With sensitive equipment and
trained operators it is believed pos-
sible not only to locate schools of
fish but to determine the size and
direction of the schools. As soon
as arrangements have been com-
pleted, representatives of the Fish
and Wildlife Service will be allowed
to make tests aboard the Navy's
patrol vessels during their routine
operations.

Chief purpose of the experiments,
is to aid fisherman in catching
pilchards, or California sardines.
The pilchard season closed this
week and will not be reopened un-
til August 1. It is hoped that by
then the experiment with the
sounding devices will be far enough
along for effective use during the
next season.

AUTOMATIC TRACERS
(Continued from page 131)

can be duplicated within two or
three thousandths of an inch when
feed speed of twenty to thirty
inches per minute is used. The
schematic drawing illustrates oper-
ation with a full-scale model. As
the probe A moves up and down in
passing over the model, the cutter -
head is moved correspondingly by
its feed motor, controlled by the
signal from the amplifier.

Two Pd. Opt.. Blade Switch With
Indopondont Circuits Controllsod by Ono

Actuation.

Cl21,

Arro Midget Switch Dsigned With
Actuating Pin Below. 10 Amps at 113

Volts A. C. I.2" long.
Tube -controlled tracer mechanism
for intricate surface -machining
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reaviNdlaw 'att; IN MINIATURE!

IN MIDGET
AIR -WOUND INDUCTORS

Now for the first time, you can get
B & W Air -Wound Coils in very small
sizes from 1/2" to 11/4" diameter, I. Ye"
steps, and in winding pitches fran 44
to 4 tu-ns or less per inch. Almcs- any
type o' mounting can be suppliel.

App ications for these tiny cols in-
clude: :oil switching turret assemblies;
intermediate frequency transfcrners;
high -frequency r -f stages (low -pc rered
transmitter or receiver); all typ-n of
test equipment involving tuned r -f cir-
cuits; I- igh-frequency r -f chokes, and
numerous others.

The cod! have a high 0, due to the
almost total abser ce of insulcting
material i i the electrical field. They are
exceptior ally light n weight and ex-
tremely rigid. Nornally would with
tinned cooper wire in sizes from
to -7-14, -hey can also be supplied with
Coin silver coil silver jacketed, bare
copper, cr phosphor bronze wire. All
types ma} be equipped with ether
fixed or woriable irternal or external
coupling I nks, or other non-standard
features. Samples of request to quan-
tity users. Send us your specificat ons!

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE UPPER DARBY, PA.

AIR INDUCTORS  VARIABLE CONDENSERS  ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES
Exclusive Export Representatives lindeteves, Inc., 10 Rockefel eg Plaza, New York, P. Y., U. S. A.
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__DOUBLE*
WAR BONDS'

-evicotritc2c,,:74
/qp641,

. ,tvwfivt4.P6e.E.af,uerzb724ed
412., vrk( 9/

445pr
49(4

ASSUREDLY
if only every citizen

could
take a jaunt along a battle front, and
SEE what our taxes

and bonds
are par

-

chasing
toward

Victory - they would
doubletheir War Bonds, cheerfully!Yes, CORWICO

wires
are there,

too ....'William
Ogert of Cornish

Wire
Co. had

his son,
now ct letter

fromserviz2g
overseas

..
.

Pan t of which is quoted here.

cornish
WIRE COMPANY, INC.

15 Pork Row, New York City, New York

" /ffacle by Znyineet3 Got fnyineezi'

ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE

(Continued from page 130)

type EMU has been considerably re-
vised with a view to simplifying ad-
justments and the routine neces-
sary in placing specimens and put-
ting the microscope in operation.
Internal magnification ranges from
100 to 22,000 times, adjustable in 40
steps. The photographic arrange-
ment permits five exposures on a
standard 2 x 10 in. plate. One of
its most important features is the
third -dimension measuring system
based on stereoscopic photography,
and an attachment for producing
electron diffraction patterns of
crystals.

MANUFACTURERS' REPS.
(Continued from page 139)

Van Luven Co., H. H., 307 East Third St.,
MU -5173

Warburg Co., Ed., 1207 East 8th St., TR-2981
Warren Co., C. W., 646 North Fuller Ave.,

WH-2122
Zeagler, K. S., 1709 West 8th St., EX -6921

North Hollywood
Lee, J. Max, 4249 Navajo St., SU-1-1732

Oakland
Otis, W. I., 608 16th St.

Piedmont
Ward, Charles, 135 St. James Drive, Olympic

3937

San Francisco
Barricks Co., A., 615 Belvedere St., MO -7857
Bushnell Sales Co., Western Merchandise

Mart, 1355 Market St., UN -2727
Gribbin Co., Walter W., Suite 505, Rialto

Bldg., DO -8155
Detach & Co., 341 10th St., MA -2788
Emmet Co., Frank M., 420 Market St.
Frazar Cr Hansen, 301 Clay St., EX -5112
Gilran Pacific Co., 1204 Hearst Bldg.
Hauch, Ernest F., 278 Chronicle Bldg.,

EX -7058
Henkel, Harry, 163 Second St., DO -3007
Hermans Co., James P., 235 Ninth St.,

MA -4166
Hines Co., Russ, 234 9th St., HE -2625
Hitt Co., W. C., 1355 Market St., UN -2727
Hodges & Glomb, 1264 Folsom St., UN -2367
Honn Co., George E., 420 Market St.,

SU-7565
Huber Sales Agency, 1280 Mission St.,

UN -6374
Hunt, Clarence R., 237 Rialto Bldg., SU-6517
Joslyn Co. of California, 180 Potrero Ave.,

UN -7313
Lippincott Co., Inc., 461 Market St., EX -2687
Logan Co., Les, 530 Gough St., 14E-5281
Marshall, Harry E., 104 Olive St., OR -2173
Marwedel & Co., C. W., 1235 Mission St.,

UN -2125
Nickerson & Rudat, 383 Brannan St.,

DO -8530
Noble Co., Thomas D., 210 12th St.,

MA -4326
Orcutt, Walter E., 420 Market St., DO -2085
Politeo, Dom, 547 Howard St., GA -0350
Purdy Co., Wm. J., 420 Market St., 50-6027
Routh Co., T. R., 1045 Bryant St., KL-2-0146
Sinai, Arnold A., 1280 Mission St., UN -6374
Spector Co., Rialto Bldg., GA -2009
Topping, Joseph, Jr., 325 Miguel St., AT -

4201
Totten, E. J., & Jack, 14 Santa Clara Ave.,

MO -5428
Waltham, DeWitt & Krusi, Monadnock Bldg.,

GA -5054
Wilcox Co., E. A., 277 7th St., HE -6672

San Marino
Condon, Earle

SY-6-5934

Los Angeles
Swartz, Wm.

30850

S., 405 San Marino Ave.,
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IN transmitting tubes operating in
militar% «nmunica lions at ultra high

frequencies, long life and uniform elec-
tron emission are imperative require-
:nents. The photograph illustrates one
Interesting tube manufacturing opera-
tion with the tungsten filaments being
-flashed" in a hydrogen atmosphere as
a protection against oxidation.

North _American Philips engineers
build I( mg life expectancy, Optimum elec-
tron emission and all-round satisfactory
performance into every NORELCO tube
they manufacture.

Ithough all the tubes we produce
now go to the armed forces, we invite
inquiries from prospective users. A list
of tube types we are especially equipped
to produce will be sent on request.

In the North American Philips Company, there is gathered together a
team of outstanding electronic engineers, captained by one of America'.
leading physicists, and coached by a group with world-wide expriena 
resulting from fifty years of research and development in the electrical
field. This new combination of technical talent has at its conuna-4
many eychisis e pr. wcsses that insure electronic devices of the bigheNt
precision :in I finality. Today, North American Philips works for

liked Nations" Victory; tomorrow, its aim will be to serve industry.

ore co ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Executive Offices: 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Factories in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mount Vernon, N. Y.
(Metalix Division); Lewiston, Maine (Elmet Division)

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES June, 1944

NORELCO PROO'JCS.
uartt Oscillator Flotev

Amplifier, Tronsnitselg,
Rectiier ard Cathod.:

Roy Tubes; Sec rails y (X -icy! Appsysitus. X-ro,

Diffraztion Appar0 ..s;
Medics% X -rat Equ'pmen ,

Tubes and Aczesscrie;;
Ete:tronic Meosurin

Instrurients; Dised
Reoding :reque icy Meter ;

High Frequency I- toriv Ecuipmert; Tungsten

and Molybdenert 1st
o3Icti; F ne Wi e; Diamond

Dies. When in New York, be sure to visit ev

Industrial Electrarics Shoaroon.
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erli.)012; experimenting with the incandescent
lamp in 1883, noted that the hot carbon filament
emitted an electric charge. When he put a positively
charged electrode in the bulb, negatively charged
particles were attracted to it from the filament. Later
on, Fleming, intrigued by this mystery, invented the
first electronic valve-all of which led to De Forest's
invention of the Audion Tube.

Similarly, Stancor Transformer design since its origin,
has reflected the refinements of electronic research.
This hourly accord with industry's needs
and desires is a definite promise always
of prime efficiency.. .

SEND FOR NEW COMPLETE CATALOG

STANCOR
77-eut4070ter4

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

1500 NORTH HALSTED STREET  CHICAGO

Manufacturers of quality transformers,
reactors, power packs and allied products

for the ele,tronic industries.          

RADIO RELAY
LINKS

(Continued from page 129)

supervision of the radio communi-
cation facilities in the southern
part of the state which includes the
counties of San Luis Obispo, Santa
Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles,
Orange, San Diego, Imperial, River-
side, San Bernardino and Kern.
Conditions in each of these counties
are typical of those in almost the
entire part of the state and for the
purposes of this article it is deemed
advisable to limit the discussion to
this section, since it will adequately
illustrate all points. This part of
the state embraces some of the
most mountainous sections as well
as some of the more level parts of
the state and an average commu-
nications problem is thus presented.

To date six repeater stations have
been installed in the above ten
counties; San Luis Obispo County
near Cambria, elevation 2700 ft.;
Santa Barbara County near San
Marcos Pass, elevation 2600 ft.;
Ventura County near Santa Paula,
elevation 3000 ft.; Kern County
near Lebec, elevation 5200 ft.; San
Bernardino County near Crestline
(Strawberry Peak), elevation 6150
ft. and San Diego County, on Lyons
Peak near the Mexican Border,
elevation 3700 ft. All of these auto-
matic radio relay stations operate
on 118.55 mc which is our uniform
relay frequency throughout the
state.

These stations provide an excel-
lent degree of coverage for mobile
units operating in their respective
counties and in many instances
provide inter -county coverage from
mobile units as some of the repeater
stations are received at several
different locations.

Experience has shown that 118.55
mc channel transmission definitely
is not limited to line -of -sight dis-
tances. In the case of the installa-
tion in Santa Barbara County the
118.55 mc receiving location at the
dispatching point is not within
optical range and the intervening
terrain is quite rugged and moun-
tainous and rises from 50 to 100
ft. within about two miles of the
repeater station location. The total
distance, in this instance, between
the repeater location and the dis-
patching point is approximately 8
miles. Similar variations have also
been noted in the 39.78 mc band
although to a greater extent. In
some instances it has been possible
to receive from mobile units operat-
ing on this frequency and separated
from the receiving location by
mountain ranges with an elevation
of 2,000 to 5,000 ft., the mobile units
being as much as 60 or more miles
distant.

An accompanying photograph il-
lustrates our installation in San
Bernardino County. The equip -
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Use KOVAR
for sealing
ELECTRONIC TUBES
TRANSFORMERS
RESISTORS
CAPACITORS
CONDENSERS
VIBRATORS
SWITCHES
RELAYS, ETC.
INSTRUMENTS
GAUGES
METERS
RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTERS

I

rrL

"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT"

JV

MANI,.
30061

at

IPXOtttt

Single Terminal Kovar-
glass lead -through readi-
ly soldered to apparatus.

Through the use of Kovar and glass
your product can be sealed hermetically

against all Tropical elements-extreme heat,
excessive humidity, myriads of insects and

strange fungus growths.
Kovar is an alloy of cobalt, nickel and iron. A

seal between Kovar and glass is produced by forming
a chemical bond, through heating, in which the oxide of

Kovar is dissolved into the glass. Kovar has the unique
property of matching the expansion factor of hard or thermal
shock resistant type glass-is readily formed by machining or
deep drawing.

Stupakoff supplies Kovar in sheet, rod, wire, tubing or fab-
ricated as eyelets, cups, flanges, etc., also Kovar-glass seals com-
plete, ready for soldering, welding or brazing to metal containers.

Kovar IS the answer to permanent vacuum or pressure
tight sealing. For further information on your specific problem,
write Stupakoff today.

J -

SINCE 1897

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

r r-1
1-1 ri

P,roolzezt4 jai the ?Valid c1 Eteciwoee4
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
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Dependability of radio equipment doesn't begin with the
Walkie-Talkie man reporting enemy movements or directing
Allied advances. . . . Dependability originates in the plants
manufacturing radio receivers, transmitters, batteries, wires and
other equipment so essential in conducting a successful mechan-
ized war. . . . To achieve this dependability, thorough, accurate,
efficient testing equipment is demanded. Kold-Hold's "Hi -Low"
machine was productioneered to meet this demand. Accurate test-
ing over a wide controlled -temperature range enables you to meet

rigid government specifications

and do a testing job that assures
dependability when and wherever
it's needed. . . . Detailed infor-
mation on Kold-Hold products
and their many applications fur-
nished upon request. Ask for
catalog No. S -Z 431.

Productioneering for Industry

454 NORTH GRAND AVENUE, LANSING, 4, MICHIGAN

ment consists of a 118.55 mc fre-
quency modulated repeater trans-
mitter with a rated output of 10
watts and a 39.78 mc control re-
ceiver. The transmitting antenna
is a half wave vertical coaxial type
radiator cut to the proper operating
frequency; the receiving antenna
is of the same type and designed
for use on 39.78 mc. These an-
tennas are fed through 7/8 in. copper
concentric transmission lines.

The whip portion of the 39.78 mc
antenna is supported at two points
on its length by stand-off insu-
lators. This was done to prevent
breakage of the whip for at this
elevation extreme icing conditions
have been experienced. Due to the
relatively shorter length of the
118.55 mc antenna, no support waa
used and no trouble has been en-
countered with it. The equipment
at this location has been in opera-
tion for about two years and to
date there have been no failures.

Method of mounting the FM transmitter In
one of the California Highway Patrol ears

In addition to the regular source
of power, an 800 watt gasoline
driven ac generator is installed to
provide emergency power as needed.
This auxiliary power supply is fully
automatic and will take over the
equipment load on any failure of
power.

All equipment is housed in an
8 x 8 ft. pre -fabricated type wooden
building erected on a concrete floor
and foundation. While this type of
structure presents some advantages
in its ease of original installation,
its use is not recommended to any-
one planning a permanent installa-
tion. This Department had several
of these on hand and due to priority
requirements, etc., they were used
with the thought in mind of re-
placing them at a later date with
a structure of concrete or brick.

It will be noted from a study
of the photographs that there are
several antenna systems in evidence
at this location. In addition to our
repeater installation, the County of
San Bernardino has installed a re-
peater in our same building; their
ultra -high frequency transmitting
antenna is on the short pole imme-
diately to the left of the highest
pole and their receiving antenna is
on top of the higher pole. There
are also two additional repeater
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IOUGIOSS .. In terms
of abrasion

resistance

----
-

Number
of scrapes

pet

mil of insulation

of wire bfore failure

Conventional
heavy -enamel -

10.0
ed wire

9.0

Synthetic

Synthetic
8 28.0

wire determtn
Fcrmex

Abrasion
or wear resistance,

as

repeoted-scrape
tester,

provides
the best single

measure
of fitrn toughness.

Formex wire lbottoml
compared

with enameled

wire (top). The outer surfaces
of the films hove

been elongoted
by stretching

around a tapered

mandrel
and heating

the
samples to

150 C. Note

sled wire.

the crocks
on the enam

GENERAL

MEX MAGNET IRE

II

Its tough, flexible insulation unables you
to probice tighter coils in less time
 When you're using Formex* magnet wire, you can
literally "go the limit" in speed of coil winding and in ter -
sion. Its insulation film is so flexible that zt can be wound
around its own diameter without cracking.

It is so tough that it has thirty times the abrasion
resistance of conventional enameled wire so tough tha:,
even in the ultrafine sizes, the tension limit is determined
by the strength of the copper conductor. not by the in-
sulation.

Formex wire is smoother and more flexible than either
enameled or fabric -covered wire. It pulls into place readily
without forcing or jamming.

Because of this extra strength and flexibility, you can
wind coils tighter and faster-and these same qualities
will insure more coils passing final inspection.

For mo-e information on Formex magnet wire, get n
touch with the nearest G -E apparatus office. Gener21
Electric Company, Schenectady .5, N. Y.
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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MICROPHONES
of rugged dependability

No. 211 Dynamic for highly
sensitive transmissions

Utilizing a new type magnet
structure and acoustic network,
Turner 211 has extended the high frequency
range and raised the extreme lows from 2 to
4 decibels to compensate for over-all defi-
ciencies in loud speaker systems. Unique
diaphragm structure results in extremely
low harmonic and phase distortion without
sacrificing high output level. Extra intelli-
gibility for sound systems in military areas:
a reliable unit for use in war plants, P.A.
systems and broadcast studios. Write for
complete specifications.

We have a Turner Microphone Catalog for you.
Fully illustrated. Write for yours today, to

Crystal Mtcroplurnes Licensed niter l'inents of The Brush Developms,

U.S.A.

station installations within 75 ft.
of our building. All these facilities
operate on channels immediately
adjacent to ours and no interaction
is experienced between the various
units.

The 118.55 mc signal from this
repeater station is received at three
locations, namely: San Bernardino,
about 10 miles away; Riverside,
about 20 miles; and Los Angeles,
approximately 55 miles distant. At

. San Bernardino and Riverside a
very strong signal is received and
of sufficient strength to provide
excellent noise reduction; a satis-
factory signal is received at Los
Angeles, though noise reduction is
not so great. In each of the above
locations a coaxial type antenna of
the same physical dimensions as the
one used at the relay transmitter
is used.

Recent tests, made at our Sacra-
mento office, indicate the desirabi-
lity of utilizing a 60 degree corner
reflector with a single directive
element ahead of the coaxial ele-
ment proper. Other types of con-
ventional directive arrays are also
effective and their use is definitely
recommended, especially in cases
where the repeater location is at
considerable distance from the
118.55 mc receiving location or dis-
patching point.

Length of radio link
From our own experiences, it

appears that a power of perhaps
3 to 5 watts, properly installed, with
a directive array at both the receiv-
ing and transmitting end of the
radio link, would permit satisfactory
operation over distances of 100
miles or more. These distances
would necessarily vary with the
elevation of the repeater location,
the presence of any intervening
physical objects between the re-
peater location, etc.

Particular attention should also
be given in the selection of a suit-
able receiver* with which to receive
the repeater station signal; in all
our installations we use a conven-
tional type high -frequency station
receiver with a converter ahead of
it to provide for ultra -high fre-
quency reception. These receivers
are designed with an "off" signal
noise silencing circuit and are en-
tirely free from noise when the
repeater is not in operation.

At the present time the greatest
distance at which any of our re-
peater stations is received is in the
installation above described in San
Bernardino; in this respect it is
surprising to note the relatively
small degree of signal attenuation
between Riverside, 20 miles from
the repeater station and Los An-
geles, 55 miles away.

At each of the above locations
the repeater station is within line -

*All repeater equipment was furnished by
Galvin Mfg. Co., Chicago.-Ed.
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EXTREMELY CLOSE
DIFFERENTIAL

... between pick-up and drop -out
for either current or potential
operation may be obtained by use
of a resistor across the coil of the
79XAX, thus reducing coil current
to a value just sufficient to hold
the contacts closed. Any further
decrease in current or voltage will
operate the contacts.

Extreme sensitivity can also be
obtained by use of a resistor, and
the addition of a special coil to the
79XAX. These maintain the relay
in a balanced condition. Any slight
unbalance of the bridge or other
power source will, through the
upper coil, buck or boost the
lower coil and cause the contacts
to snap -operate.

Sensitive, Snap -Action Operation
FOR USE ON SLOWLY -VARYING COIL CURRENTS

In addition to all of the advantages of
conventional sensitive relays, Struthers -
Dunn Type 79XAX is designed so that
its armature practically completes its
travel before the contacts snap -operate
to the corresponding position. This,
plus the fact that contacts remain closed
with full pressure up to the instant of
transfer, permit this relay to be used in
a number of unusual ways. Such appli-
cations include overcurrent protection
particular:y in the range of 1 to 100
milliamperes, or in connection with
shunts furnishing potentials in the

range of 1 to 100 millivolts; pulsing
circuits where the relay must "pump"
or "scratch its own back"; sensitive
vacuum tube circuits, and various others.

Norma_ sensitivity is 0.01 watt,
although this sensitivity can be height-
ened by means of various circuit
arrangements. Contact arrangement is
S.P.D.T., and contact rating 10 amps.
110-V a c., and 10 amps. 24.V d.c.
Balanced construction withstands
10 G vibration and shock. Write for
Data BuLetin describing this relay
and giving circuit diagrams.

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., 1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

ONE OF THE STRUTHERS-DUNN

5,288 RELAY TYPES
DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA  BALTIMORE  BOSTON BUFFALO  CHICAGO  CINCINNATI  CLEVELAND  DALLAS  DENVER DETROIT  HARTFORD

INDIANAPOUS  LOS ANGELES  MINNEAPOUS  MONTREAL  NEW YORK  PITTSBURGH  ST. LOUIS  SAN FRANCISCO  SEATTLE  SYRACUSE  TORONTO  WASHINGTOI9
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ARPIN
RECTIFIERS

869-B
FOR HIGH
VOLTAGE

HALF WAVE

MERCURY
VAPOR

1. DOUBLE Protection Against Loose
Anodes

2. LARGER, Ileav -duty Carbon
Anode

3. Withstands High -peak Inverse
Voltages with No Arc Back

4. Designed for ROUGHER Use -
Withstands Vibration

A RECTIFIER THAT INDUSTRY HAS LONG WAITED FOR!
Newly engineered throughout to give industry a rectifier that can
really really "take it." In addition to the special features listed, the
ARPIN 869-B has an extremely heavy oversize cathode shield and an
edgewise wound ribbon filament made of a new alloy which pro-
vides a cathode of large emission reserve and longer life. Already
in extensive use by prominent broadcasters and vastly superior for
Induction Heating equipment

MAXIMUM PEAK INVERSE ANODE VOLTAGE (25-150 cycles) = 20,000 volts.
Maximum Peak Anode Current (25-150 cycles) = 10 amperes
Average Anode Current 2.5 amperes

(In -phase filament excitation)
Typical Conditions in A Single Phase,

Full -Wave Circuit (2 tubes.)
A.C. Input voltage, 7070 (RMS per tube)-D.C. Output voltage, 6360
Maximum D.C. Load current -5 amperes

WRITE FOR DETAILS ON THE 869-11
and other ARPIN Rectifiers.

ARPIN MANUFACTURING CO.
401r8angAel

New
S terr

of -sight distance which further
illustrates the importance of select-
ing a good location for the installa-
tion wherever possible. It should
be noted here that a stronger signal
is received in Los Angeles from the
San Bernardino repeater than is
received in Santa Barbara from the
repeater transmitter installed in
that county in which latter case
the length of the radio link is only
8 miles. However, it is not line -
of -sight distance.

In each of the six counties men-
tioned, where we have installed
these relay stations, they have pro-
vided almost a blanket coverage of
the entire area for which they were
designed and when it is realized
that some of these counties, par-
ticularly San Bernardino County
with an area of 20,131 square miles,
are larger than some entire states,
it can readily be appreciated what
a valuable addition they are to a
communications network. Results
have definitely demonstrated that
our mobile units can be received
through these repeater stations at
distances up to 100 miles.

At the present time our mobile
units are able to travel from one
end of the state to the other on
U.S. 101 or U.S. 99 and rarely be
out of contact with at least one of
our land stations or dispatching
points. This is particularly true in
the southern 10 counties where the
six repeater stations are located.

Pomona land station, which is one of the con-
trol points of the California Highway Patrol

Once a relay station is properly
installed, service and maintenance
is usually limited to routine check-
ing of tubes and minor tuning ad-
justments. Some service has been
required on control relays and in
one or two instances failures have
developed in the 7/8 in. concentric
lines, but as a general rule such
failures can be minimized by a good
original installation. In this respect
I should like to point out the neces-
sity of preventing antenna support-
ing structures from swaying and
thus causing fractures in these con-
centric lines where they leave such
antenna masts or towers and enter
the transmitter house.

It is also recommended in instal-
lations where copper concentric
transmission line is used, that in
all instances it be fitted with
proper end seals and made airtight
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NOT FOR GLORY

This is no war for glory. This is a war in which all the vast
mechanical energy of the greatest industrial nation of all
time is directed toward one goal . . . Peace.

Webster Electric Company for many years has been one of
the big producers of quality crystal and magnetic pickups
. . . a vital part in the superior reproduction quality of the
radio -phonograph sets which will bring relaxation to thou-
sands of homes in these war -busy days.

Much of Webster Electric's skill in their manufacture is now
being devoted to important war tasks . . . helping America's
armed forces on land and sea toward the final goal.

One day . . . soon, we hope . . . Webster Electric plans to
take these war -tested and proven developments and pour
them forth in a new mold as better products for peace.

When that day comes, you can look to Webster Electric-
builder of the finest in crystal and magnetic pickups-to be
ready with even better radio -phonograph equipment for
your pleasure.

(Lirensed under parent, of she Brush Demlopmera Company)

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY, Racine, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
Establisher' 1909. Export Dept.: 13 E. 40th St., New York (164 N. Y.

Cable Address: "ARLAB" New York City

WEBSTER K. ELECTRIC
"Where Quality is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"

LET'S ALL BACK THE ATTACK - BUY MORE WAR BONDS!

in order to prevent the line from
"breathing" and accumulating an
excess moisture content. The line
should also be filled with a proper
type of gas and maintained at a
pressure in order to give some in-
dication of line condition and pre-
vent damage to the inner conductor
and insulating materials.

All our repeater stations in these
ten counties have been installed
during the past two years and the
equipment should be considered as
relatively new; during this period
we have averaged about one service
call per month to each location.
Due to distances involved and other
factors beyond our control, it has
been impossible to maintain a reg-
ular schedule of maintenance calls
to all the locations, but it is felt
that if a regular 30 -day schedule
could be maintained on these sta-
tions. it would rarely be necessary
to make emergency trips in be-
tween.

In order to insure having neces-
sary materials available as needed,
we attempt to keep a reasonable
stock of spare tubes at each loca-
tion; and this has proven to be a
good policy, especially when an
emergency service call is necessary.
In order to provide for automatic
starting of the auxiliary power
supply a battery source of power is
required; it has been found during
the summer months it is necessary
to add water to these batteries
at quite frequent intervals. These
batteries are maintained on a
trickle charge at all times and it
has further been the service policy
to cycle these cells at intervals.

Relay advantages
The advantages to be derived

from the installation of such auto-
matic radio repeater stations are
many and varied, but they all make
for a more satisfactory commu-
nications network, especially where
large rural areas are to be served.
If sufficient care is taken in the
design and installation of the radio
link, the quality of the repeated
signal is such that it is superior to
many otherwise borderline signals
that one might attempt to read on
some local receiver placed in a
mediocre location. In mountainous
sections of the country which are
traversed by roadways it seems the
repeater station is the only solution
to the problem of providing a fair
degree of coverage from mobile
units. In such terrain the location
of a repeater station at some high
point generally overlooking the
lower mountainous sections elim-
inates many of the usual "dead"
spots found in such territory.

A further advantage in the use
of repeater stations situated at
some distance away from metro-
politan areas lies in the fact that
such places are usually remote from
man-made sources of interference
such as diathermy, power line dis-
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. in Vibration Pickups
Shure research has pioneered in the development of vibration measuring

instruments. These instruments are important in the determination of

leakages in water pipes, the vibration of machinery, I3uildings,

electrical appliances. Among its many uses, vibration pickups have been successfully used in

locating termite infested wooden members. Shure engineers have devised special vibration

actuators and special standard pickups capable of measuring vibration accurately throughout the

greater part of the audio frequency range. Another significant contribution is the development

of integrating networks which permit the measurement of either acceleration, velocity or

displacement with a single Vibration Pickup.

SHURE BROTHERS, 225 West Moron Street, Chicago
Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices

MICROPHONES
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.

The primary function of a motor or dynamotor is to
produce a specified type of mechanical or electrical energy.
In the human body such energy, or muscular activity, is
controlled by the nervous system which directs this force
into useful work. Similarly, our units are built to be activated
and controlled by a set of field coils, wound in each instance
to obtain a certain performance.

Field windings in Eicor products may be series, shunt, or
compound wound, depending on the desired output
characteristics. Such factors as the size of wire, number of
turns, and type of insulation, are then carefully calculated so as
to produce field strength of optimum efficiency for each design.
These coils are unit or gang wound on forms, taped, impreg-
nated and baked, and then protectively sealed to withstand
extremes of humidity. These operations produce windings
sufficiently flexible for shaping and mounting without strain,
assuring trouble -free excitation for the life of the unit.

Properly designed and fabricated field windings represent
only one of many important factors in building "specification"
motors and dynamotors. Every detail of every operation is done
with the same painstaking care. That's one more reason why
Eicor products are so frequently specified.

Erigon HINZ. '1501
DYNAMOTORS  D. C. MOTORS
Export: Ad Auriemo, 89 Broad Sr., New

"gift

W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S.A.

 POWER PLANTS CONVERTERS
York, U. S. A. Cable: Auriemo, New York

turbances, etc. Such locations per-
mit the adjusting of receivers for
operation on lower signal levels and
many transmissions are thus re-
ceived which otherwise might not
open the squelch circuit of a locally
installed receiver.

The installation of a repeater
station further relieves a radio net-
work from entire dependency on
land lines and their possibility
of being out of service during
storms, floods, earthquakes, fires,
etc., and just when all communica-
tion facilities are most needed. In
most instances, except where small
areas are served, a remote receiving
location of some type is used and a
radio link often proves to be
a valuable safeguard. Even where
the distance between remote re-
ceiver and control point is relatively
small, the radio link, as a standby,
is valuable; land lines can normally
be used for returning receiver out-
puts and proper provisions made to
have the radio link go into opera-
tion when a line failure occurs. It
is readily apparent, however, that
entire dependence should not be
placed on a repeater station as a
means of covering a given area with
two-way radio communication; in
every instance possible a local re-
ceiver should be provided even
though the coverage through it is
limited. This will be a valuable
safeguard during such times as the
repeater may be out of service and
will at least permit limited opera-
tion.

SPECTRA ANALYSIS
(Continued from page 115)

Thus, analyzing for copper in an
aluminum alloy, the intensity of an
aluminum line is first determined
to obtain the relative exposure and
then the copper line is determined
to obtain its relative intensity. This
latter intensity then will be an in-
dication of the amount of copper
present as the intensity of the lines
are in proportion to the number of
atoms present. The above proced-
ure is called the internal standard
of quantitative analysis as opposed
to the older method by comparison
of standard plates.

The following five steps are nec-
essary in making a spectrographic
analysis:

First, the sample must be pre-
pared. If a metallic solid is used,
it is faced on a shaper or lathe. For
turnings, filings, or powders, the
sample may either be placed in a
carbon electrode, or it may be bri-
quetted into a pellet under high
pressure.

The second step is the excitation
of the sample. When the sample
is in the solid form, a high voltage
spark is passed between a counter
electrode of carbon and the pre-
pared surface of the sample, or the
spark may be passed between two
pins of the material. When the
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IT WILL SOON
BE ANOTHER DAY

USE A MANUFACTURER'S

MANUFACTURER

 One eamhead - COM Re-
tifIGItaaili4 -Cote eoa
Lewyt's business is Contract Manu-
facturing. We specialize in electric
and electronic instruments, chassis
and housings; mechanical and elec-
trical assemblies; highest precision
machine work; sheet metal fabrica-
tions; all types of welding, product
finishing, etc.

We also provide advanced engi-
neering facilities as service assistance
to our clients in connection with the
design and re -design of their prod-
ucts under development.

Write on your business stationery
for 48 -page book, "Let Lewyt Do
I t" ... the story of the Lewyt Organ-
ization told in pictures.

The lush days of "Cost Plus" that have placed so little emphasis on pro-
duction economy will disappear when "C -Day" arrives. Conversion
to civilian goods will again place a premium on efficiency that springs from
a cost "know-how." But cost -sensitive production comes only of long experi-
ence. It is not born of wartime ... it is a stranger to war production.

Peace -time manufacture survives only as it demonstrates the principles
of profit -and -loss accounting. There is no room for carelessness, or laxity,
or indifference to costs.

Lewyt is not a war baby. Lewyt is a "manufacturer's manufacturer" with
56 years of cost-conscious "know-how". It returns to peace -time contract
manufacturing with long experience in meeting the needs of production
engineers who will have only costs and efficiency in mind.

LEWYT CORPORATION  80 BROADWAY, BROOKLYN 11, NEW YORK

LET ILEVVIIT DO I
BUY MORE

WAR BONDS
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ACCURATE
FIXED WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS

All standard ranges from a fraction of an ohm to
10 megohms. For :

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
INSTRUMENTATION
RADIO
CONTROL APPARATUS
HIGH -VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS, ETC.

Standard tolerance 1%. (Commonly calibrated to
an accuracy of 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 of 1%.)

Write for Shallcross
AKRA-OHM Catalog.

jiHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
ENGINEERING DESIGNING  MANUFACTURING

Dept. El -64 Collingdale, Pa.

sample is of the powdered nature
and is placed on the carbon elec-
trode, a dc or ac arc is used and
the sample burned with the carbon.

The light from the discharge
passes through the primary slit of
the spectrograph and is dispersed
into a spectrum by means of a
ruled grating or prism. A record of
this light is photographed on the
film or plate of the camera portion
of the spectrograph, forming a
spectrogram.

The third step in the series is the
photographic processing of the
film. For quantitative work this
must be done very precisely as the
development must be reproducible,
or a film calibration curve made for
each film developed. The whole
photographic process includes de-
velopment at constant temperature
and time, short stop, fixing, wash-
ing and drying. This may all be
accomplished in less than four min-
utes under optimum conditions.

Fourth, a trained observer may
estimate the quantity of the ele-
ments present by the general dark-
ness of lines of the various ele-
ments. However, for quantitative
analysis, the density of a line for
each element present must be read
on the densitometer which gives
precisely the degree of blackness of
the spectral lines, usually in per-
centage transmission.

The fifth and last step Is the
calculation of the concentration of

Notice to 11111
Advertisers
Several adertisements were
ted fr this issue because they
did not reach us before our final
closing date.
Vie regret it. Advertisers, too. But
under the existing manpower sit-
uation,paper shortage and trans -
portal' delays, we are forced to
close on our a ttttttt niced closing
dates.
The final closing date applies only
to space in the final form. We

producee the entire maga-
zine in the brief t.  allowed for

final form. By that time, 90%
of the pages should be printed
and ready for the hry. Here
are the deadlines for July:

June 1 - The ttttt need clos-
ing date.

June 5 Final date for copy
to be set (no proofs).

June 10 - Final date for com-
plete plates in last
form.

.Noexcepti tttt s. Please do not ask for
any. Late cow ii ILL BE untitled.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
480 Lexington Ave. New York 17, N. Y.SHALLCROSS

INSTRUMENTS
SHALLCROSS SHALLCROSS

BOND TESTERS PRECISION SWITCHES
-4
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Preferred Flight Companion
for Both Military and
Commercial Aircraft

For Dependability and Efficiency-
MALLORY Vibrapack:,

Made by the oldest manufac-
turer of commercial vibrator
power supplies, the Vibrapack
offers the t dependable, low
cost method of obtaining high
voltage direct or alternating cur-
rent fr a low voltage storage
battery. Consult us about your
application requirements.

'ibrapark is the registered trade-
mark of I'. K. Mallory & Co..

/or vibrator potter supplies.

Today's airplanes, military and commercial, fly at
amazingly high levels. We think of these altitudes
as nothing uncommon, although only yesterday
they were considered abnormal. But they were
achieved only by overcoming tremendous difficul-
ties-some of them dealing with radio equipment.

Take vibrators, for instance. When a ship flies in
the stratosphere, the effectiveness of electrical insu-
lation is so reduced that vibrator efficiency may
be seriously impaired, if not completely nullified.
It may even be possible for the electrical contacts
to sustain an arc. Mallory solved this problem with
a special hermetically -sealed vibrator.

The Mallory vibrator is rendered completely air-
tight at a normal atmospheric pressure of 14.7
pounds per square inch after the hermetic seal has
been tested under 20 pounds of pressure. Regard-
less of altitude or atmospheric conditions, it func-
tions at full efficiency.

If you manufacture receivers or transmitters for
aircraft use-or any other battery -powered equip-
ment subject to unusual atmospheric or climatic
stresses-complete facts about Mallory hermeti-
cally -sealed vibrators will interest you.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

MYP R. MALLORY & CO.Inc.

0 ALLOR VIBRATORS
"AND VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES

Buy More
War florins

P. R.
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Coto -Coil
ELECTRICAL COIL WINDINGS

Since 1917

ARE AT THE CONTROLS

Z1410141..

*417:1'In PLANAA KS
SHIPS-and in RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS

COTO-COIL windings, in countless con-
trol installations, are playing a part in
this war just as, twenty-seven years ago,
they helped to win the first world war.
The new COTO-COIL plant is exceed-
ingly well equipped to serve you in war
or peace.

Here also is a wealth of engineering
experience to supervise the winding . .

to apply modern methods of impregna-
tion .. to produce a superior coil capable
of functioning under the most severe
conditions.

COTO-COIL manpower and equipment
is used to the utmost to fill existing war-
time contracts and still allow for a pro-
portion of general industrial needs.

27 years of electrical
coil design and produc-
tion assure your satis-
faction. Phone, wire or
write.

COTO-COIL CO., INC.
65 PAVILION AVE. PROVIDENCE 5, R. I.

Basic circuit of the must source
spectrographic excitation unit

each element by changing the den-
sitometric reading of a line by
means of a film calibration curve
into a relative intensity value for
that element line. This intensity
value may then be converted into
percentage by comparison with
standard intensity values which
have been previously determined.

Let us return to some of the new
equipment which has been devel-
oped in the West. The latest ap-
paratus to be added to the spectro-
graphic field is the new multisource
unit, which was put on the market
last November. This unit is de-
signed to give a greater degree of
reproducibility in the excitation of
the sample and a greater degree of
flexibility in the control of the dis-
charge conditions, than heretofore
obtainable.

By charging a capacitor to exact-

tsAll- SWITCH
PRODUCTS
Designed to Solve
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
control problems

offer .. .
A NEW Visualized

HANDBOOK

WRITE for
your copy

of the FREE

MU -HANDBOOK

MU -SWITCH CORP.
CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
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In the last peacetime year alone, THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION made two million antennas.
This established WARD, by an overwhelming margin, as the leading producer of aerials used
by manufacturers of automobiles, radios and portable radios before the war.

Since Pearl Harbor all production has been going to further the war effort. WARD PRODUCTS

may be found on communication equipment used on all fighting fronts. Men in tanks, planes,
command cars, P -T boats-on communication units of all kinds-are becoming familiar
with the name WARD.... When we return to the arts of peace, the superior designing ability,
manufacturing knowledge and production efficiency that made WARD the leader in the pre-
war period and in wartime will be supplemented by knowledge gained from the war effort.
There will be new and better products for the post-war period. If your post-war planning
includes the use or specifying of antennas, look to WARD!

THE WARD PRODUCS CORPORATION, 1523 E. 45TH STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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RESISTANCE WINDING
D 5

-11

* Just turn that resistance winding problem over to
Clarostat specialists. You'll get two decades of winding
experience, outstanding skill, and exclusive winding
equipment to work for you.

Clarostat winds all wire sizes even down to .0009" dia.
Windings as fine as 600 to 700 turns per inch. Round
windings up to 11/2" dia. Flat windings to 11/8" wide.
Continuous lengths to several feet long. Intricate notched
strip windings as shown at left, and also tapered strip
and variable pitch windings, for complicated controls.
String windings on fibre glass. asbestos, cord.

Solving your resistance winding problem is our business.
Just put us to work for you.

Submit Your Problems ...
If you are in need of a resistor, control or resistance device,
ae either have a standard unit already available or can develop
a special unit to meet your unusual requirements. Consult us.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. 285-7 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

The multisource unit, designed for great
flexibility in control of excitation discharges

ly the same voltage and triggering
its discharge across the analytical
gap, this condition is achieved.
Having a variable capacitance from
one to sixty microfarads in the cir-
cuit gives a tremendous range of
power in the discharge and by
means of a variable reactance and
resistance, the nature of the dis-
charge may be governed to enhance
either the arc or spark -like lines.

Another instrument emerging
from West Coast research is the

H-aname to remember when
the war is forgotten

*
VERTICAL TUBULAR

STEEL RADIATORS '

*
PATENTED FM

TURNSTILE RADIATORS

*
We're "all out" for Victory,
but our engineers are ready

to work with you on
post-war plans.

JOHN E.LINGO & SON, Inc.
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
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Designing Molded Plastics Parts: G -E MYCALE

Ilk From the engineering files of One Plastics Avenue

\ --,_-_-,-

>....-------

G-E mycalex is an inorganic compound composed of ground mica and a special glass, having
unique heat and electrical properties, and ranking above all other insulators for certain
applications because of a combination of features possessed by no other material. Because
it is singularly different from other molding compounds, special consideration must be
given in designing parts to be made from G -E mycalex. This material is particularly valuable
for use in ignition, radio and electronics equipment.

Desired Design Characteristics of G -E mycalex Parts

1. W.11 rounded corners and

2. Three to five degree taper on mold walls is desirable.

3. Minimum wall thickness of parts 116 inch.

Minimum hole diameter ,1 inch.

Advantages of G -E mycalex

1. Ready anchorage of metallic inserts in material during
molding.

2. Molding of holes in part.

3. Close tolerances in molding.

4. Ability to produce intricate shapes.

5. Reduction or elimination of finishing and machining
operations.

Properties
1. High dielectric strength.

2. Low power factor.

3. Prolonged resistance to electric arcs.

4. Chemical stability; negligible deterioration with age.

5. Dimensional stability; freedom from warpage, shrinkage,
etc.

6. Imperviousness to water, oil, and gas.

7. Resistance to sudden temperature changes.

8. Low coefficient of thermal expansion.

9. Exceptional heat resistance.

10. Insulating properties compare favorably with porcelain.

TYPICAL G.E. NVOCALEX MOLDED PART
WITH INSERT

Types of G -E mycalex

#2801 -General purpose grade for all molded
parts. Used where mechanical strength is of
primary importance.

#2800-Lower loss factor, lighter weight and
smoother finish. Unaffected by changing at-
mospheric conditions; has superior stability of
power factor after prolonged immersion in
water.

GENERAL ELECTRIC is the nation's larg-
est molder of plastics. The combined
experience and plastics "know-how"
of its chemists, designers, product
engineers, toolmakers and molders
is available to all interested. Write
for G -E mycalex booklet, Section
0-250, General Electric Co., Plastics
Divisions, Pittsfield, Mass.

Hear the General Electric radio programs, -The G -E All -girl Orchestra"' Sunday 10 p.m. EWT, NEC. ''The World Today" news, every weekday 6:45 p.m.EWT, CBS.

BUY WAR BONDS
1' I

GENERAL ELECTRIC



Our -Men Count Heavily
on Permoflux Efficiency!
In the "Handle -Talkie", developed in
the Motorola Laboratories, Permcflux
Acoustical Devices are da ly demon:trat-
mg their ability to improve the efficiency
and intelligibility of speech communica-
'ions. These same Permoflux achieve-
ments, which today assure maintenance
of laboratory performance in battle
equipment,will be available for hundreds
of postwar applications.

BUY WAR BONDS FOP VICTOR"!

pERat
MARF LUX

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION
4916-22 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 39, III.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCER i

spec troquantometer. Perhaps the
name would bear explanation. It is
not a spectroscope, as the operator
does not see the spectrum. It is not
a spectrograph because no photo-
graphic process or recording pen is
used. It is best described by calling
it a "direct reading instrument."

The excitation of the sample is
the same as in any of the accepted
spectrographic methods. The light
passes through a primary slit and is
diffracted into its various wave-
lengths by a ruled grating, as is the
case in a spectroscope or spectro-
graph, but the element lines are
focused on phototubes instead of on
film. The energy falling on these
phototubes is then amplified and
transferred to impulse counters.

The length of excitation is deter-
mined, not by a given length of
time but by a definite amount of
energy given off by the internal
standard line, thus making more re-
producible the conditions of the
analysis. The counters may then be
calibrated to read directly the per-
centage of the element present.

The value of such an instrument
lies in its extreme rapidity of anal-
ysis. For example, in a large fur-
nace holding many tons of molten
metal, two procedures are possible.
Either the melt must be held until
a spectrographic analysis may be
made to check the composition, or
else it is poured and the chance
taken that it may have to be re -

No. 555 . (N.A.F. 47940);
High arched lens in chro-
mium plated screw mounted
cap; for double -contact can-
delabra bayonet bulb;
diameter mounting hole.
KIRKLAND HEAVY DUTY UNITS,
standard since 1931 on the products
of America's finest manufacturers. All
units feature: single hole mounting; easy
lamp removal from the front; screw
terminals in husky sockets; longer
threaded area for thicker panels; and

most important: NON -TURN lug to
prevent the unit from turning in the
mounting hole.

List Price $1.25.

Write for New Catalogue
Distributed Nationally By
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO.
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PRESTO IS 10 YEARS OLD
In 1934 Presto made the first commercial cellulose coated recording disc.
At the time there were perhaps 3 or 4 instantaneous recording studios in New
York making recordings on plain aluminum. We sent these studios samples
of our new coated disc and a steel needle to cut them.

They were amazed. Never had they heard a record with so little surface
noise ... such perfect musical response.

Presently we received an order for 100 discs and the entire plant
personnel (all 5 of us) worked a week to fill the order.

Already we had made a few recording turntables which we offered, among
others, to broadcasting stations and schools. Often as not they asked,
"What use would we have for those things?"

Today thousands upon thousands of Presto recorders are in daily service
all over the world. On this, our 10th birthday, we want to thank you
for having helped us to grow and to assure you that we will
continue to do our darndest to give you the best recording
equipment we know how to build.

Presto Recording Corporation, New York 19, N. Y., U. S. A.
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instants
neous Sound Recording Equipment and Dna

Buy more Bonds dur-
ing the 5th War Loan
- Double what you

did before.

.4/1111111 Aw-

4101,
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BLUE PRINTING THE

_lure
Day in and day out the grim clemands of
war call for more and more engineering in-
genuity. More than ever "necessity is the
mother of invention".

Apace with this constant wartime pressure,
Temple engineers have gone far in the field
of electronics. Almost overnight new ideas
or new methods give birth to new develop-
ments in vital war equipment - give birth,
likewise, to blue prints for the vast commer-
cial requirements at war's end.

When it comes to peacetime electronics it
will pay you to "team up with Temple".

Elect von irs Di vision

TEMPLETONE
RADIO COMPANY

Mystic, Conn.

melted if subsequent analysis shows
the composition to be outside speci-
fications. Either method is bound
to be expensive, for one cannot af-
ford to tie up a large furnace for
fifteen minutes while waiting for
an analysis, nor can the remelting
of an alloy be -done inexpensively.

The spectroquantometer may be
placed near the furnace, a sample
taken in a chilled mold and imme-
diately put on the sample stand.
The answer to the composition of
the material will then be known as
soon as the dials can be read after
the excitation period is over. Thus
the furnace is tied up for very little
longer than for the usual procedure
and no rejects will be found among
the cooled ingots. Many other uses
for this new instrument will come
to mind where speed is essential. It
really accomplishes what the
glamor boys have claimed for the
spectrograph all along.

The demands of the global war
upon American industry have re-
sulted in a rapid improvement in
the methods of spectrographic anal-
ysis and a wide increase in the use
of these methods. But the return
to peace time conditions with its
keen competition between industries
and products should result in an
ever expanding field for this type of
equipment. The spectrograph, until
recently a laboratory research in-
strument, has become an essential
tool of modern industry.

JONES
BARRIER STRIPS

SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum
metal to metal spacing and prevent direct
shorts from frayed wires at terminals.

6 SIZES
cover every requirement. From 3/," wide
and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws to 21/2"
wide and 11/4' high with 1/4-28 screws.

Jones Barrier Strips will improve as well as
simplify your electrical intro -connecting prob-
lems. Write today for catalog and prices.

HOWARD B. JONES
2460 WEST GEORGE STREET

CHICAGO, 18 ILLINOIS
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......RADIO
NOISE SUPPRESSION

PROBLEMS ficezeovred
POWER EQUIPMENT (25 to 400 ampere ratings) - Fir' heavy-duty
radio noise suppression service, Sprague offers a standard
Filter line to match exacting military specificatons (Wright
Field ?.2331). Long service has proved their ability to

answer problems of noise su?pressioa on
airplane motors, generators, inverters,
and similar equipment.
LOW CURRENT APPLICATIONS (25 amperes and
less)-Although designed to the same
performance specifications is the fore-
going heavy-duty line, sizes and weights
of these Sprague Type JX Filters have been
reduced. High attenuation characteriitics
assure high-fidelity radio reception under
adverse conditions of man.made inter-
ference. They are exceptionally compact,
mount in any position, have negligible
power consumption, and 3perate effi-

ciently over a broad temperature range.
Whatever yorr radio interference oppression brob-
lem "ASK SPRAGUE." A broad background of
experience it this field over usury years covers
almost every type of equipment-military, trawl,
industrial, er home.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North Adorns, Mass.

DB

BO

10

60

SO

40

30

20

IC

tr,

1-

.2 .32 .6 1. 2 4 7

FREQUENCY MC.

ATTENTION CURVE
for Sprague Type JX-31 to ampere filter with ur_shielded
leads. Weight .37 l., overall size, VA" x 2' x 11/e.

10 20

Imre.
*

N SPRAGUE
CAPACITORS KOOLOHM RESISTORS
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Where the Transformers of

Tomorrow are Working Today

In all branches of tFe service and in
all parts of the world Transformers that

will play a large part in the homes and
industry of tomorrow are being tested

today under the most severe conditions.

Chicago Transformer is proud to be
manufacturing and design ng units of

this type.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET CHICAGO, 18

LOW F VTVM
(Continued from page 111)

For gain measurements of an am-
plifier which does not introduce ap-
preciable frequency or phase distor-
tion, the ratio of input to output.
voltage only is required and this
can be obtained regardless of the
waveform of the applied voltage.
In many applications where the
waveform departs considerably from
a sine wave, a measurement of the
peak value may be more important
than the rms value. For example,
this meter may be used to measure
the peak value of sharp pulses with
good accuracy. In this case the
peak voltage is equal to 1.41 times
the meter reading when the volt-
meter is set to give just a slight in-
dication on the cut-off indicator.

VTVM circuit

Whereas the voltage measuring
circuit represents the important
element of a vacuum tube volt-
meter, the operating characteristics
generally depend upon the other
circuits.

Input impedance, frequency
range, sensitivity and accuracy are
determined primarily by the input
circuit and the amplifier. A block
diagram of the complete instrument
is shown in Fig. 3. The input volt-
age is applied to a high input im-

Wanted
ENGINEERS

Radio

Chemical
Electrical
Electronic
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Factory Planning
Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning

To be used in connection with the manu-
facture of a wide variety of new and ad-
vanced types of communications equip-
ment and special electronic products.

Apply for write), giving
full qualifications, to:

C. R. L.
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

Western Electric Co.
100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N. J.
Applicants must comply with WMC regulations
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JOHNSON
MINIATURE

SOCKETS

Pre-eminent in the ceramic socket field, it was to be expected that Johnson was
asked in 1941 to develop the first miniature ceramic socket (No. 267), or that it
was quickly approved and widely adopted a year or more ahead of the field, and
today is going into critical equipments by the hundreds of thousands.

The same Johnson skill in engineering both ceramics and metal has gone info the
No. 277, and the associated shields and shield base (usable with other sockets as
well). These Johnson sockets not only meet standards (developed jointly by us, the
W. P. B. Socket Sub -committee, Signal Corps, Navy and private laboratories); in
each of them you may count on that EXTRA value that's typical of products bearing
the Viking mark. High grade steatite insulation with long creepage and arcing paths
and low inter -contact capacity; accurately formed and processed contacts of silver
plated beryllium copper or phosphor bronze, freely floating and with just the right
tension, feature this series of sockets.

If you have a socket problem, whether it's engineering, design,
suEstitution, or delivery, first try Johnson.

Ask for NEW catalog 9680

JOHNSON

Made
PLUGS and JACKS
INSULATORS
SOCKETS
CONDENSERS
INDUCTORS
BROADCAST

CABINETS

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY WASECA MINNESOTA
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"frieAgirl
A CAPACITOR OF THIS RATING

SO COMPACT - SO EASY TO MOUNT!

Now Available
Up to

10 M.
Capacity

Sturdy Single

Hole Mounting

No Brackets Needed

Oil Type EC

CAPACITIIONS
Now, for the first time, you can get oil type capacitors up to 10 MFD.
at 600 V.D.C. and other standard capacities in voltages to 1500, in
popular round style containers for compact single hole mounting -
units that offer a multitude of new application possibilities. With the
expanded line of Type EC Capacitrons, available in the widest range
of capacities and voltage ratings ever offered, it will pay you to
incorporate these units into your current and postwar designs. Send
for bulletin covering complete listings of Type EC and other standard
Capacitrons.

Telephone MIChigan 9656

7k CAPACITIIIIN efunftwy
318 West Schiller St., Chicago 10, Illinois

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the m tube volt-
meter designed to measure very low frequencies

pedance cathode follower which has
the range switch as its load imped-
ance. The range resistor operates
into a stabilized amplifier which
feeds the plate rectifier voltmeter.
Dc voltages for the unit are ob-
tained from a voltage -regulated
power supply which maintains con-
sistent operation of the circuits
with variation in line voltage.

High input impedance
Circuits which operate at ex-

tremely low frequencies generally
use rather high resistance grid and
plate resistors to limit the size of
coupling condensers required. In
order to affect the operation of
these circuits as little as possible,
measurements must be made with a
very high input impedance volt-
meter. The instrument described
here has an input resistance of ten
megohms shunted by approximately
twenty micromicrofarads.

An impedance of this magnitude
is secured through the use of a

PLASTIC
It No ti NAME
V PLATES

SCALES, GAUGES,
CALCULATORS,

CHARTS, DIALS, ETC.

 Impervious to moisture, grease,
oils, acids, alkalis.

 Printing guaranteed not to wash
or rub off.

 Non -inflammable, non -corrosive
plastic.

 Printed and laminated vinylite and
cellulose acetate.

SAMPLES AND ESTIMATES GLADLY SUPPLIED ON REQUEST
WRITE DEPARTMENT C. le

THE HOPP PRESS, INC.
PRINTING - FABRICATING FORMING

460 W. 34th STREET, N. Y. C.
[STASI-111MA 1103
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SWITCHES
(Line, Slide, Rotary -Action)

...for today's needs

...for post-war planning
USE this new 1944 Stackpole Electronic Com-

ponents catalog as your guide to up-to-the-minute Fixed

or Variable Resistors; Iron Cores; and inexpensive line,

slide, or rotary -action Switches. In addition to complete

information and dimension diagrams on the components,

you'll find data pages and charts that will prove mighty

handy in your daily work. Please ask for Catalog RC6.

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.

STACKPOLE
BRUSHES FOR ALL E.ECTRICAL ROTATING EQUIPMENT CONTACTS

WELDING RODS, ELECTRODES, AND PLATES  CARBON PIPE  BRAZING BLOCKS  RHEOSTAT PLATES & DISCS
CARBON REGULATOR DISCS PACKING, PISTON, & SEAL RINGS SINTERED IRON COMPONENTS, ETC.
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CANS
or BRACKETS OF ALL KINDS ....

CONDENSERS and CAPACITORS

On time! Ready for the assembly bench!
Great Metal offers you the ideal
source of supply for stampings and
deep drawings, pierced and hot -tinned
as required, in any quantity and when
you need them.
When it comes to cans and brackets,
we are bottleneck busters. You can
bank on Great Metal to keep Now
production going.

We have the finest types of automatic
equipment. We use electronic control
of production and high frequency heat
in soldering. We are tooled up for
continuous service, now and in the
postwar period. We have ample ca-
pacity and experience to meet your
needs.

GREAT METAL PRODUCTS ARE NOW BEING SUPPLIED TO THE
FOREMOST MANUFACTURERS IN THE RADIO -ELECTRONIC FIELD

For your next order, get
in touch with
GREAT METAL

as the leading electronic
plants have done - to
their complete satisfaction.

3 SALES OFFICES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

GREAT METAL MANUFACTURING CORP.
Main Office-Brooklyn 6, 9-15 Wyckoff Ave.

Manager-Irving Friedman

Sales Office-Chicago, 612 N. Michigan Ave.
Manager-Russ Diethert

Sales Office-Pittsburgh. 5730 Melvin St.
Manager-Harold Friedman

EVergreen 7-8590

SUperior 0923

JAckson 2720

Fig. 4. Input circuit of the low frequency
VTVM, which uses a ladder typo divider

cathode follower in which the grid
leak resistance is tapped down on
the load resistance. This arrange-
ment increases the effective input
resistance by a factor of approxi-
mately ten times the grid leak re-
sistance, thereby eliminating dan-
ger from grid emission. The full
scale voltage range of the instru-
ment is from one -tenth of a volt
to three hundred volts in seven
steps. The cathode follower over-
loads at input voltages in excess of
fifty volts; consequently voltage di-
vision for the two top ranges is
accomplished ahead of the input
tube. The cathode load impedance
is tapped for the other ranges.

The input circuit is shown in Fig.
4. A ladder input divider rather
than a more conventional type is
used for two reasons: First, the in-
put resistance is maintained at a
constant value from range to range
through the use of this type of di-
vider. Second, the resistors used
must be of the order of five meg-

eil,
I 0.IVE cp.

ED141.
FIXED
MOULDED
BAKELITE

MICA -DIELECTRIC

CAPACITORS
All Orders Bearing Army &
Navy Inspection at Source
Will Be Filled Within 10
Days From Date of Order.

111 R.M.A. or A.S.A. color coded.

A complete stock is ready for Immediate
shipment of quantities, ranging from
500 to 5.000 of each capacity in reg-
ular MICA CAPACITORS in 5%, 10%
and 20% tolerance and silvered MICA
CAPACITORS in 2%, 5%, and 10%
tolerances.

Notice to Manufac : Besides our
egular stock of all capacities we have

in stock ready for immediate delivery
at all times:

10.000 OF EACH
.01 .006 .05)5 .002
.001 .0008 .0005 .00025

.0002 .0001 .00005
in regular mica foil capacitors, 5 and
10% Tolerance, manufactured in ac-

cordance with American War Standards
to meet Army and Navy SpecifleMions.

WRITE FOR PR/CE SHEETS
AND COMPLETE ilibrORMRPON

ALBE"RoTHENsTEIN135 LIBERTY ST NEW YORK 6,N.Y.
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TYPE 201-A Wall
Mounting Cabinet permits Lniversal installa-
tion of 101 Series Amplifiers to any flat sur-
face. Weil ventilated and designed for
maximum accessibility for servicing and con-
venience of installation. Standard aluminum
'gray finish.

TYPE 7-A Modification
Group permits 101 Series Amplifiers to
mount on standard 19" telephone relay
racks. Occupies 1214" rock space. Allows
servicing from front of rock. Standard
aluminum gray finish.

WITH RACK PANEL OR WALL
MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

Input impedance 600 ohms and bridging. Gain
600 ohm input 61 db., bridging input 46 db. Fre-
quency response 30 to 16,000 c.p.s. either input -
600 ohm output .5 db., 30 ohm output 1 db.
Power output-production run average: +47
V.U. with less than 3% RMS harmonic content.

THE TYPE 101 Series Amplifiers are the results of

twenty years' experience in the sound engineering field.
They are identical with the exception of the output coil.

Type 101-A has output impedance adjustments to match

loads from 1 to 1000 ohms and possesses excellent low

frequency waveform at high output levels.

Type 101-B with a single nominal 6 ohm output is intended

for use with wide range loudspeakers representing an
8 to 16 ohm load. Its output coil with a single secondary
provides improved efficiency and even better waveform
at high levels of low frequencies.

Type 101-C answers the demand for a good amplifier at
lower cost. This lower cost is obtained by the use of a
less expensive output coil with the only change being
that the low frequency waveform is not as good as the
A or B types but is equal to or better than any contempo-
rary commercial amplifier. Output impedance is adjustable

to loads of 1 to 1000 ohms.

The Langeyolp. Company
SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

37 W. 65 St., 23 1050 Howard St., 3 1000 N. Seward St., 38



ENGINEERS: Here's
the BIG POINT about

AMPERITE
REGULATORS

20

10
--1160%/%040

VOLTAGE OF 24V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER

VARIES APPROX

50%
DELAY
Hermetically sealed. -Unaffected by altitude. . .. Send for catalogue sheet.

NEW! 4 -page folder will help you solve Current and Voltage Problems:
contains much valuable data in practical form-Write for your copy now.

WITH AMPERITE
VOLTAGE VARIES
ONLY

9eatiereJ.
Amperites cut battery
voltage fluctuation from
approximate1y507.to27..

2. Hermetically sealed -
not affected by altitude,
ambient temperature.
humidity.

3. Compact . . . light . . .

and inexpensive.
Used by U.S. Army. Navy.

and Air Corps.

RELAYS: For delays from 1 to 100 seconds.

MPERITE CO., .561 Broadway, New York (12), N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W. Toronto

Timing
Automatic Devices

Running 'Time
Meters

Time Delay Relays
Interval Timers

Reset Timers
Cycle Timers

Repeat Cycle Timers

Time Switches
Signal Control

Switches

Program Switches
Multi -Contact

Timers
Impulse Timers
Special Tinier.

R.W. CRAM ER COM PA NYjnc.

ohms. Resistors of this magnitude
are available only in composition
types and these have a pronounced
non-linear characteristic with ap-
plied voltage. This non -linearity is
balanced out in the ladder type di-
vider but creates a considerable
problem with other type circuits.

Voltages through the circuit are
such that a gain of approximately
three hundred is required in the
amplifier. The use of a direct -
coupled amplifier was considered
but this idea was discarded in favor
of the more reliable RC type. With
response extending down to one
cycle the upper practical limit is
approximately one hundred kilo-
cycles. These frequencies represent
the frequency response range of the
instrument. A two tube, 6SJ7-6AB7,
amplifier is used. A feedback gain
reduction of twenty decibels in-
sures stable operation of the cir-
cuit.

The voltage regulator is a con-
ventional type using a neon tube as
the stabilizing element. The reg-
ulator maintains the accuracy of
the instrument within three per
cent of nominal value for line volt-
age variations from 105 to 125 volts.

The comparison voltmeter is cali-
brated in three ranges of 0-10 rms
volts, 0-3 rms volts and -12 to + 2
decibles at a 1 mw -600 ohm ref-
erence. The actual full scale de-
flection of the 0-3 volt range is
3.16 volts so that a relation of ex-

35 v.e.a4
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Mel

DIALS  PANELS  PLATES
made to your precise engineer-
ins' specifications in etched
metals and finishes.

METAL ETCHING CO.
21-03 44th AVE.

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORKCENTERBROOK CONNECTICUT
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DURABILITY
14cenkiii

The relationship between pachyderms and JENSEN speakers .s, of course,
obscure. It wiL take crrc.ther hundred thirty-five years or so to determine positively

whether JENSEN speakers actually have the ruggedness and ,ne longevity of
an elephant, but we do know of many JENSEN speakers in use fifteen years

and more thot still are operating more than adequately. JENSEN engineers have
never designed a speaker that didn't have durability as one of its major qualifications.

enoen
RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 SO. LARAMIE AVE., CHICAGO 38, ILL.

r,#P1 !rteliciew et.red f.?"1 rime/NI eij grim- ..tieveta&c. g're,e Anent
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CABIDETS

PANELS

Serving the
Electronics

Field
Exclusively

CHASSIS

RACKS

Write for
Catalogue

No. 41-A

Though manufactured by modern high-speed methods.
Par -Metal products have a definite quality of
craftsmanship - that "hand -made- quality which is

born of years of specialization.

32.62 -49th STREET .. . LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
Export Dept 100 Varick St.. N ,Y. C.

Specialists
... in Assembly and sub -assembly
of Precision Electronic Products  ',la
 Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment

 Consult us with yoilr Production
Assembling Problems

RADE It
CORPORATION

actly ten decibels exists between
ranges. This feature is of particu-
lar value in gain measurement.

The physical layout of the instru-
ment is shown in the photographs.
The four controls are arranged on
the panel with the meters, input
terminals, power switch and pilot
light. The tubes are arranged in
a line in the order which they oc-
cupy in the circuit. The input cir-
cuit and range switch are located
in the front left-hand corner of the
sub -chassis. The calibration volt-
age potentiometer is opposite the
range switch. The potentiometer in
the front center of the sub -chassis
is used for making final adjust-
ments on the amplifier gain. Most
of the resistors in the circuit are
mounted on a terminal board at
the rear of the sub -chassis. The
three interstage coupling condens-
ers and the fuse are also mounted
on this terminal strip. The power
supply occupies the rear portion of
the chassis.

This low frequency voltmeter is
unique in that it bridges the gap
for measurements in the range be-
tween direct current and audio fre-
quencies. There are certain appli-
cations today in which this group
of frequencies plays an important
role, and one can postulate that
with the increase in electronic de-
vices following the war there will
be added uses for the very low fre-
quency range.

FABRICATING=
GLASS BONDED MICA -

COLONIAL
KOLONITE COMPANY

6323-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA
240

2212 W. ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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All -Purpose Pocket Size Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter
A new modernistic styled, compact unit that provides an answer to
all Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter requirements. Incorporates all the
testing facilities of larger, more costly equipment. A.C. and D.C.
-Volts 0-2.5-10-50-250-1000-5000 (D.C. at 10,000 ohms per
volt; A.C. 1000 ohms per volt); 0-.1-1-10-100-1000 D.C. Milliam-
peres, at 100 millivolts; 0-10 D.C. amperes at 100 millivolts;
Resistance 0-400 Ohms (10 ohm center scale); 0-40,000 ohms
(500 ohms center scale) 0-4 Megohms (50,000 ohm center scale).
Self contained batteries. Selector switch control for all ranges,

Completely insulated black molded case and panel, attractive
streamlined design. (Leather carrying case also available to hold
tester and accessories.)

The Triplett Line-more comprehensive than ever-goes to-
day for war needs but its exacting services in war assure
you the final answer for post-war equipment requirements.

Tri lett
HICTRICAL

BLU F F T 0 N

INSTRUMENT CO.
OHIO * **

Battery slides into place.
Easily inserted or remolded.

Twenty .msitiin se actor
witch cjntrol for all ranges.
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SECR.6-7 EVEN BETTER
SPEAKERS TOMORROW
While we cannot go into details
about the work we are doing now,
we can assure you that from our
experience with improved methods
and materials will come even finer
Crescent speakers. You will want the
benefits and advantages this means.

CRESCENT INDUSTRIES, Inc.
4132-54 BELMONT AVE. CHICAGO 41, ILL.

nrr' s Heavy 60 -ton tank

etwocogai?
WHILE it would be a mistake to put

aside important war work, yet even
as with the governments of our

country and our allies, it is necessary
NOW to spend some time on post-war
plans and products. Industry must be
ready when the time comes to absorb
millions of our returning heroes.

What is the status of YOUR post-war
plans? ARE YOU READY.. will you be
among the first to hit the market between
the eyes with a product that fits the fu-
ture? Will YOU survive the new compe-
tition in your field, created by reconver-
sion -of vast war plants to producing the
products of peace?

Sinko plastic engineers are eminently
fitted with ingenuity, skill and long expe-
rience to lend you effective aid in apply-
ing all the beauty, color and strength of
economical THERMOPLASTICS to your
products. Let them study your post-war
plans..help you NOW through the draw-
ing board stage. Be ready to act quickly..
to get the jump on competition the mo-
ment we get the signal to GO AHEAD!

VON
4.1"

gore

SINK° TOOL & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 351 NO. CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
EE/eeRMU LLO MOORC 4030 CADDITUVr S AO" MO  AO nE1E DUGAN INC, 21 WIDOSON St. INJNA40 IV  NCR MASON 09 CON 0.41  vf Mc-N(5T(, N
.1 0 ANDERSON, )0) NTRAID 9100 S "NACOS( WV  UDC SEDER, ME CORTLAND AVE, DETROIT. MICK,  GO MM SOS. log EAst Nrvr7 f r IvO,N,0113 INO

TANTALUM TUBES
(Continued from page 109)

frequencies. However, these were
initial advantages only and merely
gave a headstart to the acceptance
of this family of tube types. Many
shortcomings of the early designs
were to show up as the demands
of operating conditions in the
higher frequencies became greater.
As equipment designers and op-
erators became adjusted to the new
realm they expected performance
better than that of just being able
to do the job at all.

At this point in history most any
tube available on the market, if
run at its maximum ratings at 80
megacycles or so, would fail after
a fraction of its normal life ex-
pectancy. The failures were apt to
be any one of the following: the
glass would suck -in with a small
hole at some inexplicable point on
the bulb, the filament stem would
crack, the grid bead would crack,
or the plate seal would crack or
sometimes even soften to the ex-
tent that the whole plate structure
would swing over and short to the
grid. If the tube didn't fail ut-
terly, the power output of the tube
would be disappointingly reduced
from its performance at medium
radio frequencies. Obviously more
development work was required to
keep the tubes up to the advanc-
ing demands of the industry.

Fortunately the remedies could

BIRD & CO.

GLASS

INSTRUMENT

BEARINGS
GLASS "V" BEARINGS

made to your specifications

ARM

kt)NAvy \

We welcome your inquiries

RICHARD II. BIRD
Manufacturer of Jewel Bearings

for thirty years

23 MOODY STREET
WALTHAM, MASS.
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IN EON HEEDED
SI11--

for Every Needed Purose!

BBL
SELENIUM RECTIFIER PLATES are

made in diameters from 3/4 inch

to 4% inches. B -L Copper Sulphide Junc-
tions are made from 1/2 inch to 1 3/4 inch.

We assemble these elements into stacks of
varying sizes, to do innumerable power -
conversion jobs. Typical applications of
B -L Metallic Rectifiers range all the way
from tiny stacks for sensitive control de-
vices to huge assemblies for giant indus-
trial power units.

No matter what rectifier applications you
are considering, B -L will be glad to work
with you. Selenium and Copper Sulphide
Rectifiers for all needs are available.

Write for Bulletin No. 99
THE BENWOOD LINZE CO.. ST. LOUIS 3, MO.

Designers & manufacturers of Copper Sulphide & Selenium Rectifiers, Battery Chargers, and D. C. Power Supplies for practically every requirement.
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FOR PERFORMANCE

VAX C. T. C.

CRYSTALS

X-RAY ORIENTATION-
determination of the axes of
the crystal before cutting - is
your guarantee of constant fre-

quency and high activity from every
C.T.C. Crystal. For Crystals you can count

on, get in touch with

CAMBRIDGE Thermionic CORPORATION
441 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE 38. MASSACHUSETTS

A SOLUTION FOR

POST WAR MARKETING
Post war operation may be a seri-

ous problem to many manufacturers
who have expanded their production
facilities beyond their normal mar-
keting or who are now making prod-
ucts that are foreign in terms of dis-
tribution for civilian use to those
they made in prewar days. To man-
ufacturers of this type we offer a
definite solution to their marketing
problem provided their products
come within the fields we serve and
that they represent more than a
$500,000. annual volume.

We are national distributors of
small mechanical devices and elec-
trical and electronic components
which are sold on an engineering
service basis. Our headquarters are
in New York but we maintain sales
engineering offices in all large in-
dustrial centers and are represented
in Europe, Africa and South Amer-
ica. We are in a position to take on
national, foreign or restricted terri-
torial distribution. Our engineering
development service is available to
those we represent.

Our commissions or fees are on
the side of prudence. We do not
require financing and will exchange
financial statements and references
with interested parties. We have
been in business 15 years and are
now doing an annual business in
excess of $10,000,000. In distributing
this large volume of products for our
clients we have established sales
contacts and a reputation for engi-
neering service that should be of
great value to others provided of
course they are not competitive with
our present clients.

We have built an engineering de-
velopment. service and distributing
organization while you have built
one for efficient manufacturing.
Maybe the twain can meet for our
mutual profits. Why not get in con-
tact with each other? Your response
to this advertisement will be held
strictly confidential. Address us in
care of our advertising agency,
E. M. FREYSTADT ASSOCIATES.
INC.. 570 Lexington Ave., New York.

be applied without losing the pre-
vious advantages in tube design
and further evolution could take
place. One of the first steps was to
help confine the electrons to the
intended simple path from fila-
ment to the plate. Because of the
short period of time required for
one rf cycle at 60 to 100 mega-
cycles, the electron was no longer
confronted with a steady field con-
dition during its flight across from
the filament, through the grid to
the plate. Now appreciable changes
in field intensities even to the ex-
tent of a reversal of direction of
the field could occur while the elec-
tron was in flight.

Thus, at these frequencies cer-
tain electrons obtained excess en-
ergies or were caught in mid -space
and drawn out to stray charges on
bulb walls. Such electrons or their
related secondary electrons could
arrive at the plate late in the rf
cycle and considerably reduce the
plate circuit efficiency. Even if
this circuitous path of the elec-
trons existed at low frequencies,
its effect was not great because
the electrons or their related sec-
ondary electrons arrived at the
plate in sufficient time to deliver
energy at the proper part of the
rf cycle.

In the case of electrons being
drawn out to the bulb wall, the
effect apparently is aggravated at
very high frequencies because of

Contact
Specialists
for the

Right Connector

Terminals... Lugs:.
Solder - Compression

.Solderless Types.

Standard Government
Electrical Parts.
A I IL A S Ifs IU. 'fl. L IL 'L if S

,II, P POP Alio
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA.

NI EY/ YORK. U. S. A.
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THE MOST ECONOMICAL METHOD
LOCATING sleeves for the electronic tubes shown above

were once machined down from solid nickel rod and
then drilled. Now they are formed without waste out of
sheet stock by MULTI -SWAGE. This saving of metal is
but part of the economy. MULTI -SWAGE sleeves are
formed in one operation and at a higher rate of produc-
tion. All of these facts contribute to the substantially lower
price of the MULTI -SWAGE product.

While reducing cost, MULTI -SWAGE has provided
a bonus of certain improvements. For example, with tht
old sleeve, a copper washer was put on the tube pin
ahead of it. Heat was then applied, melting the washer
and thus brazing the sleeve at its upper end. MULTI -
SWAGE sleeves are made from copper -surfaced stock. The
copper becomes a lining, which when melted, runs to both

Back the Attack
THE MOST ECONOMICAL METHOD OF PRODUCING SMALL

ends where the sleeve touches the pin. The result is a more
secure assembly without the extra cost or need for hand-
ling separate washers.

This case for MULTI -SWAGE is presented with the
idea that it may suggest where this process can help you
reduce the cost of small, solid or hollow, cylindrical metal
parts and perhaps improve your product. Write to our Re-

search and Development
Division for further in-
formation.

multiswage
PROCESS

There are typical-Multi-Swage"
products. This process will turn
out large volume speedily while
maintaining close 'tolerances
accurately.

Buy War Bonds
METAL PARTS IFO CLOSE TOLERANCES WITHOUT WASTE

THE BEAD CHAIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
102 MOUNTAIN GROVE STREET, BRIDGEPORT 5, CONNECTICUT
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110111 During the critical
stress of battle, men and equip -1111 1110110

ment prove themselves. Materiel that has performed
dependably under highly abnormal War conditions
has stamina to spare in normal peacetime operation.
Atlas Sound Loud Speakers have come through their
War tests with flying colors. War -tested Atlas Sound
manufacturing facilities and personnel are ready to
go to work for you on new designs or minor conver-
sions. Contact them for details.

Complete Catalogue on Request

CORPORATION
1445 39th Street Brooklyn, New York

The DI-ACRO Bender
makes perfectly centered
eyes from rod or strip stock
at high hourly production
rates. Both eyes and cen-
tering bend are formed
with one operation. Any size eye
may be formed within capacity of
bender and ductile limits of ma-
terial.

DI-ACRO
Bender No. 2

Forming radius
6' approx. Capa-
city round
cold rolled steel
bar, formed cold
to l' radius. Also
Bender No. 3,
with forming ra-
dim 9' approx.

CENTERED EYE

With DI-ACRO Benders
DI-ACRO Precision
Bending is accurate to
.001' for duplicated
parts. DI-ACRO Benders
bend angle, channel, rod,
tubing, wire moulding,
strip stock, etc. Machines
are easily adjustable for
simple, compound and
reverse bends of varying
radii.

Send for CATALOG
"DI 1 .ESS"
I NG showing many kinds
of "dieless" duplicating
produced with DI-ARCO

nders, Brakes and Shears.

DI-ACRO Bender
No. 1

Forming radius 2'
.mprox. Capacity
:3 round cold
mlled steel bar or

equivalent.

PRECISION MACHINES oinEm-ouin MFG. CO.f
4S.Stuntt 348 EIGHTH AVENUE SOUTH MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINN

w

the rapidly changing electric fields.
The trouble behaves as though the
number of electrons ejected from
the open ends of the plate in-
creases as the frequency of opera-
tion increases. Thus the bombard-
ment of the glass bulb walls may
increase to the point where the
heat generated is sufficient to
soften the glass until it sucks -in
and destroys the vacuum.

The cure for this effect was
found to be a brute force method.
By enclosing the open end of the
plate with a dome the electrons
could not "see" the inviting high
potentials of the glass in the
neighborhood of the plate bead.
Hence their path was intercepted
by a portion of the plate surface as
desired. Similar shields were placed
at the filament end of the open
plate, but their influence was not
appreciable.

The contrast between the be-
havior at this end of the plate and
the end of the plate carrying the
plate support is probably due to
the fact that at the filament and
grid end of the plate only low
voltage leads are present and these
themselves prevent many electrons
from escaping. This simple expe-
dient of keeping the electrons on
the direct route to the plate
brought the plate power output up
and stopped suck -ins and failures
of the plate bead. Figs. 2 and 3

Electrical Engineer with elec-
tronic design experience
wanted for research labora-
tory of precision instrument
manufacturer, now engaged
100% in war work. Excel-
lent postwar opportunities.
Location in Denver, Colorado,
near Rocky Mountains. Give
complete details of educa-
tion, training and experience.
Include salary expected. Ap-
plicants must have statement
of availability. Please ad-
dress replies to Box W-27

Electronic Industries
480 Lexington Avenue

New York City 17. N. Y.
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YOU CAN PROVE TO YOURSELF

IN FIVE SECONDS...

GB

p
THIS THIS

That new BH Fiberglas "extra
Flex"Sleeving is more flexible
than saturated sleeving

WE'VE TOLD you about the non -fraying quality of
the new BH Sleeving. But don't forget the extra
flexibility we've built into it. You can prove this
to yourself with the five -second test of sleeving
flexibility:

Obtain from us a sample of BH Extra Flexible
Fiberglas Sleeving equal in size to the saturated
sleeving you use now.

Following Figure 1, hold eight -inch lengths of
both BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving and
saturated sleeving between the thumbs and fingers
of both hands. Stretch both sleevings to make
them straight.

Now release the sleeving ends held in your left
hand. Instantly, the new BH Fiberglas Sleeving
will fall limp, proving its extra flexibility. The
saturated sleeving will remain straight, practically
inflexible. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.

NON -FRAYING  FLEXIBLE  HEAT -RESISTANT

NON -INFLAMMABLE  WATER-RESISTANT
NON -CRYSTALLIZING at LOW TEMPERATURES

The new BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving is
woven from the choicest continuous -filament Fi-
berglas yarns. It possesses high dielectric strength,
is water-resistant and, like all BH Sleeving and
Tubing-is non -inflammable.

All sizes from No. 20 to 131r, inclusive, are avail-
able. Write for samples of this radically new and
different sleeving today-in the sizes you desire.
Seeing is believing! Bentley, Harris Manufactur-
ing Co., Dept. I, Conshohocken, Pa.

NON -BURNING IMPREGNATED MAGNETO TUBING  NON -BURNING FLEXIBLE

VARNISHED TUBING  SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING
PRODUCTS

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Conshohocken, Penna.
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CINAUDAGRAPH SPEAKERS
Po r~IR fitta /air -P

I

0.02#
ibPJ-

141,1*

If you aren't getting delivery as quickly as y
like-remember, the armed forces come first.

Watch Cinandagraph Speakers after Victory!

Cinaudagraph Speakers,
3911 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

"Jig tetrA, atade in all die W0441

Illustrated above is a thirteen channel instantaneous direct re-
cording oscillograph built to solve a specific recording problem.
If you have a recording problem, it would pay you to consult
with our engineers.
We specialize in inkless, instantaneous, wide range, direct
recording oscillographs. Available in any number of channels.

Write for Bulletin

RAHM INSTRUMENTS, Inc. iND DIV.

permit one to visualize how a plate
dome shields the plate lead area
from electron bombardment.

With the plate seal, bulb suck -in,
and plate efficiency problems cor-
rected, there still remained the
problems of cracking filament
presses and grid lead seals. The
failure of these seals seemed to be
one associated with high tempera-
ture and electrolysis of the glass at
the juncture between the glass and
metal leads. It was found that a
simple shield over the filament
stem as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
corrected the stem failures.

One has only to realize that an
insulator carries some current and
that glass is a frozen solution or
electrolyte as well as an insulator,
to understand that all the usual
electrolytic actions may take place
in the metal -glass -metal arrange-
ment of seals in a vacuum tube.
The small conducting metal film
around the. grid bead shown in
Fig. 2 intercepts and diffuses these
electrolytic actions.

Without protection, the chemical
changes in the glass electrolyte
took place at the grid bead and
changed the glass to the extent
that it no longer matched the ex-
pansion characteristics of the
metal of the seal. The conse-
quences were a cracked seal and
destruction of the tube. The elec-
trically conducting film was found
to intercept such destructive elec-

PRECISION
CRYSTALS

Type PC -1 Type 4-A

Precision Crystals have been known for
years for their dependability and accuracy.
New methods of manufacture plus years of
experience insures the quality of Precision

Crystals.

Crystals for all practical applications, low,
medium or high frequencies, can be pro-
duced. Whatever your requirements are,
get in contact with us. Descriptive bulle-
tin and quotations sent at your request.

PRECISION PIEZO SERVICE
"Qualify Crystals Since 1929"

427 Mayflower Street
Baton Rouge 10, La.

47 WEST 56th STREET. NEW YORK 19. N Y.
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trolytic currents with the result
that the chemical changes took
place away from the region of the
bead and at the edge of the con-
ducting film. Further the action
is diffused over a much greater
area and no chemical changes oc-
cur in sufficient intensity to cause
rupture of the glass.

Proof of the effectiveness of
these corrective contributions in
the evolution of the tantalum -type
tube for very high frequencies has
been demonstrated repeatedly on
life tests at 60 and 125 megacycles
and in field service conditions.

These generalized comments do
not mean that all tube seals fail
at very high frequencies. They do
mean that where particular designs
result in such failures, that correc-
tive means can be applied to pre-
serve the otherwise advantageous
design. Or as a corollary, it means
that more compact tube designs
are possible where seals are sub-
jected to severe strains or tempera-
tures. More latitude of design is
opened to the tube engineer with
benefits accruing directly to the
radio art.

This discussion of the tantalum -
type tube does not presume that it
is the only generic group which can
operate satisfactorily in the very
high frequency region. Nor does
it presume that the general struc-
tural configurations constitute the
optimum design of tubes for the
frequency region discussed. The
intention has been to discuss an
aspect of a particular design ar-
rangement which has become
known lately as the "Tantalum -
type" of tube. The "Tantalum -
type" need not necessarily employ
the metal Tantalum, though the
use of that metal permitted, or
even forced, the features described
above which are generally taken as
definitive of this family of tubes.

By reviewing the evolution of
one family of tube types one has
an interesting picture of the im-
pact of the requirements of very
high radio frequencies on tube de-
signs. Even within that family
further evolution was desirable to
remain ahead of the demands of
the advance into higher and higher
frequencies. This within -the -fam-
ily evolution is vividly brought out
by comparing Fig. 1 with Figs. 2
and 3.

No one person is responsible for
such an evolution. A group of
persons united in a common co-
operative effort have considerable
to do with it. The background, of
course, is laid by the work of many
engineers and scientists who have
contributed their efforts over many
years. It should also be recognized
that many more contributions lie
hidden under the cloak of war se-
curity and someday will form an
interesting sequel to the story.

TODAY in WAR..TOMORROW in PEACE

On mile -a -minute PT boats, as on hurtling jeeps, rumbling
tanks, amphibian tractors and "walkie-talkies", Brach
Antennas are doing their part in the vital task of com-
munications. Today, our entire output goes exclusively
to the nation's armed forces-on land, on sea, and in the
air. But after tha war, for the best in radio antennas and
accessories, remember the name-BRACH.

L. S. BRACH MFG. CORP.
World's Oldest and Largest Manufacturer of Radio Antennas and Accessone,

55-65 DICKERSON STREET NEWARK N. J.

G -E Safety Door
Interlock Switch

OPEN the door and the power's
off! Prevents accidents, pro-
tects equipment. Will not fail
mechanically. For complete
details, write:

GENERAL (1`
ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

177 CSI

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
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Sae4 FIBRE
FABRICATIONS

sewee-4
Light in weight and pos-
sessing excellent working
qualities, BAER fobrica-
lions of phenol fibre and

vulcanized fibre are stamped, punched,
sowed, drilled and machined to exact-
ing specifications. The inherent long-
lasting characteristics of these insulaticn
materials offer broad scope in appli-
cations where uninterrupted service is

essential. Whether your requirements
involve intricate or simple shapes, large
or small quantities, or reasonably fast
or future deliveries, BAER engineers are
equipped to meet your needs satisfac-
torily. Write today for illustrated Dote

Bulletin 128.

2/2ecilly
BAER FOR WASHERS,STAMPINCS,

GASKETS, SPECIALSHAPES, TERMINAL
BOARDS AND

BUSHINGS

N. S. BAER COMPANY
CRAFTSMEN IN FIBRE FABRICATION

9-11 MONTGOMERY ST., HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY

Get The Story On

This

I -F TRANSFORMER The LS-i shown above is actual size.

It may prove mighty useful to you. This small, precision built,
permeability -tuned I -F Transformer was developed, proved and is

being used with outstanding success on a variety of vital war appli-
cations. Now available for more general use, it may be just what
the doctor ordered for some of your present or projected components.
Better have the complete facts on this simple precise transformer
readily available. Ask us about the LS -1 transformer.

CAMBRIDGE Thermionic CORPORATION

Effect of Teierision
Standards

Disagreeing with the predictions
and fears of a few principals in
the current dispute that the grant-
ing of licenses for broadcasting
525 -line pictures might discourage
future research and development,
Dorman Israel, vice-president in
charge of engineering of the Em-
erson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
New York, declares that television
sets made according to present
standards definitely would not be-
come obsolete if and when speci-
fications for more detailed black
and white or color images were es-
tablished, nor would the broadcast-
ing equipment already installed
have to be scrapped.

"By the simple expedient of us-
ing two or more transmitters for
the same programs," he suggests,
"just as more than one transmitter
is presently used by radio broad-
casting studios for standard broad-
casts and FM, the earlier 525 -line
receivers can continue to receive
the same programs as those which
might later be televised for recep-
tion by later models. There are
three important phases of televi-
sion presentation when carrier fre-
quency is considered. Present 525 -
line television pictures require a
band width of 6 megacycles for
combined sight and sound. To

ILLINOIS CONDENSERS

WORTH CONSIDERING!

DEPENDABILITY, long life
and efficient performance are
inherent qualities in every
one of the paper and electro-
lytic capacitors which bears
the "ILLINI" name. Count-
less satisfied users attest this
fact. That's why we say Illi-
nois Condensers are worth
your consideration. Data and
price listings on both War
and Victory types available
upon request.

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
COMPANY

1160 NORTH HOWE STREET
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

441 Concord Avenue Cambridge 38, Massachusetts
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INDICATOR HOUSING

Illustrated above is a sheet metal hous-
ing (formerly a casting) for a tacometer.
Designed by Cole Steel Equipmert engi-
neers, it is a typical example of the way
leading manufacturers are solving their
casting problems. For your instrument
housing needs, call on Cole!

INQUIRIES INVITED

Send for Brochure
"The plant behind your plant"

Cole Steel
office equipment

will again be available

after the war

COLE
STEEL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

To Meet Your
Specifications

PERFORMANCE is the real measure of success in
winning the war, just as it will be in the post-war
world. New and better ideas-production economies
-speed-all depend upon inherent skill and high
precision . . . For many years our flexible organi-
zation has taken pride in doing a good job for pur-
chasers of small motors. And we can help in creating
and designing, when such service is needed. Please

make a note of Alliance and get in touch with us.

ALLIANCE DYNAMOTORS
Built with greatest precision and
"know how" for low ripple, high
efficiency-low drain and a mini-
mum of commutation transients.
High production retains to the
highest degree all the
"criticals" which are
so important in air-
borne power source,.

ALLIANCE D.C. MOTORS
Incorporate precision tolerances
throughout. Light weight-high
efficiency - compactness - con-
tinuous duty. An achievement in
small size for continuous duty
and in power -to -weight ratio.
Careful attention has been given
to distribution of losses as well
as their reduction to a minimum.

Remember Alliance!
-YOUR ALLY 1N WAR AS IN PEACE

ALLIANCE .0H10
349 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. Factory: Brooklyn
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IMPORTANT
t aitel

ir PILOT LIGHT
DATA

Just Released
If you have Pilot Light applications, you will want a
copy of this new data book, which illustrates and
fully describes Gothard's wide range of variable in-
tensity and fixed units for practically every application
and voltage you can think of. Also described are
brackets, bulbs and accessories. Have your secretary
ruquest a cops' today..

9 aizeZ MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

1315 NORTH NINTH ST. SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

TRANSFORMERS
and COILS

Standard and CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION

to meet all specifications

Prompt
engineering service

always available

HERCULES ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
INCORPORATED

2416 ATLANTIC AVENUE * BROOKLYN 33, N. Y.

r DC and AC WELDERS  TRANSFORMERS  MAGNETIC CLAMPS  SOLENOIDS  RIVET HEATERS
SPOT WELDERS  FLUORESCENT BALLASTS  SPECIAL CONTROLS

transmit this, a carrier frequency
of at least 40 megacycles must be
used. Since other conditions of
transmission make it desirable to
use the lowest possible carrier fre-
quency, the present 525 -line system
is operating in the region of 50-90
megacycles.

"While it may not be justified to
consume an entire series of alloca-
tions from 50-200 for this present
system, a substantial portion of this
band should be allocated for 525 -
line television."

"Two other classes of television
presentation," says Mr. Israel,
"should also be considered and pro-
vision made for their future allo-
cation. First, it has been deter-
mined that an 1800 to 2000 -line
picture is the maximum definition
under any and all conditions. Such
a picture requires a greatly ex-
panded band. The carrier fre-
quency should, therefore, be above
200 megacycles. We suggest that
suitable plans for allocation be
made for such a high definition
system in the region of 500-1000 mc.

"The second television presenta-
tion requiring consideration and
planning is full -color video. A
general-purpose color television
system could operate in the 500-
1000 megacycle band of the high
definition black and white system
indicated above. However, a high
definition color television system
will require an even wider band."

"Urgent Equipment"

Builders of-
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

INCANDESCENT LAMP

RADIO TUBE

ELECTRONIC TESTING and

PRECISION MACHINERY

For the past 2.5 years!

Submit your drawings and
designs, which will be treated
with strict confidence.

* * *

We do not design or sell
machinery.

Write-Telephone-Wire
For Quick Action

Daly Machine &Tool Works
923 FREUNGHUYSEN AVENUE

NEWARK, N. J.

Bigelow 3.0234 and 0235
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*The second Army -
Navy "E" Award

citation for high achieve-
ment in war production,
continuing a long record of
war service is a source of
justifiable pride to the man-
agement and personnel of The
Arnold Engineering Company.

The star will serve as an incen-
tive to The Arnold Engineering
Company to continue with the same
high devotion, energy and skill to
turn out products for the war effort.

IMMI INIO

/
7//

/

ine/

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

Specialists in the Manufacture of ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS

ELECTRICITY
For Any Job . . . Anywhere

* For a dependable source of electricity for elec-
tronic and radio applications remote from commer-

cial power, Onan Electric Plants are proven leaders in
tle field. More than half of the armed Forces' total
requirements for Power Plants are built by Onan.

Gasoline -driven. . . Single -unit, compact design. .

. Suitable for mobile, stationary or emergency service.

Over 65 models, ranging in sizes from 350 to 35,000
w 31113. 50 to 800 cycles, 110 to 660 volts, A.C.-6 to
4C00 volts, D.C.-Also dual A.C.-D.C. output types.

Descriptive literature sent
promptly on request.

D. W. ONAN
& SONS

3212 Roycilston Ave.
Minneapolis 5, Minn.

1
508A

Min. Bay.

6141-AH 708A

Min. Screw Cand. Screw Min. Screw Min. Bay S. C. Cand. Mill. Bay.

Bay.

108AE 408AE 108CE 2IBAE

950 7,4eitate
MOUNTING BRACKETS AVAILABLE

Producing better, more dependable Light Socket Assem-
blies has long been a highly developed specialty of ours.
Miniature or Candelabra Screw and Bayonet Type Sockets
with brackets of every conceivable shape are made to bring
lamp filaments into desired positions. Huge high speed

production facilities make possible
deliveries of custom built assemblies
within 3 weeks! Write us now con-
cerning details on assemblies pic-
tured above, for your immediate or
1,1, .11" needs.

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
1713 W. HUBBARD ST. CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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FINISHED ELECTRODES FOR CRYSTALS

Size and types mode to your specification with
air gap tolerance held within 5 microns

(Established 1926)

HEYMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(Electronic Div. I ), KENILWORTH, N.J.

.411,

061

Pm% 7

Glass Cutter

EISLER'S
(IA 104.1zis'i.

manufacturing RADIO, CATHODE RAY,
FrECTRONIC and FLUORESCENT TUBES,

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY UNIZ'S.

Ampule Machine

Sealing Machine Electronics Laboratory Unit

WE LDERS, TRAN S -

FOR M ERS FROM
1/4 TO 500 KVA.

I ipless Stem Mach.

Flare Machine

CHAS. EISLER
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
77b-SO.13th ST. Ner AVON AVE NE WAR K.3 N. J.

EXPORTS
(Continued from page 107)

and between Los Angeles and San
Francisco.

The new air lines across the Pa-
cific are the nucleus of others. The
Matson Navigation Co. and the
American President Lines are pre-
paring to engage in trans -Pacific
air services on a large scale. These,
with fast new passenger and freight
ships, will be of immense assist-
ance to California manufacturers,
a great many of whom will look to
export markets as a logical means
of keeping their wheels turning as
nearly as may be possible at to-
day's top speed. Chambers of Com-
merce already have taken steps
looking to the establishment of of-
fices in foreign markets, and a
heavy advertising and publicity
campaign is planned to encourage
buyers to do business with these
aggressive California business
people.

At any rate, plans for San Fran-
cisco's World Trade Center are well
along toward fruition, and there
is to be $25,000,000 of private cap-
ital behind the venture. Plans vis-
ualize a great group of buildings,
already including the Custom
House, the Appraiser's Building and
the Federal Reserve Bank. Other-
wise there will be modern office
space for importers and exporters;

governments and con-
sular offices; for a Post Office; for
the foreign departments of banks,
communications companies, ship-
pers and shipping, bus, rail and air
lines; for freight forwarders and
the World Trade Department of the
San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce.

TELEVISORS IN EAST
(Continued from page 148)

Question 2 read - "What size
screen does your receiver have?"
The same 1,434 receivers indicate
screens of the following size:

Per cent
56-Over 12 inches 3.9

721-12 inch 50.2
292-9 inch 20.5
323-5 inch 22.5
42-Don't Know and No

Answer 2.9

100.0

NBC was particularly concerned
about the operating condition of all
television receivers, explains John
T. Williams of the network's televi-
sion department. There had been
much loose talk in the industry
concerning the percentage of re-
ceivers not currently operating. In-
terest was heightened because the
problem of finding television service
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HE same high standard
of excellence of quality de-
manded by the Army and
Navy is promised to our post-
war customers who want de-
pendable wire and cable for
their radios and appliances.

111/11,111N11 111111[ 6 CAM CII.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of electrical flexible cord, cables, and
instrument wires for radio and appliances.

A NEW SERIES OF
'RUN AIM

(INCORPORATING G E OR WESTINGHOUSE NEON LAMPS/

the manufacture a complete line of Pilot
light Assemblies for every possible use in
A rcraft, Marine, Radio, Electronic and
Electrical apparatus. Send sketch for
prompt estimates and suggestions.

ASSEMBLIES
COMPLETE WITH

We can supply any
G.E. or Westinghouse
Lamp together with
the required Pilot
Assembly, thus sav-
ing time in your pro-
duction schedule . . .

Write for samples.

'Illustrated: (A) Neon
Pilot Light with full -
view plastic head. (B)
Neon Pilot Light with
dome lens. Lamps re-
movable from front
of panel.

LAMPS

SIGNAL INDITA
894 BROADWAY.... NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Telephone: ALgonquin 4-4770

'sr
For All Fastening Devices Re-
quired In Product Designing.

1JPON the smallest a -id least expensive
parts of any manufactured product - the
FASTENERS - hinge the working efficiency,
the durability, the safety and the depend
ability of the whole un t. They are the in-
dispensable links between the vital and
costly ports that MUST be held together
securely and permanently. It is important
that they be selected with utmost care.

At STRONGHOLD, you can depend upon
the superior quality and fine workmanship
of a wide range of fasteners that meet
every requirement of product design, from
big husky bolts and rods to screws so micro-
scopic they might hove been designed for
your watch.

Make STRONGHOLD fasteners -Standard
Equipment". They will serve you well.
Prompt quotations; fast fabrication and
delivery dotes.

STRONGHOLD uses four-way communica-
tion to check on your phone and wire
inquiries. IT'S FASTER TO TELEPHONE.
CALL WHITEHALL 4680.

MANUFACTURERS
SCREW PRODUCTS
268 W. Hubbard St. Chicago 10,
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Eliminate set generated heat and you get
notonlypeakefficiencybutIongerlifetoo

from all components parts in elec-
tronic equipment. Pilot Blowers

are proving this for leading
manufacturers in this field. Easy-

to-install-compact-quiet
running-economical ... these
are the features which make

Pilot Blowers ideal for the im-
portant job of air circulation

and ventilation in Radio equip-
ment. Available in standard

models to move from 15 to 110
C.F.M. Write for Bulletin 507 today!

F. A, SMITH MFG. CO., INC.
901 DAVIS ST., ROCHESTER 5, N. Y.

FRACTIONAL H. P. CENTRIFUGAL

MOTORS t BLOWERS

WITH UNERRING ACCURACY

Today, as a result of American en
gineering skill ingeniously applying
amplification principles to highly
specialized instruments, thousands
of amplifiers by "Eastern" help to
guide our army and navy bombers
with unerring accuracy in success -

BACK THE ATTACK *
BUY WAR BONDS *

256

fully completing their vital missions.

Our engineering staff invites your
inquiry-large and small production
runs, even single units, receive our
usual prompt attention. Write for
Bulletin 1-100.

EASTERN
AMPLIFIER CORP,
794 E I 45th St , New York 54, N.Y.

men had become acute. Results on
question 3 - "What is the present
operating condition of your televi-
sion receiver?" - were most en-
couraging:

Per cent
957-Excellent or Good ... 66.7
202-Fair 14.1
68-Poor 4.8

160-Not Operating 11.2
47-Don't Know and No

Answer 3.2

100.0

la spite of long use, inability to
get repairs or service, more than
80 per cent of the receivers are still
in "Fair" or better operating con-
dition.

Question 4 concerned the size of
the audience before each receiver.
The home is always the point of
greatest interest, because the com-
mercial program aspect of televi-
sion will be dependent upon the
size of the home audience. 1,113
home returns, or 92.1 per cent of
the total of that category, reported
an average audience of 8 people
before each home receiver. In
round figures, this is composed of
an average of 3 men, 3 women, and
2 children.

155 public places, 78.3 per cent of
all those public places returning
their questionnaires, reported an
average audience of 46 individuals
viewing the programs at their re-
ceivers. This group is composed of
approximately 31 men, 11 women,
and 4 children.

Today's audience is limited to the
use of television receivers manufac-
tured mainly during 1941 and prior
to that date. There are approxi-
mately 5,000 receivers in the New
York City area. Some 800 receivers
are in the Philadelphia area, and
approximately 400 in the Albany -
Troy -Schenectady area.

TELEVISION
IMPROVEMENT URGED

Continued from page 1481

tegrity of television engineers who
have carefully considered all these
matters. The present-day televis-
ion system is capable of reproducing
pictures of equivalent or even better
quality than 16 mm. home movies.
Television receivers will be available
in the postwar period to fully utilize
the potential quality of the present
transmission system."

"When this conflict is over, much of
the radio we knew at the time of Pearl
Harbor will be old and obsolete. The
trumpets which signal 'Cease Firing' at
the end of this war will sound the re-
veille for the Age of Television."-Gen-
erol J. G. Harbord, board chairman
RCA.
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THERE IS AN

ELEMENT OF SUPERIORITY
44/ ate

Not only tie superior construction of the
heating element, but the sturdy quality
of the other units, makes this the pre-
ferred iron for all industrial uses . . . .

It is dependable, durable and efficient.

TEMPERATURE REGULATING STAND

An adiustablethermostati-
tally controlled stand for
regulating the temperature
of an electric soldering iron
when at rest.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN, U. S. A

Need WAR /Vow ?

COLUMBIA is reliable!
Immediate Delivery!

 WIRE

 CABLES

 CORD SETS

 HARNESSES

We Serve the

RADIO & ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY
We cut, strip, and tin wire; attach lugs
and eyelets to meet your requirements.

INQUIRIES ARE WELCOME

Co- tiewzgeiv.'
COLUMBIA WIRE AND SUPPLY COMPANY

Get Speedier Deliveries of

SO ND EQUIPMENT
(Public Address and lntercomms)

GOOD Sound Equipment has proved tremendously
valuable in war industries. As a time saver, morale

builder, and an aid towards increasing production, elec-
tronic sound systems deserve fill" credit for their part
in helping to win the war.

Radio Group . . the three nation-wide Industrial Emer-
gency Service Distributors shown below . . have recog-
nized the vital nature of this equipment. We've main-
tained generous stocks in ample variety. Orders from
war plants and government agencies receive the full
benefit of our streamlined emergency service. Deliveries
are speedy and efficient in the face of wartime scarcities.
Thousands of plants from coast -to -coast depend on us
regularly for all of their Radio and Electronic Supplies.
If you're not acquainted with this Emergency Service,
write for a Reference Book & Buyer's Guide or send
along an order to your nearest distributor, today! Let
our skilled electronic engineers, technicians and pro-
curement officers help you get what you want faster than
you ever thought possible under war conditions.

Rath

WRITE OR PHONE YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

TERMINAL RADIO CORP.
85 Cortlandt St., Phone Worth 2-4416 NEW YORK 7

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
311 S. Western Ave., Phone Canal 2525 CHICAGO 12

RADIO SPECIALTIES CO.
20th &Figueroa. Phone Prospect 7271 LOS ANGELES 7

4106 N. PULASKI RD. CHICAGO 41, ILL.
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SPECIAL GREETINGS TO OUR PACIFIC COAST FRIENDS!
NEW PAT E TS
ISSUED

What's New at
ks 94 pik ,1

Plans for post war products are shaping up nicely.

The same characteristics
that have made RADI ART

VIBRATORS
and VIPOVIERS

outstanding
in perform-

ance:-the Superior Engineering-the
Specialization-the

Advanced Manufacturing
Methods-the

Seasoned Produc-

tion-will predominate
in these post war items.

Keep ordering from Radiant for Radiart will continue to

lead as in the past and will he your leading source of

Meanwhile, winning the war is our major business--and
supply in the future.

effort.
yours. Let us give it our 1005e

Radiant Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. St. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

ILect7otl
for Om

BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE

SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

CLOSEST TOLERANCES

EXCELLENT FINISH

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN HOURS

AND COSTS

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send for full information

-OeutedeCemparig
UNION, NEW JERSEY

Dixerinsinalor ( ireuit
The transformer 26 is double -tuned to the

center frequency of the frequency modulated
input so that the signal voltages developed
across transformer windings 27 and 29 have
a quadrature phase relationship at this fre-
quency; the phase relationship varies with
the deviation of the signal frequency from
the center frequency. To make this de-
pendency linear, the resistance in the reso-
nant circuits 27,30 and 29,31 is increased
for instance by the insertion of resistors R.
The space -charge grid 36 causes the plate
current of vacuum tube 20 to saturate at a
relatively low value of input electrode volt-
age. acting as a limiter. Electrode 21 is
biased to a large positive potential at which

it normally would produce plate current sat-
uration, and the bias of electrode 22 is then
adjusted to a value midway between cut-off
and saturation bias. With this arrangement,
plate current will flow only for a short
period of time during each cycle; the period
of time will depend on the phase relationship
of the voltages on grids 21,22. and will in
turn determine the average plate current,
providing an output amplitude proportional
to the input frequency. An increase in am-
plitude of the input signal will have prac-
tically no effect as it would only tend to
increase current intensity which is limited
by grid 36, but will not change the period
of current flow which is determining for the
average output amplitude. J. J. Okrent,
Hazeltine Corp., (F) May 6, 1942, (I) March
7, 1944, No. 2,343,263.

Color Television System
It is proposed to illuminate the scene with

a succession of colored light flashes during
the blanking intervals of the field scanning
periods. For instance, a high intensity red
light is flashed during a blanking Interval,
the scanning of the field performed, a blue
light flashed during the next blanking inter-
val. the mosaic scanned again, and flashed
with a green light followed by another field
scanning. Each colored picture is projected
upon the screen during the return line time
to charge the mosaic. Since the scene Is
illuminated for each field by only one pri-
mary color component, there is no necessity
for a color filter disk in front of the camera.
Apparatus for providing these light flashes
at the correct instances of time synchro-
nously with the scanning is described in
detail. A. N. Goldsmith, (F) March 5,
1942, (I) March 14, 1944, No. 2.343.971.

Temperature Compensation
To provide a constant power output, a

resistance element 3 having a high negative
temperature coefficient of resistance is in-
serted in the negative feedback path of the
amplifier. For further improvement, heat-
ing resistor 9 is included; the heat supplied
from heater 9 to resistor 3 tends to vary,
as the amplifier output changes, in a sense
to restore the original output. However.
frequently, variations in the ambient tem-
perature, which influence the amount of heat
lost by the resistor to the surrounding
medium, cause changes in power output. It
is intended to compensate for these varia-
tions without the necessity of a constant
current source which is required in prior
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Vacuum and Gaseous Discharge

TUBE ENGINEERS WANTED
for Design Development Processing Testing

This is the chance you've been waiting for to become associated
with a company known in the industry and the armed forces for
the top quality of its engineering. You'll be 100% in war work
now . . . but there's a peace -time future commensurate with your
ability and initiative.
If your education, experience and expected salary fit our specifica-
tions, you'll be welcomed by our present staff of engineers who not
only know about this advertisement but also urge you to join with
them in doing big things better with electronics.

Write Today to

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS. Attention: Chief Engineer, Power Tube Division

I

Continuously
Since 1930

AIRCRAFT
MARINE  BROADCAST

POLICE  COMMERCIAL  AMATEUR

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
Sales Division -205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Factory -2033 Charleston St., Chicago 47, III.

ENGINEERING COMPANY 1

All types, standard and special design.

Specialists in equipment and
methods for the manufitcture of:

RADIO TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
FLUORESCENT LAMPS

NEON TUBES
PHOTO CELLS
X-RAY TUBES

INCANDESCENT LAMPS GLASS PRODUCTS
On Production or Laboratory basis

1307-1315 SEVENTH ST., NORTH BERGEN, N. J., U. S. A.

This instrument was originally developed fess
our own use in testing the Relays which we
manufacture. We ore now making it available
to other manufacturers who are likewise desir
ous of making their products immune to the
effects of v;brotion

NO 1 OF A SERIES

POWIEWEIriEORK

for VIBRATION
TEST

7eetteezed , Simple harmonic motion with variable
amplitude. Variable frequency from

20 to 70 C.P.S. Vibration testing can be made in any
direction through 360°. Capacity up to 5 lbs. Vi-
bration acceleration is provided to 30 G. plus. Only 75
watts are required for maximum test conditions. Can
be mounted on any bench without transmitting extraneous
vibration.  Variable frequency direction provided.  No
moving cranks, gears, or bearings in the vibration system.

KURMfinELE,c0T.Ric
35-18 37th STREET LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

IKLAMAN
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NORTON INSTRUMENTS

Calibrated for your exact needs
"Because Norton dials are hand calibrated and
hand drawn, they are accurate at every part
of the scale. -

NORTON VOLTMETERS
are built in the careful, painstaking manner which has
characterized Norton construction for a half century.

Hardened, hand-ground
pivots, supported by

sapphire jewels for ac-
curacy.

RecOgnized for their extreme accuracy and

reliability, approved by leading switch-

board builders, public utilities, electrical

repair shops, marine builders, electro-
platers, and laboratories. Send for our
new catalog.

NORTON Electrical Instrument Co.
85 HILLIARD ST., MANCHESTER, CONNECTICUT

Akiehkili:Otf

RATIONED!
Caldwell - Clements publications - "Electronic
Industries" and "Radio & Television Retailing-
-cannot accept all of the advertising that is
offered. The reason is paper-a quota entirely
inadequate but nevertheless observed.
We're sorry, but we can't economize enough in
paper to meet the increasing demand for ad-
vertising space.
When paper conservation becomes unneces-
sary, we'll be happy to serve all who have a
need of advertising space in our publications.
We won't lose a minute in returning to high
standards of paper stock and format.

Caldwell -Clements, Inc.
480 Lexington Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

corstr.mr Pear.

f\

iftEPHONF

arrangements. To correct for the heat loss,
ambient compensator 7 is provided. It in-
cludes another high negative temperature
coefficient resistor shunted across heater 9.
and a positive temperature coefficient re-
sistor in series with one of the windings 6
and shunted by a resistance equal to the
resistance of heater 9. If these elements
are suitably dimensioned, compensation for
variations in the ambient temperature is
obtained. Harold S. Black, Bell Telephone
Labs.. IF) July 25. 1941, (I) Feb. 8, 1944,
No. 2,341,018.

Frequency Meter
The change in impedance with frequency

of a quartz crystal, which is linear between
its series and parallel resonant frequencies,
is used to determine an unknown frequency.
Variable transformer 18 and capacitor 17
are provided to maintain the voltage across
the transformer secondary 20 constant, this
voltage is indicated by voltmeter 21. The
impedance change of the crystal will then be
measured by the current meter 15 which is
calibrated in deviations from the center fre-
quency. To extend the frequency range over

which the crystal may be used, variable
capacitor 25 is inserted: the resonant fre-
quencies of the quartz, and consequently
the useful frequency range, is lowered when
its capacitance is increased. The sensitivity
of the device, or the slope of the impedance -
frequency curve within the useful range, may
be regulated by varying capacitor 26: an
increase in capacitance will cause an increase
in sensitivity. C. F. Baldwin. General Elec-
tric Co., (F) Oct. 7, 1941. (I) March 7,
1944, No. 2.343.633.

Frequency Control
A mark -space wave, for instance in teleg-

raphy. consists in the alternate transmission
of two frequencies for shorter or longer
periods of time. The frequency is shifted
from one value to the other in accordance
with signals. A special frequency control

..11.(1~
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for receivers of these waves is required be-
cause the frequency may remain for long
or short periods of time on either the mark
or the space frequency. To maintain the
intermediate frequency constant at either
the mark or the space signal value, two
filters 7, 8, two mixers 9, 11 and two oscil-
lators 10 and 12 are provided, each combi-
nation maintaining one of the frequencies
constant while having no effect on the other
frequency. Each filter passes one of the
frequencies, and oscillators 10 and 12 are
so tuned that the beat frequency for either
combination is the same; it controls the fre-
quency of oscillator 24 and so maintains the
intermediate frequency for either signal
frequency. H. 0. Peterson, RCA. (F) May
23, 1941. (I) Feb. 15, 1944, No. 2,341.649.

Neutron or X -Ray Pictures
It is intended to increase the intensity of

X-ray or neutron pictures so that an object
may he investigated with a comparatively

3 ,

V

weak source. The latent image 4 of object
2 causes reactive layer 3 to give off charged
particles or gamma rays which in turn re-
lease electrons within layer 3 or in an ad-
jacent layer 6. The electron image so pro-
duced is reduced by an electron -optical lens
system 6,8, so that the image 9 produced
on screen 7 is much smaller than the latent
image 4 and of comparatively high intensity.
If 7 is a luminous screen, the image is

IJESICO
r -to

SOLDERING IRONS
are widely used in industrial plants throughout
the country. They are designed to withstand the
strain of continuous service 'squired of factory
tools.

SPOT SOLDERING MACHINE
designed for treadle operation for ad-
vancement of iron and solder, leaving
operator's hands free for handling of
product. SOLDERING IRON

TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
prevent overheating of soldering
irons between soldering opera
tions. Irons do not deteriorate
when being used. The idle period
causes oxidation and shortens life.

SOLDER POTS
ruggedly constructed pots of
various sizes designed for
continuous operation and so
constructed that they are
easily and quickly serviced,
should elements have to be
replaced.

Write f s.r Costello.,

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC.
216 WEST ELM STREET, DEEP RIVER, CONN.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-1014 McGee St. Kansas City, Missouri

BUY
BONDS

coton9.er

DUE TO ITS
CONSTRUCTION

The Egyptian Pyramids stand
majestically, through the ages,
as mute witnesses to the skill
and rugged craftsmanship of
the thousands of slaves who
toiled to erect them. . . . TO-
DAY . . . not slaves . . . but
creative engineering skill and
willing hands achieved the
same result with the new DU.
MONT TYPE PC2 Oil Paper
Capacitor . . . an oil impreg-
nated oil sealed capacitor that
gives assured "LONGER
LIFE" for continuous opera-
tion. . . . Its special features
and construction are exclusive
features with Dumont.

Suitable for Operation Up to
300' F.
Oil Impregnated-Oil Filled
Oil Sealed
Ceramic or Bakelite Tubes

Bakelite Cement Ends
(Oil Proof)* Ideal for Extreme High
Altitude Duty
No Danger of "Flash Over"
No Metal for "Body
Capacity"
No Internal Corrosion

Pat. Pending

DUMONT
ELECTRIC CO.

S 01
CAPACITORS FOR IVIRT 11101.01RIMITIT

34 HUBERT STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CATALOG

NOW
!

S tepped- uf2 PRODUCTION

OF RADIO - ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS!

As reflected in our new 48 -page Catalog.
the expanded Insuline plant is producing an
enlarged line of high -quality Radio. Sound,
and Electronic Products. These include:-

Metal Cabinets. Chassis, Panels 
 Plugs and Jacks  Clips  Tools 
Metal Stampings  Screw -Machine
Products  Antennas  Hardware
and Essentials.
Send specifications for estimates. Write for
your copy of our Catalog -now!

nsuun
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INSULINE BUILDING LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

11111:111111TI'S of

RADIO, ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS MFG. CORP.
DEXTER, MICHIGAN

viewed through a strong magnifying lens
11; if it is a photographic plate, the image
may he developed and enlarged. 11. I. Kali-
mann et al, Alien Property Custodian, (F)
July 3, 1941, (I) March 14, 1944, No.
2,344,043.

Glass UHF Tube
The resonant chamber 10 consists of a

toroidal shell of metallized glass which Is
connected to an axial glass tube traversed
by the electron beam. The manufacture of

this type of tube from a glass pipe is ex-
tremely simple. To tune the resonator, pres-
sure is exerted by turning screw 16 so that
the two openings 12 come closer together.
The glass yields sufficiently to permit tuning
of the circuit within limits. Several resonant
chambers may be blown consecutively in the
same glass pipe. E. Steudel, General Elec-
tric Co., (F) Aug. 30, 1941, (I) March 7,
1944. No. 2,343,487.

Discriminator Circuit
The balanced discriminator is designed to

permit the cathodes of the tubes in the cir-
cuit to be at ground potential. Diode rec-
tifiers, 11.13 and 12,13 are connected to fre-
quency discriminator circuits 9,10, tuned
slightly above and slightly below the mean
intermediate frequency, respectively. Output
of diode 11.13 is applied to grid 40 of phase
inverter tube 13,40,39 and over the gain

adjusting resistor 36 to output resistors 26
and 26. Output of diode 12,13 is connected
directly to the other terminal of resistors
25,26. It will he seen that for suitable ad-
justment of the tap on resistor 36 amplitude
modulation signals will be balanced out,
while frequency modulation may be taken
off point 27 between resistors 25 and 26.
W. R. Koch, RCA, (F) July 31, 1941, II)
Feb. 8, 1944, No. 2,341,047.

Radio Tube
The demountable vacuum tube is designed

for high frequency operation; it may be
constructed as a multi -element tube. The
base 1 is a disk of hard plastic, porcelain
or other dielectric material; plate 5 is tight-
ly sealed to the base 1 by a ring of soft
plastic or cement 7. Grid 10 is a circular
metal plate having perforations 11, and
cathode 12 may be a cylindrical or flattened
tube with ends embedded in a porcelain or
hard plastic ring 9. Bolts 18 removably
clamp together the successive disks and
rings of mica, cement. porcelain or plastic
material. Exhaust tube 17 may be long
enough to pinch off, cut. and pinch off again
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PORTABLE POWER

PROBLEMS
No. 6-"Bazooka" Rocket Gun

"TWO -MAN TORNADO" is the name given
this new weapon - which, when fired at
60 -ton enemy tanks, concrete pill boxes
and other hazardous obstacles, means cer-
tain demolition. Battery -powered, the 50 -
inch Bazooka is carried and fired by a
single soldier - aided by a teammate who
carries and loads the 2 -foot projectiles.
Dry Batteries play an important part in
this "portable power" device that is sav-
ing innumerable lives from savage enemy
tank attack, bringing Victory closer.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE BATTERIES have always
been a specialty of Burgess engineers.
Puzzling problems of size and operating
characteristics dissolve in their expert
hands . . . your problem will be welcomed.

FREE.. ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

80 -page manual of basic data and char-
acteristics of dry batteries for all electronic
applications. Tabbed for ready reference.
Write Dept. 8 for free copy. Burgess
Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.

BURGESS BATTERIES

wizes iiiiiiimmgyzemp7io. III:

after a second exhausting of air, or replace-
able if threaded into the cap 16. A. Binne-
weg. (F) Aug. 8. 1942, (I) March 7, 1944.
No. 2.343,849.

Antenna Feed System
The two transmitters operate at different

frequencies; their output is fed to the an-
tenna in such a manner that there is no re-
action between the transmitters over a wide
frequency range. A transformer converts
from single -sided circuit 5, 6, to the circuit
26, 36 which is balanced with respect to
ground. Energy from transmitter B is in-
troduced into the balanced or "push-pull"
circuit in a "push-pull" relationship. To
obtain a phase quadrature relationship at
the output, line 36, 37 is made a quarter
wave longer than line 25, 26. The energy
on one conductor at the point of connection

r0 LOAD

of the load has, therefore, a relationship
with respect to the other, carrying phases
PA and P, from the two transmitters, of
PA ± 180° ± 90° and P, =F 90'. Line 15,
17 counterbalances any reactive component
introduced into the lines due to the connec-
tion between the single -sided and push-pull
circuits. Nils E. Lindenblad, RCA, (F) May
31. 1940, (I) Feb. 8, 1944. No. 2.341,408.

FM Tuning Circuit
Two independent shadows are controlled

by the grids 38 and 39 of the electric eye
tube 31. The pattern determined by elec-
trode 39 is a reference pattern which is in-
dependent of the tuning: the pattern con-
trolled by electrode 38 is adjusted to be of
equal size for correct tuning, or zero poten-
tial of the control electrode of tube 30. by

moving tap 48. With this adjustment, posi-
tive input voltages will cause more current
to flow in resistor 44 and make the control
voltage of electrode 38 less positive, open-
ing the shadow angle of the corresponding
pattern. Negative voltages on conductor 12
will decrease the shadow angle. J. E. May-
nard, General Electric Co., (F) Feb. 8, 1943.
(I) Feb. 15, 1944, No. 2,341,936.

TURRET
L UT S

To 311 (het )" our
Board Th irk n emses

just tell us the thickness of
the terminal boards on which
you wish to use them, and in
short order these fine, precision
made, heavily silver plated
turret Lugs will be on their
way to you.

You'll like these lugs. just
slip 'em into the hole, swage 'em
and you have good firm Turret

Terminals that
are convenient
f o r soldering
and that make
lasting, de-
pendable con -
tacts. Order
them by mail,
phone or wire
from

1
CAMBRIDGE Thermionic CORP.

441 Concord A
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts
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JACK 1X-48

....-

Interphone Equipment
and Component Parts

ow -1'P

l--oll RADIO AND TELEVISION CORPORATION
1032 W. VAN BUREN ST CHICAGO 7 ILL.

PLUG PL -S8

NOW IN PRODU.:710N
CD -318-A 1K -4E PL -68
CD -307A PL -47 "A" Plug
CD -874 PL -54 3C-366
1K-26 PL -5E 3C -347-C

PE -86 SW -141
18-47 TD -3

TRAvint KARINIILA

G -E INDICATOR LAMPS

Vibration -proof Lock -on Cap With
or without adjustable "Dimmer" feature
 Choice of five colors  Well -insulated
plastic body  Rugged construction
Easy to mount  Light weigh..

For complete details, write to

GENERAL ELECTRIC
77

ELECTR3N CE DEPARTMENT
SCHENECTADY, NEW 1ORK

Test Insulation the Modern Way
with a MODEL B-5

MEGOHMER
NEW BATTERY -VIBRATOR TYPE
No more tiresome cranking of a hand -driven
generator . . . Entirely self-contained, steady
test potential of 500 volts DC, available at the
touch of a switch. Direct reading in insulation
resistance.

HERMAN H. STICHT CO., INC.
27 PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y.

ARIOUS NEW MODELS

AN3 RANGES

ar,

WRITE FOR BULLETIN Mo. 430

AAF Training Combat
Communication Groups

In order to supply its combat re-
quirements for specialized commu-
nications personnel, the Army Air
Forces is now utilizing a large
training center at Camp Pinedale,
Calif., to activate, train and proc-
ess groups of 8,000 communications
specialists every seven months in
unit "teams" for assignment to
overseas duty. The Signal Corps
had previously supplied the type of
communications unit, now trained
at Camp Pinedale, to the Army Air
Forces, but with the expansion of
the AAF activities in combat,
bombing and transport, the neces-
sity arose for the AAF to train its
own units. The function of the
Pinedale Training Center is to fur-
nish complete combat units and
individual replacements to existing
units in the overseas theaters.

The planning and the training
procedures for the Western Signal
Aviation Unit Training Center are
formulated by the Assistant Chief
of Air Staff Training in coopera-
tion with the Office of the Air
Communications Officer. The Cen-
ter itself is under the command of
Colonel William H. MacDonald and
it falls under the jurisdiction of
the Fourth Air Force, of which
Colonel D. Schelenker is Signal
Officer.

Training process

There are four stages in the
training process. The "A" stage
is the classification of personnel,
basic physical training and mili-
tary drill and preliminary Signal
communications instruction. The
"B" stage forms the specialized
communications training, wire and
radio, for the officers and men,
while the "C" stage is the classifi-
cation of the officers and men into
units and their preliminary unit
instruction. The final "D" stage,
which lasts two months, gives the
officers and men their toughest
courses in team and unit training
under simulated combat conditions,
much of it in the field in the
mountains and plains and desert
of northern California, southern
Oregon and western Nevada. The
trainees establish field headquar-
ters Signal Centers in which they
maintain 24 -hour communications,
while advance communications
posts in fox holes and other simu-
lated combat conditions are set up.
Blackout conditions and gas drills,
together with camouflage disci-
pline, also are part of the combat
course.

One of the most interesting fea-
tures of the radio training for op-
erators and aircraft warning and
radio intelligence specialists is in-
struction in the reception of com-
munications which had been re-
corded under actual battle and
combat -interference conditions.
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SOUND/y

PREPARED

/13ELT4,
S9U,1,1D
SYSTEMS

ff irial
S.

Imp
Photo

When war needs sprang into first
place 011 the industrial front, Bell
ow. ready for action in any sound
field - as fully prepared for
changing needs as the Army's
new amphibian, the "water jeep."
That's because BELL engineers
not only keep up with and think
ahead o/ developments in the
field of electronic sound devices,
but also contribute to them. This
pioneering altitude has been the
background of BELL's leadership
for the better part of two decades.
You can count on BELL for
sound innovations and improve-
ments that will accelerate peace-
time progress in industry, in
meree, and in the h That is
a promise, because the electronic
wonders BELL now turns into
practical war equipment already
foreshadow significant things to
come alter Victory!

alitstss,
- EMILBE.L INDUSTRIAL

VOICE PAGING AND
BROADCASTING
SYSTEMS - first to
be designed specif-
ieally for industrial
use - are typical of
BELL'S leadership.
Compact, integral units combine
readily to meet any distribution or
capacity need. They provide for
plant wide music, announcements,
vocal paging, warning or work sig.
nabs, and other services. Write for
complete details today.

BELL
SOUND SYSTEMS,

9.tco4ficotaieci
1195 ESSEX AVE. COLUMBUS, OHIO

Export Office:
5761 EUCLID AVE. CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW BOOKS
Moderne Katrzwellen-
Empfangsteehn i k (Modern
Short Ware Reeeirer
Design)
By M. J. 0. Strutt, Ph.D., published
by Authority of the Alien Property
Custodian by Edwards Brothers,
Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1943, 245
pages, $7.50, German text.

Intended primarily for college
students and communication engi-
neers concerned with short wave
or television receivers, the text
treats antennas, transmission lines,
meters, amplifiers, and complete
receivers for decimeter waves. It
is a practical book containing
many circuit diagrams with proper
dimensions, and explaining the dif-
ficulties encountered in the con-
struction of short wave apparatus
and how to avoid or overcome
them. An extensive bibliography
including English and German ref-
erences is added for more detailed
information on particular prob-
lems.

Reproduced from the book is a re-
ceiver for 1 meter waves. Push-pull
connected tubes S1 and So (S3 and
S4) are double pentodes having
electron -multiplier electrodes h. In
this tube type, the electrons are
deflected to move in curved paths
before reaching the plate and the
multiplier electrode; in its con-
struction, the tube resembles the
trigger tube described by A. M.
Skellett, in the Journal of Applied
Physics, August, 1942, however, it,s
electric connections and operation
are entirely different. The sec-
ondary emission electrons set free
at multiplier electrode h are at-
tracted by the plate and contribute
to the plate current, so that the
transconductance of a single pen-
tode so constructed is about 15
mA/V. For 1 meter waves the mul-
tiplier electrode output is about
130 out -of -phase with the plate
output and of approximately the
same magnitude; it is also applied
to the tank circuit of S1 and S2
and increases the amplification
factor by about 70 per cent. With
these tubes a maximum amplifica-
tion factor of 40 for the high -
frequency push-pull input stage
may be reached in the 1 meter
range, and an amplification factor
of from 4 to 7 for 20 cm waves.

For 1 m waves, the overall am -

Many fine manufacturers of radio and elec-
tronic equipment are our intimate friends.
We've been in constant contact with them
for years . long enough to enable us to
quickly obtain ...

TUBES
RELAYS

RESISTORS
CAPACITORS

TRANSFORMERS
TEST EQUIPMENT

At dekt deeded
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

Components almost impossible to obtain
may, in many instances, be procured
through Harvey. If we can't get exactly
what you specify, we most likely can sug-
gest an effective substitute.

And, WE DELIVER
...within 24 hours,
if possible.

tkliffirm

TELEPHONE
ORDERS TO

BRYANT 9-1946

hTfir nor T1117
RADIO COMPANY

lill V h
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OGERS
RADIO

'TURES
LIMITED

have pioneered
in the development

of a numbet

of special
purpose

types
of tubes

fot difficult

applicatins.
The 'type '12%3

illustrated
is as

outstanding
exarnple

of a tube engineeoa
fot

an exacting
job. It is a high vacuum

half-wave

rectifier
with an indirectly

heated
catIrde,

ana

Neater
Current

12.6 volts
0 65 staWs

has the following
ratings.

'Neater
Voltage

(ac ot ac)

IvialtitnunIDCliestet-toCattiotlel'oteoti1

 50 volts

Maximuot
Peak loverse

'Voltage

.
/000 volts

Niaainnon
Yea1c.

?late Current
lAt ED

-- 2/0 volts)
200 ma

11..011AVV.
TaC1110.1t.

(Conaeoset
Input to et

Typical
Operation:

C. P1ate
Voltage

pet plate
(VAS) 25oo

volts mas.

DC Output
Curreat

. . .
10 Ina nvot.

You ate cordially
invited

to write fot furbet

inforination
on this sad othet special

ot standata
tubes.

Makers
of high-quality

Transmitting
and

Receiving
'T Jibes

since
1926.

IN -3-44

ROGERS RADIO TUBES LIMITED
TORONTO  CANADA

X-RAYED!
TO INSURE

PERFECT JOINT

Note elimination of junction boxes in right

angle bends, designed and engineered by

Andrew to meet exacting requirements of

this special application.
Inner conductor is bent, not spliced.

Outer conductor is mitered and
solder
silver

soldered. X-ray insures nosilver

penetration into cable, eliminating danger

of short circuit. Sealing and pressurizing

transmission lines before plating prevents

possible corrosion.
For your problems in radio antenna

equipment, consult Andrew. The Andrew

Co. is a pioneer in the manufacture and en-

gineering of coaxial cables and accesso-

ries. Free catalog on request. Write today.

COAXIAL CABLES

X-ray illustrates Andrew right
angle coaxial cable assembly,
part of a Fan Marker Beacon
Transmitter made for CAA by

Farnsworth Television and
Radio Corporation.

Pilots' lives
depend on the 100% reliability
of this equipment.

Andrew is
proud of the use of its coaxial
cable in this installation.

363 EAST 76TH ST.,

CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

plification of the circuit shown will
be equal to 30 (high frequency
stage) x 70 (mixer stage) x 200
(intermediate frequency stage) =
4.105; an input voltage of 5*V can
be amplified, the ratio of tube noise
voltage to signal voltage being as
low as 0.1. Similar results for 20
cm waves will be obtained with two
high frequency stages in tandem.

It will be seen that the book de-
scribes a number of tubes and cir-
cuits not in common use in this
country, and which may be of con-
siderable interest for development
work in high frequency communi-
cation and in television.

Infrared Spectroscopy
By R. Bowling Barnes, Robert C.
Gore, Urner Liddel, and Van Zandt
Williams, Stamford Research Lab-
oratories, American Cyanamid Com-
pany, Stamford, Conn., published by
Reinhold Publishing Corporation,
New York, April 10, 1944. 236 pages,
$2.25.

No small part of the remarkable
production records that have been
attained in synthetic rubber, high
octane fuels, etc., has been due to
the development of infrared spec-
troscopy. Almost all organic sub-
stances introduce absorption effects
at certain frequencies. Those fre-
quencies in the infrared range with
wavelengths as long as 300,000 A°
are particularly useful in this art.

This book surveys the presently
used principles of operation and
analysis, and is followed by charts
showing the infrared spectrum
curves of 363 common organic com-
pounds. A bibliography on this
subject of some 2,700 items is in-
cluded, cross referenced for easy
use. It is of interest to note that
these curves are recorded according
to so-called frequency units (or
cm -1) where 1,000 cm --1 = 10 *.

The pictured curves cover the
range 800-2,000 frequency units
(12.5 A to 5 *).

Control of Electric
Motors
By P. B. Harwood, Manager of En-
gineering, Cutler -Hammer. Second
edition 1944, published by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.
4794 -Vitt pages. Price $5.00.

This book is devoted to methods
whereby the characteristics of vari-
ous types of motors can be most ef-
fectively utilized. All types of mo-
tors: shunt, series, squirrel -cage,
wound rotor, synchronous, etc., are
discussed, from the viewpoint of
adapting the proper starting and
regulating equipment to it. This is
a practical book for operating en-
gineers and designers, and is also
useful as a text for engineering
classes. Many of the less compli-
cated types of electronic motor con-
trol processes are described.
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Front ATTRITION*
To INVASION

1 Pisces'. 1 nobirossire
Crystals Are the Detectors, the Trans -
miners, the Silent Servants of the
Signal Corps.

And Valpey Crystals,
custom cut and precision ground, per-
form many a complex duty in this war.
In subzero temperatures, in tropical
zones, wherever men fight and wher-
ever men 'phone, Valpey crystals co-
ordinate.

THE XLS

Valpey's Specially
Designed Low Fre-
quency Unit Built
for Today's Busi-
ness - War.

Hare you used Valpey
Crystals for that specially complicated
setup? Valpey laboratories are on the
job, devising, designing, developing
new crystal uses for War now-for
Peace Tomorrow. Valpey experience
and expertness are yours for the
asking.

The wearing down. as of resources by con-
tinual slight impairments, as a war of attrition.

BONDS ARE BOMBS ... BUY MORE BONDS

NEW BULLETINS

Which American ay?
The idea that everyone should

have freedom in earning his living
is deeply set in American thinking
. . . but the "American way" has
never been one of complete free-
dom from "government interfer-
ence" in economic matters, declares
Maxwell S. Stewart, author of the
pamphlet, "The American Way-
Business Freedom or Government
Control?", published May 8th by
the Public Affairs Committee, New
York City.

The real issue today is not
whether we shall have free enter-
prise or government control. "If
democracy is to survive," Mr. Stew-
art concludes, "it must find a posi-
tive way to break the deadlock
without sacrificing either public
welfare or freedom for the individ-
ual."

Finding such a middle ground
will not be easy, but it can be
done, according to the pamphlet,
if we will stop the "name-calling"
long enough to find an arrange-
ment incorporating the advantages
of both approaches. Basic require-
ments of such an arrangement are
listed.

The article is the ninetieth in
the series of popular, ten -cent
pamphlets published by the Public
Affairs Committee, Inc., a non-
profit, educational organization at
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Capacitors at Work
Solar Mfg. Co., 285 Madison Ave.,

New York, has published a 40 -page
booklet that contains 16 pages of
Signal Corps equipment in use in
the field of battle, reproduced in
full color. Reason for the pictures
is to illustrate a few of the ways
in which capacitors are used. In
addition there is considerable in-
formation on capacitor uses as well
as a long list of where these small
but important components are be-
ing used.

Measuring Micro Inches
"How to Measure in Micro

Inches" is a 20 -page booklet edited
for both the novice and expert.
Inspectors, machinists, and plant
engineers will find this book:et of
value in demonstrating new uses
for precision measuring instru-
ments. It deals with the funda-
mentals of precision measure-
ments, showing how these prin-
ciples are applied to production in
the daily control of product quality.
Photographs are used to show
many new and highly useful appli-
cations for gage blocks, vernier

MR. LITTLE and

MR. BIG
One wants radio and electronic com-

ponents and equipment in dozen units

-the other calls for hundreds. One

needs help on priorities-the other

has a ticklish technical problem. One

on use non -critical parts-the other

asks for made-to-order apparatus. Big

or little, whatever the requirements,

Lafayette Radio Corporation acts as a

friendly cooperative agent. As leaders

in the field, we have the confidence of

lecders. We service industry, govern-

ment agencies, the military forces,

schools, laboratories, dealers, etc. Why

don't you, too, get acquainted with

the Lafayette Radio Corporation's

method of doing business?

iteste ( Witte or wire for our new Et -page cir-
cular listing needed radio parts, available for
immediate delivery . . coils, controls, speakers,

condensers, relays, switches, resistors, trans-
formers, etc. All merchandise subject to prior sale.

Dept. J-6

901 W. Jackson Blvd. 265 Peachtree Street
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA
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BRAND
TRADE

SEMI -INSULATED

CERAMIC RESISTORS

 Low ohmic values are made in
body type "CX" only whereas
type "A" body is offered in a wide
range of resistance values.

Globar Brand Resistors are un-
usually rugged as your tests will
prove. Those illustrated are stand-
ardized sizes and resistance values.
In case you require resistors having
special characteristics we can fur-
nish them. Larger units or special
sizes can be provided.

Write us outlining your resistor
problem, it will receive prompt
and careful consideration.

PHYSICAT AND ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE "A" RESISTORS

PART

MAIM
WATT

RATING

RESISTANCE

RANGE

OVERALL

LENGTH

OVERALL

DIAMETER

497-A 1/1
ISO Ohms to
4.7 Megatons

2144^
V64"

763-A '/4
47 Ohms to
IS FAegoittos

sisr
762'

734-A 1.4
33 Own t, .
IS tAyei.n

)4. 14,

764-A I
47 Ohms to
IS Mmishars 11/4- IA

792.A 3
22 Ohms to
150,000 Ohms 174 15/32

774-A S
33 Ohms to

270,000 Ohms 2%. 1%2

TYPE -CX" RESISTORS

997(2 1/4 Ito ISO Ohms 7144 74

763-a Ye 1 to 47 Ohms SA' 762-

759 -CI I I to 33 Ohms 3/4- 1/4-

766 -CI 2 1 M 47 Ohms 11/4 1/4.

717 -CE 4 I to 22 Ohms 1 'Vs- 1S/32

774-01 6 I to 33 Ohms 2 SA' 15/37"

STANDARD Of ISTANCE (Tolerances - 10% - 70%1
ALL RESISTORS COLOR CODED According to R. M. A. Standard .

OMR BY PART NUMBER, RESISTANCE VALUE AND TOLERANCE.

Globar Division

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
TRADE MARK

NIAGARA FALLS, N. T.
rCarbo lumond Globar are ...gingered trade marks or,
Land indicate manufacture by The Carborundurn

gages, sine bars, master parallels,
flats, and other precision measur-
ing instruments. Charts and draw-
ings illustrate the relationship of
various dimensions as affected by
the temperature of materials being
measured.

A number of new gaging instru-
ments are introduced, and a brief
description of the new mobile in-
spection unit is given. The booklet
is available from Continental Ma-
chines, Inc., 1301 Washington Ave.
So., Minneapolis 4, Minn.

"OK Methods"
The first issue of a unique series

of booklets, "OK Methods," has
been released by the American
Phenolic Corp., Chicago. American
Phenolic plans to assemble from all
possible sources the best methods
of handling and using materials
and products that go into elec-
trical and electronic work, includ-
ing anything from practical shop
hints to time and motion studies.

In this first number considerable
attention has been given to effi-
cient and neat methods of solder-
ing. There is a page on safety
wiring and another on the ferrul-
ing of flexible conduit. There are
descriptions of neat, effective ways
of stripping cable and wires. And
there is a valuable explanation on
avoiding damage to beaded insula-
tion in tinning the braided copper
jacket of coaxial cable.

There are twenty-four pages of
this sort of information in this
first book. How -to -do -it pictures
run up to six or seven per page.

Production Stamping
"Metal Stampings in Small Lots",

published by the Dayton Rogers
Mfg. Co., 2835 South 12th Ave.,
Minneapolis, describes in 12 nicely
illustrated pages the company's
process of producing die cut metal
stampings In small lots where the
cost of conventional dies would be
prohibitive. The process differs
from the usual method of using
"permanent" type dies. In their
place, so-called "temporary" dies,
inexpensive and permitting altera-
tions at small cost during develop-
ment, are used. The process is
particularly adapted to small -lot
production.

Crystals and Holders
sNdk.

In a series of ten catalog sheets,
James Knights Co., Sandwich, Ill.,
has illustrated and described a
number of the many various types
of crystals and mounts which the
company is producing. Included
are phenolic and ceramic holders
as well as waterproof and gas -
filled waterproof types. Frequencies
range from 10 kc to 10,000 kc.

FAST
WORK ON
YOUR WAR

ORDERS

 If your needs are urgent,
take advantage of our ex-
ceptionally large and com-
plete stock of radio -elec-
tronic supplies and parts.
Most orders can be filled
immediately from stock,
and shipped the same day
received.

And to help you order just
what you need, we have
the big Dalis catalog
which is yours for the ask-
ing. Write on your busi-
ness letterhead for your
copy.

11. U. IDALIS,IN4.
Wholesale Distributors

RADIO -ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 8 PARTS

17 Union Square
NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7
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Senior
anc

Design

Draftsmen

A Cedar Rapids, Iowa, man-

ufacturer engaged totally in

critical war production of

small intricate mechanical

and electrical mechanisms

is interested in employing

several men or women with

at least three years of prac-

tical mechanical design and

drafting

be able to make neat, accu-

rate parts drawings with

complete specifications, as-

sembly drawings and lay-

oWs; assume responsibility,

and have knowledge of

general standard shop and

fieid practices. Write fully

stating age, education, ex-

perience, draft status, and

compensation required.

Must comply with W.M.C.

regulations.

COLLINS RADIO CO.
Cedar Rapids

Iowa

WHAT'S NEW
(Continued from page 142)

Vacuum Capacitor
The new Jennings VC -250 vacuum

capacitor, though of the same physical
dimensions as the 50 mmfd unit, has five
times greater electrical capacity, with a
20,000 volt peak rating. The capacitor is a
plug-in unit, thus permitting its use inter-
changeably with others and giving a w'de
selection of capacities. Features are low
corona loss, unity power factor and high
current rating. The manufacturer is Jen-
nings Radio Mfg. Co.. San Jose. Calif.

lit 11 rIdiIIfY ( 1.10111111t

A commercialized design of the mercury
discharge tube for capacitor storage weld-
ing systems is illustrated by the Trignitrol
unit of the Electronic Power Co. Inc.. 19
West 44th St., New York 18, N. Y. This
circuit contains a two -pool mercury tube
of the external capacitive field triggered
type, capable of discharging bank of weld-
ing capacitors of a value up to 1400 mfd,
charged to 4000 volts. It is based on the
welding principles of Alfred Vane and in
a properly designed welding circuit. the
process produces an instantaneous weld (or
the high frequency welding system) as
described in the Nov. 1943 "Electronic
Industries"-page 101.

Hermetic Seals
The Sperti W-100 hermetic seal makes

possible the sealing -in of vital communica-
tions equipment. Made of glass and of a
metal (with the Identical expansion coeffi-
cient as glass and capable of withstanding
severe thermal shock) the seal permits a
vacuum -tight bond that resists corrosion,
atmospheric or liquid. Being a small one-
piece unit, it can be soldered to plates and
cases. Two small eyelets on both ends of
the protruding shaft of the seal allow for
wire attachments to transformers, conden-
sers, relays and miscellaneous radio com-
ponents. These seals make it possible for
electrical equipment such as transformers,
condensers, relays, etc., to operate effi-
ciently at high altitudes, in humid climate,
or under other extreme conditions, and the
hermetic sealing protects valuable equip-
ment against harmful clogging by insects,
dust, or fungus growth. The maker Is
Sperti, Inc., Beech and Kenilworth, Cin-
cinnati, O.

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
Model 400A vacuum tube voltmeter, one

of a number of laboratory instruments de-
veloped by Hewlett-Packard Co.. Palo
Alto, Calif., is a wide band feedback ampli-
fier which operates a diode voltmeter of the
average reading type. The circuit is Inde-
pendent of line voltage variations and tube
characteristics to a high degree. A special
input amplifier circuit is used to provide

You Can Get Them

Viedetat Delay/

GLASS BASE
INSTANTANEOUS

RECORDING BLANKS
The tributes paid to "Black Seal"
disc; by many loading engineers
have been ear ted by distin-
guifhed service :n the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the dif-
ference in quality of reproduc-
tion, and the longer play -back
life will prove the superiority of
"Black Seal" con:: truction. Choice
of two we.ghts - thin, flexible,
interchangeable with aluminum,
or medium weight -both with
four holes.
An AA -2X rating is automatically
available o broadcasting sta-
tions, recording studios and
schools. En:rlosure of your prior-
ity rating will facilitate delivery
Old kuminum Blinks Recoated with
"Black Seal" Form -la on Short Notice

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

395 BROADWAY  NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

EXPORT DEPT. ROYAL NATIONAL COMPANY. INC.
89 BROAD STREET, N
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ESSENTIAL INSTRUMENTS OF WAR
On the Front Lines, communications systems must not fail. It
is the job of our Test Instr nts to keep these vital systems
operating at top efficiency.

On the Production Lines, our Test Instruments are used to
accurately test and measure the quality of electr war
equipment before it is shipped to the Fighting Front.
Until Victory is won, we are determined to maintain the
Boonton Radio standards of quality and dependability, while
producing and delivering these Essential Instruments of War.

BOONTON'qRADIO
,e-tAeta/zeitBOONTON, N. J.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 0. THE "0" METER ... QXCHICKER FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL\
GENERATOR . .. SEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

PLASTIC PARTS
Large or small quantities. Produced to your specifi-

cations. Precision mach niig, stamping and forming

all plastics. No molds required. Send your blueprint,
or write for bulletin.

a high input Impedance and also to allow
the use of an accurate voltage divider to
select the voltage range. The Awer sup-
ply is self-contained, thoroughly filtered
and electrostatically shielded from the pri-
mary voltage source. The voltage range is
from .003 to 300 volts in nine steps, all
having full scale Sensitivity. The meter is
calibrated to read the rms value of a
sinusoidal wave. The voltage scale is
linear and a decibel calibration based on
one milliwatt at 600 ohms is provided.
Frequency response is within 3 per cent
from 10 cps to 100 kc and within 5 per
cent to 1 mc. The meter is mounted in a
grey wrinkle finished steel cabinet.

Relay -Contactor
Developed for heavy-duty circuit control

under conditions requiring compactness, ease
of mounting, and reliability, the new G -R
relay -contactor is suited to many circuit
control applications. A vertical solenoid,
actuated by a coil rigidly mounted on the
relay core frame, operates a molded bridge
carrying heavy-duty spring -loaded contact
bars on which large -diameter silver alloy
contacts are mounted. Matching silver -
alloy contacts are mounted on a double -
break "wiping" action that keeps contact
surfaces clean and smooth. The contact -
carrying bridges are so designed that addi-
tional "decks" may be incorporated, permit-
ting a wide range of contact arrangement.
Units for normally closed, normally open or
double -throw operation with single, double.
triple or more poles are thus quickly avail-
able from standard mass-produced parts.
Single or dual -voltage operating coils for
all standard voltages are available; seal
current, pickup and drop -out voltage is low.
Standard units are conservatively rated at
30 amperes at 110 volts, 20 amperes at 220
volts, or 10 amperes at 440 volts. The
manufacturer is Glenn -Roberts Co., 1009
Fruitvale Ave.. Oakland 1, Calif.

Meter Rectifier
Selenium Corp. of America, 1719 West

Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, has developed a
new meter rectifier styled type N-6, con-
sisting of six selenium rectifying elements
enclosed in a tubular plastic case. Rating
of the rectifier is 1.5 ma. and the maximum
voltage to which it may be subjected Is
150 volts a,'. Frequency response is flat
to 6000 cycles and at 20,000 cycles effi-
ciency is 35 per cent of rated value. The
rectifier may be used within a temperature
range of -40 to -70 degrees C.

Improved Attenuator
An improved line of attenuators, featur-

ing a new detent gear, new materials and
new type steel cover, has been developed
by The Daven Co., 191 Central Ave..
Newark 4, N. J. The new detent gear pro-
vides more positive action, greater de-
gree of accuracy, more uniformity in op-
eration, longer life and a stronger stop
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CHIEF

MECHANICAL
ENGINEER

Aggressive midwest radio -elec-

tronics manufacturer has immedi-
ate position open. Excellent post-
war future for engineer experi-
enced with small parts or radio
development laboratory. Salary

open. Premium for unusual man.
Confidence respected. Write Box
L-42, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,

480 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

RADIO

EXECUTIVE
Medium size midwest radio -elec-

tronics manufacturer seeks assist-

ant chief engineer capable of

wider responsibilities. Salary open.

All queries confidential. Write Box

E-59, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,

480 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

SENIOR
RADIO

ENGINEERS
Top bracket midwest radio -elec-
tronics manufacturer has present
and postwar positions for one
chief mechanical engineer, two re-
search, three development, two
production, one specifications and
standards. Salaries open. Confiden-
t al inquiries respected. Write Box
0-17, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
480 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

mechanism. Contacts and switches of the
attenuators are tarnish -proof silver alloy.
Cleaning and lubricating of the contact
points has been eliminated. The new type
steel cover provides improved magnetic
shielding. The body of the cover forms
an integral part of the attenuator assembly.
protecting the resistors. A snap -on cap
gives access to switch blades and contacts.

"Magic Moisture Meter"
A "Magic Moisture Meter", developed by

engineers of the Friez Instrument Division
of Bendix Aviation Corporation, is reveal-
ing the secrets of the stratosphere more
accurately than was ever before possible.
The new element, known as an electric
hygrometer strip, replaces human hair in
the Ray Sonde, an instrument which is
attached to a free balloon and radios
weather information to an automatic re-
corder on the ground, from heights up to
ten miles above the earth. Human hair,
the best previous conductor, is stilt rela-
tively slow in reaction to moisture changes.
The electric hygrometer, immediately sen-
sitive to such variations, gives a more
accurate picture of weather conditions high
in the sky when the Ray Sonde passes
rapidly through different strata of clouds.
The electric hygrometer strip was developed
by Friez engineers and engineers of the
Bureau of Standards under the sponsorship
of the Navy. It Is now being used by
the Navy, Army and Weather Bureau.

Basically, the difference between the new
strip and human hair is that the latter
varies in length with changes in humidity
while the former varies in electrical char-
acteristics. It Is made of a plastic and is,
roughly, about five inches long, an inch
and a half wide, and about an eighth of
an Inch thick. The edges are specially
treated so as to provide electrical conduct-
ing surfaces and the surface is so treated
that the electrical resistance between the
edges varies with the amount of moisture
in the air.

t coffin tttttt s Ring Pot

A continuous ring potentiometer having a
total resistance in the active winding of
50,000 ohms, has been developed by Elec-
tronic Components Co., 423 North Western
Ave.. Los Angeles. The pot is a precision
device having dual wiper arms spaced 180
degrees apart and equipped with building
out resistors on each 120 degree tap. Similar
unit, can be produced having taps at 60 or
90 degrees and these various sections can be
connected through Y -type resistor arrange-
ments.

COMPLETE CIRCUIT

PROTECTION
requires Fuse Clips especially
engineered to the multitude of

today's services.

2itteike
FUSE CLIPS

PHOSPHOR BRONZE BERYLLIUM

COPPER, SILVER PLATED

In aircraft, communications, in-
dustry, electronics, electrical prod-
ucts-from most delicate meters
to high voltage services, Littelfuse
solves the problem with new im-

, provements.

Exclusive Littelfuse design and
forming effect contact over largest
possible area. Results: Extra tight
grip-maximum electrical con-
duction-less heat produced-
panel hoard and switch temper-
atures reduced-loss of clip -tem-
per prevented-spring qualities
retained much longer.

Whatever your fuse clip require-
ments, Littelfu%e will he glad to
counsel with you.

Litielluse equipment on Pdn
.Imerhan Clipper. Courtesy of Pan

American Airways System.

LITTELFUSE INC.
200 Ong Street, El Monte, Calif.

4757 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.
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LOBAL WARFARE!

II.

Only PANORAMIC
shows you a wide band

of frequencies-
all at once!

GLOBAL

THINKING!

WIDER

VISION!

PANORAMIC
An Engineering
Organization
Devoted to Radio
Research, Devel-
opment and
Manufacture.

PANORAMIC reception is keyed to to-
day's needs-and to the future. Pano-
ramic shows you, visually, a wide band
of frequencies to see and analyze.

PANORAMIC RADIO CORPORATION 242-250 W. 55th STREET. NEW YORK

Ploducta
"MERIT"

mesild
7iaeRetetioPivite
... PARTS manufactured ex-
actly to the most precise
specifications.
Long manufacturers of com-
ponent radio parts, MERIT
entered the war program as
a complete, co-ordinated
manufacturing unit of skilled
radio engineers, experienced
precision workmen and
skilled operators with the
most modern equipment.
MERIT quickly established
its ability to understand
difficult requirements, quote
intelligently and produce in
quantity to the most exact-
ing specifications.
Transformers-Coils-Re-
actors-Electrical Windings
of All Types for the Radio
and Radar Trade and other
Electronic Applications.

MN".
"."1/1-. Since 1924

1

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP.
311 North Desplaines St. CHICAGO 6, ILL.
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McIntosh Lenses VI PR:
Rill Become Consultant

Frank H. McIntosh, Assistant to
the Director of the WPB's Radio
and Radar Division, who has had
charge of civilian radio require-
ments, both broadcasting and com-
munications since the creation of
the Division, has submitted his res-
ignation to become effective June
1 or June 15, so that he can estab-
lish a consulting engineering prac-
tice in electronics and radio. In
his engineering practice, Mr. Mc-
Intosh will engage in broadcasting.
radio, both studio design, acoustics
and frequency allocations. He also
is going to enter the electronic in-
duction heating field.

Mr. McIntosh plans to establish
his radio engineering practice in
Washington during the Summer,
after he has engaged in conducting
some private affairs during a period
of 30 or 45 days following his re-
tirement from the WPB. His as-
sistant, John Creutz, is expected to
serve as acting chief of the civilian
radio section of the Division until a
successor is named.

Mr. McIntosh joined the WPB in
April, 1942, as Chief of the Radio
Section then under the Communi-
cations Branch, which is headed by
Leighton H. Peebles. In March,
1943, his Section was shifted to the
Radio and Radar Division under
Director Ray C. Ellis. Mr. McIntosh
is credited with having kept broad-
casting operations on an even keel
through careful allocations of crit-
ical materials and in his blueprint
of wartime broadcasting which en-
ables stations to obtain maximum
use of component parts. Before
coming with the WPB, he had been
technical adviser to the Fort Indus-
try broadcasting stations for two
years.

Surplus Wore',Arailable
There is available from the Army

Air Force close to 700.000 feet of
flexible lead wire of the following
sizes: 41-34; 20-34; 63-40; 6 -38 -
resistance.

Further information of these and
other sizes can be obtained from
the Area Property Disposal Office
of the Army Air Force, 1 Park Ave.,
New York.

CORRECTION
The curves shown on page 112

listing the number of bands avail-
able between certain limits are
based on the relation

n log (1 0.02X) R,
where X indicates the band width,
or tolerance, in percentage as
shown, and R the range assumed.
However, in the curves shown a
misplaced decimal point places the
number of bands available at only
10 percent of the actual total. The
number of bands should be multi-
plied by ten.
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PHOTOCELLS

Offer Circuit
Simplicity

and Long Life

PLUG-IN CONTACT
is only one of a series
of mounting types a-
vailable in all shapes
and sizes.

The ability of Luxtron` Photo-
cells to operate instruments and
instrument relays, without am-
plification, removes the hazards
of complex circuits. This fact
alone recommends their applica-
tion to precision control pro-
blems. Using Luxtron' cells also
makes for lighter and less bulky
ecuipment.

Their exceptional resistance to
vibration, shock and general
mechanicarviolerice assures long
service and unusual adherence to
or ginol calibration,

Engineering inquiries al-
ways welcome.
Full date sent on request
*Reg. U. S. Pot. Off.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
8; Meadow Street. New Haven 10 Conn

Precedence Unaffected
By AAEPA Dissolution

That the dissolution of the Army -
Navy Electronics Production Agency
by May 15, with its functions being
absorbed and carried on by the
Army, Navy and WPB, do not
alter the rules of Limitation Order
L -183-a (Electronic Equipment) nor
weaken the force and importance
of the Precedence List as the basic
schedule for the military elec-
tronics program was emphasized in
a letter to all prime contractors and
component suppliers in the elec-
tronics -radio field by L. R. Boul-
ware, Operations Vice -Chairman of
the War Production Board. The
letter stressed the importance of
keeping the expanded military elec-
tronics program at its highest pro-
duction level throughout 1944.

The L -183-a Order and the Prece-
dence List had been two major
functions in which ANEPA took
part in expediting electronic -radio
production. The Precedence List is
defined in L -183-a as the schedule,
issued and amended from time to
time by the Joint Army -Navy Com-
munications Board which sets forth
the relative urgency for deliveries
of equipment. Manufacturers were
advised by Mr. Boulware to guard
against any impressions that the
discontinuance of ANEPA means
the Precedence List schedules and
the L -183-a requirements may be
disregarded. They were advised to
observe particularly the L -183-a re-
quirement of purchase order being
identified with Precedence List des-
ignations and schedules applicable
to them. This identification in-
formation on purchase orders for
the purposes of expediting and
scheduling is increasingly impor-
tant.

If all electronic equipment manu-
facturerers conform to the basic
principles of these regulations,
schedules will be met to keep pro-
duction at its highest level in con-
formity with the requirements of
all Claimant Agencies. These or-
ganizational changes, Mr. Boulware
stated, in no way indicate produc-
tion needs have leveled off and, in
fact, this program demands still
greater production than in the past.
Electronic equipment manufactur-
ers and component part suppliers
were urged by Mr. Boulware to note
Interpretation 1 to Order L -183-a,
setting forth the relation of the
Precedence List to Scheduling and
the rules of Priorities Regulation 18
relating to frozen schedules.

WCEMA Meets
The Los Angeles Council of the

West Coast Electronics Manufac-
turers Association held its monthly
meeting May 10 at the Chapman
Park Hotel with Robert Young, act-
ing deputy director of the Los An-

COPROX
RECTIFIERS

Offer Leads at
any Angle to
Mounting Lugs

"CDPROX" MODEL
CX-2E2D4, double
hdf-wave rectifier rat-
ed up to 4.5 volts
A C., 3.0 volts D.C.,
2.5 miliamperes D.C.

Great latitude in mounting "Co-
pro2" (copper oxide) rectifiers is
afceded by the unique mounting
lug and the fact that leads may
be ordered at arty required angle
to tt? lug.

Lecc wires ore ore-,oldered, to
prevent overheating in assembly.
Golc-coated "cellets" retard ag-
ing. _ow forward resistance, high
leakage iesistc 'ice. Conservative
rcrigs and high resting standards.

Wri.e for full fechn.col
darn on all "Coprox-
models.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
82 Meadow Street. New Haven 10. Conn
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

E.tcerpts from New Home Study
Lessons Being Prepared under
the Direction of the CREI
Director of Engineering Texts

The
Iconoscope

In this month's issue of THE
CREI NEWS, appears Part II
of the article on Iconoscopes.
This section deals with the con-
struction of the Iconoscope and

Ai
a preliminary discussion of its
action when scanned in the

0 dark. In the next issue, the
>,, action of the Iconoscope when

a scene is imaged on its mosaic
Z will be analyzed.

We believe that this material
M will be of interest and value to

the radio engineer, whether or
1~4not he is at present engaged in

television, because television
promises to be one of the major
post-war activities.

Once again, permit us to re-
mind you that THE CREI

 NEWS, the house organ of the
Capitol Radio Engineering In-
stitute. publishes each month a
technical article of interest to
the radio engineer.

co
00
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0

z
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z
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Write today for the June is-
sue of THE CREI NEWS and
the second interesting technical
article on "The Iconoscope."
You may secure your copy free
and without any obligation
merely by writing to the Capi-
tol Radio Engineering Institute.
We shall be pleased to mail you
all future copies thereafter
without cost or obligation.

* * *
The subject of The Iconoscope"
is but one of many that are being
constantly revised and added to
CBE! lessons by A. Preismart. Di-
rector of Engineering Texts, under
the personal supervision of CREI
President, E. n. Rietrite. CREI
home study rourscs are of follege
calibre for the professional engi-
neer and technician who recog-
nizes CREI training as a proven
program for personal advance.
ment In the field of Radio -Elec-
tronics. Complete details of the
home study courses sent on re-
quest.... Ask for 36 -page booklet.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

E. II. RIETZKE, President
Home Study Courses in Practicn1 Radio -
Electronics Engineering for Professional

Self -Improvement

Dept. EI-6, 3224 -16th St., N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D.C.

Contractors to the U. S. Navy-ll. S.
Coast Guard Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.-Producers of Well -trained Tech-

nical Radiomen for Industry.

geles War Manpower Commission,
as principal speaker.

Other speakers included Capt J. T.
Asbury, head of the new office in
Los Angeles for the Army Signal
Corps labor, procurement and pro-
duction, and his assistant, Lieut.
E. C. Williams; and Navy Senior
Lieutenant Ben Swartz, of the in-
dustrial incentive division. Dick
Leesman, marine corporal who was
decorated with the silver star, the
purple heart and other honors for
action at Tarawa, gave a stirring
account of the battle.

Following the speakers and a gen-
eral round table discussion, films
were shown by the Citizens Man-
power Commission. H. L. Hoffman,
president of the Association and of
the Hoffman Radio Corp., presided.
Bill Goody, new statewide secretary
for the Association, was presented
to the group.

Replogle in New York
D. E. Replogle & Co. has opened

a New York office for consulting
engineering in electronics in the
transmitting and radio fields. Lo-
cation is 1819 Broadway in the
Manufacturers Trust Building.

Two to Great American
Great American Industries, Inc.,

247 Park Ave., New York, has made
two additions to its staff. Langdon
H. Roper, recently released by the
War Department after serving two
and one-half years as principal pro-
duction engineer, first with the
U. S. Signal Corps and later with
ANEPA, has been made assistant
to the president; Ovid Riso has
been appointed advertising direc-
tor and will be responsible for pub-
lic relations of all divisions of the
company, including Connecticut
Telephone & Electric Co., Meriden,
Conn., Rutland Electric Products
Division, Rutland, Vt., and Ward La
France Truck Division, Elmira, N. Y.

Hoffman Adds Engineers
Hoffman Radio Corp., Los An-

geles, has appointed William W.
Wells a senior engineer. He went
west several years ago from the
Colonial Radio Corp. and became a
department supervisor with the
Universal Microphone Co. and, more
recently, with Marine Radio at
Wilmington. He has been assigned
to engineering duties on war con-
tracts. William J. Green is an-
other new senior engineer. He was
an engineer with the Radiobar Co.
for six years. When Radiobar was
merged with Philco he was with
their Philadelphia plant for six
years before going west to Los An-
geles. Roy Deane has also joined
the Hoffman staff as a production
supervisor.

oc
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E'S COMING HOME TO

ETTER THAN EVER

.E1. E. 6
Far eleven years, R.M.E. engineers
have been building the finest equip-
ment at the lowest possible cost.
Now, they have stepped forward
in des gning even better perform-
ing apparatus than was available
before the war. It will be ready for
you when peace comes again.
Stand by for new, better, higher
quality radio equipment in "post-
war" R.M.E.

"R.M.E.-Since 1933"

11111E -*Nommov*>F N..

FINE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC.

5-74'112e.) U. S . A .
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4i, MAN
St' HOURS
SMALL METAL PARTS

by ZIERICK

Clips
Legs
Terminals
Hardware
Grid Caps
Fuse Clips
Light Sockets
Dies
W ire F arms

Hot Tinning
4 J tomatic

Stampings

Ocr standard par ts
are ususily shipped
on day order comes

Many of these parts
are approved by the
Army and Navy.

PLEASE TEAR AND MAIL TO
Zierick Mfq. Corp.

385 Gerard Aye.. New York City 51, N. T.

ZIERICK MFG. CORP.
385 Gerard Avenue

New Ts -k City 51, N. Y.
TeleFhoe MCff Mayen 9-2727

Please send your descriptive catalog.

NAME

COMPANY.

ADDRESS

Whilc every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.
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WE CAN

HELP
YOU

WITH YOUR
PRIORITY

REQUIREMENTS
FOR

RADIO
PARTS

TUBES

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

SEND
for this
FREE

CATALOG!*

800
Page

Buying

Guide

A Complete
Centralized Source of Supply

Save precious time! If you are having
difficulty procuring essential radio -elec-
tronic items we can help solve your
problems. Hundreds of leading nation-
ally -advertised brands are carried in
stock-ready for immediate shipment on
suitable priorities. "We deliver the
goods throughout the nation on time!"

INSTANT
SERVICE

OVER
10,000 ITEMS

IN STOCK

TRAINED

TECHNICAL STAFF

22 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

_Lye: vthr/Ig
in

CONDENSERS
RESISTORS

TRANSFORMERS
PLUGS  JACKS

SWITCHES
CHASSIS
PANELS

CONNECTORS
TUBES

METERS
TEST EQUIPMENT

AMPLIFIERS
SOUND SYSTEMS

PILOT LIGHTS
RELAYS  WIRE

FUSES
SOCKETS

BATTERIES
TERMINAL STRIPS

ATTENUATORS
OSCILLATORS
TEST PRODS

etc., etc.

SUPPLIERS TO
INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURERS

RESEARCH LABORATORIES
TELEPHONE-TELEGRAPH COMPANIES

PUBLIC UTILITIES
SCHOOLS  COLLEGES  HOSPITALS

AIRCRAFT PLANTS  SHIPYARDS
U.S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS  U.S. NAVY
and other GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

*800 page catalog free on request to
authorized purchasing agents who write
in on company stationery.

Address Dept. EJ.
-Telephone BArclay 7-1840-

SUN RADIO
& ELECTRONICS CO.
212 Fulton Street. New York 7. N. Y

Allen-Bradley Moves
New York Headquarters

Allen-Bradley Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., manufacturers of electrical
controlling apparatus, has moved
their New York offices to 155 East
44th St., New York 17, N. Y. The
new telephone number is Murray
Hill 2-7142. N. Calkins remains
in charge.

"E" to Price
Price Brothers Co., manufacturers

of relays and magnetic controls at
Frederick, Md., was awarded the
Army -Navy "E" on April 28th. The
3ompany is engaged exclusively in
the manufacture of relays and sen-
sitive controls for the communica-
tions branches of our military serv-
ices.

Thermex in New York
The Thermex Division of the

Girdler Corp., Louisville, Ky., has
opened a New York office at 150
Broadway with Hugh Cameron as
eastern representative. Cameron
has had extensive experience as an
engineer and as a consultant, and
was formerly with General Electric
in Fort Wayne, Ind.

Schott Expands
Walter L. Schott Co., 9306 Santa

Monica, Beverly Hills, Calif., has
taken over another factory in W.
Hollywood of 2,000 sq. ft., for the
manufacture of radio and radar
equipment for the government.

Muni:: Heads
Espey Engineering

Harold Shevers, president, Espey
Manufacturing Co., of New York,
announces that Ricardo Muniz has
joined the company's engineering
staff as director. Mr. Muniz was
until recently chief engineer and
plant manager, Radio Navigational
Instrument Corp., and before
that electronic consultant, Telector
division of International Business
Machines Corp.

Graduate of Brooklyn Polytech-
nic Institute, 1930, he taught radar
at Brooklyn Tech, and at Hunter
College directed classes in design,
development and production.

Craven Leaves FCC
Winding up some 30 years of

government service, FCC Commis-
sioner T. A. M. Craven has re-
signed, effective end of this month,
and will return to private enter-
prise. He joined FCC in 1935 as
chief engineer; two years later he
became a commissioner. He will join
the Cowles interests which operate
broadcasting stations in Des Moines
and Minneapolis and own "Look"
magazine.

LABOR TORIES

REFLEX
SPEAKERS

DESIGNED

for
WAR
USE

* HIGH *
EFFICIENCY

* RUGGED *
CONSTRUCTION

* HIGH *
POWER

* UNIFORM *
RESPONSE

* HIGH *
INTELLIGIBILITY

* WEATHER *
PROOF

* REFLEX *
SPEAKERS

ARE THE

ACCEPTED

STANDARD

FOR ALL

WAR

USE

Every high ef-
ficiency speak-
er in Universi-
ty's extensive
line of speech
power repro-
ducers has a
vital part In
the WAR pro-
gram.

Submit your spe-cial loudspeaker
problem direct to
o u r engineering
department.

UNIVERSITY
1115 VARICK STREET N.
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FOR ACCURATE MEASUREMENT

OF AUDIO' FREQUENCY VOLTAGE

VOLTS A.C.
On% IN CO

The DAVEN D-180 Output Meter is a combination of a high impedance voltmeter and a
constant impedance output meter. The high impedance voltmeter range is particularly con-
venient when measuring transforms.' secondary voltages and as a bridging indicator where
a high impedance is required. The constant impedcnce range serves as a null detector and
as a be indicator in the comparsor of two frequencies.

The indicating element of the DAVEN D-180 Output Meter is a copper oxide rectifying
voltmeter calibrated to read direct.y in volts. Multiplier network provides a meter range of
1. 2. 5, 10, 20, 50. and 100 times meter scale reading. On the left of the vertical center line,
the multiplier changes the input impedcnce to keep resistance equal to 10,000 ohms per volt.
On the right of the vertical center line, he impedance remains constant at 20.000 ohms.
When measuring between 50 and 203 volts, the ability to increase the input impedance is
particularly desirable.

Regular Purchases of War Bonds Aid the Fight Against Inflation

THEDAvEN COMPANY

191 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY



DHOTOTUBES have found such a wide variety of applications
that many types have been developed to meet special needs.

The complete RCA line includes both gas -filled and high -vacuum
phototubes, with various spectral responses and a variety of sizes
and shapes. And for applications requiring extreme sensitivity,
RCA supplies multiplier phototubes.
A phototube acts as a light -actuated electric valve. (It does not
convert light energy to electrical energy, but acts only as a con-
trol device.) The current passed Ls in proportion to incident light.
Some phototubes are "hp;h-vacuum" types; some are filled with an
inert gas (such as argon) to increase current -carrying capacity.
A multiplier phototube contains additional electrodes (dynodes)
which emit secondary electrons and thus greatly increase sensi-
tivity and output current as compared to 2 -electrode phototubes.

Color Sensitivity: The cathode coating material and the envelope
glass determine color sensitivity. RCA phototubes fall into five
"color groups":

Use Tube Types Maximum Color Sensitivity
With incandescent lamps High vacuum: 925. Gas- Red and infra -red

filled: 868, 920. 924. 927'.

With Incandescent lamps
-and for infra -red 'Mill -
cation
With light source for col-
arimetrY application
With daylight. carbon -arc.
or mercury-vapor light
alum
For ultra-vlolet measure-
ment

928

High vacuum: 917. 9'9.
922'. Gas -filled: 9.8.
921'. 923. 930'
H Igh -vacuum : 925

High -vacuum: 929'. 934.
Multipliers: 931-A'. IP21

High -vacuum: 935. IP28

Au RCA Preferred Type Tube

Color response curves are available on all RCA phototubes.

Vacuum -or Gas- or Multiplier -Type? Several important fac-
tors to be considered in selecting the general type of phototube for
a service are given in the following table. Specific values should be
considered in selecting the actual tube type.

r
Send for this valuable data
Free to electronics engi-
neers: "RCA Phototube
Booklet." complete with It
typical circuit diagrams.
curves, tables, and clearly
written text. Address:
RCA. 71.1 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N. J.

Similar to above. but sensi-
tivity extended further Into
Infra -red
Blue light. Approximates the
human eye
Blue light. Very sensitive to
incandescent light at a color
temperature above 2700-K.
Same as above, but Wellsl
glass envelope permits high
ultra -violet sensitivity

EE

Please send free phototube data to:

Name

Company

Address

City State
_ _ _J

Characteristic HighVacuum type Gas -filled type Multiplier type

Sensitivity Low
Current Output Low
Amplification factor
Relative signal -to- Low

noise ratio (includ-
ing amplifier stage)

Anode Volts Up to 500
Distortion (audio) Negligible

Frequency Range Limited largely
by circuit

Medium Very high
Medium Vory high
Up to 10 Up to 1,000.000
Intermediate High

Not over 90 Up to 1250
Appreciable In Negligible
some cases
Limited by tube Limited largely
Performance by circuit

Gas -filled phototubes are, at present, extensively used for sound -
on -film reproduction and for relay work. Vacuum -types are widely
used where high sensitivity is needed; for precision measurement
where stability of calibration is essential; and for high-speed work.

Sensitivity: The sensitivity of a phototube may vary according to
whether the light change is abrupt or continuous. Static sensitivity
is the ratio of anode direct current to constant light flux. Dynamic
sensitivity is the ratio of the variation of anode current to the
variation of light input. The sensitivity of gas -filled phototubes
drops off as light -source frequency increases.

Optical Systems: The use of phototubes usually involves some
sort of optical system. The fundamentals of optics must be care-
fully considered in the successful application of phototubes.

Mechanical Features: As illustrated at left, several types of tubes
are available. Size, vibration, directional requirements, etc., all
may influence the choice of one of the many RCA phototubes.

Phototube Life: Phototubes are inherently sturdy, long-lived
tubes and when operated under recommended conditions, give
extended reliable service.

Application Hints: Here are a few general suggestions on apply-
ing phototubes:
1.In relay and measurement circuits where tubes must respond

to very small amounts of light, avoid leakage currents outside
tube. Keep tube terminals and sockets clean. Erratic leakage
currents will affect results.

2Jn amplifiers where low leakage is important, select top cap
types such 917, 919, or 935.

3Ahield phototube and leads to amplifier or relay tubes when
amplifier gain or phototube load resistance is high.

4,Where high -frequency response is important keep phototube
leads short to minimize capacitance shunting of output.

50For constant calibration of high -precision vacuum phototube
devices, keep anode voltage at or below 20 volts. Keep incident
light spread over wide cathode area.

',Design or circuit constants should be based on tests with the
equipment operating over the expected range of line -voltage
variation.

yRCA voltage -regulator tubes can improve phototube circuit
performance.

&Anode characteristic curves on phototubes can be used to
predict performance under given operating conditions.

What Phototube Do You Need?
Due to space limitations, the sug-
gestions presented here are brief
and in a condensed, summary
form. If you have a specific ap-
plication problem or wish to dis-
cuss your phototube requirements
with us, write to RCA, Commer-
cial Engineering Section, 714 S.
Fifth Street, Harrison, N. J. For
further published information on
RCA Phototubes and how to use
them, send the coupon at left.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION  CAMDEN, N. J.

The Magic Brain of all electronic equipment is a Tube and
the fountain -head of modern Tube development is RCA.


